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PROCEEDINGS
OF T H E

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The Annual General Meeting of the Society was held at
the Raffles Museum, Singapore at 4.45 p.m. on Monday, 29th
February, 1932.
The President,
in the Chair.

T H E HON. DR.

R. O.

WINSTEDT, C.M.G., D.LITT.,

1. The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 23rd
February, 1931, were read and confirmed.
2.

The Annual Report and Accounts as submitted by the
Council were adopted.

3.

The Officers and Council for 1931 were elected.

4.

Mr. C. Boden Kloss was elected an Honorary Member of
the Society.

5. An alteration of Rule V, increasing the Annual Subscription
to six dollars from 1st January, 1933, was confirmed.
F. N. CHASEN,
Hon. Secretary.

Annual Report
OF THE

Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.
for 1931.

Membership.

At the end of the year the membership roll included
16 Honorary Members, 2 Corresponding Members
and 629 Ordinary Members. At the end of 1930 there were 711
Ordinary Members.
Thirty-five new members were elected during the year; the
figures for 1930 and 1929 were forty and twenty-eight respectively.
The new members are: —
Dato Bentara Luar Mohamed
Ghazaly
A. L. Birse
L. Coomans de Ruiter
G. Dawson
L. R. F. Earl
E. C. Gair
E. A. Gardiner
D. G. L. Gibson
C. P. Gregory
C. C. Hough
R. S. Jennings
Tengku Khalid bin Tengku
Bendahara
W. A. Kirk
T. M. Kirkwood
Flight-Lieut. S. M. Knocker
G. F. Leechman
W. W. Little

Miss J. Nesbitt
Mrs. J. McNicol
H. D. Noone
Osman bin Taat
E. F. Pearson
G. L. Peet
R. Phillips
The Rev. A. S. Rego
R. J. Richardson
P. Samuel
J. S. Smith
Herman Marie de Souza, J . P .
Thurai Raja Singam
The University Library, Rangoon
Wee Kwee Theow
R. Wendover
W. A. White
F. S. Walker

The Annual General Meeting was
held in the Society's Room at the
Raffles Museum on 23rd February.
Annual General Meeting

Council.

The Council as elected at the Annual Meeting remained
in office for the whole year.

vi
Journal.

ANNUAL REPORT

Two journals were issued during the year and the volume
for 1931 consists of pp. i-xxxiv, 1-300, plates i-xix,

maps i-iii.
The first journal for the year was miscellaneous in character;
it contained sixteen articles by eleven authors in addition to the
usual reviews, etc.
The second journal was devoted to a well illustrated popular
account of the mammals of Borneo written by Mr. E. Banks, the
Curator of the Sarawak Museum.
Donations.

By the Royal Command of His Majesty King
Prajadhipok of Siam, a complete set of the
" Tripitaka " or the Buddhist Scripture was printed as a memorial
to the memory of His late Majesty King Rama VI of Siam. His
Majesty was graciously pleased to present one set to the Society
through H. H. Prince Devawongs Varodaya, Minister for Foreign
Affairs. A set of Paramathamanjusa Visuddhi-Maggatika (Commentary on Visudhi-Magga) in three volumes was presented by
H. E. Chow Phya Abhai Raja of Siam who caused this work to be
printed to commemorate his 60th birthday.
Finance.

Financial support from the Government of the Federated
Malay States ceased with their contribution of $.500 in

1930.
Expenditure for the year is slightly in excess of Income although
the latter includes a grant of $500 from the Government of the
Straits Settlements and the payments side of the balance-sheet
contains expenditure on account of two journals only.
F. N. CHASEN,
Hon. Secretary.

Sales of Maps and Journals
Government Grant.
Straits Settlements
Interest.
On Investments
On Current Account

Subscriptions.
For the year 1931
For the years 1929& 1930 . .
For the years 1932,1933 & 1934 . .
For Life Membership

RECEIPTS.
Cash.
Balance at Mercantile Bank Jan.1st,
1931
Petty Cash in hand, Jan.1st, 1931 ..

M. R. HENDERSON,
Hon, Treasurer, M. B. R. A. S.

Stationery
Postage and other expenses
Salaries
Furniture
Purchase of Typewriter
Cheque Commission, Stamps & Cheque
Book
Balance at Mercantile Bank, Dec. 31st
Petty Cash in hand, Dec.31st

PAYMENTS.
Printing.
Journal Vol. 8pt. 2 . .
Journal Vol. 9pt. 1
Blocks
Separates
Illustrations
Annual Report
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RULES
of

The Malayan Branch
of the

Royal Asiatic Society.
I. Name and Objects.
1. The name of the Society shall be i The Malayan Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society.'
2.
The objects of the Society shall be:—
(a) The increase and diffusion of knowledge concerning
British Malaya and the neighbouring countries,
(b) The publication of a Journal and of works and maps.
(c) The acquisition of books, maps and manuscripts.

II. Membership.
3. Members shall be of three kinds—Ordinary, Corresponding
and Honorary.
4. Candidates for ordinary membership shall be proposed and
seconded by members and elected by a majority of the Council.
5. Ordinary members shall pay an annual subscription of $5
payable in advance on the first of January in each year.
No member shall receive a copy of the Journal or other
publications of the Society until his subscription for the current
year has been paid.
Newly elected members shall be allowed to compound for
life-membership for $100; other members may compound by paying
$50, or $100 less the amount already paid by them as ordinary
members in annual subscriptions, whichever of these two sums
is the greater. Societies and Institutions are eligible for ordinary
membership.
6. On or about the 30th of June in each year the Honorary
Treasurer shall prepare and submit to the Council a list of those
members whose subscriptions for the current year remain unpaid.
Such members shall be deemed to be suspended from membership
until their subscriptions have been paid, and in default of payment
within two years shall be deemed to have resigned their
membership*
* BYE-LAW, 1922. ' Under Rule 6 Members who have failed to pay their
subscription by the 30th June are suspended from membership until their
subscriptions are paid. The issue of Journals published during that period of
suspension cannot be guaranteed to members who have been so suspended."
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7. Distinguished persons, and persons who have rendered
notable service to the Society may on the recommendation of the
Council be elected Honorary Members by a majority at a General
meeting. Corresponding Members may, on the recommendation of
two members of the Council, be elected by a majority of the Council,
in recognition of services rendered to any scientific institution in
British Malaya. They shall pay no subscription; they shall enjoy
the privileges of members (except a vote at meetings and eligibility
for office) and free receipt of the Society's publications.

III. Officers.
8. The officers of the Society shall be:—
A President.
Vice-Presidents not exceeding six, ordinarily two each from (i)
the Straits Settlements, (ii) the Federated Malay States and (iii)
the Unfederated or other Protected States, although this allocation
shall in no way be binding on the electors.
An Honorary Treasurer.
An Honorary Secretary.
Five Councillors.
An Assistant Honorary Secretary.
These officers shall be elected for one year at the Annual
General Meeting, and shall hold office until their successors are
appointed.
9. Vacancies in the above offices occuring during any year
shall be filled by a vote of the majority of the remaining officers.

IV. Council.
10. The Council of the Society shall be composed of the
officers for the current year, and its duties and powers shall be: —
(a) to administer the affairs, property and trusts of the
Society.
(b) to elect Ordinary and Corresponding Members and to
recommend candidates for election as Honorary Members
of the Society.
(c) to obtain and select material for publication in the
Journal and to supervise the printing and distribution of
the Journal.
(d) to authorise the publication of works and maps at the
expense of the Society otherwise than in the Journal.
(e) to select and purchase books, maps and manuscripts for
the Library.
(f) to accept or decline donations on behalf of the Society.
(g) t o present to the Annual General Meeting at the expiration
of their term of office a report of the proceedings and
condition of the Society.
(h) to make and enforce by-laws and regulations for the
proper conduct of the affairs of the Society. Every such
bye-law or regulation shall be published in the Journal.
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11. The Council shall meet for the transaction of business
once a quarter and oftener if necessary. Three officers shall form
a quorum of the Council.

V. General Meetings.
12. One week's notice of all meetings shall be given and of
the subjects to be discussed or dealt with.
13. At all meetings the Chairman shall in the case of an
equality of votes be entitled to a casting vote in addition to his
own.
14. The Annual General Meeting shall be held in February
in each year. Eleven members shall form a quorum.
15. (i) At the Annual General Meeting the Council shall
present a report for the preceding year and the Treasurer shall
render an account of the financial condition of the Society. Copies
of such report and account shall be circulated to members with
the notice calling the meeting.
(ii) Officers for the current year shall also be chosen.
16. The Council may summon a General Meeting at any
time, and shall so summon one upon receipt by the Secretary of
a written requisition signed by five ordinary members desiring to
submit any specified resolution to such meeting. Seven members
shall form a quorum at any such meeting.
17. Visitors may be admitted to any meeting at the discretion
of the Chairman but shall not be allowed to address the meeting
except by invitation of the Chairman.

VI. Publications.
18. The Journal shall be published at least twice in each
year, and oftener if material is available. It shall contain material
approved by the Council. In the first number of each volume
shall be published the Report of the Council, the account of the
financial position of the Society, a list of members and the Rules.
19. Every member shall be entitled to one copy of the Journal,
which shall be sent free by post. Copies may be presented by the
Council to other Societies or to distinguished individuals, and the
remaining copies shall be sold at such prices as the Council shall
from time to time direct.
20. Twenty-five copies of each paper published in the Journal
shall be placed at the disposal of the author.
VII. Amendments of Rules.
21. Amendments to these Rules must be proposed in writing
to the Council, who shall submit them to a General Meeting duly
summoned to consider them. If passed at such General Meeting
they shall come force upon confirmation at a subsequent General
Meeting or at an Annual General Meeting.
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Rules
Affiliation Privileges of Members.

Royal Asiatic Society. The Royal Asiatic Society has its
headquarters at 74 Grosvenor Street, London, W., where it has a
large library and collection of MSS. relating to oriental subjects,
and holds monthly meetings from November to June (inclusive)
at which papers on such subjects are read.
2. By Rule 105 of this Society all the Members of Branch
Societies are entitled when on furlough or otherwise temporarily
resident within Great Britain and Ireland, to the use of the Library
as Non-Resident Members and to attend the ordinary monthly
meetings of the Society. This Society accordingly invites Members
of Branch Societies temporarily resident in Great Britain or Ireland
to avail themselves of these facilities and to make their home
addresses known to the Society so that notice of the meetings may
be sent to them.
3. Under Rule 84, the Council of the Society is able to accept
contributions to its Journal from Members of Branch So:ieties,
and other persons interested in Oriental Research, of original articles,
short notes, etc., on matters connected with the languages, archaeology, history, beliefs and customs of any part of Asia.
4. By virtue of the aforementioned Rule 105 all Members
of Branch Societies are entitled to apply for election to the Society
without the formality of nomination. They should apply in writing
to the Secretary, stating their names and addresses, and mentioning
the Branch Society to which they belong. Election is by the Society
upon the recommendation of the Council.
5. The subscription for Non-Resident Members of the Society
is 30/- per annum. They receive the quarterly journal post free.
Asiatic Society of Bengal. Members of the Malayan Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, by a letter received in 1903, are
accorded the privilege of admission to the monthly meetings of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, which are held usually at the Society's
house, 1, Park Street, Calcutta.
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The Prehistory of Malaya.
By R. 0 .

WINSTEDT,

C.M.G., D.Litt.

(Plates, XX—XXII).
Bijdrage tot de Chronologic van het Neolithicum in Zuid—Oost
Azi'e by Dr. P. V. van Stein Callenfels (Royal Batavian
Society's Oudheidkundig Verslag, 1926, pp. 174-180).
Report on Cave Explorations in Perak by Dr. van Stein Callenfels
and I. H. N. Evans (ib. pp. 181-194, and also in F.M.S.
Museums Journal, 1928, vol. XII, part 6.)
Beitrag zur Chronologie des Neolithicums in Sudostasien by Dr.
Robert Heine-Geldern, Vienna (Festchrift P. W. Schmidt, Wien
1928, pp. 809-843).
Zur Steinzeit Ostasiens by Oswald Menghin, Vienna (ib. pp.
908-942).
Problems of the Stone-Age in the Far East by Dr. P. V. van Stein
Callenfels (Proceedings of the Fourth Pacific Science Congress,
vol. III, Batavia, 1930, pp. 375-378).
Archaeology by N. J. Krom (Science in the Netherlands East Indies,
Amsterdam, pp. 287-290).
Papers on the Ethnology and Archaeology of the Malay Peninsula
by I. H. N. Evans (Cambridge, 1927).
F.M.S. Museums Journal (passim and notably Mr. Evans' articles
in vol. XII, parts V (1928) and 7 (1929) ).
L'Age du Bronze au Tonkin et dans le Nord-Annam by M. Victor
Goloubew (Bulletin de l'Ecole Francaise d'Extreme-Orient,
T. XXIX, 1929).
In 1932 at Hanoi there will be a Conference if the prehistorians of the Far East. So new is the scientific study of celts
and primitive relics of this region, that few even of the readers of
this learned journal will be acquainted with the scanty and scattered
literature of the subject and few therefore can know what problems
will exercise the minds of delegates. It is hoped that this short
sketch, based on the above articles and more particularly on the
articles relating to Malaya, will give some hint of the problems of
a wide field and show how the efforts of a few enthusiasts like
Dr. Ph. van Stein Callenfels and Mr. Ivor H. N. Evans, whose
work is a closed book to most people, is leading to valuable results.
Discoveries at Gunong Sennyum in Pahang and at Goa Kajang
near Lenggong in Perak had revealed traces of palaeolithic and
protoneolithic civilisations in the rock-shelters of British Malaya.
More recently scientific excavation at Gunong Pondok in Perak
unearthed (a) palaeolithic artefacts (coup-de-poing and scrapers)
chipped all over and without a trace of polishing (Plate X X ) , (b)
palaeo-proto-neolithic implements of Sumatra type (made of
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fragments of river-stones, chipped on one side but on the other
keeping their original surface) such as occur at Bac-Son in Tonkin
and on the east coast of Sumatra (Plate XXI) and (c) Bacsonian
protoneoliths with polished edges (Plate XXII). No pottery was
found in the lower layers so that the Bacsonian period must be
divided into two, an older—as in Sumatra—with no proto-neoliths
and no pottery, a later that has not yet been found in Sumatra
when protoneoliths and finally even pottery occur. The terms
palaeolith and neolith are best used of types of stone-age culture,
without reference to date, and at Gunong Pondok the three kinds
of celt were associated throughout the deposits—as also were red
body-paint, grinding and pounding stones and grinding slabs. It
has been surmised, however, that the palaeolithic civilisation, which
spread through Malaya, Indo-China, the Philippines and part of
the Netherlands Indies is about seven or eight thousand years old.
After it, came the Bacsonian civilisation, which grew out of a palaeolithic culture either after learning the art of polishing on bone and
horn or from contact with a neolithic people. To the older Bacsonian civilisation have been attributed the institution of motherright, the two-class culture of Australia and the cultivation of
yams,—an attribution that would ascribe matriarchy (or more
precisely mother-right) to the cave-woman.
Then we come to neolithic civilisations, when polished tools
took the place of chipped. Several of these civilisations must have
entered the Archipelago from the east and not down the Malay
Peninsula. For Malaya lacks the perhaps oldest Malaysian neolithic
type—so old that it is common to Java and the Philippines—a clumsy
adze with a pronounced trapezoid cross-section (fig. 1). It also
lacks the sharp-necked cylindrical Dravidian axe of India, Japan,
the Celebes and Sumatra, which has in cross-section the shape of
an ellipse or lens and from its present-day use in New Guinea is
sometimes termed the Papuan axe (fig. 2). And it lacks the
" Philippine " axe with back partly cut away for shafting purposes,
a type found also in Hongkong, the Celebes and Polynesia (fig. 3).
But though it lacks East Indonesian types, the Peninsula is rich
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in West Indonesian neolithic types that occur also in Sumatra,
Java and Bali. Generally in Malaya these neoliths have been
found not in caves but in rice-fields and near river-banks, as on
the Tembeling, on the Bernam (at Tanjong Malim) and on the
Kinta (at Batu Gajah).
Malaya knows only two specimens of the dented high-shouldered
Mon-Khmer axe (fig. 4), one whose provenance is unknown, one
from the Pahang River (fig. 2 Plate XL JRASMB vol. VIII, 1930).
Probably they were imported by stray Mons, as their sphere stops
above British Malaya. This high-shouldered or Austro-asiatic type
occurs in the Philippines, in Indo-China, in Burma, in Assam Orissa
and Chota-Nagpur in Northern India, and in the Munda district of
southern India, and so covers the area of the Austro-asiatic language
family. By 1500 B.C. Malay and Mon-Khmer late neolithic
developed two distinctive types of axe, the high-shouldered Austroasiatic type and the Malay pointed type* (ib. vol. VI, 1928, Plate
XXXVIII fig. 2 with variants 1, 3 and 4 and Winstedt's " Malaya "
p. 153), so that some time before this date must have been the epoch
when the Malays of Sumatra and the Javanese left the continent

* Note.—Dr. Heine-Geldern notes fig. 5 as the ' pointed ' axe characteristic
of Malaya, with which the beaked axe of J a v a is associated. No. 6
is of a type recorded—till Mr. Evans illustrated it as common in
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of Asia. Judging by the practical identity of the systems of motherright obtaining among the Khassis of Assam and the Minangkabau
Malays, that social institution must have been highly developed
well before Austro-asiatics and Austronesians parted company,
namely in ' Austrian ? times or by 2000 B.C. at least:—cord-pottery
and pig-rearing are thought to have belonged to the same civilisation.
A civilisation apparently associated with river-banks produced
in Perak on the west coast of the Peninsula graves built of granite
slabs. These graves have been unearthed at Changkat Mantri on
the Bernam River, and at Sungai Kruit off the Sungkai River,
while another is recorded from the Slim River:—one of them has
been rebuilt in the garden of Taiping Museum. These cists are
closely related to the dolmen and are of a type not uncommon in
Java where they extend from a late neolithic to an iron age:—the
Philippines, also, have tombs said to be of a similar type. With
the Perak cists have been found iron socketted tools, cornelian beads,
stone pounders, rough pottery and bronze utensils. These iron
tools have also been unearthed at Klang (along with a bronze
bell-like object—Winstedt's " Malaya " p. 155—), at Tanjong
Rambutan and Sengat in Kinta and at Bengkong in Batang Padang.
Thirteen iron implements including a spear-head and several of these
socketted tools were found at Bukit Jong on the Tembeling River,
close to a stone quoit disc, a cross-hatched stone pounder, cordmarked pottery and some fragments of bronze. From the washboxes of Kenaboi mine in Negri Sembilan have come two similar
quoit-discs, a long late neolithic chisel and two bronze adzes (ib.
p. 154) resembling specimens from Rasa and Tanjong Malim and
Indo-China. Other objects from the Tembeling are several
' cut-outs ' (from the centre of quoit-discs and stone bracelets) and
an earpendant of black stone, as also the tympanum of a bronze
gong of a kind common in Java and in Indo-China (JRASMB vol.
VI, 1928, plate XLII). This type of gong belongs to the later Han
period (1st cent. A.D.). In Tonkin and North Annam where also
they are associated with socketted bronzes, neoliths, cord-marked
pottery and shanks of worked iron, these gongs bear designs of
magic boats identical with those still used for Dayak funerals, of
figures pounding rice, of figures blowing a peculiar Dayak musical
pipe and of birds identical with those on the Tembeling and Java
gongs.
Pahang—only from the Mekong (Upper Laos). The Malayan types
of neolith have not been found in Tonkin, Annam and * Kambodia.
Are they, Heine-Geldern asks, the artefacts of an early Austronesian
civilisation, and did the Austro-asiatics take over these Austronesian
neoliths and drop their own high-shouldered axe when they invaded
Malaya and brought the Mon-Khmer language to the Semang and
Sakai?
Or did the Austro-asiatics come before they had the
shouldered axe? Or very late in a metal age? Or did they come
twice, once very early, once about 200 A.D. when Funan's Khmer
rulers invaded Malaya?
Stratigraphical excavations may throw
light on the problem.
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Later still in the iron-age comes the Indian settlement near
Kuala Selinsing, Perak. Along this beach have been picked up
hundreds of cornelian, glass or paste and shell beads, portions of
bracelets in stone and in blue green glass, some pottery and crosshatched pottery stamps. The commonest types of glass-beads are
opaque yellow, opaque blue, opaque green, clear blue, clear yellow,
dark red, and orange paste with dark-red striations. One type has
" a core of non-translucent yellowish paste, plated with gold-leaf
which is covered with clear yellow glass." Parti-coloured beads
have been found in an East-Java dolmen, thought to be of Indian
type. Beads of most of the Selinsing types occur in Philippine
graves of the iron-age, at Santubong in Sarawak and glass-beads on
Papan Island off Borneo. A gold ornament bearing the figures of
Vishnu on his Garuda, has been unearthed at Selinsing and in a
hole left by the roots of a fallen tree a cornelian seal engraved with
the name of a Hindu prince Sri Vishnuvarman, in Pallava characters
of the Sth century A.D. The Selinsing settlement, therefore, is no
longer prehistoric but must have been an Indian trading station
like others of the same period with Pallava inscriptions, Taruma
in West Java and Kutai in Borneo.
The definition of the two Bacsonian periods and of the four
neolithic periods, referred to in this paper, is the work of Callenfels.
The surmise that the beads at Selinsing were Indian was made by
Evans before he discovered the engraved seal of the gold ring.
A paper by Mr. Evans will shortly appear describing his Selinsing
discoveries. It cannot be emphasized too often that to be reliable
modern prehistorical research must proceed by the method of meticulous scientific excavation adopted at Gunong Pondok, so that the
position of the different layers of culture may be determined.
Chance specimens have little value except as leading to places likely
to yield the scientist results. Discoverers of chance specimens
should invite scientific excavation before the site of their find is
disturbed.
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Muslim Tombstones in Raffles Museum.
By R. 0 .

WINSTEDT,

C.M.G., D.Litt.

(Plates XXIII—XXVIII.)
(1). In Number 85 of the Journal of the Straits Branch of
the Royal Asiatic Society, March 1922, pp. 1-3, pls. I-III, the veteran
Dutch scholar J. P. Moquette allowed the Society to print a translation of his article on the Grave-Stone of Sultan Mansur Shah of
Malacca (died 1477 A.D.), now in the Raffles Museum, Singapore.
(2). In the same paper he distinguished the Sultan's gravestone from another stone, that has a round hole pierced through it,
—a hole perhaps used for the taking of oaths. On both sides are
texts from the Quran, which the deceased Dutch scholar was unable
to decipher—This stone also is in Raffles Museum and is illustrated
in J.S.B., R.A.S. No. 78, June 1918, Plate II.
(3). Heer Moquette was also good enough to give his opinion ,
on Plate XXIII, figs. I & II of this article. On fig. I he deciphered
the following inscription:—

On fig. II he read the following:—
On the topmost of the three sections
the Kalimah followed by the words:

(1)

Fig. I therefore bears the inscription " This is the grave of the
pious deceased who beseeches the mercy of Almighty God, Nakhoda
Haji al-Kanbaiy (the Sea-Captain Pilgrim from Cambay) son of
Jemal-al-din who died on the 9th of the month Shawal in A.H. 863 "
—9th August, 1459 A.D.
Fig. II in addition to the Kalimah is inscribed with verses 26
and 27 of Surah 55 of the Koran:—"All on earth shall pass away.
But the face of thy Lord shall abide resplendent with majesty and
glory"
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I,
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Figs. I & II are photographs of two stones now in Raffles
Museum, but in Moquette's opinion almost certainly both belong
to the same grave. The shape, he adds in his unpublished letter,
is not unusual for the date. Who Nakhoda Haji of Cambay was
is unknown. The name makes it almost certain that the stone was
one of those from the old Fort wall, Malacca, presented to the
Museum in 1852 by the Resident Councillor. In Sumatra, also,
Muslim influence from Gujerat was strong.
(4). Raffles Museum possesses another grave-stone (Plate
XXIV figs. 1, 2, and Pl. XXV, figs. 1 & 2.) on which Moquette was
kind enough to give his opinion. He deciphered its inscriptions as
follows:—
Plate XXIV, fig. I, the front-side of the stone, bears the words

Our hope is in the mercy of Allah
The King, the Lord, the Creator!
Ismail son of Haji Nasru'd-din son of
Ismail Lai ( ? ) ,
Plate XXIV, fig. 2, the back of the stone, reads:—

On the date, the fifth of the month Dzu'l-Kaidah on
Friday night in the 884th year after the Hegira of the
Prophet on whom be grace and peace: ( = 1 8 t h
January, 1480 A.D.).
Plate XXV, the edges of the stone, read:—

The pious deceased the renowned Fakir,
To the mercy of God Most High
Ismail son of Haji Nasru'd-din.
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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On the top is the text (Surah XXVIII, 88).

Everything shall perish except His Face.
Who was Ismail the son of Haji Nasru'd-din the son
(? Lai)? The date of his death makes it almost certain
stone also came from Malacca. Actually the 18th
1480 A.D. was a Tuesday, but mistakes in the day of
are common.

of Ismail
that this
January,
the week

(5). There is only one other fragment of a tomb in Raffles
Museum that bears an epitaph (which is illegible) beginning

and verse 26 of Surah 55 of the Koran, which appears also on
grave (3) —

(6). There is a footstone inscribed on front (Plate XXVI)
and back (Plate XXVII) with verses 22, 23 & 24 of Surah LIX, on
the sides (plate XXVIII) with verses 16 & 17 of Surah III (as far
as
and on top, front, back and sides are repeated four
times the verse 13 of Surah LXI.

Help from God and speedy victory.
tidings to the faithful.
(7).

Bear thou these

There is one other fragment without value.
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Mother-right among Khasis and Malays.
By R. 0 .

WINSTEDT,

C.M.G., D.Litt.

It is more than thirty years since Father Schmidt discovered
a relationship between three sub-groups of languages, (a) Sakai,
(b) Khasi, and (c) Mon-Khmer, Cham and Munda and labelled
the whole group Austro-asiatic. He concluded that " the first two
are in a stage of development earlier than that of the last, a fact
which is important for determining the relative times of the migration of each group to its present seat." He also in 1899 labelled
the languages of Oceania Austronesian, a name that includes three
related sub-groups, Indonesian (to which Malay and Minangkabau
belong), Melanesian and Polynesian. He included Austro-asiatic
and Austronesian in one great united whole, the Austric family.
There is therefore a remote linguistic affinity between Khasi (of
Assam) and Malay. Considering the time since migration of these
languages took place, the resemblance in the phonetic and morphological structure of Khasi and Malay and even the agreement in
their vocabularies are remarkable. (The Khasis by Lt.-Col.
P. R. T. Gurdon, C.S.I., London, 1914, pp. 200-219 and JRASSB.
No. 77, 1917, pp. 251-257). The adze of Khasi is the highshouldered neolith of Mon-Khmer type (of which only two stray
specimens have been found in Malaya) and prehistorians tell us that
by 2000 B.C. at the latest this Mon-Khmer late neolith was differentiated from the pointed Indonesian (Malay) type and that this must
have been the epoch when the Malays of Sumatra and the Javanese
left the continent of Asia. Both Khasis and Malays use menhirs for
their dead, but those of the Khasis are more elaborate than the twoor-three-feet high granite flakes that mark the graves of the Muslim
Malays of Negri Sembilan. Next to language, the most remarkable
thing the two peoples have in common is almost identical systems
of mother-right. Of the social system of the Sakais, in spite of
the mass of material collected, we have few reliable data: the only
trace of mother-right, if trace it is, is that the groom goes with his
bride to her parents' hut for a few days, but the conditions of
Sakai life would preclude an elaborate matriarchy. The matrilineal
system of the Chams seems to resemble that of the Malays and
Khasis. " Family," writes Baudesson in his book on ' Indo-China
and its Primitive People,' " is traced through the mother. The
children take her name, adopt her religion if they are the issue of
a mixed marriage, and remain her property in case of divorce.
Inheritance descends in the female line only. A woman is the principal figure in many of the domestic ceremonies and she retains at
all times the right to select her husband."
Among the Khasis many clans trace their descent from
ancestresses who are almost deified. Below the clan comes the
sub-clan (kpok=womb—Malay perut, womb, sub-clan), all des1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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cended from one great-grandmother. Below the sub-clan is the
family. *' Ancestor-worship in common and clan sepulchres in common seem to indicate that the original unit was the family, for there
would be no reason for the members of a clan to worship the same
household gods and to deposit the remains of the clan members in
the same tomb, unless there was some strong tie, such as that of
cousanguinity, binding them together." Moreover the clans are
strictly exogamous. " A Khasi can commit no greater sin than to
marry within the clan." A Khasi cannot marry two sisters but he
can marry his deceased wife's sister.. .He cannot marry the daughter
of his father's brother or of his father's paternal uncle. But provided the brother is dead, he can marry the daughter of his mother's
brother,—who belong to a different clan to that of the mother i.e.
to the mother's brother's wife's clan. His wife's elder brother is
head of her house but her husband has executive control. After
divorce the mother always has custody of the children. Polygamy
does not exist. If the female members of a family have died out,
the males may adopt a girl from some other family to perform
funeral and other religious ceremonies and therefore to inherit the
family ancestral property. The girl takes her place as youngest
daughter and becomes head of the house.
Let us compare this system with the Malay. There are many
relics of ancestor-worship among the Malays, especially of the
founders of settlements, medicine-men and Muslim saints. {Shaman,
Saiva and Sufi pp. 14-17; JRASMB., Dec. 1924, pp. 264, 270-5).
In the Minangkabau States of Negri Sembilan the names of the ancestresses of many clans and sub-clans are recorded in folklore, and
the grave of at least one, Sendok Mas, the mother of the first territorial chief of Muar, is a sacred-place. But several reasons militated
against the worship of ancestresses in Negri Sembilan. The States
belonged originally to the patriarchal rulers of Malacca, who appointed
male territorial chiefs. Again, when the Minangkabau colonists arrived, the country was populated by pagan proto-Malays. In some
cases the colonists may have married pagan women; in all cases their
matrilineal organisation made them invent a title to the land through
the original female inhabitants. But to worship a pagan female,
whether she is a fiction or an historical entity, is asking a lot from
the laxest Muslim. In Negri Sembilan, however, there are the clan
(suku), the sub-clan, whose name " the womb ' is identical with the
Khasi name, and the family. The clans are strictly exogamous.
The inability of two sub-clans to trace descent to a common ancestress is their passport to intermarriage. The breach of exogamous
custom is for Malays as for Khasis incest and used to be punished
by death (or outlawry) and confiscation of property, though the
territorial chief could commute this penalty to heavy fines and today
the British Penal Code refuses to recognise it as a crime. By the
Malays as by the Khasis marriage with a deceased wife's sister is
allowed and is in fact a common practice. In spite of Islam and
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol, X, pt. I,
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the rubber boom, monogamy is the general rule with the matrilineal
Malays. The children of a brother and sister can intermarry. The
marriage of the children of sisters is of course prohibited and, as
with the Khasis, the marriage of the children of brothers, though
outside the matrilineal ban is forbidden—the modern fiction being
that on the decease of a father the uncle becomes his niece's wali and
on the decease of father and uncle, the male cousin becomes the wali
—an objection not really raised by Muslim law. A Malay cannot
marry during his wife's life another woman of her tribe. The Malay
is a lodger in his wife's house. Her mother and eldest brother and
the tribal authorities look after a girl's interests. In Minangkabau the
head of a married household is the wife's eldest brother, as among
the Khasis. On divorce the Malay like the Khasi mother has custody of the children. A girl or even a man may be adopted into
a Malay sub-clan (JRASMB., Aug. 1929, pp. 39-47): full adoption
of a child gives it full rights of inheritance.
Among Khasis only women inherit the property. The youngest
daughter, whose house is the place for all the family's religious
ceremonies, gets the lion's share i.e. the family jewellery and the
family house with most of its contents. But all the other daughters
get a share of their mother's property. They must repair the house
of their youngest sister free of cost but she cannot sell it without
their unanimous consent. If the youngest daughter dies, she is
succeeded by her next youngest sister. Failing daughters, a mother's
property goes to her sister's youngest daughter, who will be succeeded by her youngest daughter and so on. Failing sister's
daughters, succession reverts to the mother's sisters and their female
descendants. No man can possess landed property unless it has been
self-acquired. Property acquired by a man before marriage belongs to
his mother, that it, to his clan. If a married man dies and leaves
acquired property, in some districts his heir will be his mother, excluding wife, sons and daughters:—if the wife undertakes not to
remarry, she will inherit half of her husband's property, which will go
at her death to her youngest daughter by him. In some districts the
property acquired by a man after marriage goes to his wife and
children, the youngest daughter getting the largest share on the
death of her mother. If there are no daughters, acquired property
is equally divided among the sons. A gift of acquired property to
any amount can be made during a man's life but he cannot leave
it by will except in accordance with the custom.
Among the Malays only women inherit ancestral property. In
Rembau " should there be more than one daughter, it is a duty of
the father, or the husband, to build a house for his daughter, or wife,
on a convenient site on the ancestral property. The mothers house is
inherited normally by the youngest daughter, who undertakes in
return to look after her in her old age. The rice swamp is divided
equally among the sisters. Should a daughter predecease her
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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mother, her female descendants obtain collectively an equal share
with their aunts." (JRASSB. No. 56, 1910, p. 68). Failing
daughters, a woman's property goes to her sisters and her sisters'
daughters and so on. Property acquired by a man as a bachelor
goes to his mother or his aunts whether he dies unmarried or married.
Property acquired by a man after marriage goes on his death to
his wife and her issue by him—kampong, rice-land and orchards
exclusively to girls, rubber land, money and movables equally to
sons and daughters, the sons' shares in due course reverting to the
sisters. In Minangkabau a father can transfer not more than half
his acquired property to his children in his lifetime. After death,
the distribution of his acquired property cannot be affected by
will: it follows the custom.
Among Khasis and Malays tribal chieftainships of all ranks
go to men, who become eligible through their mothers. By Malays
these officers are elected. Among the Khasis the sons of the eldest
uterine sisters inherit in order of priority of birth but they are
subject to election. The Siems or Chiefs of the Khasis derives
their revenue from State lands, from a voluntary contribution to
meet the cost of public ceremonies and tolls levied on markets. The
Ruler of Negri Sembilan used to be supported by the produce of
certain court lands, by offerings on great festivals and a toll on
cock-fights. In three Khasi States, there are two main branches
of the Siem family, a Black and a White, from either of which Siem
may be chosen as the electors wish. This reminds one of the Malay
system of the rotation of offices and that there may be traces of
" b l a c k " and " w h i t e " Malay families. (JRASMB. May, 1931,
p. 136). And it rather looks (Gurdon, p. 73) as if the electoral divisions of the Khasi State may have been based on the number four,
just as the Minangkabau State was once composed of four divisions.
The Khasi priest, like the Malay shaman, has a female assistant.
The system of mother-right, occurring among American
Indians, among the Nayars of Malabar, in Melanesia and in many
other parts of the world, is too widespread to be evidence of racial
relationship. But certainly the resemblances between the Khasi and
the Malay systems are startling.
Often borrowed, customs and beliefs are not irrefragable
evidence of any connection between races. But joined with the
evidence of anthropology, linguistics and social organisation, the
frequent similarity of customs that are apparently primitive perhaps
deserves remark. By the Malay and by the Khasi, the umbilical
cord is cut by a bamboo-knife and the placenta are preserved for
some days in an earthen vessel. Both races call parents not by
their own names but mother (or father)—of-so-and-so, naming the
child. Both use eggs for divination, the Malay on bringing home
the rice-baby and in cases of illness, the Khasi on the occasion of
religious sacrifice and at funerals. Khasis, Sakais and Malays obtain
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I,
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omens from dropping leaves into water (Gurdon, p. 119; SSS. p. 78).
To both races it is tabu to use the sickle for reaping. Both races
use the cock for sacrifices. Neither race cares for butter, ghee or
(until tin milk was imported) milk. Both used ordeal by water
(Gurdon p. 94; Skeat's " Malay Magic " p. 542).
Both races seem to have identical traps and snares. The
spring-gun impelling an arrow, pit-falls with bamboo caltrops at
the bottom, nooses for roping deer, a concealed platform which
sinks under the weight of an animal and releases a roof weighted
with stones that crushes the beast beneath, bird-snares of bamboo
limed with the gum of the jack-tree—all these are common to both
races. Tuba is used for fishing by Khasis and Malays. Children
of both races fly kites and indulge—as in Trengganu—in spinning
peg-tops. Neither race till recently used the potter's wheel.
All my information about the Khasis comes from Col. Gurdon's
book, referred to above. The chief works on Malay mother-right
are Parr and Mackray's " Rembau" (JRASSB. No. 56, 1910);
E. N. Taylor's " Customary Law of Rembau " (JRASMB. August,
1929); Wilken's " Malayan Sociology" (Paper on Malay Subjects,
Kuala Lumpur 1921)—translated from the Dutch, " Matriarchy in
the Malay Peninsula " by G. A. de C. de Moubray (London 1931).
There are also various other articles in the " Papers on Malay
Subjects" and in the Journals of the Asiatic Society (Malayan
Branch).
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Three of Eredia's Illustrations.
By J. V.

MILLS,

Malayan Civil Service.

(Plates XXIX—XXXI.)
The accompanying illustrations, it has been represented, may
be of interest to members. They are taken from the " Declaracam
de Malaca e India Meridional com o Cathay " written in 1613 by
Emanuel Godinho de Eredia (born at Malacca in 1563).
The manuscript is preserved in the Bibliotheque Royale at
Brussels (No. 7264). A Portuguese transcript with a French
translation, and reproductions of Eredia's illustrations, was published
in 1882 by Janssen, in a volume entitled " Malaca, l'Inde
Meridionale et le Cathay." Copies of Janssen's book are to be
found in Raffles Library at Singapore and in the Penang Library.
An English translation, based on Janssen's transcript, was
published in JRASMB., Vol. VIII, Part I, 1930: which (p. 285)
contains a note on the manuscript.
The present reproductions are photographs from the manuscript
courteously supplied by the Conservator-in-Chief of the Bibliotheque
Royale.
(Plate XXIX.)
Folio 47 R.
" Portrait of Master Francisco Xavier of the Order of the
Company of Jesus. 1542 A.D." It has been said that this portrait
of St. Francis does not resemble any of those which appear among
the materials which the Bollandists collected in order to write the
life of this saint in the Acta Sanctorum.
Several portraits of St. Francis will be found in " The Life
of St. Francis Xavier " by E. A. Stewart: 1917.
A life of St. Francis in 4 volumes is being written by the
Reverend Father Schurhammer, S.J., of Berlin.
(Plate XXX.)
Folio 61 V.
" Chorographic description of the locality of the fortress of
Muar, founded by the " Descobridor " M a n u e l Godinho de Eredia.
1604 A.D."
Cf. JRASMB., Vol. VIII, Part I, 1930, p. 71, for Eredia's
account of his naval and military activities and the foundation of
the fortress at Muar.
" Descobridor " (" Discoverer ") means l officer commissioned
to organize the work of exploration and discovery.'
The fortress was placed on the south bank of the Muar river
immediately to the west of the stream now called Sungai Bentayan.
The scale of this illustration is about ¼ mile to 1 inch.
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^Portrait of Master Francisco Xavier of the Order of the
Company of Jesus. 1542 A, D."
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Key.
Os mattos—' the woods.'
Tanjon Gadin—' Tanjong Gading.'
ORTA DO XABANDAR— Harbour Master's Garden.'
CASAS—' houses.'
XABANDARIA—' Harbour Master's Office.'
Jauejaue—unexplained: a tree, perhaps jawi-jawi, ficus benjamina.
FORTALEZA DE MUAR—< Fortress of Muar.'
N.S. de Esperanca—(The Church of) ' Our Lady of Hope.'
Tanjon Crobo—' Tanjong Kerbau.'
' Padam '—' Padang.'"
(Plate XXXI.)
Folio 82 R.
" Portrait of Emanuel Godinho de Eredia."
For " Luca Antara " (which may perhaps represent Australia)
cf. JRASMB., Vol. VIII, Part I, 1930, p. 188.
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Notes on some Malayan Place-names.
By J. V.

MILLS,

I.

Malayan Civil Service.

Batu Berantai.

The 10th chapter of the " Malay Annals " relates the attack on
Singapore made by the sword-fish (todak).
(The Journal of the Indian Archipelago: Vol. V, (1851)>
p. 319). ." Rajah Sri Maharajah, attended by his nobles, came to
the beach and formed a rampart with the legs of the people, endeavoured to prevent the Todaks from landing, but his efforts were
ineffectual. The Todaks, numerous as the falling rain, cut
through the legs of the people and were not restrained. At last a
boy said " What use is there in our forming a rampart with our
legs, it were better that we formed one of plantain stems." When
the Raja heard this he commended the boy's quickness and ordered
a rampart to be formed as advised. The Todaks now striking
against the rampart became fixed and were easily destroyed
Afterwards the great men represented to the Rajah that the talents
of the boy, shown by his counsel to-day to be so great in his youth,
might become dangerous to the state when he grew up, and they
recommended that he should be put to death. Accordingly the
Rajah ordered him to be killed, and he was killed."
A legend still current in Singapore qualifies this account of the
boy's death.
According to this legend, the boy was kept in chains pending
the Raja's decision as to his fate. The boy took this opportunity
to emphasize that he could constitute no danger to Singapore or its
Rajah if he was permitted to go to the island of Batam. The Rajah
agreed, and ordered that, if the boy was able to swim in his chains
to the island of Batam, his life was to be spared.
The boy made good headway across the Strait, but near the
rocks now known as Batu Berantai he was unable to cope with
the eddies and the weight of his chains, and sank beneath the
surface. From this incident the rocks were known as " Alang
berantai," the barrier of chains.
Below the surface of the water the rocks are cut away, and
fish are plentiful beneath the over-hanging arch.
The Malay fishermen know this, and dispose their boats in
such a position that the current will carry their lines underneath
the rocks. There is great danger of their lines being caught in the
rock, however, and when this occurs there is no alternative but to
cut the line.
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt, I,
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Bulla.

Resende (c. 1638), in his account of Malacca, after referring
to " the chain of islands called Bintang," continues " Here close
to the Straits of Singapore, is the port of Bulla, thickly populated
with Malays and frequented to excess by numbers of merchants
from all the southern tribes, who come here to sell their wares,
from which the King of Pam (Pahang) receives great profit. They
come here rather than go to Malacca because of the great abuses
committed by the captains of that fortress."
(JRASSB., No. 60. (1911), p. 9).
It seemed to the present writer, when examining the manuscript
(Sloane MS. No. 197) at the British Museum, that Resende intended to write " Bullao "; which may represent " Bulang."
One suggests, therefore, that Resende refers to Bulang Bay on
the north coast of the island of Batam.
Two hundred years later Bulang Bay appears to have played
the same role, mutatis mutandis, as in the time of Resende: Horsburg (1843) writes " Boolang Bay, in Battam Island, or Pu!o
Battam, situated about 13 or 14 miles E.S.E. from Singapore,
affords safe anchorage, and has lately been frequented by American
ships; here they receive cargoes, and trade with Singapore, in order
to evade the expenses that would be incurred by going direct to
the latter port, as the former place is out of the limit of the British
possessions. (The India Directory. II. p. 272).
III.

Hsi-li

Wang Ta-Yuan

in his Tao i Chih lo
or " Description of the Barbarians of
the Isles'' written in 1350, recounts an attack made on Singapore by
the people of Hsien
Siam:—"(Thus) in recent years they
came with seventy odd junks and raided Tan-ma-hsi
and attacked the city moat.
(The town) resisted for a month, the place having closed its
gates and defending itself, and they not daring to assault it.
It happened just then that an Imperial envoy was passing by
(Tan-ma-hsi), so the men of Hsien drew off and hid, after plundering
Hsi-li
(T'oung Pao. Vol. XVI, (1915), p. 100).
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Clearly Hsi-li must have been within striking distance of Singapore, and the present writer suggests that the place plundered by
the Siamese was situated in Keppel Harbour, the Selat (Malay
' strait '), of which Hsi-li (Cantonese, Sik lei) may be a transliteration.
The word selat is the origin of Shek Lat
often
shortened to Lat, one of the Chinese names for Singapore; and the
name Shek lat mun (Selat-gate, strait-gate) is used to designate
the Keppel Harbour and Telok Blanga districts, (cf. JRASSB.,
No. 23. (1891), p. 59; No. 42. (1904), p. 134; No. 46. (1906),
p. 203).
TV. Ka-wang and Ki-pci Islands.
Huang Sheng ts'eng

in the Hsi Yang

Chao kung tien lu
or " Record
of the Tributary Nations of the West," written in 1520, gives the
course followed by junks going from Malacca to Su-men-ta-la
(Sumudra, on the north coast of Sumatra). The course leads by
the island of Ka-wang, or

4i

the island of the false King ':

,Ki-pei island, or "cotton island "
and then by Ki-ku island or " Chicken-bone island "
the Aroa Islands), Shuang hsu or "Double Island''
Brothers), and Tan Island or "Single Island"
Berhala), to " A-lu " (Aru) on the east coast of
(T'oung Pao. Vol. XVI, (1915), p. 145).

The
Pulau
Sumatra.

The sailing directions in the Wu-pei-pi-shu chart (c. 1400)
give the course in the opposite direction: George Phillips translates
" From which place | Aru | another five watches S.E. by E. bring
the vessel up to Tan-seu
(Varela island?) from which
in a S.E. by a little E. direction four watches put the vessel off
the Brothers, from which in a S.E. and a S.E. by E. direction for
fifteen watches the Aroe islands (?) are reached, three watches
further S.E. by E. bringing the vessel to the South Shoals, from
which S.E. by E. in three watches Malacca is reached.'' {Journal
of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. XXI.
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I
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(1886), p. 31). What Phillips calls " the South Shoals" are represented in the chart by the name Mien Hua Sha
11
cotton shoals " ) : they are to be identified with the " south sands "
of the British Admiralty Charts, e.g. No. 794 and 1355.
Now
(1) the Wu-pei-pu-shu chart marks two places on the coast
between the Klang River and Malacca: the more northerly place
is called Mien Hua hsu
" cotton island " and the
more southerly is called Ka wu hsu
" false five
islands": just off the coast, close to "cotton island," the chart
marks " cotton shoals ;
(2) the proper course for a sailing-ship proceeding from the
Aroa Islands to Malacca lies almost due east towards Parcellar
Hill (Bukit Jugra): the Hill is an important leading mark in navigating the east-and-west channel between the North Sands and
South Sands: so much so that, according to Dampier, pilots would
lay-to in thick weather until they could see the Hill:
(3) Arab, Chinese, and Portuguese navigators all connected
Parcellar Hill with the adjacent shoals: Ibn Majid (1462) speaks of
**Pulaw Pasalar which is with Kafasi " (Journal Asiatique. Tome
XII. (1918), p. 399): the Chinese call the South Sands "Cotton
Shoals " and Parcellar Hill " Cotton Island ": the Portuguese used
the designation " Capacia," " Capasia " and " Capacea " to denote
the Hill and the Shoals (Journal Asiatique. l.c.):
(4)

cotton, before its introduction into China, " was called

Ke-pa or
Ku-pa, a native name which we
find back in the Malay kapas or kapeh " (Groeneveldt in Essays
relating to Indo-China. Second Series, Vol. I. (1887), p. 259).
It seems reasonably certain, then, that Ki-pei island is Parcellar Hill; the occurrence of the form Ki-pei (Ke-pa) confirming
the surmise made by the present writer (JRASMB. Vol. VIII, Pt. I.
(1930). p. 123) that the origin of the Arabic, Chinese and Portuguese names is to be found in Malay ' kapas ' or, to go further back,
in Hindustani ' kapas, meaning " cotton."
The designation ' island ' apparently refers to a time when the
hill was completely surrounded by water, as is Penang Island at
the present day.
If ' Ki-pei island ' is Parcellar Hill, ' Ka-wang island' probably
represents Cape Rachado: for it is difficult to suppose that this
prominent feature of the coast-line would be ignored by the Chinese
pilot.
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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The name, " the island of the false king " is curious: and it
would seem to be a confusion of two names, viz. the Malay name
" the lord's cape " (tanjong tuan) and the old Chinese name " the
false five islands " (i.e. " the false Malacca," for Malacca prior to
1409 was known to the Chinese as " t h e five islands"), which
appears in the Wu-pei-pi-shu chart (JRASSB. No. 53. (1909),
p. 158: T'oung Pao. Vol. XVI. (1915), p. 131).
The designation " island " may be derived from its original
insular character or from its appearance: Horsburgh notes that "when
first seen, in coming from westward, it appears like an island "
(The India Directory. (1843), II, p. 253).
V.

Ku bo lut.

The original Chinese name for Kuala Kubu was
Cantonese Sz-nga-ngok, i.e. 'Selangor;' but a fresh triumph has
been won for the transliteration theory of which the Railway is the
chief protagonist, for the new station at Kuala Kubu Road glorifies
in the name of
, Amoy Hokkien Ku bo lut.
VI.

Pulau Ular.

Eredia's Pulau Ular, ' Snake Island,' situated near the western
end of the Johore Strait, has been tentatively identified with Pulau
Merambong. (JRASMB. Vol. VIII, Pt. I. (1930), p. 225). The
identification is confirmed by Horsburgh who refers to " Pulo
Marambon, called also Isle Cobra," and speaks of the western
entrance of the straight as a channel " formed between Singapore
and Snake Island." (The India Directory. (1843), II, pp. 263,
273).
VII.

Suara.

" Once upon a time there was a poor Malay fisherman who
lived near the sea-coast about 14 miles north-west of Klang.
One day when cutting fishing-stakes in the jungle he got lost
and after wandering for a long time he was eventually led to safety
by certain supernatural sounds (bunyi) which were not like human
voices (suara).
From this incident the village where he lived was called
Bunyi." So runs the legend. But modern progress is great and
must not be denied. In the year of grace 1919 the Federated Malay
States railway administration found that dislocation was being
caused through the confusion in their documents between the names
Bunyi and Bangi. So the former name was changed to Suara—
which is precisely what it ought not to be.
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A letter from Dr. J. Brandes on the Kerimun
Inscription.
The following copy of a letter from Dr. J. Brandes was recently
found among old papers.
Welteveden, Oct. 13th 1887.
Dear Sir,
From our Secretary T received the photograph of the Pasir
Panjang inscription (Kerimun Islands), sent by the Honorary
Directory of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, through
the intermediary of Mr. Lavino, the Dutch Consul. T beg to thank
the Directory for the benevolence shown in sending it, and have
the honour by means of this letter to acknowledge the receipt and
make you acquainted with the results of my study.
The inscription, of which the language is the well-known and
and wide spread Sanskrit, is done in a somewhat antique Nagaritype. The difference between the latter forms in the inscription
and those commonly used in printing Sanskrit-texts in British India
is rather minute, as will be clear, if after perusal of my reading the
inscription is compared with some Nagari texts. This likeness
makes it also difficult,—perhaps impossible, to fix the time of the
inscription, but there are reasons making it probable that the date of
the (undated) inscription, is between 700—900 Saka. The very few
inscriptions in Nagari, so far found in the Archipelago, all date from
that time, the older from the beginning of the period, (cf. Tijdschrift
Indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde XXXI, 235 sqq.).
In Roman type the inscription is:—
Mahayanika
Gola yantritacri
Gautama cripada (h)
Yantra in golayantrita is written with lingual nt; the common
spelling is with dentals vantra. Behind the last character of the
inscription {da in cripadah) the wisarga is missing,
Literally translated into English it runs. " The illustrious
feet of the illustrious Gautama, the Mahayanist, who did possess
an armillary sphere."
Golayantra is the Sanskrit name of the armillary sphere, an
astronomical instrument formerly in common use. In his essav on
Indian and Arabian divisions of the " Zodiac " by the only Colebrooke. (cf. his Essays, II 345 sqq.) this master of us all gives a
description of the Hindu-form of the armillarium, and of other forms
of this instrument. Even now it would be a phenomenon if some
one in the Archipelago possessed such an armillarium, and used it
to define an celijes, for instance,
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Gautama, the astronomer of the Kerimun Islands, was a
Mahayanist, As far as we know all Buddhism in the Archipelago
was Mahayana, of the northern church.
Cri, and also padah, are honorific. Crigautama is " the
illustrious Gautama," Cripadah, " the illustrious feet,' just as
Gautama pddah " the feet of Gautama " would be " the illustrious
Gautama." To illustrate the expression Cri Gautama Cri padah
one may compare Crimannarayana padair uhtam " said by the feet
of the illustrious Narayana " = " Narayana said": cf. the Rang
jcng of modern Javanese (old Jav. ikang jong); the Ka-bawah
duli yang di-pertuwan of Malay and the use of paduka as an
equivalent of our " Majesty."
Before closing this letter of which the unidiomatic English I
hope will be pardoned because the writer is a born Dutchman, who
never had the opportunity of staying for sometime in an English
country it will be of interest to call your attention to the printed
Notulen Bat. Gen. K. S. W., XI, 97, XII, 107 and 133. In 1873
and 1874 it will be seen the Directory of our Society did try to
produce a facsimile or sqeeze, or something of this kind of the
Kerimun inscription on the instigation of Mr. K. T. Holle of Waspada, but without success. The merits of Messrs. Skinner,
Ashworth, and Haughton may not be underestimated for they did
render the Kerimun inscription legible to interested people: theirs
is the honour. And if you like to publish the essence of my results
in one of the publications of the Society, I should be pleased if you
would mention the fact here pointed out.
With my good wishes for your Society that she may flourish as
she does, I have the honour, dear sir, to be
Your obedient servant,
(Sd.) Dr. J. Brandes.
To the Honorary Secretary
of the Straits Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society.
13 Oct. '87
Gang Buntu,
Weltevreden.
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I. Murut Basketwork.
B y G. C . WOOLLEY.

(Plates XXXII—XXXVI.)
In its issue for September 1929 the Journal of the Malayan
Branch, R. A. S. published some notes on Murut basketwork with
illustrations of typical patterns. The present notes and illustrations
deal with actual Murut articles in ordinary use, together with some
further illustrations of patterns taken from photographs of mats
made as samples to show patterns only. In some cases the photographer, in order to get better contrast, has photographed the back
of the mat, and the black and white are therefore reversed.*
Figures 1, 2, 3 of Plate XXXII and 2 of Plate XXXIII are
'* Sitting mats'' Tabir. A string is fastened in the centre of the
upper triangular portion and tied round the waist, the mat hanging
down behind. It is worn principally by the Tagals of Province
Clarke and the upper waters of the Padas, and the Semambu, Peluan
and Pensiangan tribes; it is not used now by the Muruts of Keningau
or those of the Tenom plain. In figure I, Pl. XXXII the black
and white strands are arranged at regular intervals in each direction;
in figures 2 & 3, Pl. XXXII the whole mat is made in black and
short white strips are inserted over the black and the ends are
neatly trimmed off so as not to project. Figure 2 of Pl. XXXII
shows the Kinuai, " whetstone " pattern, and is made with the
black and white strands going in opposite directions. The edges
of the tabirs are bound with coloured cloth (imported, not nativemade) with a further ornamentation of buttons; beads too are often
used for this purpose.
Figures 4, 5, & 6 of PL XXXII and 4 of PL XXXIII are flat
baskets like open satchels. They are called ' Tekiding " in the Upper
Padas district, ' Balait ' in Tenom, ' Barait ' in Keningau, ' Kapa '
in other parts. They are carried on the back by narrow strips of
bark cloth forming two loops which go over the shoulder and under
the arm. The cloth is passed through the two rings on the top
outer edge of the basket (seen in Fig. 6, Pl. XXXII) or the loops
at the top of the black strengthening bands seen in figs. 4 & 5 Pl.
XXXII, then over the shoulder and under the arm back to the
bottom of the basket where the ends are fastened in another ring
or loop. This method of fastening keeps the mouth of the basket
closed by its own weight. The principal patterns are:—Fig. 4,
Pl. XXXIII, top and bottom, ' Simpalilit ' (bands) and ' Sinusu '
(triangular pattern) with a centre of the ' man ' pattern,
' Pinongulun.' Fig. 5 has a similar top and bottom and a centre
with ' split pinang ' Inari Kusub or ' Pinongulansat' a bunch of 4
lansat fruit on a central stalk and small rings called l Sinusulau;'
* I am indebted to the authorities of the British Museum for the photographs, except for those reproduced in Plate XXXVI which were taken for me
by Mr. N. K. Pallant.
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sulau are small discs of white shell which formerly were a form of
currency, and were used also as a decoration on coats etc. The
larger rings are called in Tenom ' Sinungkar bulu ' i.e. the pattern
left on the ground by section of the large bamboo which is used as
a water jar: a Pensiangan name for them is i Sinalaput ' the end
view of a blow-pipe. Fig. 6, Pl. XXXII has ' Simpalilit' bands at
the top and bottom with bands of ' Tetagong ' (snake) or
' Tinikotimog ' (river) pattern; the centre part has a variety of
' Sinusu.' Fig. 4, Pl. XXXIII shows a variety of ' Senampang '
check pattern. Fig. 1, Pl. XXXIII is a small' flat basket called
' Tikapan ' in Keningau used for carrying tobacco, sirih, etc.: it is
worn slung over one shoulder by a cord of plaited rotan which
passes through two loops on each side of the lid, to keep it in place.
The pattern is a variety of ' Senampang ' check.
Fig. 3, Pl. XXXIII is a small flat receptacle for tobacco etc.
shaped like an envelope; the flap folds over, and it is carried inside
another basket; it is called ' T i k a p a n ' or ' Bundusan.' The pattern is ' Inari Kusub ' the ' split pinang.'
Figs. 5 of Pl. XXXIII and 3 of Pl. XXXIV show the two
sides of a round basket with a circular base made separately. It
is carried on the back. The top of the basket is made into a
series of loops through which a cord is passed by which the mouth
of the basket can be drawn close. The name is ' Lawongan,' and
it is used only in parts of Pensiangan district and across the border
towards Bulongan. The central pattern is called ' Dinang kurau,'
fern or bracken leaf, fronds on each side of a central stem, the
whole being worked in lines of i Simpalilit, there called Sinipalilit.
Fig. 6, Pl. XXXIII is a similar to that in fig. 5, but of very
much finer workmanship. It is made of rotan sega so thin and
fine that the basket is almost as soft as a Panama hat. The pattern is the full Senampang check with borders too and bottom.
These border patterns are continuous, but are difficult to follow
in the pure white and pure black squares. The bottom of the
basket is turned up; it is made of concentric rings of rotan, or a
rotan spiral, laced together with coloured rotan strands.
Fig. 1, Pl. XXXIV is a bottle-shaped basket for carrying rice.
I have seen these only in the Pensiangan district, where they are
called ' Sesaab ' or ' Tinatubong.' The main pattern is the square
form of the ' Nomboyunan,' ' mad,' pattern.
Fig. 2, Pl. XXXIV comes from the upper waters of the Padas.
It is a plain white basket with a square base, kept in shape by
a thin strip of wood and with stiffening bars up the sides. The
lattice work is added afterwards, in black and red rotan, and the
top of the basket is made of concentric rings laced together with
red white and black rotan.
Fig. 4, Pl. XXXIV represents the commonest type of Murut
basket. The general name is ' Boyong ' or ' Sesaging;' in the Dalit
district the former becomes ' Beyung ' and smaller sizes of the type
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are called ' Bebotan.' The basket has a square base and the four
uprights which help to keep the body in a square shape cross under
the base. It has no cover. It is carried on the back, the straps
being fastened to the loops at the top of two of the uprights and
under the base. The pattern in the central portion is the
' Nomboyunan.'
The usual name for a hat is ' Seraung,' with a Kwijau variant
' Sirong.' Other names are ' Jurok ' in Keningau and ' Tadong '
in the Bokan district and in Pensiangan.
Fig. 5, Pl. XXXIV is a Tenom variety, and is usually of a
reddish orangecolour on a straw-coloured ground. The pattern
covers the whole of the hat. The pattern is called ' Linalau,' said
to be derived from ' Lalau ' a marsh plant with curling leaves.
Fig. 6, PL XXXIV. A Tagul hat from the upper Padas. It
is made from thin round rotan in concentric circles or spirals, with
an inner lining of palm leaf, the whole stitched together with rather
coarse thread: it is finished by being painted with black white and
red.
Fig. 7, Pl. XXXTV. A Keningau type. The pattern covers
the whole hat, and is in black on a greenish ground, due to the use
of the outer portion of ' bemban ' stems, with probably some colour
added. The pattern was called ' Sinampitan ' in Keningau, and in
Tenom, where a sample was seen with a slight variation, ' Batik
Lumut.'
Fig. 1, Pl. XXXV. A type from the Bokan district of
Keningau. The pattern inside the " frame " is called ' Inambau.'
Fig. 2, Pl. XXXV. One of the commonest types, made largely
by the Kwnaus, and also worn by the coast Dusuns. There are
three broad bands of pattern in black and white, each band often
having a different pattern, and the three triangular portions in white
have also a pattern of their own distinct from that of the bands.
These hats generally have an inner lining of a coarsely woven bamboo
or bemban. The front band shows a variety of the " hook " pattern, called ' Pinangko,' the ' bent head.'
Fig. 3, Pl. XXXV. From the Pensiangan District. The bands
are not so broad as those in the previous figure, black and white are
used for the triangular portions, which are more elaborate in design,
and the hat has no strengthening uprights. The top is finished with
some beadwork. The pattern on the bands is called ' Yinahong '
or i Kinahong:' it is often found, identical or with slight variations,
on Kwijau hats; the front triangular section has part of the ' Nantuapan ' pattern—the Muruts do not trouble much about selecting
a pattern which will fit entirely into the space available—the section
on the right has a lozenge-shaped pattern called ' Pinandulog ' or
*Batik Sandai ' (also called ' Smususoian ' in the Bokan district).
The section on the left has a hook pattern called in Pensiangan
'Pinansit;' a Kwijau name is ' Nongkoitan ' or ' Linokuitan '
(koitan means ' hooked, as two fingers are hooked together.')
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Fig. 4, Pl. XXXV. Another Keningau hat, of the same type as
fig. 7, Pl. XXXIV. The pattern is found in many districts; it is
called l Penuruh ' in Keningau, ' Pinuntugit ' or ' Tinuntubik ' in
Tenom, ' Inarus ' or L Kinawat ' or ' Sinalari ' in Pensiangan.
Fig. 5, Pl. XXXV. Hexagonal hat from Tenom district, where
it is used by the Peluan tribe. As in the Kwijau type, the patterns
on the black and white strips are independent of each other and
of the pattern of the white ground. The hat often has an interior
part, made separately and sewn in, like the upper part of a skull
cap, to keep the hat in place. The diamond-shaped pattern of the
strip on the left was called ' Inumbir ' or ' Nagumbir,': that on the
other two strips was not known.
Fig. 6, Pl. XXXV is a Pensiangan hat made of rotan rings or
spirals laced with rotan. The pattern is painted on afterwards, and
a bead top sewn on.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVI.
1. A hat made of palm leaf with a top and rings of rotan. It
is worn by some of the Pensiangan Muruts, but principally by the
Sakais, a Mohamedan tribe who come over from Dutch territory.
2. A Boyong, open basket. The pattern is in alternate strips
of *pinaluob ' (crab) and the diamond-shaped ' sinusu.'
3. A tubular piece of basketwork, Bebato, intended to be
fitted round a pole to be stuck up in the ground at a halting place
in a path. The main patterns are the ' pinongulun ' (man) and a
variety of the ' pinansit ' (hook).
4. A small tobacco pouch, ' ipok-ipok ' or ' tikapan,' the upper
part fitting right over the lower like a cigarette case. The pattern
is the check ' senampang.1
5. A small bottle-shaped basket ' sesaab ' for rice, from Pensiangan District. The pattern, ' sinulaiau,' represents a swarm of
small ' sulaiau ' fish, such as may be seen under the lee of a rock
with all their heads pointing the same way.
6. A Tenom basket ' barait ' made of plain uncoloured
bamboo. The pattern is obtained by crossing inner and outer surfaces of cane. The pattern is ' Binusak rungin ' (flower of the
rungin tree.)
7—9. A Kwijau carrying basket, ' sabat ' or ' kapi.' It is
fastened on to a wooden back board. The cover has a light wood
top. To make the basket more weather proof, it is sometimes lined
with sago palm leaf.
10. A mat pattern.
' Binangkusangan ' (horn-bill) Keningau.
' Pinangaian siku ' (elbow pattern) Keningau.
' Inampoi ' Bokan Murut.
' Binauk ' or ' Lelingkong ' Telekosan Bokan Murut.
11. A mat pattern.
' Batik Lumut ' Tenom.
' Sinampitan ' Keningau.
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II. Murut Basketwork.
By

G. C. WOOLLEY.

(Plates XXXVII—XLI.)
I am indebted to the authorities of the British Museum for the
photographs from which the plates comprised in this article are
taken.
The illustrations are supplementary to those which were published in the issue of this Journal in September 1929.
The mats illustrated are of two kinds: pieces made to order
simply to show patterns, and small mats such as are used in the
Pensiangan District to decorate wall planks or uprights in houses.
The former are made of bamboo or '' bc-mban " slips: the latter are
of much narrower strips of rattan (rotan sega) and are distinguished
by having more or less elaborate borders round the main pattern.
It was often impossible to obtain an interpretation of the
meaning of the name given, and it was sometimes iound that the
same name was given to quite different patterns.
PLATE XXXVII.
1. Wall mat. Pattern " Sinumandak " "young girl."
Sept. 1929 Journal.
2.

Wall mat.

Pattern " Sinumandak " " young girl." Duplicate of Plate I, ib.

3. Pattern mat.
4. Pattern mat.

5.

Wall mat.

6.

Wallmat.

8.

Wall mat.

9.

Wallmat.

Duplicate of Plate I,

" Nemboyunan " Duplicate of Plate II and fig. 3, ib.
Pattern, (Tenom) " Tinumpaling" "fish spear."
(Tenom) " Kinaitapon " " barbed hook."
(Bokan) " Kinudu."
(Pensiangan) " Tinintuaian " a bird, the swallow,
swift.

Pattern " Negimpong-".Duplicate of fig. 14, ib.

Pattern " Pinongulansat" " Lansat fruit."
A variety of
" Inari K u s u b " "split pinang," fig. 6 and
Plate II, ib.
7. Pattern mat. " Nantuapan " Duplicate of fig. 16, ib.

10.

Same No. 1 above.

(star pattern) (Dalit) " Inaiat-aiat' "butterfly's wings."
(Telecosan) " Minangaian " " fresh-water tortoise " I.E. the pattern on its shell.
(Pensiangan) " Sinalapa " " tobacco box."
(Pensiangan) " Binangoh " the bird " bangoh."
(lower pattern) " S i n u m a n d a k " same as No. 1 above.
Pattern mat. Upper, a variety of No. 4 above,
lower, duplicate of fig. 17, ib.
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11. Wall mat. Duplicate of fig. 4, ib.
12. Pattern mat. (Pensiangan) " Inarus " also " Binuaia," " crocodile."
13. Pattern mat. (Bokan) " Penuroh."
(Tenom) " Pinuntugit," " Tinuntubik," "Batik Paralat."
(Pensiangan)
" Kinawot,"
" Inarus."
(Telecosan)
" Sinalari."
PLATE XXXVIII.
1.
2.

Pattern mat. (Tenom) " Kinirau Asu," "dog tracks."
Pattern mat. (Bokan) "Batik Belanai."
Pattern mat. (Tenom) " Batik Kalas."
3. Pattern mat. Same as Plate XXXVII, No. 13 above.
4. Pattern mat. Same as Plate XXXVII, No. 1 above.
5. Wall mat. (This, and some of the other mats, are photographed from
the back, so black and white are reversed).
Left. (Pensiangan) " Nantorongan lalaiing" "child's seat."
(Pensiangan) " Tinodungan Dalaiing" "child's seat."
Duplicate of Plate II, ib.
Centre. (Pensiangan) " Nagulalan " Duplicate of fig. 15, ib.
Right. (Pensiangan) " Inipi," " Linusu," " Linisiu."
PLATE X X X I X .
1.

Pattern mat.

(Pensiangan) " Sinulausulau" or " Sinusulau" "shell
rines" also used as a border pattern, fig. 13, ib.
Sulau, flat discs of shell, were largely used as
decorations for war coats, etc.
(Tenom) " Sinungkar bulu " the print of a bamboo joint,
lengths of bamboo are used for carrying water.
(Pensiangan) " Sinalaput" " bore of a blow-pipe" the
central spot is the pith head of the dart in the tube.
Duplicate of fig. 17, ib.

2.

Pattern mat.

3.

Pattern mat.

4.

Pattern mat.

5.

Wall mat. Pattern (Sapulot) " Lingkakat."
(Telecosan) " Iningaio" "standing upright" (?)

6.

Pattern mat.

(Tenom) " Tambuakar " " Dragon " i.e. the scaly pattern
on its back.
(Kwijau) "Kinaban."
This seems to be a variety of Pl. XXXVII, No. 9
Inaiat-aiat.

7.

Pattern mat.

(Tenom) " Tinatambong " " Tambong " is a " spear blade."

8.

Pattern mat.

(Tenom) " Tungok delaio " " Bending the head."
(Kenigau) " Kenapuk."
A variety of fig. 2, ib.

(Tenom) "Batik Lumut" "fine pattern" Lumut i.e.
"Halus" (Malay).
(Keningau) " Sinampitan."
(Tenom) "Kinirau Asu" "dog tracks" a variety of
Plate XXXVIII, No. 1.
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1. Pattern mat.

2.
3.

Pattern mat.
Pattern mat.

4. Pattern mat.
5. Pattern mat.
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XL.

(Kwijau) " Nongkoitan " " Linokuitan " "hooked."
(Telecosan) " Pinansit."
(Bokan) " Pinaku " " F e r n tips."
(Bokan) " Sinowat " " Sawat " "Cross roads."
Duplicate of Plate II, ib.
A variety of the " hook " pattern.
(Tenom) " Linalau " said to be a marsh—or river-plant
with curling leaves.
(Bokan) " Sinuloi" a " h o o k " pattern variety.
(Bokan) " Binalai l a w a r " made in broad coarse strands
for the inner lining of a hat.
PLATE XLI.

1. Pattern mat.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

(Telecosan) " Sinusu sinalatan ": sinusu seems to be a
general name for lozenge-shaped patterns.
Pattern mat. Duplicate of fig. 16, ib. and Pl. XXXVII, No. 7 above.
Pattern mat. Top right. (Pensiangan) " Pinandulu."
(Telecosan) " Batik Sandai."
(Bokan) " Sinususaian."
Duplicate of Plate II, ib.
Lower left. (Pensiangan) " Bulus Mandau " "Tiger face"
Also said to represent a bundle of four
heads tied together with rotan.
Pattern mat. (Bokan) " Pinangkauitan." Very similar to Pl. II & III, lb.
Pattern mat. " Nomboyunan " '' mad pattern." Duplicate of fig. 3, ib.
Pattern mat. Duplicate of fig. 2, Sept. Journal.
Wall mat. Duplicate of fig. 18, ib.
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The Temenggongs of Muar.
By R. 0 .

WINSTEDT,

C.M.G., D.Litt.

Newbold writes as follows:—" A.H. 1119 (=1707 A.D.) a
Mantri of high birth in Johore, named Samade Raja"

(?=Sri

Ma'raja 'diraja) " obtained a grant of the territory of Muar from
the then Sultan of Johore, Abdu'l-Jalil Shah.

He settled at a

place called Pantai Layang on the banks of the river and ruled till
1145 A.H, (=1732 A.D.) when he died succeeded by his son Paduka
Tuan; who, on his proceeding to the Court of Johore, on the occasion
of his father's demise, was invested by Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil with the
title of Temenggong Paduka Tuan. He died A.H. 1175 (1761 A.D.),
succeeded by his son Burok or Ahok.

Burok died at Bunga Tan-

jong on Muar river whither he had removed from Johore in 1214 A.H.
(1801 A.D.), leaving two sons Konik and Ibrahim.

The former

went to Lingga to present himeslf to Sultan Mahmud III, by whom
he was acknowledged as third Temenggong of Muar.

Konik died in

1-246 A.D. (1830 A.D.), leaving a son Syed, the present chief, who
succeeded him: he also left a daughter.

Syed proceeded to Singa-

pore, where he was confirmed by the late Sultan Hussain Shah I,
whom the English had recently placed on the throne.
obtained the title Temenggong Dato' Said.

From him he

The Temenggong's sway

is confined to the villages immediately on the banks of the Muar
river and on those of the stream of Segamat. He appears to be
popular from his easy temper. .We had an interview with this Malay
chief at a village, about 18 miles up the river called Grisek.

He

acknowledges himself a vassal of Johore and sends annually to the
Sultan the amount of a duty levied on the houses of the settlers
at Pahang (one dollar a house) and 200 kampits of rice " (Moor's
Notices of the Indian Archipelago, Appendix p. 74, Singapore 1837).
The family still exists and its head and the family of his predecessor
draw political allowances.

He gives the account of his house,

which I set forth elsewhere in this number in my paper on " The
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Bendaharas and Temenggongs," and he gives the following genealogical tree:—
Sayid Idrus of the Hadramaut and Kampong Pasir, Acheh
Zainal-Abidin
m, Marhum

(? ka-Acheh) of Kota Tinggi
Maharaja Sri 'diraja
m. a d. of a Muar Orang Kaya.
I

Dato' Pasir Raja,
ruled Muar from
1699

Bendahara Padang
Sumpa (?=Saujana).

Marhum Bakal
m. Sultan
Mahmud, murdered
1699 at Kota Tinggi.

Sa'Akar 'diraja,
Engku Paduka Tuan
(1) Temenggong, Muar.
Sa' Amar

'diraja

Ferdana Mantri, (2) Tem. Muar.

Engku Buro'
(3) Tem. d. 1801 A.D.
E. Konik, (4)

E. Said
(5) Tem.

Putra Raja.

E. Muda
Tanjong

E. Pandak

Tem., d. 1830

E. Ibrahim

E. Ismail,
(6) Tem.

E. Idris,
Paduka Tuan

Wan Muhammad Salleh. Tem. (7)
Wan Abdu'r-Rahrnan (now Tem. (8)
(E.=Engku; Tem.=Temenggong).
It is strange that Newbold gives 1707 as the date on which
Muar was given to this family. According to Netscher it was in
that year that its head took to Kota Tinggi the pretender to the
Johore throne, Raja Kechil, then a child, who was forthwith banished
to Sumatra. Moreover history has never ascribed any child to
Sultan Mahmud; not even accepting Raja Kechil, whose mother,
tradition says, was Enche Apong daughter of the Laksamana.
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The Early Rulers of Perak, Pahang and Acheh.
By R. O.

WINSTEDT,

C.M.G., D.Litt.

This paper illustrates the known relationship between the early
rulers of Johore and Pahang and goes to corroborate relationship
between the early rulers of Johore and Perak. Perak once gave
Acheh a Sultan and so, too, did Pahang and throughout the period
until the Dutch captured Malacca in 1641 A.D. and a series of
women rulers enfeebled Acheh, that Sumatran State constantly
raided Johore, Perak and Pahang. A comparison of the genealogical trees of the Rulers of the three Peninsular States with that
of the Sultans of Acheh helps to throw light on several historical
puzzles. The Johore tree will be handled fully in another paper.
The main sources of information are:—
(a) Sejarah Melayu or " Malay Annals ", ed. Shellabear,
(romanised) 1909 Singapore.
(b) Bustanu's-Salatin, Fasal XI—history of the princes of
Malacca and Pahang from a copy in the possession of
the late Sultan of Pahang; JRASSB. No. 81, 1921.
(c) Variant version of the Sejarah Melayu (JRASMB,
1925). This was written by a Raja Bongsu. The
date, the absence of a bin, the intimate account of
the upper reaches of the Johore river make it very
probable that this was Raja Bongsu, afterwards
Abdullah Maayat Shah (b. 1571 d. 1623), the Sultan
of Johore who inspired Tun Sri Lanang to write the
" Malay Annals."
(d) Salasilah Perak (JRASSB., No. 9, pp. 95-108), a
detailed and valuable work, the earliest authority for
Perak's rulers, and the only authority I have discovered for the personal name (Raja Bujang) of S.
Abdul-Jalil Shah (nephew of Abdullah Maayat Shah)
of Johore and for the name of the father of S. Ibrahim
Shah of Johore. It ends with Marhum Muda, a ruler
of Perak towards the end of the XVIIIth century.
(e) References in Dutch records, for which I have mainly
used Rouffaer's " Was Malaka emporium voor 1400
A.D. genaamd Malajoer? en waar lag Woerawari,
Ma-Hasin, Langka, Batoe Sawar " (Bij. tot de TaalLand-en Volkenkunde van N.I, Deel 77, 1921).
(f) Gravestones of the Sultans of Acheh, worked out by
J. P. Moquette and Dr. Husain Jayadiningrat (Encyclopaedic van Nederlandsch-Indie sub Atjeh).
(g) Salasilah Melayu dan Bugis (Singapore)—not very
reliable for this early period.
(h) A vague Perak legend (JRASSB, No. 9, pp. 89-95).
(i) The Dagh-Register Gehouden int Casteel Batavia.
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S. Alaedin Riayat Shah,
(b. 1513, founded Johore, d. 1564)

R. Dewi

R. Ahmad
R. Abduljalil

R. Fatimah

The Perak tree (JRASSB. vol. 9,p. 99) gives the 16 children (of whom three were sons—perhaps another
coincidence) to the son, Raja Mansur Shah, and his royal wife and cousin, the sister of Raja Fatimah (Marhum Bukit)
and sister-in-law of Sultan Abduljalil Riayat Shah II of Johore (reigned 1580-1597). This tree gives generally only
the honorific names of Sultans after decease but comparing the tree with the list of rulers recorded in Papers on Malay
Subjects (History, Parts I and II, pp. 105-6, by R. J. Wilkinson. 1908) I have added their titles as living rulers with
the letters I.T. (Sultan Idris' tree) in brackets.

R. Muhammad

m. ( 2 ) a concubine

R. Tengah

This version gives Sultan Mudzaffar 16 children, though naming only seven.

R. Mansur Shah

Raja Mudzafar
(Mudzafar Shah first Sultan of Perak)
m. (1) Tun Trang

R. Mansur
The variant version (p. 15), which is a hundred years older than Shellabear's Appendix, amplifies this:-—

R. Muda Mudzafar
m. Tun Trang

S. Mahmud, last ruler of Malacca (d. 1528)

The " Malay Annals " (p. 228) give the following tree, without reference to Perak:—

Perak.
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S. Mahmud Shah (16)
Marhum Muda

R. Kobat (9)
S. Salehu'ddin d. at
Acheh
(? ca. 1620)

R. Bongsu
(or Yusuf)
S. Mahmud
Shah (8)
Marhum diPulau Tiga.

It should be remarked that the site of Tanah Abang ( ? Red Earth) is at Ayer Mati, in the mukim of Lambor Kanan, Kuala Kangsar
district, and that it is now a custom for the Sultans of Perak to visit all the graves of past rulers—only the graves of the sixth, seventh and
ninth rulers are missing, as they died in Acheh. (JRASSB, No. 48, 1907, pp. 97-106):
* " Marhum Pahang " ( ? Abdu'l-Jalil, seventh Sultan of Johore) "created his son" ( ? = cousin of a younger generation) "Raja
Muda of Pahang, because he was about to ask for him a Perak princess " (JRASSB No, 9, p. 101).

S. Iskandar (15)
Marhum Kahar

R. Bisnu
S. Muhammad Shah (14)
reigning in 1765

R. Tua, (6)
S. Mukadam
Shah, (d. at
Acheh)

R. Sulong,
a d. married S. Mudzaffar Shah (10)
fl. 1640

Tun Kechil
m. R. Muhammad
(or Mahmud)

Tun Isap Misai (died before 1587) a d,
Bendahara m. Tun Hidap, d of
m ?
Bendahara Johor

a d. m. a
Marhum Muda
Pahang

a d. m.
in Acheh

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah,
founder of Johore dynasty

S. Mahmud Shah (11) R. (S.)
R. (S.) Mansur (Shah)
(S. Muhammad Iskandar Shah I.T.) Yang di-pertuan Muda
Marhum Besar Aulia 'allah &c
Marhum Pulau Tiga
1700 A.D.

R. Inu
S. Mudzafar Shah (13)
Marhum Haji reigning in 1764 A.D.

S. Mansur (7)
(died in Johor
or Acheh).

R. Fatimah m. R. Manbah

S. Ahmad Taju'd-din (I.T.)
Marhum Muda (3)
Marhum Muda Mangkat
di-tebing (4)
(S. Taju'l-Arifin. I.T.)
Raja Kechil
?=R. Muhammad,
Sej. Mel. p. 218
m. Tun Sambu d. of
Bendahara Johor

m. his cousin,sister-in-law of Sultan of Johore

R. Radin
S. Alaedin MughayatShah (12)
Marhum Sulong (Geronggong)
fl. 1725.

Marhum Mangkat
di-darat (5)
(Raja Ali. S. Ala 'u'd-din
Shah I.T.)

Raja Ashem
(died in Acheh)

i

a daughter
m. S. Abduljalil
Riayat Shah of Johor
(1580-1597)

S. Mansur Shah.
(Ruler of Acheh 1579-85)

S. Mansur Shah ( 2 )
(Marhum Kota Lama)

S. Mudzafar Shah (1)—circa1528 A.D.
(Marhum Tanah Abang) m. Tun Trang

S. Mahmud of Malacca
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Raja Mudzafar, the elder son of Sultan Mahmud (last ruler
of Malacca) was passed over for the throne a,nd so must have had
to remove from the neighbourhood of his younger half-brother, the
founder of the Johore dynasty. The mother of the Bendahara
Johore (who helped Sultan Alaedin Riayat Shah to the new Johore
throne) was a son of a Bruas princess (a. p. 167). What more
likely than that this Bendahara suggested to the disappointed elder
brother a visit to the home of his minister's mother? The variant
version of the " Annals " relates circumstantially how the first Sultan
of Johore resented the appointment of a Perak Bendahara by Sultan
Mudzafar Shah (c. p. 15). The existence of the second Sultan of
Perak, Mansur Shah, has been doubted because the " Malay
Annals " (p. 168) state there was a Sultan Mansur Shah son of Raja
Sulong,—Raja Sulong had been raised by Sultan Mughal of Acheh
(reigned 1636-1641 A.D.) to the Perak throne as Sultan Mudzafar
Shah:—" Sultan Mansur Shah is now Raja of Perak " say the
" Malay Annals." In the first place interpolations are often inaccurate
and this is an interpolation more than twenty years later than the
original date of these Annals. Secondly it may have been due to the
fact that the second son of the contemporary Sultan Mudzafar (Raja
Sulong) was actually a Raja Mansur and Yang di-pertuan Muda
of Perak—he is even called Sultan in one passage (JRASSB. No. 14,
p. 306). The passage in the " Malay Annals " continues (p. 168)
abruptly Dan Raja Muda beranak dua orang perempuan, as if
" Sultan ; ' Mansur Shah, " now Raja of Perak " were—as actually he
was—Raja Muda then. Thirdly it may have been suggested by the
identical sequence of the names of the traditional two first rulers of
Perak. The first Raja Mansur Shah of Perak was a historical
character (a. p. 228), the son of Tun Trang, a daughter of Tun
Fatimah by Tun Ali whom Sultan Mahmud had murdered that he
might marry his widow,—their son was the founder of Johore—and
according to the Perak story he married another historical character,
a sister of Marhum Bukit (? Seluyut) or Raja Fatimah, wife of
Raja Omar of Pahang who reigned over Johor 1580-1597 as Sultan
Abduljalil Riayat Shah (d. pp. 98, 99). In 1533 Paulo da Gama
found off Malacca 21 lanchars which Sultan Alaedin, founder of
Johore, had sent to help his brother the Sultan of Perak:—the
commander whom Castanheda calls Tuan Barcalar (? =Laksamana) paid his respects to da Gama. Lastly we know that
Acheh attacked Perak before 1579 A.D. and carried off the consort
of a Perak ruler with her children, one of whom ruled Acheh as
Sultan Mansur Shah from 1579 till 1585 (Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsch-Indie sub Atjeh). Clearly therefore Perak had a dynasty
in the XVIth century, a dynasty respectable enough to furnish Acheh
with a ruler as Pahang was to do later. All the evidence shows it
was a branch of the Malacca—Johore royal house and this alone
would account for the Achinese attacks on Perak. The fact that
one vague Perak account makes Sultan Ahmad Taju'd'din the first
ruler of the State is easily explained by the Achinese invasion before
1932] Royal Asiatic Society,
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1579, which temporarily broke the succession until as ruler of Acheh
a Perak prince restored it. The other more detailed and apparently
authentic tradition relates how this Sultan Ahmad was appointed
by his brother, the Ruler of Acheh, to be the third of Perak's
rulers: the vaguer and uncorroborated tradition wrongly states that
he was brought from johore and adds that he was succeeded after a
short reign by a nephew from Johore with the vague title. Sultan
Malik Shah (d. p. 92).
There is, of course, some doubt about the earlier names in many
pedigrees but Malay genealogical trees seldom try to hide and hardly
ever succeed in hiding their weaker links. The tree on p. 87 of
Wilkinson's " History of the Peninsular Malays " 3rd ed., 1923
illustrates this. The place played by Raja Sulong in the Perak
tree is pretty much that played by Raja Omar in the Johore house.
Raja Sulong was the son of a Raja Mahmud (or Muhammad) by
a lady of the house of the Bendaharas, but his wife " was daughter
of Marhum Muda, Pahang, grand-niece of Marhum mangkat ditching, grand-daughter of Marhum Kola Lama and great-granddaughter of Marhum Tanah Abang " and she was the mother of
the next Sultan of Perak. (d. p. 102). The eleventh ruler of Perak,
son of Raja Sulong, had, it may be noted, the blood of the Bendaharas in his veins from Tun Trang and Tun Hidap.
The fulness of the early pedigrees, the fact that Acheh raided
Perak in the XVIth century, and perhaps the existence of those
Hindu relics, the chiri or coronation formula and the State secret
(a. pp. 19, 20 and JRASSB, No. 10, pp. 287-9) as also the dragon
armlets (pontoh bernaga) of the regalia, all go to support the claims
of the Perak royal house to descent from the Indo-Javanese Sultans
of Malacca.
The whole of the chapter on ' Early Perak History ', especially
pp. 84-88, in Wilkinson's " History of the Peninsular Malays "
should be studied.
PAliANG.
A genealogy collated from relationships recorded in the Sejarah
Melayu is given in the first of the following trees. For the early
generations close to the days of the Malacca Sultanate it should be
reliable: for the later generations it appears to be less reliable than
the second tree, taken from the Bustan, whose author writing in
Acheh in 1638 would be well informed about the immediate ancestry
of Sultan Iskandar 11 of Acheh. The third tree is compiled in the
light of Mr. R. J. Wilkinson's article in the present number of this
Journal. It is an advance on anything yet done but is still perhaps
doubtful in some respects.
It is clear that the Pahang branch of the Malacca royal house
lost a throne it was incompetent to hold. In 1540 Pinto took
goods to the factor Tome Lobo in Pahang, who besought him not
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to leave before he had turned the goods into cash as the principal
Malay, Tuao Xerrafao, had sworn to kill him and burn the factory
because he had been cheated in Malacca. In a few days Lobo got
rid of goods for gold of Minangkabau, diamonds of Tanjong Pura
and Laut and pearls from Brunei and Solor. But when they were
about to leave, a certain Khoja Zainal, envoy of the Sultan of
Brunei, found the Sultan of Pahang with his wife and murdered
him. In the outbreak that ensued more than 4000 men lost their
lives and Lobo all his property (P. A. Tiele's " De Europeers in
den Maleischen Archipel" Bij. T. L. en V. ser. 4, vol. III, p. 67).
Mansur Shah, the fourth Sultan in Tree III was killed before 1528.
Probably it was his next successor but one, Sultan Mudzafar
( = T u a n Mudzafar=Tuao Xerrafao) to whom Pinto refers as killed
for adultery in 1540. In 1547 the Sultan of Pahang joined his
' brothers ' the Sultans of Perak and Johore for an—abortive—
attack on Patani. In 1607 Holland put the merchant Abraham van
den Broeck in Pahang. In October 1607 Matelief invited Raia
Bongsu of Johore to come to Pahang to devise an alliance against
the Portuguese:—the son of the Raja of Pahang had married a
daughter of the Raia of Kedah. Matelief doubted the Pahang
Sultan's ability to fight the Portuguese. Pahang was a State of
small consequence but it cast many guns of higher repute than the
Javanese but of lesser repute than the Portuguese. A 3000 pound
gun was being cast for Raja Bongsu. On 16 November Matelief left
Pahang (ib. vol. VIII p. 74). Purehas cites the Dutch voyager.
Floris as saying (1612) that the king of Pahang had married a
younger sister of the Queen of Patani, who was then a comely woman
of sixty and had not seen her sister for twenty-eight years. Collecting a fleet of 70 sail she sent it to bring the sister by friendship or force " so that Pahang shall have much to doe by reason of
the great dearth, the burning of his house, rice and barnes, as also
the warres of Joor." Floris continued: in July 1613 there arrived
in Patani " the king of Pahang, with his wife, the Queen's sister,
and two sonnes, much against his will, leaving his country in great
povertie; famine, fire and warre having joyned conspiracie. He
brought news that the Acheners had taken Joor ?' (6th June 1613)
" None of the Grandes went to entertain this King of Pahang,
only all the dogs were killed for his sake, because he can endure
none. He tooke our shooting as he passed by us in his honour very
kindly, desiring us to visit him and to trade in his countrey." On
July 31 the king of Pahang "came to our house in great state."
On August 1 the Queen " sent for us to the court, where was made
a great feast in honour of the king of Pahang. On August 9th the
king of Pahang departed, having been a mocking stocke to the
Patanees; but the Queenes sister would not leave him but returned
back with him; in lieuw of getting great presents, having spent
almost all shee had."
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The Dutchman Peter Williamson Floris, one of Purchas' pilgrims, tells us how in September 1612 the king of Johore had
" overran the suburbs of Pahang, burning all before him and likewise Campong Sina (? = China) which caused great dearth in
Pahang." He adds that the king of Joor, " as is said, maketh great
preparation to goe in his own person for Pahan and the king of
Borneo prepareth on the other side to their succour." Apparently
it was in continuation of this old quarrel that in 1614, after Acheh
had conquered Johor Lama and forgiven and released its ruler, the
Sultan of Johore sent " three Achinese galleys and a fleet of twenty
vessels to Pahang to carry off the daughter of the deceased prince
of that state, who was betrothed to the son of the Sultan of Johore
but whom the Pahang chiefs refused to let g o " (Netscher, p.30).
Next in confirmation of their treaty with Johore at Malacca in
August 1615, Acheh's enemy the Portuguese convoyed the son of
the king of Johore to Pahang to take possession of that State. This
treaty with the Portuguese naturally excited the anger of Iskandar
Muda, ruler of Acheh, who having sacked Batu Sawar about September 1615 wasted Pahang in 1617 " where a son of the brother
of Sultan Abdullah Mammat of Johore ruled." (Bij. T. L. en V.,
Ser. 5, vol. II, p. 246). On the 12th August 1631 the Dagh-Register
records a report that forty Achinese ships had appeared at
the river Dillij (Deli) to cooperate with the now tame king of
Johore in an attack on Malacca and under 10th December
1632 the Achinese suggested a sea attack by themselves
and the Dutch on Malacca with the king of Pahang as commander
of the land force. But by 1634 Johore and Pahang were siding
with the friends of Portugal against the Dutch. Under 9th November 1634 the Dagh-Register records that 50 great galleons and 5000
men from Johore and Pahang had sailed to assist the rebel king of
Patani in his war with Siam:—the Dutch had espoused the cause
of Siam " against any forces sent from " the Portuguese at " Malacca,
Johore, Pahang and other places" (11th May 1634). So, in 1634
(November 9) a Dutch fleet was instructed to sack Pahang where
the Portuguese ships were harboured on their way to Malacca and
in 1635 Iskandar Muda of Acheh again attacked Pahang and claimed
the throne. On 25th November 1635 commander Coper of the yacht
Cleijn Nassouw met an Achinese fleet of about ninety sail coming
from Pahang, " Bitam " and other places which it had ruined taking
many prisoners. In 1636 Iskandar Muda died and was succeeded by
Iskandar Thani, son of Sultan Ahmad of Pahang who had been
led captive to Acheh after the 1617 raid and married to Iskandar
Muda's daughter. So, early in 1637 Pahang envoys made peace
with Acheh at Bulang and in March of that year the " Sultan and
Laksamana of Pahang " informed the Dutch they wished to ally
with them against the Portuguese. The Sultan said he would make
a strong fort in Johore (where was one before) to defend it against
the Portuguese. On 16th March 1637 the treaty was signed in
Pahang. The Dagh-Register here suggests that this Sultan was
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ruler of Johore and Pahang: how else could a ruler of Pahang promise
to repair a fort in Johore? A copy of the treaty would decide.
Shortly after this in 1638-9 when Sultan Iskandar Thani sent a
stone for his father's grave in Pahang, the Achinese found that
Johore was attacking that place.* (B.T.L.V. dl. 76, p. 171). At
that time Pahang was more or less subject to Acheh and this attack
broke up negotiations between the Dutch and the Achinese for cooperation in besieging Malacca. Iskandar Thani complained to the
Dutch and refused to cooperate while they remained friends with
Johore. The Company promised to help him to get possession of
Pahang and used every means to get the help of Johore and Acheh.
Malacca fell on 14 January 1641 and Iskandar Thani died on 15th
February. A woman, Tai al-alam, succeeded and Acheh's claim to
Pahang was abandoned (ib. dl. 65, p.184-5, 188). Under February
1644 the Dagh-Register records that the queen of Patani married
the youngest brother of the king of Johore and under October 1644
how fearing treachery from the king of Johore (now the ally of their
enemies the Dutch) " the Minangkabaus very bravely removed their
property from Pahang "—and, so, probably Ulu Pahang ceased to
be one of the Negri Sembilan. On 19th March 1648 three vessels
arrived at Batavia bringing two envoys (Lela Wangsa and Tun Lela
Pahlawan) and a letter from " the king of Johore and Pahang."
The envoys stayed a month, were taken by Governor-General
Cornells van der Lijn for a sea-trip to inspect shipping-yards at
Pulau Onrust and were entertained by the General. They sailed
home with cargoes free of toll. In 1682 a letter from the Laksamana
Paduka Tuan to the Governor-General of Batavia calls (evidently
with reference to formal installation) Sultan Ibrahim Shah the
first king of Johore and Pahang.
Not until the nineteenth century when the Bendahaas of Pahang
broke away from the Sultans of Lingga, lineal representatives of the
first Bendahara Sultan of Johore, did Pahang have Sultans of its
own again.
* Note. Unfortunately the Bustami's-Salatin is obscure: —
Orang Kaya Besar Panglima Pahang pun lari-lah ka-hulu, anak-nya
yang bergelar Paduka Sri Maharaja dan beberapa orang hulubalang
serta-nya pun dapat habis di-bunoh Raja Johor. Dan Raja pun
sudah ka-Patani. Which Raja? Of Pahang apparently, though in
the same passage Iskandar Muda says he had hoped the Sultan of
Johore would receive the stone he was taking to Pahang for his
father's grave. Were the slain chiefs nominees of Acheh? Johore
attacked Pahang hoping to destroy the Achinese fleet that escorted
the grave-stone.
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R. Kesoma Dewi
m. S. Alaedin, founder
of Johore.

R Mansu

R. Ahmad

R. Ismail, pp. 246, 256.
Sri Sultan Jamal Shah (V)

S. Mansur Shah (IV), p. 193
m. d. of S. Mahmud of Malacca.

R. Jamil
R. Mudzafar
S. Abdu'l-Jamil (III)
pp. 181, 193. Marhum Shaikh.

R. Jamil R. (?Sultan)Mahmud (p. . 141) (II)

S. Mansur Shah,
Perak.

R. Muda Mudzafar
founder of Perak
dynasty.

(b. 1571 d. 1580) .

S. Abdul-Jalil
3rd ruler of Johore.

R. Fatimah
m. Sultan Mansur Shah,
Pahang (IV)

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah
founder of Johore dynasty
b. 1513 d. 1564.

S. Mahmud, ruled Malacca
1488-1511, d. 1528.

ofBendaharaSri 'diraja (p. 141)

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah,
ruled Malacca 1477-88

The pages refer to the " Malay Annals."
The variant version of the " Annals "(JRASMB. April, 1925, pp. 13, 21)states that S. Mansur Shah married
a daughter of S. Mahmud of Malacca and was killed by his own vather for adultery with one of his wives. The
Bustanu's-Salatin says that he (and not R. Ahmad) married a Puteri Fatimah, daughter of S. Alaedin Riayat Shah
of Malacca had no children and was killed by his captains (JRASSB.,No. 81, p. 920, pp. 44, 45). This variant
version (p. 34) states that " a Sultan of Pahang " married Raja Hatijah, daughter of S. Mahmud of Malacca; also
(p. 42) that Sultan Alaedin, founder of Johore,married a relative of S. Mahmud of Pahang; and (p. 50) that
S. Muhammad Shah of Pahang was succeeded by a relative, Zainad,to whom the founder of Johore gave the title
S. Mudzafar Shah! These discrepancies in a work of apparently high authority show that the Pahang puzzle is not
yet solved.

R. Omar, ruler of
Johore 1580-97.

R. Puspa Dewi
m. R. Ahmad, p. 238

R. Ahmad
m. R. Fatimah,
his cousin, d.
of S. Alaedin Riayat
Shah of Malacca, p. 141.

R. Ahmad Muhammad (pp. 123-4)
S. Muhammad Shah,
1st ruler of Pahang (I)
m. (a) Mengindra Puteri,grand-d. of S. Iskandar, Kelantan, (b) d .

S. Mansur Shah, Malacca.

The Pahang tree, following the " Malay Annals."
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S. Mansur VIII
(m. Putri Fatimah,
d. of founder
of Johore);
Marhum Shahid.

S. Mansur (III)
m. d. of S. Alaedin Shah,
Malacca; killed by his
captains.

S. Ahmad (II)
(Marhum Shaikh)

S. Muhammad, Pahang (I)

S. Mansur Shah, Malacca

S. AbdulJamal (IX)
(Mangkat
terbunoh)

R. Khalijah

S. Ahmad XI
(taken captive
to Acheh 1618
A.D.)
S. Abdu'l-Ghafar
Mohaidin (XII)

Iskandar II
of Acheh.

S. Kadir Alaedin
(X)

R. Bongsu

S. Zainal-Abidin (VII)
(Marhum di-Bukit)
m. (a) d. of S. Mahmud, (b)d. of Bendahara
Malacca
Sri Buana

S. Mahmud Shah (V)
{Marhum di-hilir)
m. Putri Olah, grand-d. of S. Mansur Shah, Malacca.

S. Mudzafar (VI)
(Marhum di-tengah)

S. Abdu'l-jamil (IV)
{Marhum Ziarat)

The Pahang tree following the " Bustanu's-Salatin."
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R. Mudzaffar (V)
Marhum
di-tengah
( ? d . 1540)

S. Abdul-Jamal VIII
Mangkat terbunoh

S. Iskandar II of Acheh
(b. 1611-d. 1641).

S. Ahmad X
reigned one year, carried
captive to Acheh 1618.

P. Bongsu S. Abdul-Kadir (IX)
Alaedin Shah

S. Abdul-Ghafar
Mohaidin Shah (XI)

R. Khalijah

S. Mahmud Shah, Malacca
reigned 1488-1528.

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah,
Malacca reigned 1477-88.

S. Abdul-Jalil Shah,
3rd ruler of Johore
(b. 1571 d. 1580).

R. Fatimah m. 4th
ruler of Johore (R. Omar
of Pahang).

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah,
1st ruler of Johore, b. 1513
d. 1564, md. Kesoma Dewi
d. of a Pahang Sultan
(? Zainal Abidin).

R. Ahmad
m. R. Fatimah (d. 1495)
d. of S. Alaedin
Riayat Shah, Malacca.

S. Zainal-Abidin (VI)
m. (1) R. Dewi, d. of S. Mahmud (2) Tun Kamal d. of
Bendahara Sri
of Malacca.
Buana.

R. Jamal,
S. Abdu'l-Jamal Shah (IV)
Marhum Shaikh

R. Muhammad, (III)
S. Mahmud {Marhum di-hilir or baroh)
as. 1477 d. ca. 1500
m. Mengindra Putri d. of S. of Kelantan

* JRASMB, Oct. 1926, p. 191.
tMarried later the Ruler of Indragiri (ib. April, 1925 pp. 13, 21).

S. Mansur Shah VII
(m. P. Fatimah d. of
founder of Johore)
Marhum Shahid

no issue

S. Mansur Shah (II)
b. ca. 1475 md.
Puteri Fatimahd. of S. Alaedin
Riayat Shah
of Malacca.

R. Ahmad b. ca. 1460, d. 17 Sept. 1475 *
S. (Ahmad) Muhammad Shah, (I)
m. d. of Bendahara Sri Amar diraja

The third (revised) Pahang tree.
S. Mansur Shah of Malacca
(ascended 1458 aged ca. 30, at once conquered Pahang and md. Wanang Sri a Pahang lady).
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S. Muda (8)
d. aged
7 months

S. Zainal-Abidin (10)
(or Raja Zainal)
d. 1579

Mugah Merah
Ruler of Aru
(d. 1590 A.D.)

S.AliRiayat Shah (14)
(dispossessed his father
in 1604. Died 1607.)

S. Alaedin Riayat Shah (13)
Sayid al-mukammal
(abdicated 1604 A.D.)

Al-Malik Firman Shah

S. Mudzafar Shah (2)
conquered by ruler of Pidie
(d. 1497 A.D.=902 H.)

S. Taj al-Alam Safiat ad-din Shah (17)
(a female) d. 3.10.1675 A.D.

S. Iskandar Muda (15)
(Perkasa Alam or Mahkota Alam)
born 1590-d. 1636

S. Sri Alam (9)= ? Abdul-Jalal
ruled first at
S. Mansur Shah m. Puteri Raja Indrabangsa
Priaman

S. Iskandar Thani
Married
Alaedin Mughayat Shah (16)
Carried captive by ( 1 5 ) ;
son of Sultan Ahmad Shah of Pahang
(b. 1611 d. 15.2.1641)

S. Hussain (7)
Sultan Ali Riayat
Shah (d. 1579)

S. Abdullah,
ruler of Aru.
(d. 1568)

R. Ibrahim
killed
fighting
30.12.1523

R. Inayat Shah (1)

S. Alaedin Riayat
Shah al-Kahar (6) (d. 1571)

Siti Hut (?) m.AliMughayat Shah (4)
(d. 7.8.1530)
Conqueror of Daya,
Pidie and Pasai; first
Sultan of Greater Acheh

Shamsu Shah (3)
Achinese chief
and Ruler of Pidie
(d. 7.9.1530)

S. Salehu'd-din (5)
(dispossessed by his brother;d. 1548)

a son
last ruler of Daya.
Fled in 1520 to Am
when (4) conquered
Daya

Alaedin Riayat Shah
Sultan of Daya
died 12.11.1508 A.D.
7/7—913 A.H.)

Munawar Shah

Abdullah Al-Malik Al-mubin

RULERS OF ACHEH.

The Early Rulers of Perak, Pahang and Acheh
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No. (4) fought the Portuguese with success.

No. (6) failed in the
Bataks to convert them to
but had to evacuate it for
go to Patani he suddenly
Sultan and his family.

two attacks on Malacca, attacked the
Islam and made himself prince of Aru
Johore (1540). In 1564 pretending to
overwhelmed Johore, carrying off the

No. (11) was Sultan Alaedin Mansur Shah, son of Sultan
(?) Ahmad Shah of Perak. The Achinese invaded Perak and carried
off the widow of Sultan Ahmad Shah and her family to Acheh. Her
son Mansur Shah married an Achinese lady of high rank and became
Sultan of Acheh. He was very pious. In 1582 he sent a fleet to
attack Johore without success. Murdered in 1585 he had one
daughter who married Raja Omar—Sultan Ali Jala Abduljalil Shah,
ruler of Johore and bore him a son Raja Ashem, who was murdered
young by No. (13).
No. (12) was chosen by the chiefs to succeed—Sultan Buyong
or S. Alaedin Riayat Shah, son of Munawar Shah, Sultan of Indrapura. He died in 1589.
No. (13) was old when he became Sultan. He killed Raja
Ashem—and perhaps No. (11), the boy's father, also. He fought
Johore, and Aru (or Deli) which had deserted Acheh for Johore.
In his reign the European voyagers, Dutch, French and English
first came.
No. (15) in June 1613 took Johore and carried
Alaedin Riayat Shah and Raja Abdullah (R. Sabrang)
in 1618 he conquered Pahang, in 1619 Kedah and then
1629 Acheh failed in an attack on Malacca which got
Johore and Patani. In 1635 he re-conquered Pahang.

off Sultan
to Acheh;
Perak. In
help from

No. (16) was a son of Sultan Ahmad of Pahang, who was
carried a prisoner to Acheh in 1618.
No. (17) was daughter of (15) and wife of (16). Acheh now
grew weak. She lost all in Malaya except Perak, and in time her
hold on Perak also.
No. (18) was a queen (whose pedigree is unknown) Sri Sultan
Nur al-alam Nakiat ad-din Shah (died 1678).
No. (19) was a queen (of unknown pedigree) S. Inayat Shah
Zakiat ad-din Shah (died 1688).
No. (20) was a queen Sultan Kamalat Shah—deposed in 1699.
No. (21) was an Arab, Sultan Badr-alam Sharif Hashim Jamal
ad-din.
No. (22) was nephew of (21) S. Perkasa Alam Sharif Lamtui
ibn Sharif Ibrahim.
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The Early Sultans of Pahang.
By R. J. WILKINSON, C.M.G.

Mr. Linehan's discovery of the tombstone of Sultan Muhammad
Shah of Pahang—see the second part of Vol. IV of this Journal—
gives us only a date; yet that one date is enough to throw a flood of
light on the tangled dynastic history of this Sultan's time.
Our main sources of information for the period are:
(i) certain passages from the Bustan al-salatin given in No. 81
of this Journal;
(ii) the Sejarah Melayu or " Malay Annals."-—of which I
give references to the romanized edition of 1898 (190 pp.)
To illustrate the tangle I may begin by quoting Mr. Linehan
JRASSB. Vol. IV, ii, p. 192).
" The Sejarah Melayu afford some interesting details of this
first Sultan of Pahang. He was the son of Sultan Mansur Shah of
Malacca and Putri Wanang Sri the daughter of the captive Siamese
Viceroy of Pahang. A youth of unbridled passions he slaughtered a
playmate for an imaginary affront. For this he was declared by his
father to have lost his claim to the succession and was sent to rule
over Pahang from which the Siamese had lately been expelled. He
took with him one hundred youths and one hundred maidens of
noble family to colonize his new country. The boundaries of his
territory extended from Sedili Besar to Trengganu. He married
Mengindra Putri grand-daughter of Sultan Iskandar of Kelantan and
by her had three children, Raja Ahmad, Raja Jamil, and Raja
Mahmud."
All this passage is taken (as Mr. Linehan tells us) from the
" Malay Annals,"—pp. 88 and 89 of the 1898 edition I am using.
Now let us test the credibility of its last sentence.
Mansur Shah became Sultan of Malacca in 1458 or 1459 A.D.
He began his reign by sending an expedition to conquer Pahang.
After Pahang had been conquered he married a Pahang lady, the
mother of the Sultan whose tomb Mr. Linehan discovered. That
Sultan could hardly have been born before 1460 A.D. and was not
more than fourteen or fifteen years of age at the time of his death.
Sultans married early in those days; but, even so, we cannot be
expected to believe that this boy died the father (by one wife) of
three sons as well as a daughter whom Mr. Linehan does not
mention. How then does his date help us?
The date sends us back to the " Malay Annals " for closer study
and shows us that they twice mention a " Sultan Muhammad " as
reigning in Pahang after the date in question, i.e., in the days of
Sultan Alaedin Riayat Shah of Malacca or between 1477 A.D. and
(say) 1492 A.D. This cannot have been the boy whose tombstone
1932] Royal Asiatic Society,
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has been found. A little turther study of the Annals " shows us
that there were two Pahang rulers of this time who are styled
" Sultan Muhammad " by our chronicler. They were brothers. The
elder was named Ahmad; he took officially the title " Sultan
Muhammad " and is also called " Sultan Ahmad " and " Sultan
Ahmad Muhammad." The younger was named Muhammad and
took the title " Sultan Mahmud;" and the " Annals " speak loosely
of him too as " Sultan Muhammad." This loose use of names causes
the tangle. Mr. Linehan's date enables us to discriminate between
the boy-king buried in 1475 A.D. and the royal paterfamilias, his
brother, who fathered Raja Ahmad, Raja Jamal and Raja Mahmud.
We can turn now to the history of Pahang. The country was
conquered by Mansur Shah's Malays in or about the year 1459 A.D.
It put up little resistance. Its ruler is given in the Malay Annals as
a certain " Maharaja Dewa Sura, a relative of the King of Siam."
He was probably a Siamese governor with his headquarters at
Langgar near Pahang Tua (Linehan, Vol. VI, part 4, of this Journal,
p. 78). He tried to escape by the Tembeling route into Kelantan
but was betrayed by a peasant-woman into the hands of the Dato'
Sri Bija 'diraja who handed him over to his Commander-in-Chief,
the Bendahara. Maharaja Dewa Sura's daughter (or some other
Siamese girl of high rank) was also captured in Pahang and taken
into Mansur Shah's harem. She was named Wanang Sri or Onang
Sri; and the Bustan adds (p. 41) that her name was changed
(probably on conversion to Islam) to Putri Lela Wangsa. Both the
Bustan (p. 42) and the ' ' A n n a l s " (p. 61) agree that she bore
Mansur Shah two sons: Raja Ahmad (or Ahmad Muhammad) and
Raja Muhammad.
After Pahang had been subdued the Malacca Sultan nominated
his Dato' Sri Bija' diraja,—the man who had captured Maharaja
Dewa Sura,—to be a King's Deputy or Viceroy in the State. Sri
Bija 'diraja was allowed some royal honours: once outside Malacca
waters, i.e., as soon as he passed Water Island, he was allowed to
use six out of the eight instruments that make up a kingly band and
to have a pair of fringed umbrellas borne before him or over his
head. The royal instruments he could not use were the negara or
kettle-drums (Annals, pp. 60, 61). He was expected to come to
Malacca once a year and do homage to his ruler. For quite a
number of years he was left to rule Pahang.
Some twelve or thirteen years after the conquest a deplorable
incident happened. Raja Ahmad, the Malacca Sultan's eldest and
favourite son, was riding past a group of boys who were kicking up
a basket-ball in the Malay game known as sepak raga. Accidentally
one of them so kicked the ball that in its fall it knocked off the
young prince's headdress, causing him to cry out angrily at what
he deemed an insult. One of his followers—the man who carried
the betel-requisites—dashed out and stabbed the ball-player through
the shoulder-blade to the heart. The luckless boy was Tun Besar,
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son of the Bendahara or prime-minister. The Bendahara's household flew to arms at once to avenge the boy's death and were only
held back by the Bendahara telling them that vengeance on the
prince would be treason to the King his father—the one thing
unforgivable in a Malay. " But'' said he, " let us refuse ever to be
ruled by this boy."
Such is the tale of the murder given by the " Malay Annals "
(pp. 88, 89); and they are always lenient to the failings of princes.
The Bendahara's followers charged the young prince openly with
killing Tun Besar. Our other authority, the Bustan (p. 42), tells
us that Prince Ahmad had been recognized as heir to the throne and
that he " slew " (membunoh) the Bendahara's son Tun Besar. As
the result of this act Mansur Shah became very wroth with him,
nominated another son to be Crown Prince in Malacca and sent
Ahmad to rule Pahang as Sultan Muhammad Shah. There was
certainly a boy's quarrel; and the furious young prince either stabbed
his playmate or told his follower to stab him. The murder would
not have been given such gravity by both sides had it been done
without the prince's orders.
Sri Bija 'diraja, Viceroy of Pahang, led the young prince to his
new kingdom and installed him there as ruler of the country. Sri
Bija 'diraja then returned to Malacca. A certain Tun Hamza was
made Bendahara of Pahang with the title Sri Amar 'diraja; and a
Penghulu Bendahari and a Temenggong were also installed, though
the " Annals " do not tell us who they were (p. 88). One name,
however, is given—seemingly without any special reason, as it is that
of a minor official: " a son of Sri Bija 'diraja was made captain of
the guard (hulubalang besar) with the title Sri Akar 'diraja." Why
is he mentioned? We shall see; what the Annals leave out is often
more significant than what they say.
This boy-king did not marry " Mengindra Putri, grand-daughter
of Sultan Iskandar of Kelantan," as Mr. Linehan tells us. On p. 101
of the Annals we are told.
Ada-pun akan Raja Pahang yang bernama Raja Ahmad anak
Sultan Mansur Shah itu beristerikan anak bendahara Seri Amar
'diraja, beranak sa-orang laki-laki bernama Raja Mansur.
In other words the boy-king married his own Bendahara's daughter
and died in 1475 at the age of fourteen or fifteen leaving an infant
or posthumous son to succeed to the throne. The " Annals " make
no further mention of this infant; the Bustan (pp. 44, 45) tells us
that a Raja Mansur succeeded Sultan Ahmad Shah on the throne.
Raja Mansur was only a baby; his grandfather, the Bendahara,
would be the child's natural guardian and regent of the country.
In 1477 A.D. the baby's other grandfather, Sultan Mansur Shah
(of Malacca), died. He was succeeded by Raja Husain, Sultan
Alaedin I, whom Mansur had chosen as his heir {Bustan, p. 42;
Annals, p. 100). But the new Sultan's elder brother was sore; " It
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is I who should have been Sultan of Malacca for I am the elder and
my late father willed it so " {aku patut kerajaan di-Melaka karna
aku tua, lagi aku sudah di-rajakan oleh paduka marhum di-Melaka),
said he at a later date (Annals, p. 106). This elder brother was
Raja Muhammad; and he was the younger of the two sons) born to
Mansur Shah by his Pahang wife. The angry Muhammad asked
leave to go to his dead brother's kingdom of Pahang (Annals, p. 101;
Bostan, p. 42); and Alaedin's advisers let him go; indeed they
must have been glad to be rid of a rival claimant to the throne.
The coming of this new prince to Pahang made a great change
in the situation there. He was the next heir to the Pahang
Sultanate; uncle (and so a natural guardian) of the infant king.
We have no details of what happened beyond the fact (Bustan, p. 45)
that the little Sultan, Mansur, was murdered by his hulubalang.
We have seen already how the Annals went out of their way to tell
us that the Pahang hulubalang besar was a Dato' Sri Akar 'diraja.
From this time on, we get the uncle, Raja Muhammad, as Sultan
of Pahang; and the Dato' Sri Akar 'diraja as his right-hand man.
Raja Muhammad took the throne under the name of Mahmud
Shah. He was still smarting under the affront of having been passed
over for the Sultanate of Malacca and went sometimes so far as to
show his anger openly and indiscreetly. Hearing that the hereditary
Chief of Trengganu, Tun Talani, had been to Malacca to do homage
to Sultan Alaedin he sent the murderous captain of his guard, Sri
Akar 'diraja, to kill Tun Talani (menitahkan Seri Akar Raja kaTerengganu membunoh Talani; Annals, p. 106). Sri Akar 'diraja
went to Trengganu and told off a gang of his men to waylay Talani
and slay him,—which they did. The author of this crime was
rewarded by being given his victim's place as feudal Chief of Trengganu where his descendants were still ruling when the " Annals "
came to be written.
Sultan Alaedin of Malacca was not the man to overlook an
outrage of this sort. When Talani's grandsons fled to Malacca and
appealed to him for redress, he wished to declare war at once. He
was dissuaded, by his ministers who, seeing no advantage in a
fratricidal struggle, chose rather to pay the murderer in his own coin.
Following their counsels the Sultan sent his Laksamana on a special
mission to Pahang. According to Malay custom the credentials sent
with the mission were received with royal honours and read out in the
presence of the Sultan and the whole Court. As soon as they had
been read out, one of the Laksamana's suite slew a cousin of the
Dato' Sri Akar 'diraja. There was a hubbub at once and, in accordance with diplomatic usage, the Laksamana was asked to try his
follower there and then. The man pleaded guilty. The Laksamana
turned to the Sultan. " This man surely murdered Sri Akar 'diraja's
cousin. But how can I pay him out when Your Highness has let
Sri Akar 'diraja go free after slaying Tun Talani?'' Sultan
Muhammad smiled and said, " I had Talani slain because of his evil
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tongue. This murder you can account for to the relatives";
and he left it at that. The Laksamana returned in all honour to
Malacca, there to be praised and rewarded by his King (Annals,
pp. 107, 108).
Of the time when the Talani family ruled in Trengganu there
is a singular relic. The home of this ancient house is in Bentan.
One of its Trengganu members brought to Bentan a number of
Proto-Malayan retainers (rayat) recruited or bought in Pahang.
Some of these rayat, being badly treated, sought shelter in the
jungle, and, being forest-nomads, were able by their knowledge of
jungle-craft to evade capture and create a small community or
tribe—the Orang Benua—that lives on in their descendants at the
present day. The Protomalays of Bentan are mainly sea-gypsies,
Orang Laut; and I have heard anthropologists express wonder at
the existence of an " aboriginal tribe " like the Orang Benua who
live in a small island and yet have a dread of the sea. These men
are not aborigines of Bentan; they are simply forest-nomads transplanted from continental Malaya.
This Raja Muhammad or Sultan Muhammad or Sultan
Mahmud was the prince who married the Kelantan princess
Mengindra Putri. The Annals tell us distinctly (p. 101), Maka
raja Muhammad pergi ka-Pahang. . . . . .beristerikan chuchu Sultan
Iskandar Shah raja Kelantan. And they tell us also (p. 101) Yang
bernama Sultan Mahmud Shah itu-pun beranak tiga orang laki-laki
sa-orang perempuan: Raja Jamal sa-orang nama-nya Raja Mudzajar
sa-orang nama-nya, Raja Ahmad sa-orang nama-nya. Though a
wicked uncle Sultan Mahmud was a good father who looked after
his children's interests; he was succeeded by his son Abdul-jamal;
he gave his daughter in marriage to Sultan Mahmud of Malacca to
whom she bore Raja Ahmad, the prince who fought so gallantly
against the Portuguese; and he secured for his son Ahmad the hand
of a Malacca princess, Raja Fatimah, whose tombstone was found
by Mr. W. D. Barnes. In spite of the confusion between the two
brothers styled Sultan Muhammad it should be quite clear that
it is the younger brother (and not the boy buried in 1475) who was
the father of the three princes mentioned by Mr. Linehan.
Sultan Mahmud Shah of Pahang must have died towards the
end of the fifteenth century, perhaps early in the sixteenth, as he is
described as " old "—according to the standards of that short-lived
generation of men. He was known after his death as Marhum
di-hilir or Marhum di-baroh; and was followed on the throne by
his son, Raja Jamal, Sultan Abdul-jamal Shah.
Like his father the new ruler began his reign with quarrels with
Malacca. He had duly made known his father's death to his
Malacca suzerain (Sultan Mahmud) and had received in return a
mission headed by the Dato' Sri Dewa Raja to instal him as Sultan
in his father's place and to grant him the honour of a full royal
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band—a distinction that (seemingly) had not been given to his
predecessor. All this was to the good; and we need not wonder
that when the Sri Dewa Raja wished to go back to Malacca he was
asked politely to prolong his stay a little and see some elephants
trapped. Here trouble arose. He could not well stay on without
the risk of finding himself tied to Pahang by the N.E. monsoon
that stops communication by sea during several months of every
year; but he was devoted to elephants and did not like to lose
the chance of learning more about them. He explained how matters
stood and asked if he could not be shown at once how the animals
were caught, tame elephants being used instead of wild. His idea
was distasteful to the trappers who thought that it was a reflection
on their competence; and it became still more unpopular when the
rehearsal went wrong, the tame beasts behaved improperly, and the
experts were caught by some misadventure in the trap that they
had meant for their prey. The Pahang people felt that the Sri
Dewa had the laugh too much on his side; and Sultan Abdul-jamal
tried a practical joke to level up the score. He sent the Sri Dewa
Raja a greased elephant on whose back riding was extremely
difficult; but that chief knew too much about elephants to fall into
the trap that had been made ready for him. Briefly the ambassador
was better as a mahout than as a diplomat; and when he went
away he left behind him an atmosphere of somewhat strained relations (Annals, pp. 130-132).
Outwardly things still went smoothly. Sri Dewa Raja brought
back with him the usual complimentary letter and pleased Sultan
Mahmud with his report on his mission. " And what is Sultan
Abdul-jamal's new fiancee like?''—said Sultan Mahmud who was
then at a susceptible age. " I did not see the lady myself," said
the envoy; " but from what I heard she must be the most beautiful
girl in the country. She is, now, betrothed definitely to the Sultan;
and it will not be long before they are united." Sultan Mahmud's
envy was stirred; and he promised a great reward to any one who
would break off the engagement and bring the lady to him. One
of his warriors, Hang Nadim, slipped off to Pahang at once and by
means of a go-between wheedled the girl—she was the Bendahara's
daughter—into thinking that she would be better off as a reigning
queen with Mahmud than as the junior spouse of his vassal-king.
The girl fled with Hang Nadim to Malacca where the Sultan
married her (Annals, pp. 132-136).
This incident failed to create a spirit of goodwill. Sultan
Abdul-jamal began to talk of war in such a way that rumours of
what he was saying filtered through to the metropolis. The Malacca
government objected to fighting about a girl's elopement, so it sent
off the Laksamana Khoja Husain with flattery and gifts to calm
the angry Pahang ruler. The Laksamana's politeness earned a
friendly reply from the injured potentate who expressed himself
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ready to let the welfare of his people override his own personal
feelings. But Malacca was not happy in her diplomats. The
Laksamana left with every mark of honour and then stole the
Sultan's favourite elephant as he was sailing away (Annals, p. 137).
It is said by the " Malay Annals " that the Pahang Sultan was
so maddened by the way he had been treated and by the failure
of his warriors to avenge the slights put upon him that he abdicated
and became an ascetic. Certainly he died an ascetic; he is known
as Marhum Shaikh to this day. But he was ruling his country
long after the date of these occurrences; and all that we can say
is that he seems for a time to have made one at least of his brothers,
Raja Mudzafar, a junior king or Yamtuan Muda, to act as his
deputy and take over part of his duties. This is told us in the
"Annals" (p. 138); and the Bustan gives a Mudzafar Shah in
its list of Pahang kings.
Some time later the Siamese Viceroy of Ligor sent a body, of
his men to invade Pahang. News of the attack reached Malacca and
led to a strong force being despatched by sea under the Bendahara
himself to help the vassal-kingdom against the common foe. On
its way to Pahang the fleet met the Laksamana coming back to the
capital. The Bendahara called on him to join the expedition. " But
I have no orders from the King,'' said the Laksamana. " Take it
from me that the King has given the orders," said the Bendahara,
" And I have not paid my proper respects to His Majesty." " Take
it from me that you have," was the reply; " shake hands and come
along." So the Laksamana went on to Pahang, nor did he spare
himself; the " Annals " say that his hands, feet and mouth were
all working at once. In other words he was doing the work of
three men.
After having stolen the king's pet elephant the Laksamana may
well have had doubts about the kind of welcome that awaited him
in Pahang. But it was no time for raking up old grievances. The
Siamese were loose in the land and may have been the people who
burnt the fort at the capital itself. After repairing the stronghold
in feverish haste the allied forces were able to hold it against the
invaders and to drive them away—doubtless through lack oi
supplies—over the old trade-route into Kelantan. Pahang was
saved. The Bendahara sailed back to Malacca with gifts from the
Pahang rulers, only to receive further gifts and honours at the hands
of his own sovereign (Annals, p. 142).
The friendly feeling between Pahang and Malacca was now
to be cemented by a marriage between Sultan Abdul-jamal's son,
Raja Jenal, and Sultan Mahmud's daughter, Raja Dewi. But
important events were to happen first. The jealousy underlying
the Laksamana's unwillingness to take orders from the Bendahara
led to the former officer taxing the latter—rightly or wrongly—
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with aiming at the throne. The quarrel ended in violence, perhaps
in armed revolt; and the Bendahara was killed. His confiscated
wealth was being used up in merry-makings over the Pahang wedding at the very moment when the Viceroy Albuquerque cast anchor
in the Malacca roadstead. Malacca was taken a few days later
(A.D. 1511); and the royal father-in-law took refuge in Pahang.
From the Portuguese we know that the Pahang bridegroom
(Raja Jenal) and the bride's brother (Raja Ahmad) were leaders
of the war-party that counselled resistance to the Portuguese
demands. From the " Annals " we learn nothing of the presence
of the Pahang prince at Malacca; indeed we are informed (p. 161)
that the marriage took place at a later date. We are told also
by the Annals that the bridegroom's name was Mansur (p. 161);
it is to the Bustan that we owe the name Jenal. These discrepancies have to be put on record.
Sultan Mahmud then went on to establish himself in Bentan;
and was driven out of Bentan by Portuguese under Mascarenhas
in A.D. 1526. He died at Kampar and is known as Marhum
Kampar (Bustan, p. 45). He was succeeded by his youngest son
Alaedin who left Kampar, travelled to Pahang and settled finally
at Johor Lama. This must have been about the year 1530 A.D.
He found Raja Jenal (Sultan Zain al-abidin) reigning in Pahang;
and he married that ruler's daughter Kesoma Dewi (Bustan, p. 44;
Annals, p. 175). By her he had two children: a son named Mahmud
after his grandfather and a daughter, Fatimah, arter her grandmother (Bustan, p. 44). After the date of this marriage our two
thronicles differ hopelessly.
To begin with, the Bustan speaks of this Alaedin as " the Sultan
of Johor who died in Acheen " (Raja Ujong Tanah yang mangkat
di-negeri Acheh itu), Bustan, p. 45. We recall at once the words
in the preface to the Annals about a later Sultan of the same name:
marhum yang mangkat di-Acheh Sultan Alaedin Riayat Shah,
Is the Bustan guilty of an anachronism? No; it is the writer of
the addendum to the " Malay Annals " who is hiding part of the
truth. There were two Sultans Alaedin carried captive to Acheen:
the first about A.D. 1564, the second in A.D. 1613. Of the first
captivity the " Annals " make no mention.
We know from Portuguese books that Sultan Alaedin (Marhum
Kahar) of Acheen stormed Johor and carried off its people to
Sumatra at some date between 1551 and 1568 A.D. Rouffaer gives
reasons for thinking that it was in 1564 A.D.; see his Was Malaka
emporium genaamd Malajoer, pp. 425, 592. The Bustan says
(p. 44): maka orang Acheh pun datang menyerang Johor lalu
di-alahkan-nya, maka Sultan Alaedin Shah dengan segala anak
isteri-pun di-bawa mereka-itu-lah ka-Acheh. This passage bears
out the view that the Bustan is the more faithful History; but,
alas for its accuracy, it gives the glory of this conquest to the
wrong Sultan of Acheen.
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So it is with Alaedin's royal children. The Bustan is detailed
disinterested and explicit. It tells us that Alaedin had two children
by his queen-consort, and one son and many daughters by his
secondary wives. It gives us for the royal children the names—
Mahmud and Fatimah—that we should expect them to bear. It
mentions the royal son's personal title, Raja Kechil Besar. It says
that the royal daughter, Raja Fatimah, married her cousin Sultan
Mansur of Pahang,—which would be a likely marriage for her
though it belies altogether the story in the " Annals." It adds
that Alaedin's one son by a non-royal wife was led into captivity
with him and was sent back afterwards by the Sultan of Acheen
to rule Johor as a vassal and to meet the fate that the story of
the Annals would only lead us to suspect. Of the royal son Mahmud
it says that he wedded a Pahang princess and died in Pahang.
He was not carried captive to Acheen not did he succeed his father
on the throne of Johor.
The addendum to the " Malay Annals " (pp. 165 to 190) is
made up largely of faked history; the Bustan (written by a
foreigner) is more disinterested and closer to the truth. The latter
(as we have seen) tells us of the Johor captivity of 1564—which
the " Annals " omit to mention. It tells us again that Marhum
Kahar of Acheen sent Radin Bahir (son of Alaedin II by a secondary wife) to rule Johor as a tributary prince. He did not rule
it long. Rouffaer conjectured that this Sultan (or his shadowy
son) was removed by poison in the interest of his successor, the
usurper Sultan Ala Jala Abdul-Jalil; the Bustan tells us this in so
many words (di-beri orang makan rachun lain mangkat-lah ia), p. 44,
It tells us that the Johor dynasty ended with him and makes short
work of the usurper's claim to the throne. It leaves it clear that
the usurper was not the husband of Alaedin II's daughter, Raja
Fatimah; she had married Mansur of Pahang. It finds no place
for " Raja Omar " in the Pahang pedigree; he was simply a successful pretender to the Sultanate. But, as Sultan, he was the
master served by Tun Sri Lanang, the author of the Annals; and
it would be unfair of us to expect Tun Sri Lanang to tell us the
tactless truth.
Sultan Mansur of Pahang is said to have died in battle against
Jawa kafir (Bustan, p. 46). He is Marhum shahid. He was succeeded by Raja Ismail (Sultan Abdul-jamal I I ) , his son or brother,
who died at the hands of an assassin and was followed by a Sultan
Abdul-kadir Muhaidin Shah, said to have been his half-brother and
adopted son. Abdul-kadir left three sons, of whom all claimed the
throne. Here history becomes guesswork. According to the Bustan
(p. 46) the throne went first to the youngest son, Ahmad Shah,
who held it for a year was then deposed as " too young " by his
eldest brother Abdul-ghafar Alaedin Shah " who loved him
dearly." Abdul-ghafar was the last Sultan of Pahang of this line,
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He was driven out by the Achehnese; and Pahang became—temporarily—an Achehnese province. The Sultan's fate is not told us.
There is a curious epilogue to this dynastic history. The
ex-Sultan Ahmad Shah of Pahang who was carried captive to
Acheen had (by a Siak princess) a son who was fortunate enough
to win the favour of the great Achehnese Sultan Mahkota Alam.
Mahkota Alam gave this youth his own daughter in marriage and
left him the throne of Acheen. This son was Paduka Seri Sultan
Iskandar thani Alaedin Mughayat Shah, patron of the author of
the Bustan al-salatin. So, in a sense, the last of the old Pahang
dynasty was the mightiest and most famous member of his line.
But he died sonless. Acheen went to a succession of female rulers;
Pahang to a prince of the usurping dynasty of Johore.
For impersonal reasons this short account of the early Pahang
Sultans will end on a personal note. The publication by Dr.
Winstedt (in March 1920) of certain passages from the Pahang
Sultan's copy of the Bustan—one of our two sources of information
—may be traced back to a single visit that had been paid by me
many years before to the Leyden Library. By the courtesy of the
librarian I was shown a copy of the Bustan and noticed at once
that it contained a new account of the Malacca kings—of which
I made a note at the time. My own version of the Bustan (published in 1900) had lacked these passages. I mentioned this to
the late Mr. W. D. Barnes who copied the missing portions from
the Pahang M.S. In this way they came to be published by Dr.
Winstedt in 1920. But Dr. Winstedt lacked the evidence to remark
on one fact. In my History published in 1908 (p. 16) I referred
to these passages in the following terms, " the Annalist " (i.e. the
author of the Sejarah Melayu) " gave another pedigree to his
friend Nuru'ddin Raniri al-Hasanji the author of the Bustanu'sSalatin." Speaking from memory I am confident that the Leyden
M. S. prefaces these passages with a personal acknowledgement of
information given by Tun Sri Lanang who is mentioned by name.
In view of the difference in date between the Bustan and the
" Annals " and in view of questions arising as to the composition
of the latter it would be well worth while to have the Bustan's brief
introductory note copied and published. It may have been in the
Pahang M.S.; but, if it was, Mr. Barnes did not make a copy of it.
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Prior to 1530 the history of the Bendaharas and Temenggongs
is part of the history of old Malacca. The Bendahara tree for that
period presents, thanks to the Sejarah Melayu, no difficulty and is
given on pp. 65-66 of R. J. Wilkinson's " History of the Peninsular
Malays," 3rd ed., Singapore, 1923. But Tun Sri Lanang, author of
the Sejarah Melayu, (born ca. 1565, created Bendahara Paduka Raja
ca. 1585) summarizes his ancestry in words on which the light of
scholarship has only recently been thrown:—" Tun Muhammad
nama-nya, Tun Seri Lanang timang-timangan-nya, Paduka Raja
gelaran-nya, Bendahara, anak Orang Kaya Paduka Raja, chuchu
Bendahara Seri Maharaja, chichit Bendahara Tun Narawangsa,
piut Bendahara Seri Maharaja, anak Seri Nara 'diraja Tun Ali,
anak Baginda Mani Purindan, kaddasa Allahu sirrahum, Melayu
bangsa-nya dart Bukit Seguntang Maha M i n i "
According to chapter 12 of the " Malay Annals" Mani Purindan
(— in Tamil " keeper of jewels " = bendahara) was the son of
a Muslim prince from Pahali in Tamil-land, who went first to Pasai
and then came to Malacca where he ranked as a Mantri (Vizier)
and married the daughter of Sri Nara 'diraja. His daughter, Tun
Wati, married Sultan Muhammad Shah of Malacca and bore a son,
Raja Kassim. The title Baginda and the descent from Bukit
Seguntang both suggest, Rouffaer thinks (Bij. T.L. en V. van N.I,
dl. 77, p. 458), that this Tamil of Malay descent was of mixed
Minangkabau blood, baginda being a Minangkabau honorific by no
means confined to royalty. Another notable detail is the formula, of
Islamic mysticism, kaddasa Allahu sirrahum (" God bless their
secret being"), which suggests that the early Bendaharas were
religious mystics, unless the writer used it loosely and as a mark of
special respect (Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, ib. p. 460). Raja Kassim,
grandson of Mani Purindan, was passed over for the Malacca throne
in favour of a younger brother, whose mother was a princess of
Rokan, but after 17 months he (Sultan Abu Shahid) and the Raja of
Rokan were murdered by Mani Purindan's party and Raja Kassim
was put on the throne as Mudzaffar Shah (died ca. 1459). Immediately after giving his own genealogy Tun Sri Lanang gives that
of his master Sultan Alaedin Riayat Shah of Johore (reigned
1597—1613) the descendant of this Sultan Mudzaffar Shah of
Malacca and therefore his distant relative. Bendahara Tun Mutahir,
the diplomat who worsted de Sequeira and was killed along with his
family in 1511 A.D. by the Sultan's order,—perhaps he. too, was
aspiring to a throne (Wilkinson, op. cit. p. 42), Anyhow this great
house of the Bendaharas always stood very near the Malacca throne,
and its members opened Klang, Negri Sembilan and Perak and
followed the Sultans, when in place of Malacca their capital was in
Johore, at Riau and finally at Lingga.
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The tree of the early Bendaharas of Johore (founded ca. 1530)
is as follows:—S.=Sultan, B.S.M.=Bendahara Sri Maharaja,
B.P.R.=Bendahara Paduka Tuan, b.—born, a.d.=daughter,
d.=died, f.=female, m.=married, Tem.=Temenggong and the
references are to the pages of the Sejarah Melayu (Shellabear,
Singapore 1909).
Tun Isap Berakah, Paduka Tuan
m. Putri Siat, a Bruas princess, p. 167.
I Tun Biajid B.S.M.,
of Johore.

a. d. m. Tun Mahmud,
Nara Wangsa p. 173

Tun Hidap (f.)
m. Tun Isap Misai B.S.M.II

II Tun Isap Misai B.S.M.
d. before 1587

Tun Jahid
of Perak

Tun Ahmad, Paduka Raja
m. Tun Genggang, Dato'
Sayong, p. 172.

Tun Kechil
m. R. Mahmud
R. Sulong,
S. Mudzaffar Shah
of Perak

III Tun Muhammad (Sri Lanang)
born ca. 1565, B.P.R. ca. 1585
m. Tun Aminah
pp. 172, 226, 263

IV Tun
V Tun Jinal
S. Mansur Shah ? VI Dato
B.P.R.
of Perak, fl. 1640 Sekudai Enum B.S.M
p. 173
p. 168
Tun Ahmad m. Tun Puteh
The mother of Tun Sri Lanang was a descendant of the dandy
Tun Hassan Temenggong (p. 172), son of Bendahara Tun Mutahir.
She was also called the Dato' of Sayong, the birth-place of the
Jakun champion of old Singapore (pp. 38, 40) and at one time the
capital of the founder of Johore, Sultan Alaedin, (JRASMB., 1925
p. 15 *) where—at Sayong Pinang—there have been recently
discovered more than twenty graves several of them beautifully
carved with Kuranic texts and of an earlier type than those at Kota
Tinggi, Panchor, Johor Lama and Tanjong Belading:—further and
complete investigation is being made. Another interesting name is
Dato' or Bendahara Sri Maharaja Sekudai, whom the rulers of
Rembau and Sungai Ujong claim as an ancester (Wilkinson's
* NOTE.—Blagden's variant version of the Sejarah Melayu ends in the reign
of the first Sultan of Johore (d. 1564) and has all the signs of being
written near that period (v.p. 32 of this Journal). Shellabear's
Appendix was written after the sack of Johor Lama by Jambi in
1673.
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" Malay History, Part V, Notes on Negri Sembilan," p. 10, Kuala
Lumpur, 1911) and who colonized Sekudai in the south of Johore
but of whom nothing else is known beyond the name and marriage
of his son.
The " Malay Annals " now fail us, and we have to construct
history from entries in the Dagh-Register at the castle of Batavia
and from names in Dutch treaties and so on, while lately T obtained
a MS. genealogy of the Temenggongs of Muar.
Under October, 1642, the Dagh-Register relates that " a report
came to Malacca that the Bendahara had died in Johore and the
Laksamana and many other nobles lay sick and the king was in
great distress: he had changed the name of Makam Tauhid to Batu
Sawar and had built a new settlement across the river." On 13th
May, 1644 Johore envoys gave the Dutch Governor-General the
interesting information that the Rembau people were not subjects
of Johore but only tenants (huijrders) of the Bendahara.
The big Johore chiefs from the '40s till 1688 were the Laksamanas. In 1641 a Laksamana helped the Dutch to take Malacca.
In September, 1642 he was fortifying Makam Tauhid and in October
he was sick there. In 1664 passes to go to Perak where given by
the Dutch to a Laksamana (whom the Dutch treaty of 1685 infra
describes as the son of a Laksamana) and the young king (=:Raia
Muda) of Johore, who was the companion of the Laksamana in the
many sea-fights against Jambi and so got the nick-name of prince
of pirates, Raja Bajau. The Hikayat Negeri Johor tells us that after
Jambi sacked Johor Lama in 1673, the Laksamana Abdu'l-Jamil
onened Riau,—and killed a Temenggong at Tanjong Batu. In 1679
the Laksamana and Temenggong Paduka Tuan wrote to Batavia that
" the Dato' Paduka Raja, who holds authority under the Yang
di-pertuan of Johore" had made peace with Jambi. Under 11
February, 1681 the Dagh-Register records that " the Dato'
Laksamana alias Paduka Raja and his sons administer the whole of
of the Johore kingdom." His daughter married Sultan Ibrahim of
Johore (reigned 1677—1685)—Netscher, pp. 35, 36. Under the 6th
of May 1681—" the old Laksamana or Paduka Raja is drawing
all power into his hands and ingratiating himself with the nobles
and has grown so bold that he no longer pays proper respect to
the Sultan at Riau, who is thinking how to get rid of him. The
Palembang campaign was perhaps to keep the Johore forces in his
hands and to protect himself from attack." Lender April 2nd, 1682
the Paduka Raia wrote to Batavia describing his son-in-law as the
first king of Tohore and Pahang:—he and the king were at Bintan
(Riau) but about to remove to Johor Lama. On the 3rd April, 1685
" the Paduka Raia who governs Johore and Pahang " made a contract with the Dutch signed by Dato Paduka (Raja) son of the
Laksamana—at the top in the place of honour; and then below by
the Dato' Bendara Maraja, son of Dato' Sri Maharaja; by Orang
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Kaya Laksamana, son of Paduka Raja, and by Orang Kaya Temenggong Paduka Tuan, son of Dato' Paduka Raja (Netscher, Ver. B.G.
dl. XXXV, 1870, pp. VII and VIII):—here he signed before the
Bendahara and along with two chiefs, who were apparently his own
sons. Dutch authorities say that this " troublesome and malicious
Paduka Raja, whose evil deeds and plans the Johorite himself had
detested " died in Trengganu in 1688, a refugee from Riau. " The
Laksamana promoted Paduka Raja died in Trengganu in 1009 A.H.,"
says the Hikayat Negeri Johor. The Bendahara Sri Maharaja who
signed the 1685 treaty was Tun Habib Abdu'l Majid, and is almost
certainly the Bendahara buried at Padang Saujana, Kota Tinggi. He
removed the young Sultan Mahmud from Riau to Kota Tinggi and
signed another treaty with the Dutch on 11th April, 1689 (Netscher,
pp. VIII—XI). According to the Tuhfat al-Nafis he died on
Thursday, 7th Muharram, 1109 A.D. in the year dal (=1697 A.D.).
It should be noted that Habib is an Achinese title for Sayids.
The Muar genealogy says that a Sayid Idrus came from the
Hadramaut to Acheh, where he settled at Kampong Pasir. His son,
Zainal-Abidin went to Johore and married al-Marhum Kaishi
(
) —?=ka-Acheh—of Kota Tinggi, who bore a son Maharaja Sri 'diraia, who married the daughter of a Muar chief and
begat three children—(a) Dato' Pasir Raja who was given Muar by
Sultan Mahmud (reigned 1685—99) as his sister's dowry and whose
descendents have always been its Temenggongs, (b) Bendahara
Padang Saujana—who became Sultan of Johore! (sic)—and (c)
Marhum Bakal, a girl who married the mad Sultan Mahmud. One
story (Netscher p. 48) says that Enche' Apong, daughter of the
Laksamana, swore in 1699 that she was not with child by the
murdered Sultan Mahmud, and being concealed by her father till
she had born a son let him hand the child over to the Raja Negara,
chief of Singapore, who in turn gave him to the Temenggong of
Muar. When the child was seven years old, the Temenggong having
to go to court took the boy to Johore to show to the Laksamana.
The child was so like Sultan Mahmud and showed such a strong
inclination to visit the Sultan's grave, that Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil got
suspicious and the Laksamana handed the future Raja Kechil
(pretender to the Johore throne) over to a Minangkabau trader to
take to Sumatra. It is interesting to note that Raja Kechil was a
candidate put up to recover for the Laksamanas the power they had
lost to the Bendaharas since 1688.
The genealogical tree even of the Bendaharas and Temenggongs
of the XVIIIth century is still an insoluble problem. Chronicles
generally give the title without the personal name. Sometimes
there were Bendaharas of Trengganu as well as of Pahang and
perhaps Temenggongs of Riau as well as of Johore. There were
quarrels between Bugis and Malays that left historians biassed.
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Bendaharas travelled all over the Riau-Lingga territory, so that
it is sometimes hard to say if one of these officers is a Riau officer
or come temporarily from Pahang. At least one unknown holder
of the title Indra Bongsu became Bendahara.
In JRASMB., 1931, pp. 32, 33, Mr. R. J. Wilkinson suggests
the following tree:—
Tun Abdu'l-Majid
B.S.M. Kota Tinggi, Johore.
Tun Mas Enum Tun Abdullah Tun Abdu'l-Jamal, S.Abdu'l-Jalil
Tem. & B.P.R.
of Johore
Tem.&B.P.R.
B.S.M.,
reigned
fl. 1717
d.ca. 1716
1699-1719
Tun Hussain
B.S.M.
Peko, Pahang
fl. 1721-1737

Tun. Mutahir,
Tem: B.S.M.
1756 Pahang
Tun Abdul Majid,
Tem. 1757
B.P.R. 1770
fl. 1720-1802

But this pedigree omits names mentioned in the Tuhfat al-Nafis
and elsewhere:—-Tun Abbas who lived in Riau and went mad in
1736 A.D. (Tuhfat), and Engku Raja Indra Bongsu appointed
Bendahara Sri Maharaja (when Daeng Kemboja became Yamtuan
Muda) in 1748 (28 Rajab 1161 A.H.; Meursinge's ' Maleisch
Leesboek ' 3rd ed., Leiden 1880, pp. 43, 44 and van PonkePs
CCCLVIII) and Tun Hassan, who was first Indra Bongsu and
then by 1764 Bendahara Pahang {Tuhjat). Abbas is mentioned
in the old Johore pedigree (Wilkinson's History of the Peninsular
Malays, 3rd ed., 1923 p. 82) and Abbas and Hassan are both
found in the Pahang tree (JRASMB., 1926, p. 335) which Mr.
Linehan gives as follows: —
S. Abdu'l-Jalil
Abbas
Hassan
Tahir
B. Abdu'l-Majid
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.

Tem. Abdu'l-Jamal

Che' Puan
m. S.
Mahmud

V
Tun Abdu'l-Jamal,
Tem, (before 1719);
B.P.R.

Tun Mahmud,
Indra Bongsu
& Yamtuan Muda,
d. 1719-Marhum
di-Kayu

Che' Engku Mandak
m. Che Engku
Sulaiman, son of
M. Janggut, Pulau Bayan

Che' Engku Besax
stabbed by Tem.
Abdu'l-Jamal of
Johore

Che Wan
Suboh

Tun Abdu'r-Rahman

Che' Wan
m. Said—
al-Attas

IX
X
Tun Abdu'l-Majid
TunAbdu'l-Jamal
b. ca. 1720, Tem. 1757; B.P.R,
Tem. P.R., Johore;
Pahang, d. ca. 1802
d. at Bulang, before 1802

VIII
Tun Tahir,
Tem. 1734;
B.S.M. 1756
Pahang

II
Tun Abdul-Jalil
B.P.R.: 1699
Sultan: d. 1719
Marhum Kuala Pahang

VI
VII
Tun Abbas, 1722
Tun Hussain
Tem.: B.S.M. Pahang 1723,
Tem.&B.S.M.
Peko, ca.
went mad 1736;
1721—ca. 1734Pahang
d. at Bulang

Che' Ayu
m. (a) as a child S.
Raja Muhammad
Mahmud of Johore d.
1699; (b) D. Merewah, d. 1728

IV
Tun Abdullah,
Tem. & B.P.R.,
fl.1717

VIIIA.
Tun Hassan,
Indra Bongsu
&B. 1764

XI
Che' Engku Sentul
(Bendahara)
drowned

1716

III
Tun Mas Enum,
B.S.M. {ca. 1708)
Johore, d. ca.

Tun Habib Abdu'l-Majid, B.S.M., Johore
(d. 1697:? Marhum Padang Saujana)

Any tree must still be guess-work but perhaps the following advances us a step:—

XII
B. Koris
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side), Tun Abdu'l-Majid, Raja Muhammad son of Raja Muda Mangkat di-Kayu
,
Tun Sulong Muda son
of Dato' Paduka Maharaja etc." The Pahang tree the Hikayat Negeri Johor and the Johore MS. all describe
Abdu'l-Jamal as Temenggong Riau and the last says that his title was Paduka Raja, that he was the son of a Paduka
Raja, Tun Abbas, and that his grave is at Bulang.

Abdu'l-Majid had 16 children in all. The last three given here were the children of humble mothers (orang
kechil) (Johore MS. described below).
The parentage of Tun Hussain (VII) is taken from the Hikayat Negeri Johor: he was "brother of Sultan
Sulaiman on his father's side." After installing Sultan Mansur Shah as ruler of Trengganu, Sultan Sulaiman returned
to Riau " followed by a son of Bendahara Tun Hussain and by the old Bendahara of Pahang " (Tuhfat). Both the
Johore and Pahang trees make Abbas (VI) a son of Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil:—Wilkinson makes Tun Tahir (VIII) another
son of Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil: I have no alternative suggestion. A Johore MS. Hikayat Kerajaan—Compelled for
Maharaja (sic) Abubakar " from Raja Haji Ali's larger work and the tales of old men "—relates that in 1722 Tun
Abbas becamefirstBendahara of Pahang, though the Tuhjat implies that he went mad at Riau. A Batavian MS.
(van Ronkel's CCCLVIII), the Sejarak Raja-Raja Riau, tells how Tun Abbas was made Bendahara Sri Maharaja
when Sulaiman was made Sultan Sulaiman Badr-al-alam Shah (i.e. 4th October, 1722). The parentage and name
of Engku Raja Indra Bongsu, who was Bendahara at Riau in 1748, I cannot trace: was he Tun Hassan? The
parentage of Tun Hassan follows Linehan's Pahang tree. The same MS. and Sultan Abubakar's genealogy (Wilkinson's
History, p. 82) make Tun Abdu'l-Majid (IX) a son of Tun Abbas (VI) and the former relates how after investiture
as Bendahara at Lingga Abdu'l-Majid's eldest son, Che' Engku Sentul, was drowned when entering the Pahang river
to take up office. The Hikayat Negeri Johor mentions a Tun Abdu'r-Rahman as son of Temenggong Tun Tahir and
immediately after him mentions a Tun Abdu'l-Majid, who however is not described as the Temenggong's son: —
" There were in Pahang (between 1733 and 1740) the Bendahara Tun Hussain (brother of S. Sulaiman on the father's
The Bendaharas and Temenggongs
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So much for personalities. As for dates Wilkinson gives the
references for I, II, III, IV, VIII and IX. The title of Hussain
Bendahara Peko', Wilkinson points out, appears in a 1734 Dutch
treaty viz. Sri Maharaja: the Hikayat Negeri Johor says he was
Bendahara and Tun Mutahir was Temenggong of Pahang when
S. Sulaiman went there after the installation of Mansur Shah as Sultan of Trengganu—the Hikayat Negeri Johor gives that date as 1740
though other authorities say 1733—and the Tuhjat relates how in
1721 Raja (later Sultan) Sulaiman went to Bendahara Peko' of
Pahang for reinforcements against Raja Kechil. The Tuhjat says it
was by the advice of Bendahara Tun Abbas that Daeng Merewah was
made Yam-tuan Muda and the Bugis chiefs married the sisters of
Sultan Sulaiman: it adds that in 1736 he went raving mad. As
regards Tun Hassan the Tuhfat-al-Nafis alone gives us a date which
appears to be too late or too early, if we consider the Pahang tree.
From the evidence perhaps the list of Temenggongs should be
approximately as follows: —
1699—1707 Tun Mas Enum
S. M.

ca.

1708—1716

Tun Abdullah

P. R.

1717—1718

Tun Hussain

S. M.

1718—1721

Tun Abdul-Jamal

P. R.

1722—1723

Tun Abbas

S. M.

1724—1734

Tun Hassan

P. R.

1734—1750

Tun Tahir

S. M.

1750—1770

Tun Abdu'l-Majid

P. R.
S. M.

— ca. 1792

Tun Abdu'l-Jamal

P. R.

1792—1806

Engku Muda (not installed)

1806—1825 Tun Abdu'r-Rahman
S. M.
The list of Bendaharas is far harder even to guess. Dutch
treaties cited by Netscher show that there was a Bendahara Sri
Maharaja in 1713 & again in 1745 & 1756. The alternate rotation
of titles gives difficulty:—only a chance reference to the drowning
of Che' Engku Sentul after his installation at Lingga saves us from
two Paduka Rajas following one another and accidents may have
happened to other earlier holders. Apparently Tun Hassan and an
old man were Bendaharas at the same time. Tun Abdu'r-Rahman
got the title before the death of Engku Muda. More than one
Bendahara appears never to have been a Temenggong but instead
a Raja Indra Bongsu. Chances and changes must have been
manifold, as most of the holders must have succeeded to the office
in late middle-age.
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Tun Abdul-Jamal according to the Tuhfat and the Johore MS.
married Raja Malmunah daughter of Raja Tengah (sister of Sultan
Abdu'l-Jalil) by her husband Daeng Parani and the pair had three
children: —
Tengku Tengah m. 1720 D. Parani (,d. 1723)
Raja Malmunah
m. ca. 1740 Temenggong Abdul-Jamal.
i

Daeng Chela'

Daeng Kechil
(Tun Ibrahim)

Engku Muda
Muhammad

Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman,
installed 1806
d. 1825.

Raja Bulang (f.)
m. 1803 R. Hussain,
later Sultan of
Singapore.

Daeng Parani died in 1723 so that his daughter must have been
nubile in 1740. Abdu'l-Jamal's elder brother died very old about
1802, so that Abdu'l-Jamal was probably born in the early '20s.
Engku Muda would be born between 1740 and 1750. Of him the
Johore MS. has an interesting account:—
" I n 1207 ( = 1792) S. Muhammad Shah of Linggi handed
Riau over to the governance of Engku Muda Raja Muhammad son
of Dato' Temenggong Abdu'l-Jamal, who came from Siantan and
opened Tanjong Unggit (
). He and the Raja M u d a "
(Yamtuan Muda Raja Ali) " disagreed and came to fighting. So
on Monday 16th Jemada'1-awal 1218 the Sultan came and settled
the matter and gave Riau to the Raja Muda. But Engku Muda
had the rank of Temenggong and governed Riau and Johore,
refusing however the title of Temenggong. ' If I can't be Raja
Muda, I don't want a title. But all the islands and islets and
Johore are under me and certainly Pahang belongs to my ' father '
(ayah-ku) Dato' Bendahara Abdu'l-Majid: for today the Sultan no
longer heeds Malays but lives at Lingga and gives Riau to the
Raja Muda. Look at our case. We ought to own (mcmilek) the
country because we are co-inheritors (sa-pusaka) with the Sultan.
Why should he do as he likes. Like him we are descended from
S. Abdu'l-Jalil (Marhum-Kuala Pahang) and custom ordains we
rule the country and how can he stop us? Although I am not
installed who shall object to my rule? If Engku Abdu'r-Rahman
wants to be called Temenggong, let him seek audience at Lingga. I
won't! If I die, you, Engku, will rule the islands and never lose
Johore because to my mind if the Sultan behaves like this we've got
to look after ourselves or be worsted (kechewa). Moreover the man
who did most to wrest Johore from Raja Kechil of Siak was our
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grandfather Bendahara Tun Abbas and our grandmother, daughter
or Marhum Mangkat di-Kuala Pahang, so that she consented to
marry our grandfather Upu Daeng Parani' . . .When Engku Muda
ceased speaking, Abdu'r-Rahman said 'True. Please God I'll remember.' The Sultan heard of these remarks and came and told
Engku Muda not to be hurt. ' As for the islets and Johore, do you,
Enche' Muda and 'Drahman, take them.—I mean Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman. And Hussain, my son, do you, Enche' Muhammad,
do as you like with him—as you and Drahman like. Abdu'r-Rahman
I'm giving to the Raja Muda, for he will succeed me. I hope that
Enche' Muda and Drahman and all your relatives and Dato'
Bendahara Abdul-Majid of Pahang will not desert me.' Engku
Muda replied. ' True but if we do not assert ourselves, we are lost.
You and your son will be Sultans but we though Bendaharas are
slighted.' Then Engku Muda circumcised Tengku Hussain and
married him to his daughter Raja Bulang. And the Sultan went
to Riau and married Raja Hamidah (1218=1803)
In 1221
the Sultan installed at Lingga Abdu'r-Rahman as Temenggong Sri
Maharaja and Tun Ali as Bendahara Siwa Raja of Pahang in place
of his father Tun Koris."
Netscher supplements this with a contemporary Dutch account
of Engku Muda. In 1800 the Yamtuan Muda, Raja Ali, and
Engku Kraing Talibak took Riau and Engku Muda fled to Bulang.
In May 1801 Engku Muda blockaded Riau with eighty large
vessels of which half were Ilanun. In 1801 the Bendahara of
Pahang went to Bulang to make peace between Raja Ali and Engku
Muda. He failed and the Sultan called them to Lingga but Engku
Muda declined to risk it. His letter of refusal was signed, ' Engku
Muda, Raja of Bulang and Bintang, ex-Sultan of Riau." In 1802
the Sultan decreed that Raja Ali, aided by Daeng Talibak, should
rule Riau for life only and that the office should not be hereditary,
and some such arrangement in Bulang was decided for Engku
Muda. Neither of the parties liked it. Daeng Talibak left in an
English ship for Malacca apparently to solicit British intervention.
On 3 September, 1803 the Sultan sailed from Lingga to the island
of Bulang, met Raja (or Engku) Muda, Daeng Talibak and the
Sultan of Siak and made peace between the Malays and the Bugis.
On 21 December 1804 the Sultan settled Raja Ali as Yamtuan Muda
at Penyengat where he died on Pulau Bayan in 1805—his widow,
Ratu Mas, set up as a pirate with four ships! Raja Ali was
succeeded by another Bugis, Raja Jaafar, a son of Marhum
Ketapang.
Superficially everything about Engku Muda suggests Bugis
descent. The old Malay honorific ' Tun ' has gone: in place of it
we get Che Engku and for his ' brothers ' the Bugis title Daeng.
Wilkinson suggest (History, p. 83) that Tun Abdul-Jamal had
a daughter who married Daeng Kechil, a Bugis, so that her
descendants naturally bore Bugis titles. Daeng Kechil never was
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Temenggong but Netscher agrees with the Johore authorities in
saying (p. 243) that Engku Muda was the son of a Temenggong.
The Tuhiat says:—" The English took over Malacca and left Riau
to Sultan Mahmud who entrusted it to Engku Muda, Dato' Temenggong, and lived at Lingga." The Dutch and the Johore MS. paint
him as the Malay claimant to the office of Yamtuan Muda, vaunting
his descent from Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil's family: if the Johore pedigree
is correct, he would be descended from it on both the paternal and
the maternal sides. An explanation of the Bugis titles of his
' brothers ' might be that the children took the (in Riau) higher
Bugis title of their grandfather, Daing Parani. The practice
exists today when the mother is of exalted rank. Engku Muda must
have depended on his mother's descent rather than on his father's
when he claimed to be eligible for the office of Yam-tuan Muda.
He was a difficult problem but he must have been of high rank
on both sides for Sultan Muhammad to hand over to him his own
eldest son Raja Hussain for circumcision and marriage especially
as at that time Raja Hussain was apparently regarded as the heir
apparent. (Buckley's ' Anecdotal History of Singapore,' Singapore
1902, pp. 22-24). It is said of Raja Hussain as of Engku Muda
that he had a Malay father and a Bugis mother. When in 1868
Raja Ali was consulted by Temenggong Abubakar as to his eligibility for the throne of Johore, that pro-Bugis court genealogist
replied that the step to sovereignty was easier for him than for the
Bendahara of Pahang. I can imagine no other explanation of that
oracular remark than that unlike their relatives in Pahang the Temenggongs were not only Malay nobles but posseessed Bugis royal
blood in their veins. In deference to Riau-Lingga opinion Wan Abubakar assumed in 1868 the title of Maharaja only. In 1883 Sultan
Sulaiman last of the descendants of Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil in the male
line died and there was an interregnum of two years before the Sultanate of Lingga was conferred on Raja Abdu'r-Rahman, who
inherited through his mother, great-grand-daughter of Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman of Singapore. Maharaja Abubakar then assumed
the title of Sultan.

Note.—The Johore MS. has two passages on Engku Muda of
Bulang. I have translated one: the other I give here in Malay:—
Datang kapada masa S. Muhammad Shah Engku Muda ibni
Temenggong Abdu'l-Jamal ibni Bendahara Paduka Raja saudara
baginda Sulaiman itu dudok di-dalam mertabat Temenggong tetapi
tiada bergelar sa-kadar di-panggil akan dia Engku Muda kerana ia
tiada mahu jadi Temenggong: yang dia hendak jadi, Raja Muda
juga tetapi tiada di-turutkan oleh Sultan Muhammad Shah akan
kehendak-nya itu, kerana keturunan ganti Raja Muda dari pehak
baka raja Bugis itu sudah ada serta pula sudah berchampor-champor
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nasab dengan anak chuchu Marhum yang mangkat di-Kuala
Pahang. Maka dari sebab demikian itu pindah-lah Engku Muda
itu dudok di-Bulang serta mengator diri-nya di-situ dengan kekerasan dan beberapa perahu peperangan-nya yang di-sediakan. Maka
didalam antara yang demikian itu datang kerap-kerap dari pihak
Raja Siak hendak mendatangkan pergadohan dan bongkak ka-atas
Raja Muda yang di-Riau itu, tiada-lah di-beri oleh Engku Muda itu
kerana Raja Muda itu pun sudah berkerabat dengan dia sa-belah
Bugis. Maka kesusahan-lah kapada baginda Sultan Muhammad
Shah akan perchederaan hati di-antara mereka itu sakalian, pada
sa-kali-persetua titah baginda itu kapada Engku Muda, l Ada-lah
bagi kita dua anak laki-laki, sa-orang bernama Hussain dan sa-orang
bernama Abdu'r-Rahman. Pada niat hati-ku yang Hussain itu
pulang-lah kapada Engku dengan anak saudara Engku Abdu'rRahman dan yang Abdu'r-Rahman biar kapada Raja Muda.' Maka
di-terima-lah oleh Engku Muda akan titah itu dan kemudian diambil-nya akan Tengku Hussain itu ka-Bulang lalu di-khatankannya, kemudian di-kahwinkan-nya dengan putera-nya yang bernama
Raja Bulang, ia-lah yang di-panggil Engku Puan Bulang. Maka
sa-kali persetua kata Engku Muda kapada anak saudara-nya Tun
Abdu'r-Rahman itu menyurohkan dia jadi Temenggong Johor,
kerana Johor itu sudah ada tertinggal, " Kerajaan tiada sana, supaya
kita ambil sa-kali akan Johor itu jadi bahagian milek kita, lagi pun
yang bapa saudara kita Bendahara Abdu'l-Majid pun telah menaroh
tangan atas negeri Pahang." Kemudian daripada itu tiada berapa
antara-nya Tun Abdu'r-Rahman itu pun di-lantek-lah oleh baginda
itu jadi Temenggong Sri Maharaja Johor tetapi waktu itu ia dudok
di-Bulang juga.—Arakian kemudian daripada mangkat Engku Muda
itu berpindah-lah Temenggong Abdu'r-Rahman itu ka-Singapura."
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Some Malay Studies.
By R. J. WILKINSON, C.M.G.

Malay Beginnings.
On the Kendeng Hills near Trinil in Java a monument marks
the spot where in A.D. 1892 Dr. Dubois found part of the calvarium
or brain-pan of a being half-ape half-man. From this bit of bone
he was able to deduce that the brain of his Pithecanthropus ereclus
was smaller than that of any existing type of primitive human being
though larger than that of an anthropoid ape. Six years later he
uncovered in this same Trinil soil the remains of many animalscontemporaries of the ape-man,—older forms of beasts still found in
Java such as the tiger and the rhinoceros and even of mammals long
extinct there such as the anoa and the hippopotamus.
We do not know precisely when this ape-man lived; but between
him and the coming of the first negrito there must have been a
huge interval of time. Who were the beings,—ape-men or early
men,—who peopled the Malay islands during these many millenniums
of which we have no knowledge? Conjecture is useless. None the
less, if we are tempted to write down any folk as " aboriginal " or
" indigenous'' it is well to recall the monument put up to the find
at Trinil.
Even now in the Peninsula we know that there are folk backward enough to suggest a hasty comparison with the ape-man of
the Kendeng Hills. This is what a Malay, the well-known writer
Abdullah Munshi, says of the Jakun whom he saw in Naning, not
twenty miles from the town of Malacca itself:
" When I saw them I could do nothing but wonder,
wonder, wonder and praise God Whose might alone could make
men differ from us as much as they. For I saw that they
were men in shape just as we are, but in manner mere animals,
and even lower than animals, for the beasts of the field know
at least how to keep themselves clean. They had matted
hair; but I could not tell its hue, so plastered was it with
dirt and tree-sap; it looked like tree-bark; God alone knows
what lice and maggots were in it! They wore no coat,
no skirt; not a stitch of cloth was upon them; only a strip
of bark no bigger than a man's hand to serve as a loincloth
and cover the privities. Their moustaches and beards were
unkempt, all through life unshaven, untended; their skin was
not like human skin as dirt was in layers upon it. When
told to approach they stood in a cluster round a tree, one
huddled up against the other and a child clinging to its
mother's neck. They all looked as if they wanted to run
away and sat twittering to one another like quarrelling birds—
God only knows what they were saying!??
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The speech of these wild men turned out to be a Malayan
dialect akin to the tongues of similar nomad-hunters in Sumatra
though puzzling to town-bred Malays like Abdullah. It shows us
that all these primitive savages are " Proto-Malays " in the narrowest
sense of the term. We do not mean thereby that these Proto-Malays
are " pure-blooded " or a " racial element." Purity of blood to a
small community means inbreeding and extinction. Most savages
kidnap slaves from their neighbours and intermarry with them,—
a custom that plays havoc with their physical type. It matters little;
a Malay is a man of Malay speech and habits and not a somatological
formula. The cranial index of these Proto-Malays averages less
than 80. Hagen gives 79 for the Sumatran Kubu; Boden Kloss
76 for the Kenaboi Mantra of the Peninsula.
The civilised Malays are more mixed still in their blood; they
owe their culture to the coming of foreign settlers with whom the
Proto-Malays lived peacefully and intermarried. Old inscriptions
in a South-Indian script lead us to believe that the settlers up to
about 750 A.D. came from the Deccan. After 750 A.D. we find
plain signs of Indo-Chinese influence in script, language, art and
religion. From 1300 A.D. onwards we read in history of settlers
from Arabia, China and all parts of India; and the Malay dynasties
of the present day are of Indian, Arabian or Bugis origin. There
is no such thing as a Malay " racial type;" and the expression " the
real Malay " must be used with caution. One thing too is plain.
The higher cranial index—82 or more of the present-day civilised
Malay is due to some historic foreign strain (probably the IndoChinese for the Malay is cranially very like the Cambodian or Siamese) and should not be traced to an indigenous " Proto-Malayan "
element as told us by Dr. Haddon. The primitive Malay has a lower
index than the Malay of the towns. As against the Kubu's 79 and
the Mantra's 76 Hagen gives us an index of 80 for the Minangkabau
Malay, 81 for the Selangor Malay, 82.3 for the South Perak Malay,
83.6 for the East Coast Malay. Joustra in his monograph and the
Encyclopaedia of Netherlands India in its article on the Minangkabau Malays give their cranial index as 82 and 82.18 respectively.
Why did the foreign settlers come? The primitive Malay is an
asset to commerce and has economic worth. He knows his forest
and where its precious products may be found: gums, dammars,
bezoars, camphor, dye-wood, scented or ornamental wood, rhinoceroshorn, gold-dust, ivory, peacocks. In the old trading records of the
Chinese we hear of all these things being brought from the Indian
Archipelago. Even to-day the Dyaks who trade with foreigners
look upon the Punan nomad-hunters in their midst as an asset of
value just as in 1864 Sultan Jafar of Perak made over Larut to
the Mantri " with all its Chinese and Dutch." To make full use
of the trade in jungle produce the merchants had to open stores
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or marts on the banks of the great rivers as in later years the Europeans were to open factories " at Bantam and Batavia. It was the
trade of two thousand years ago that brought civilisation to Malaya.
The work of training these primitive nomad-hunters may be
seen and studied even now. In the Negri Sembilan the Jakun are
honoured as the original lords of the soil; and wherever they chose
to accept Malay culture were taken on a footing of equality into the
" Malay " suku or clan of the Biduanda, a clan numerous and powerful. And against Abdullah's contemptuous account of the men who
were " lower than the beasts of the field,'' we may cull from Malay
romance the following reproof to a girl who sneered at a negrito,
" Oh, don't disdain a crooked jack,
A jack has many a luscious pod;
Nor curse a man for being black;
He may be black and dear to God."
As a further account of the Proto-Malayan nomad-hunters let
us shorten a Dutch description of the " Kubu."
On the brink of a Sumatran river we pass a Kubu hut: a leanto roof of thatch, with walls of bark and a floor of strips of bamboo.
Upon this floor, raised some feet above the ground, sleeps the Kubu
household along with its dogs and fowls. Under it a fire smoulders.
At the first break of day a skinny apathetic figure wearing a loincloth of bark drops wearily from the hut and stirs up the embers
to warm the morning meal. A little later the whole family—lean,
listless and scurfy with itch—eat what is to be had and set out in
the jungle to forage for more. If unlucky they go supperless
to bed; if the ill-luck lasts they may starve. Death and sickness
are always in their eyes. Death and sickness they put down to
evil spirits against whom their shaman alone can screen them.
Such is life as the Kubu knows it.
Once more, let us quote the good Father Borie who worked for
many years as a missionary among the Proto-Malayan Mantra.
" Savage life to which morbid speculators would wish to see
man brought back—the golden age so extolled by poets—is in reality
nothing but a life of misery, helplessness and unreason."
It is a wonder to many that human beings can exist at all in
the forest-swamps of the Equator. " Are you never taken by tigers,"
asked Abdullah.—" Well, now and again some one comes to grief
before he can use his blowpipe; but tigers, as a rule, shun our woodlands; they fear our poisoned darts." Father Borie tells us that
even a Mantra child would take a lighted torch and walk fearlessly
through the jungle. When benighted a Mantra coils up between
the buttresses of a tree, screens himself with leaves and goes to sleep.
In places where wild beasts are most dangerous the wild men build
platforms high up on trees and spend the night there with their dogs
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and other belongings. Abdullah looked into their bags to see what
they ate. He found a monkey's thigh, python-flesh, yams, fruit,
a few condiments, tobacco and areca-nut. '' And do you never
wash or scrape the dirt off," said the irrepressible Abdullah.—" Well,
we don't pour water on our bodies but we get wet when it rains;
were we to wash at other times we should be ill as we are not inured
to water/' The layers of dirt are too thin, seemingly, to protect
their wearers from flies and gnats; and the Mantra and Kubu
sleep in the smoke of fires to keep mosquitoes away. It is certain
that ringworm and itch torment unceasingly the lives of these poor
primitive souls.
By what strange line of evolution did men of this listless and
backward type grow into the artistic and intelligent Malays of today? In the first place there is a certain process of selection at
work. When the Minangkabau settlers came to the Peninsula the
best of the Proto-Malays copied their culture and became the
" Biduanda;" and it was only the irreclaimable elements that fathered the modern Mantra and Jakun. Again, the Proto-Malays are
not shy of strangers as are the Perak Sakai who shut themselves
up in mountain-valleys and forswear all dealings with the outer
world; they show friendly feeling if they are treated with kindness,—
and the early Indian settlers, who came to trade, were anxious to
please their customers. Lastly even in the wildest tribes there are
always elements of progress.
Dr. Hose's account of the Punan nomad-hunters of Borneo reads
exactly like a sketch of the forest-nomads of Malaya. It seems
likely indeed that the two great islands of Sumatra and Borneo
(and others as well) were peopled by folk of a " Proto-Malayan "
culture before the coming of the so-called " Indonesians.'' These
last were warlike mountaineers with great artistic gifts, but given
to headhunting and (in one case) to cannibalism. It may have
been that the earlier peoples copied in one or two places some features
of the culture of the newcomers. That, at least, would explain the
Minangkabau tribesman who is a mountain-dweller with a high
sense of art, yet speaks Malay and rejects head-hunting. But this
problem lies outside our present theme which is to find among the
Proto-Malays certain root-features of Malay belief.
Illness, according to the Kubu, is the work of devils against
whom the shaman alone can protect him. " If the Mantra are ill,"
says Father Borie, " it is a demon who is the cause of it." We
shall see this idea again and again in Malay thought.
" The Mantras hold that every mountain has its good and
bad spirit and that every mountain is a wishing-place." We shall
hear more about this theory.
The Kubu make offerings to their evil spirits on curious openwork creels known as anchak. A Malay anchak, used for the same
purpose, is pictured in Mr. Skeat's book on Malay Magic.
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The Proto-Malayan sea-gypsies or Orang Laut put offerings
to evil spirits on gaily decorated model-boats which are then cut
adrift to sail out to sea taking the evil spirits along with them. One
of these model-boats actually sailed into Singapore harbour to the
great terror of the credulous Asiatic population who objected to the
grisly immigrants it was supposed to bring. Whatever may have
happened to the passengers the vessel itself found a resting-place
in the Singapore Museum.
The Kubu believe in the evil spirit or vampire known to Malays
as the puntianak or " child-killer." This demon plays a great part
in Malay Belief.
There is one custom, trivial in itself, that shows a plain connection with Proto-Malayan habits. A large round ear-stud like
a silver coin is worn by a Malay girl at her wedding, only to be
taken off a few days later. It is not worn at other times and is
looked upon as a token of the bride's maiden state. Malays cannot
tell us, why it should have this meaning. A Dutch writer (van
Dongen) has given us verses used at a Kubu marriage-ceremony
that show the discarding of the ear-studs to be the main feature of
the rite itself. One of these ear-studs is known as the " palm-leaf;"
why? Among the Mantra, '" Parents bore large holes in the ears
of their little girls which are meant to hold silver ear-rings; if they
cannot get these they fill them up by means of tender banana-leaves
rolled up into a spiral form." So says Father Borie, who adds that
his more sophisticated girls saw little to admire in the ornament and
were giving it up. But the habit of making huge holes in the
ear-lobe is still in vogue in Borneo where weights are attached to
ear-rings to distend the lobe still further. To the modern Malays,
as to us, this distension is hideous. But the practice takes time
and needs appliances; and the spiral-spring ear-stud is one means
of enlargement. It began when a girl was young and was only given
up when she was married. The custom is dead; the symbol survives.
These subang or ear-stud emblems of the maiden state betoken
also a clash of ideas between the " Indonesian " and the " Malay."
To the latter it is a slur on a girl " to wear the subang and not
be a maid." Among the sea-gypsies of Mergui a girl weds her
first lover and the bond is one that is lasting. Far otherwise is it
among the so-called " Dyak " tribes. There a girl may have many
lovers and escape all blame, but when she is with child the father
marries her. Are we to say that the Proto-Malays are " moral "
and the Indonesians " charitable to human frailty?" It is no matter
of morals. To one race marriage is the link between husband and
wife, to the other it is the bond between father and mother.
The Adat.
There is a Malay book named " the Priceless Gem of the Law
of the Minangkabau World." In plot it is the tale of a young reformer who tried to " hustle the East." Having been to a funeral
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among his own folk he saw that every mourner brought along with
him the gift of a pall. Why? No one quite knew why; but it was
the rule, the custom or the law,—for the word adat means all these
things. He made up his mind to do away with this absurd adat,
for what can a dead man's relatives do with fifty or sixty palls? He
little knew his World of Minangkabau.
Our young reformer was a territorial Chief. He called together
his tribal councillors and put it to them that the law should be
altered and that every guest should bring rice with him as a little
gift towards the funeral feast to which he was bound to be bidden.
Minangkabau Headmen are slow thinkers who dislike change; still
as they failed—on the spur of the moment—to find anything to say
against a commonsense proposal, they made non-committal speeches
and let their chairman have things his own way. One of the Elders
indeed had the repute of being " a deep pool of intellect, a sea of
brain;" but it was part of his wisdom always to stay away from
Council Meetings. " Thought," said he, " is the Lamp of the Mind;
calm reflection is the Heaven of the intelligent; a bull's eye of wisdom
is not to be scored at the first shot." Time would show up the folly
of young men in a hurry.
Surely enough an old lady came along to the next funeral with
a pall in her hand. She was told to take the illegal thing away.
To this she demurred; she was receiving hospitality and was bound
to make a return. Did she not know that the custom had been
changed? Yes, she had heard from her neighbours something about
a change; but what was she to do? After all, you cannot well give
a dead man any gift except a winding-sheet; nothing else is of the
slightest good to him. She ended by weeping bitterly at the
thought of the wickedness of men who were trying to rob the dead
of their due.
Under Minangkabau Law an offender is dealt with first by
his or her family and tribal Elders. In this case the old lady was
plainly guilty; she had admitted dago-dagi or flouting the Chief's
orders. Such an offence is serious,—punishable, indeed, in extreme
cases with death. The Elders were in a dilemma. They rather
agreed with the culprit; and they knew well that old women are a
power in Minangkabau where all home-life is governed by Councils
of Aunts. In their bewilderment they set off to seek advice of the
" deep pool of intelligence, the sea of brain," who had once again
proved his canniness by staying away from the fatal council-meeting.
The old reactionary had been waiting for his chance. " Our
customs are the work of men of old," said he; " though they look
unlovely they are not without beauty; where they seem to harm us
they have their use; without our forefathers we should have had
no Law. The Adat was not made up in a day nor yet in a week
or month; for years was it tested and assayed, item by item, the
good being weighed against the evil, agreement being sought in all.
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Then when everything was settled our ancestors bound themselves
by an oath on the bisa kawi not to abate one jot or tittle of Custom
but to hand it on unimpaired to their successors for ever and ever,
as long as crows are black and water flows downward and Mount
Merapi holds its head aloft. My boys, if you change anything that
your fathers did you will incur the curse of the bisa kawi. You
will be as trees without roots; you will put out no shoots; you
will be riddled by beetles between shoot and root. You will find
no comfort in life and no hope in death; for what the Men of Old
laid down they established for once and for ever."
In face of a curse of this sort—all the more awful because no
one can hope to know what the bisa kawi was—the tribal headmen
felt that a few palls more or less were a small matter. They dropped
the change, so that their trees should go on putting out shoots and
drawing sustenance through roots. They looked on the Law as a
haunted thing. Even in the Sultanates men did the same. " Cannot
you alter your wretched customs," said the enlightened Munshi
Abdullah in Pahang.—" These customs," said the people, " are survivals of the past; whoso changes or breaks them is struck down by
the ghosts of the Kings who made them." " My father tried again
and again to better the system of coinage," said the Pahang Ruler's
son," but the tigers took to man-eating and the crocodiles did the
same; so he had to go back to a system which is co-eval with the
beginnings of our history."
In this " priceless gem " of Minangkabau romance where are
our sympathies meant to go? To the reformer-Chief with his commonsense proposal? We must confess that he made his law before
his people understood it and were ready for it. To the Elder who
never went to a Council-meeting because its decision was sure to
be hasty and wrong? Without change there can be no progress.
A Malay would say that both were right; "every man is right from
his own point of view." Change is inevitable; yet changes weaken
a law of which Malays have written that " transplanted it withers,
uprooted it dies." They also create uncertainty, as in the adat of
Sungai Ujong of which men proverbially say two things, " I don't
know " and " Good Lord;"—" I don't know," when they are asked
what it is, and " Good Lord " when they are told.
What then is the real power behind Sumatran common law?
and how comes it that the whole people are jurists? We cannot
believe in such a fable as the story of the bisa kawi. The interest
taken in Minangkabau—with its common law, its constitutional
government and, above all, its matriarchate—is apt to make us forget
that its old inherited sayings are not confined to law; they deal with
everything: the ways of the household, the limits of the State, the
etiquette of feasting, the traditions of old history, the beauty of
a bride. A child learns them because they enter into all that he
has to do; he is nurtured, as it were, on this crystallized wisdom
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of his forebears. From the very first he learns to speak in parables,
they are his life and the genius of his language.
Malay literature itself would possess little interest if it began
and ended with the stilted compositions of modern professional
writers. It has more age and originality than that. In the Straits
Asiatic Journal for 1921 Mr. J. L. Humphreys published a long
Malay speech of which every single line was an old saw well-known
to the audience. Such a speech, impossible in English, is within
the powers of a tongue as rich in ancient sayings as Malay; and
when well composed is extremely effective, for a phrase can be richer
in associations than a mere word. Every Malay bard, rhapsodist
or orator has in his memory a store of the wisdom and wit of his
forefathers. If he speaks of the coast, it is:
" Wherever the wavelets break,
And the sands of the shore are broken,
Wherever the beaches whiten,
And the sandbanks stretch to sea,
Where the wind blows into the estuaries,
And the polers work and the oarsmen ply,
And the traders sell and the merchants buy;"—
or of a wild desolate country:
Rice-land, yes,—but its fields have no embankments;
Waters, yes,—where no fish are ever seen:
A place of tumbled rocks and heaped-up-sands,
Where leafy climbers interwine and chafe,
A lonely scene where the ape howls and calls,
Where gibbons swing from branch to branch to drink,
A haunted bathing-place of shrieking ghosts;
or as in the famous passage of the slow-breaking of the Malay dawn:
Long had past the hour of midnight.
Lingered yet the coming daylight,
Twice ere now had wakening infants
Risen and sunk again in slumber;
Wrapped in sleep were all the elders;
Far away were pheasants calling;
In the woods the shrill cicada
Chirped and dew came dropping earthwards;
Now lowed oxen in the meadows;
Moaned the buffaloes imprisoned;
Cocks with voice and wings responded,
And with feebler note the robin;
Soon the first pale streak of morning
Rose, and upwards soared the night-birds;
Figeons cooed beneath the roof-tree;
Fitful came the quail's low murmur;
On the hearth lay last night's embers,
Foot-long brands burned down to inches;
Heralds all of day's approaching.
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Are we to write down this use of old sayings as a form of
plagiarism or not? Malay is so rich in them that a native critic
would object as little to the use of a saying that he had heard
before as he would to a word that he had heard before. It is on
the proper use of sayings (as with us on the proper use of words) that
Malay criticism turns; and a speech so made up may be a challenge
to others to better it,—if they can.
"What is this" (said Mr. Humphreys' orator), " no answer?
Surely a drum should be beaten at both ends, not at one end only?
Have I been displaying fine clothes to the blind, showing off a fine
voice to the deaf? Am I both to spin the top and peg it as well?
If you can go higher, show me the branches; if you can go deeper,
show me the roots."
It was indeed the custom of Minangkabau to embody everything in its sayings. Quotation of old saws was a direct appeal to
the ancient loyalties of the audience,
Goodly the bee, of golden wing,
Alighting on the flowery sprays;
Goodly the ancient song I sing,
A bond with bygone yesterdays.
But to realize to the full the force of such speech we should, as
Mr. Humphreys says picture to ourselves the crowded feast, the
concourse of strangers and the old man reciting (with gesture and
beat of drum at each cadence of the rhythmical accented verse)
his appeal to the sons of Minangkabau, now in an alien land.
The Alexander Legend.
" Raja Haji Yahya's father," said Sultan Idris of Perak," worked out my genealogy for me. I have lost what he wrote, but can
recall how it began. Adam had two sons,—Seth and Kaiomorz. I
am of the line of Kaiomorz.' ' He was alluding to a well-known
Eastern myth. But how has Kaiomorz, the Persian Deucalion or
Adam, come to be taken as the forefather of Malay kings?
The tale is worth telling. In the second or third century B.C.
there was published in Egypt a book that is without merit either
as history or literature. It called itself a Life of Alexander. It
made out Alexander to be an Egyptian, which is false; and clothed
his deeds with miraculous details that are also untrue. It is known
as the work of the Pseudo-Callisthenes because it is again untrue
that it was written by Callisthenes the friend and comrade of
Alexander. Vet this Greco-Egyptian Ananias has made more history
than any writer of ten times his worth. His love of the wonderful
redeemed his book from the drabness of the usual biography and
gave it a vogue that makes its stories and characters crop up even
to-day in the most unlikely places.
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One example will be enough. The book tells us that Alexander
made a journey in search of the Well of the Water of Life, a well
that tradition located in the misty region of the Caucasus. Alexander
failed to rind it. H's cook was luckier; chancing to picnic by a pond,
he washed his meal of dried fish in its waters, upon which the bit
of fish came to life and swam away. Divining where he was he
drank deep of the Water of Life, kept his knowledge to himself and
became an Immortal under the name of Glaucus of the Sea. As
history has failed to record the names of Alexander's domestics the
Pseudo-Callisthenes coined for this cook the name of " Andreas,"
which an Arab or Persian translator turned into " Idris," while
rendering Glaucus by the word " Khizr " (glaucous, sea-green). We
have turned " Andreas" into " Andrew." So we get from this
legend the names of three great saints: our own St. Andrew, indirectly; Idris the Immortal, whom men confound with Enoch and
Elias because ancient Scriptures make no mention of his existence;
and the undying " Nabi Khizr," known throughout the Moslem
World as the patron-saint of sailors,—and also to the West as
" Ahasuerus " the Wandering Jew. To this day the humble Malay
fisherman calls the sole the " half-fish " or the " leavings of the Prophet's meal " because it escaped half-eaten into the Pool of the Water
of Life.
The Alexander romance was translated freely into many languages: most of the medieval tongues of Europe, Syriac, Ethiopic,
Armenian, Turkish, Persian, Arabic, Hindustani and even Siamese.
It appeared in Malay early in the seventeenth century. Naturally
it could not have travelled so far in time and space without being
altered and expanded; and in its latest versions it is many times
the length of the little book that the Pseudo-Callisthenes had written.
It is to two additions or improvements to the story that we owe
the belief in the Macedonian origin of the Malay kings.
The Persian translator of the tale did not take kindly to the
idea that Alexander was an Egyptian. He chose rather to think
that Alexander must have been a Persian, an Achaemenid of the
royal line, if his worldwide conquests were to be accounted for at
all. Philip of Macedon, said he, had given his daughter in marriage
to Darius; Darius had divorced her, not knowing that she was with
child. The two sons of Darius fought afterwards for the succession;
the elder, Alexander, won. This tale took out of Persian history
the slur of a foreign conquest and made of the Conqueror a descendant of the ancient Kaiomorz. It then seemed wise to a courtier
to go a step further and bring the reigning Sasanian house into
the same long line by tracing their descent from the conquering
Alexander. This he did. To this day the royal cradle-song of
Perak speaks of its princes as " sons of Alexander and Chosroes the
Great" (anak Iskandar Nushirwan).
The early part of the Perak genealogy was worked up in Persia
and recorded in books that must have been known to scholarly
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Malays like Raja Haji Yahya's father. It is indeed set down in
black and white in more than one Malay history. But it fails to
tell us of the coming of any Sasanian princes to Malaya, a detail
for which we must look elsewhere. Between Chosroes the Great
and Sultan Idris of Perak there lies a gap of over a thousand years.
How are we to bridge it?
One Malay rendering of the Alexander romance tells us that
when the great Conqueror had overrun North Africa he came to
a spot where the sea narrowed (Ceuta) and saw in the distance
the mountains of Andalus (Andalusia). He then built a causeway,
crossed the sea, and conquered the lands beyond it. A Malay
reader would be wide-eyed at such a piece of history. Of " Andalus "
he would know nothing; of " Andalas " (spelt in the same way)
he would know much. He would know it as his own Sumatra, the
land just visible on a clear day from Cape Rachado when looking
across the straits. Alexander must have built a causeway to Sumatra,
crossed with his army and conquered the island. He—or one of
his descendant—must have been the mysterious prince who (according to all local folklore) came from the water, revealed himself in
the mountains of Palembang and was welcomed by all Malaya as
her King.
Did we not say that the Alexander legend crops up in the most
unlikely places? In the British Museum's Handbook to its ethnographical collections we read, " It is said that as late as A.D. 163
a narrow causeway existed between Sumatra and Malacca." Surely
some vestige of such a work—forty miles long—should still be visible
to-day. There is, of course, no trace of it. Can we wonder at
imaginative ancient Malays believing in the Callisthenes saga when
one of its wildest stories is taken seriously by the stolid learning
of our own British Museum?
The Alexander legend in Malaya is not myth. It is bad historical research, the work of men who tried to make events fit in
with their idea of the course that events should have taken. It is
like our own attempts to reconcile history with the measurements
of the Great Pyramid or to prove the descent of the English from
the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel. It lacks the dignity of legend.
There is more of myth in the tale of the prince himself, the reputed
scion of Alexander's race, who appeared on Mount Si-guntangguntang at the foot of Mahameru and turned all the crops into gold.
His true name is part of the hereditary State Secret of Perak; but
a name, right or wrong, tells us little. Who and what was this
prince?
" On the first day of moonlight of the month Vaishakha " of
the Sakya era 608 (A.D. 686) a ruler or datu of Sri Vijaya cut
upon a rock at Kota Kapur in the isle of Banka an inscription telling
how he had put down a revolt in Java " which had failed in its duty
to Sri Vijaya." The words are Sanskrit and Malay; the script is
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South Indian; the data's faith (we learn from a contemporary writer)
was the Hinayana or Southern school of Buddhism. The latest
known local inscription in this South Indian script is dated 732 A.D.
Next in date are three inscriptions of A.D. 775, 778, 782.
All three record gifts by the ruler of Sri Vijaya to Buddhist temples.
They are in a North Indian script; they are in Sanskrit only; their
Buddhism is of the Mahayana or Northern school of Buddhism
They show that the ruler himself was a maharaja of the
" Shailendra " line. As two of these inscriptions are in Central
Java and one in Lower Siam they make it clear that the Maharajas
dominions were wide.
Is it not a fair inference that there was a convulsion of some
sort in these Malayan lands between A.D. 732 and 775? Script,
religion, royal title,—all are changed.
A prince " from the
Mahameru foothills "—for that is what Shailendra really means—
did cross the sea from the North and establish a dynasty in Sumatra
or Java. He was not of the line of Alexander; he never turned
rice into gold. But, stripped of the miraculous, the old legend is
true.
The Daulat.
There is much that is striking in the enthronement of a Malay
king. Simple enough in outline the ritual has about it an air of
old-world mystery that is bound to stir the heart of any stranger,
however disdainful; while to Malays it is made far more solemn
by the supposed attendance of a host of unseen presences, the
tutelary spirits of the state. Needless to say it is replete with myth.
Let us picture to ourselves, for instance, the installation of a
Sultan of Perak. The new ruler is historically the thirtieth of his
line and traces his lineage to a dynasty older still. Traditionally
he has a genealogy that goes back without a break to Adam. The
main features of his enthronement date back a thousand years; and
in some cases time has robbed them of all meaning and has left
us with mere shadows of the past. We are, in fact, watching all
that is left of the ceremonial of a dead civilisation.
The rite begins with the lustration of the new ruler. He sits
on a banana-trunk while the Dato' Sri Diraja pours water on a
banana-leaf so that it may flow over the Sultan's shoulders. Why
is he bathed in a way more mindful of the jungle than the palace?
No one knows; it has been so for years without number. The Dato'
then repeats over him the chiri or installation formula " in the
language of ghosts"—really corrupt Sanskrit—that no one can
interpret, not even Dato' himself. Who is the Dato'? He is the
Perak head of the very old family of the Muntah Lembu whose
founder crowned the first of the Palembang princes nearly twelve
hundred years ago and who claim to have installed every Malay
notable from that day to this. He is the hereditary keeper of the
chiri and shares with the Sultan alone the State Secret of Perak.
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After he has been purified the new Sultan dons his royal dress
and insignia and proceeds to take his seat upon the dais-throne.
There he must sit absolutely still while the State Band plays five,
seven, or nine man. Seven is the usual number. What is a man?
Nobody knows; it is what the band plays at this time. Why must
the Sultan never stir? Let Sultan Idris answer: " When I was
installed," said he, " the widow of Sultan Ali came up and put a
pad on my shoulder where the gold chain of the Sword of Alexander
rested. She told me that the ghostly enemies of the State would
be likely to pull at the chain so as to get me to make some unlucky
movement. All this is mere superstition, of course; but I humoured
her. And I am bound to add that I felt three inexplicable tugs while
the band was playing the seven man''
Many Eastern Rulers are installed by beat of drum.
When the State Band has finished playing its chosen number
of man an elder of the Mosque comes forward and calls for God's
blessing on the new Ruler and his State and on what has taken
place. In doing so he has to quote the all-important Koran-text,
'' Lo, I have appointed a Caliph to be My Vicegerent on Earth."
This blessing makes the new prince more than a mere Eastern ruler;
it makes him the Leader of Islam and clothes him with the daulat
or special holiness of Kings. In the words of the royal cradle song
of Perak,
''
Our Prince indeed is a Prince of the Faith,
Divine is his greatness for ever."
All that now remains is that those present should do homage to
the new Sultan. Individual homage can be paid by a courtier advancing for two or three paces, raising (at each step) his hands in
the attitude of supplication; then dropping to the ground and
shuffling slowly forward with hands lifted prayerfully till he reaches
the Sultan; then ending up by touching the Sultan's knees with his
forehead and lips or putting his head under the Sultan's foot. The
greater Chiefs may do obeisance in this deliberate way; but the
fealty of the rest of the assembly has to be rendered less slowly:
the silver trumpet sounds its mournful note and all present cry out
Daulat tuanku, " O King, live for ever."
This ritual has very old history behind it. Near Buitenzorg
in Java is an inscription of about 375 A.D., the oldest in Java. It
shows two carved footprints under which is written in Sanskrit,
" These footprints resembling those of Vishnu are the footprints
of Purnawarnam, reigning prince of the City of Taruma."
To this day Malay royalty is spoken of as " foot," or " footstep,"
or " sole," or " shoe," or " sandal," or " underneath the foot (or
sole or shoe)," or "dust under the feet," or some such expression.
Even a Governor writing on equal terms to a Sultan (or a Sultan
to a Governor) addresses " the noble footprints of our friend." The
word has become a title of the highest distinction. But what it
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means is that while a Sovereign is too exalted to be addressed
directly he may deign to overhear what is being said to his " footprints/' the place underneath his foot where a subject's head should
rest in homage.
The word daulat has been translated already in two ways and
may be rendered in three. In classical Arabic it means " long
life;" it is the biblical saying, " O King, live for ever," and the
modern, "Long live the King." As a form of homage it is as old
as the civilised world. Before Malaya became Moslem the word for
the king's "long life " was the Sanskrit dirgahayu; daulat and
dirgahayu are still bracketed as synonyms by the learned. In popular speech however daulat has supplanted dirgahayu and two other
old words as well. It has taken the place of the andeka of the
early Buddhist kings,—a word that meant the ghostly forces that
lived around a sovereign and smote with evil any reckless person
who blasphemed their majesty. In this sense it is our " divinity that
doth hedge a King." It is also in Malaya taken to be the actual
curse or tulah that smites the ill-doer against the dignity of rulers.
The ghostly powers were not limited to kings. Daulat (being
a Moslem word) represents the greatest sacrosanctity of all, that
which is linked with one of God's Vicegerents upon Earth. But
the older word andeka lives on in use, both as the sacrosanctity of
a non-Moslem ruler and as that of a great Malayan non-royal ruling
Chief. Humbler beings have humbler ghostly powers. A saint has
his berkat or ajuah; a Minangkabau warrior has his sakti; a tribal
headman or village-elder has his tuah. It is all a matter of degree.
All rank and dignity is thought to be served by unseen forces that
punish insults to lawful authority in ways that are cruel and often
(to our outlook) most unfair.
Malay chronicles give us tales of the working of this daulat.
The poor girls who were made to wed the first Prince of Palembang
were stricken with a foul disease for their presumption in being
familiar with a man so highly placed. An Emperor of China, who
wrote in his pride " from below the feet of the Son of Heaven to
above the crown of the Sultan of Malacca," was afflicted with a
form of itch for daring to insult a monarch who, though weak in
power, was an anointed king none the less. The Sultan of Lemabang
found it painful to sit down after he had taken unwittingly a disguised Johor prince into his domestic service The house of Sang
Ranjuna Tapa (who turned traitor to the last Singapore king) was
" struck down, and his rice turned to dust; and the traitor and his
wife were turned into boulders that may be seen in the Singapore
moat even unto this day." Worst of all was the fate of Megat Sri
Rama who slew the infamous Sultan Mahmud II at Kota Tinggi
in Johor; he escaped all human punishment, but " by God's decree
grass grew in his own wound and for five years he lingered on
between life and death, suffering agony for his treason." Yet no
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persons could have pleaded a crueller provocation than these last
two victims of the daulat. The one had seen his daughter impaled
on a mere suspicion of infidelity and without a trial; the other had
seen his wife's body ripped open to find out whether she had eaten
a small slice of jack-fruit belonging to the king.
Here a word may be said fitly about what makes " kingship "
and can claim this daulat. Historically the oldest Malay words for
" king " are datu (ratu) and tuan. Both terms are royal today in
a derivative or modified form. Readers of Abdullah's autobiography may remember that he represents Raffles and Crawfurd as using
the words tuan Sultan when speaking to the Sultan of Singapore.
They did so because they had learnt to do it in Java where such
expressions are still in use. A ruling prince in the Peninsula should
be addressed as tuanku and bears (by office) the title of yangdipertuan or yamtuan. The terms " Sultan" and " Shah " were
personal titles and were once borne by every yamtuan and yamtuan
muda. Sultan Idris, or instance, was " Sultan Idris Mershid alaazam Shah, yangdipertuan of Perak." The distinction now drawn
between a " Sultan " and a " Yamtuan " and the creation of " Sultanates " in Malaya are things of recent date and are not based on
local precedent. In Java, of course, such precedents may be said to
exist.
From the cult of the divine right of kings it might be thought
that the Malays are believers in absolute monarchy. They are not.
Alone among Asiatic peoples they have—in Minangkabau and the
Negri Sembilan—built up a working system of crowned democracy
or constitutional government. This system they owe, wherever we
find it, to a local respect for the unwritten law of the land; and
even in the despotic Sultanates the rights of the people had some
recognition. The dying Mansur Shah of Malacca warned his heir
that monarchs have to answer to God for their treatment of their
subjects. So also in the story of the first coming of princes to
Palembang we read of a bond between King and people,
bang we read of a bond between King and people.
" Sire," said Demang Lebar Daun, " my followers are
willing to serve Your Highness and Your Highness's heirs
and successors; but they are to be treated well. Even for
grave offences they are not to be abused or insulted; and
if an offence is deserving of the death-penalty that punishment should be inflicted only in accordance with God's
Law."
" I accept that condition," said the new King." But
I have a stipulation to make. However tyrannical and
oppressive my heirs may be, yours are not to hatch
treason."
" Be it so, Sire," was the reply. " If your descendants
keep to your part of the bond mine will hold to theirs."
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Nor does the daulat hold any awe when it has to deal with
alien magnates or Malays of alien training. The Bugis Viceroys
of Riau had no use for divine majesty. " The Great King," said
they, " is to be like a woman; when food is put before him he may
eat. But the Viceroy is to be like her man; his will is always to
prevail." Even in Perak in 1871 the Chiefs chose as their Sultan
a prince who did not belong to the ruling house. The Malaccabred Abdullah railed against the rajahs as the curse of their countries
and put down their faults to a training in self-indulgence. Voluptuaries are careless of power. " When the East India Company
gave me my rank," wrote Sultan Husain of Singapore, " it was put
down in the bond that I should be allowed to sit still and amuse
myself and be untroubled with any business whatsoever." Rulers
of this sort are prone to leave their business in other hands, often
in the unworthy hands of some flatterer or minion. It is this feature
of local rule that has led a Malay poet to sum up the daulat as
follows:
" The worms may master the tallest tree;
And the Dutchman's glass sees far and knows
That, seeming-great though our princes be,
They are stately ships that some dinghy tows."
The Nobat.
A European sovereign is " crowned"; a Malay ruler is
" drummed " (di-tabal). The use of such a word for such an
event is a tribute to the importance of the nobat or State Band,
the king-maker, that we find in all Malay courts. Let us first see
what it contains.
It is—or should be—made up of eight instruments. Four are
" haunted "; two especially so. Its bandsmen are members of one
family, Orang Kalur, who have been bandsmen from time immemorial. Its conductorship is a hereditary office. To blunder into the
bandstand is a grave offence, even in a prince. Alone among men
the Orang Kalur may sound or even touch the holy instruments.
Any one else who handles them risks a serious illness; to tread on
a drum is death; to blow the nafiri or silver trumpet is instant
death—not at the hands of man but through the power of the ghost
that dwells within. Great drops of perspiration are said to gather
on the body of the nafiri when the ruler is dying; and once in every
two or three years the haunted instruments have their powers renewed at a solemn service of incantation conducted by a King in
the Black Art.
Behind all this myth is a straightforward meaning. The band
is known as the nobat, the Persian nau-bat, a term translatable as
" nine items." Four " i t e m s " are the haunted instruments; four
are unhaunted; the ninth is the conductor himself. The big drum
or nobat-drum is a heavy signal-drum, historically the tabal that
stands outside a palace and announces a ruler's movements to his
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people. It must have a loud boom that (like a Minangkabau
Sultan's drum) '' sends its sound throughout his wide dominions."
It is a palace-drum, clumsy and unmusical though royal and sacrosanct. When a Sultan travelled up or down river he left his cumbrous
big drum behind; but squatted in the bows of his boat a trumpeter
blew the najiri's one doleful note to let the people know that His
Highness was passing. Both the nobat-drum and the silver trumpet
are sounded only when a Sultan is present in person and are therefore holy in the first degree. The two negara or haunted kettledrums may be said to deputize for the Sultan in his absence and to
be holy in the second degree. They can be sent out to greet and
escort an honoured guest or to call the people together to hear a
royal proclamation; if a mere Chief had anything to say he assembled
his vassals by the use of a gong. The nobat-drum, the silver
trumpet and the kettledrums served their purposes by making sounds
that no one could mistake; they were apt to fall harshly on a
musical ear. If the State Band was to try anything in the nature
of a tune the four haunted instruments had to be helped out by
other " items," two fifes and two drums. These last were not
haunted and might be duplicated by any one.
In a note in the Seventh Volume of this Journal Dr. Winstedt
has told us that the Perak Royal Band is made up of five instruments only. If so—and there is no reason to doubt Dr. Winstedt—
it must have fallen upon evil days and shrunk; for we know that
it had more in the past. We know that the Selangor nobat (of
seven instruments) was made in Perak on the model of the no bat
in use there about 170 years ago. Even the Selangor band is a
clarionet short of the ideal. For this shortage there may be a real
reason. It would be unwise for one Malay Sultan to bestow his
full nobat on another; the dignity of a ruler was measured by the
size of his band.
The story of this curious institution is not as plain as it might
be because the Malay Annals insist that the first Sultan of Malacca
—the " Paramisora " of the Chinese and Portuguese—was already
a King and needed no " drumming." He was (so they say) Iskandar
Shah, the ex-prince of Singapore. But we can have very little
doubt that he became a Mohammedan and was " drummed " by
those who had converted him. We can learn what must have happened from the analogous case in the earlier Chronicle of Pasai.
" When the Appliances (alat perkakas) for a King's
installation had arrived and an auspicious day had been reached
the warriors and people all came to the Court. The Sultan put
on his robes of State—a gift from Mecca—for he was now to
be installed king by beat of drum (di-tabalkan). The warriors
were drawn up in successive lines facing the nobat Ibrahim
Khalil; the chamberlains stood up and saluted; and each official
did what was his duty. Then the drums of installation
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(genderang tabal) was beaten; all the music struck up; the
installation-gun was fired; and the warriors and people did
homage and obeisance by crying out " O King, Live for Ever,
thou Shadow of God upon Earth " (daulat dirgahayu shah alam
dzil Allah fi'l-alami).
In other words the Moslems of Pasai imported from India an
installation-drum (genderang tabal) and the instruments of a State
Band (nobat), waited for the festival of " Abraham, the Friend of
God " (when it was usual for Moslems to do homage to their King),
and solemnly " drummed " the new ruler, making Pasai part of the
" world under the Peace of Islam " (dar al-Islam) instead of what
it had been previously, an " Abode of War " (dar al-harb).
On his conversion to Islam the Malacca " paramisora " must
have been " drummed " in much the same way. He was content
with that. But his son, the second ruler, wanted more ceremony in
his Palace. According to the Annals he appointed some mandarins
(manteri) to put courtiers in their proper places and forty pursuivants (bentara) to stand about on duty in his hall of audience.
It was left for the third Sultan to bring in the very elaborate ceremonial that the Annals delight to dwell on and that we see carried
out today in the ancient and conservative Court of Perak. This
third Sultan (whom the Annals would have us believe was the first
Moslem ruler of Malacca) appointed a bendahara, organized a
bureaucracy of high officials bearing non-Moslem designations,
introduced the use of the Sanskrit chiri or coronation-formula, made
white the paramount colour instead of the Chinese orange-yellow,
and created a titled aristocracy of men on whom he conferred Hindu
honorifics. In a sense he represents a reaction against Islam. Where
did he go to borrow his ideas?
We can only guess. We know that he had at his Court members
of the ancient family of the Muntah Lembu, hereditary custodians
of the older Palembang tradition. We know also from Chinese
sources that the Malacca Sultans put forward claims to possession
of Palembang territory, claims which the Chinese refused to encourage. So we need not wonder at this third Sultan's anxiety to
make what was left of the traditions of the old Empire of Srivijaya
live again at his Court. But while he surrounded the simple Moslem
" drumming " with old-world Hindu ritual he let it remain the core
or essence of the coronation ceremony itself. This is the description
given us in the Perak Annals of the installation of a Perak Sultan
in A.D. 1756.
When all had been settled the Crown Prince and his wife
were adorned and invested with all their regalia and were surrounded by the bearers of the Swords of State and other
insignia. Then in the presence of all the princes, nobles,
warriors and people the band including the drums and the silver
trumpet played seven times. When the seventh drumming
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(tabal) was over the princes, nobles and people lifted their
hands aloft and cried, " Daulat, Your Highness—may God
lengthen your days upon the throne of Perak."
The third Sultan of Malacca did not forget his royal band in
the many innovations that he introduced. He used it to receive and
escort distinguished guests upon their arrival in Malacca, and even
to do honour to those of his own people upon whom he had titles
to confer. The Annals are explicit on these points. If a man was
to have a title of the lesser sort he went to his installation on foot
under an umbrella—blue or black according to his rank; and was
followed by musicians playing one or two of the humbler instruments
of the royal band. If he was to be made a chamberlain at Court
or an officer in the army he went on horse-back under an umbrella
of purple, red, or green; and he might have two fifes and two drums
playing some sort of tune behind him. If he was a prince of the
blood or about to receive one of the highest State dignities he came
to Court on an elephant with a yellow umbrella over his head and
the Sultan's haunted kettle-drums playing a tattoo behind. In very
exceptional cases—as when a King was to be " drummed "—he
might have a white umbrella held aloft on the elephant while the
haunted nafiri or silver trumpet gave out its mournful note in the
procession that followed.
Some thirty years after these innovations Sultan Mansur Shah
of Malacca had occasion to appoint the Dato' Sri Bija Diraja to be
his Viceroy or Deputy in Pahang. He allowed him the nobat less
the haunted kettledrums and made it a condition that its music was
not to be heard till the Dato' was well beyond Malacca waters.
About twelve years after that date the Dato' was deprived of his
government in favour of Mohammed Shah, eldest son of Mansur
Shah and first Sultan of the new kingdom. The Dato' " drummed,"
the new ruler.
The history of the nobat makes it clear also that the significance
of the instruments had been changed. The band itself was, in the
first instance, a combination of a royal installation-drum {genderang
tabal) with the seven instruments of the Indian nobat. On that
point let a modern book, Shahinda's " Indian Music," speak for
itself.
Noubat literally means nine performers:—Two Senaichees
(Senai players), two Nakkarchees (drummers), one Jhanj
(bellringer), one Karnaichee (Karnai player), one Damama
(drum beater), one Baaridar (attendant to warm the drums
and fill the hookas for the party), and one Jamadar (conductor
and leader of the band).
Noubat was a band exclusively organised for the dignity
and majesty of the kings and noblemen, dead or living, and
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placed in the gateway of palaces, mansions, mausoleums,
tombs, etc., of royalty, in recognition of their presence there,
living or dead.
The Custom is still prevalent in India.
Noubat is played eight times during twenty-four hours at
an interval of every three hours.
In the times of royalty it was also a war band and most
stirring anecdotes are told of famous leaders of Noubat who
stimulated the soldiers with courage and zeal.
The big palace-drum installed a king. The palace-band was an
extra, a mark of honour that princes and great nobles allowed
themselves if they could afford it. It was also a military band;
and its main instruments were the two clarionets. To this day in
Java a military band is a gamelan serunen, a gamelan with one or
more clarionets to supplement it. A gamelan is made royal in Java
by the addition of sekati. The royal instruments in the Indian
" noubat " are the negara described by Shahinda as follows:
Nakkara. The royal drum. It accompanies the senai
(serunai) in the band noubat. They are two in number, one
smaller than the other.
They are huge metal
cups with thick hides stretched on their surface. The sound
is loud, majestic and imposing.
We are left to wonder what was the music at the Court of the
Shailendra Kings of Palembang. Nothing in the nobat can be traced
back to their time; yet the royal gamelan of the Sultan of Jokja, the
finest in Java, is one that was in existence in Pre-Mohammedan days.
The old Sri Vijaya rulers had surely a band of their own.
Regalia (Kebesaran).
In A.D. 1910, on the death of an important Malay Chief, his
insignia of office were seized by members of his household who
claimed that ownership of these emblems carried with it a right
to the dignity itself. After months of wrangling the insignia were
handed over to the care of the Ruler of the State. " Look at these
tawdry objects." said the Ruler; " five dollars would buy the lot."
In a sense he was right. Intrinsically the Iron Crown of Lombardy
may be worth even less; symbols must be valued by what they betoken. Human nature expects however that emblems for which
men have fought and died should represent in a worthy manner the
things for which they stand; and if they fail to do it in reality they
are made to do it in Myth.
The most time-honoured regalia of Malay history are a
" sword," a " seal " and a " spear." Each has a personal name the
meaning of which is lost in the mists of the Past. All three are said
to have been shown by the first Prince of Palembang to prove his
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right to the throne. That was some twelve hundred years ago;
and they must have been old even then. Let us see what they are
or were.
The first was the " sword " churek si-mandang-kini. A weapon
claiming to be this very sword is the " sword of Alexander " worn
by the Sultans of Perak,—a handsome Saracenic blade with a hilt
mounted in gold and brightened with turquoises and Arabic lettering.
Whatever its history it cannot have been a weapon owned either by
Alexander or by the Buddhist princes of twelve centuries ago; nor
does its blade show the " one hundred and ninety dents " ascribed
to it by tradition. Another " sword " with the same name belongs
to the Sumatran prince of Pasimpai and is a rough Indian tulwar
with many dents. A third was included in the legendary regalia
of the Sultans of Minangkabau. But was this churek simandang-kini
a sword at all? A churek (or chunri or chunderik) is a planter's
knife or chopper to which the Javanese ascribe magical properties
even now. It is a primitive tool such as we might expect to find
as a sort of mascot among the heirlooms of a Protomalayan Chief.
The second item in these old regalia is the " seal " of kamatwood. In Perak it is shown as a silver seal with a hole in its
handle in which the original kamat-wood had been embedded. The
wood itself has rotted away and been replaced. The seal is relatively
modern and bears the superscription " The Illustrious Sultan
Mohammed Shah, God's Shadow on Earth." The Minangkabau list
of regalia mentions the wood and says nothing about the seal; the
kamat (or makamat) was a talisman and " caused matter to fly."
It may have been some freak of the vegetable world, a thing that
forest-dwellers regard as haunted and magical.
The third item was the spear lembuara. It is not shown in
the Perak regal in though known in the State as a weapon of the
Spectre Huntsman. In the list of Minangkabau heirlooms it figures
as a wooden pike—a Protomalavan weapon—" made of a sprig of
ijok."
A planter's lucky chopper, a bit of haunted wood, a wooden
pike;—these three have been from time immemorial the historic
regalia of Malaya. The originals exist no more; they may have
been the prized possessions of some Protomalayan Caractacus to
whose land the early Indian colonists brought the beginnings of a
higher culture. Their seizure by the first Palembang prince would
have confirmed him in his claims by conquest to the lordship of
the State.
To these primitive heirlooms the first Palembang prince is said
to have added a more pretentious ornament, the pancha-upachara,
which the founder of the Muntah Lembu family attached to the ears
of the ruler and his consort. This ornament is the modern panchabichara, a five-pronged gold hairpin or aignette used at coronations
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at the Lingga Pahang and Johore courts and at weddings in those
countries. Later Malayan kings have added many other things;
the Perak heirlooms are an unrivalled collection of the work of Malay
goldsmiths and silversmiths. As for the Sultan of Minangkabau,
" His words are as grateful as rosewater to the thirsty;
his breath is as the soft zephyrs of Paradise; his lips are the
instruments of truth, sending forth perfumes more delightful
than benzoin or myrrh; his nostrils breathe ambergris and
musk; his countenance has the lustre of diamonds. He owns
a cloth that weaves itself and adds yearly a thread of fine
pearls, when that cloth shall be finished the world shall be no
more. He possesses a kind of gold so heavy that a small lump
will snap wood; the dagger known as angin singa is also his
and will, at his command, fight of itself and has vanquished
many nations. He has the lance lembuara which was given him
by a denizen of the sea. He has horses of infinite strength and
courage and mountains of spontaneous fire. He owns the shrub
to which birds of all countries come to die."
There were other marks of greatness as well. Magnates of
the highest rank were allowed a special colour each: white for a
sovereign ruler; yellow for other princes; black for a bendahara;
red for a temenggong; purple for a Perak orang kaya besar. They
could use clothes and umbrellas of their own colour and fly flags
of their distinctive hue. The Perak State-flag—with its bands of
white, yellow and black—symbolizes its three highest dignities. The
Kedah flag owes its complicated colouring to the unwillingness of
the Penang harbour authorities to understand simplicities of
grandeur; if a boat flew the princely yellow it was treated as infected; if the temenggong's red it was directed to the gunpowder
anchorage; if the bendahara's black it was accused of a silly piratical
joke; if the imperial white it was asked why it wanted to surrender.
Emblems of glory vary in meaning from place to place.
There was symbolism in much else: in the number of articles
in a presentation " robe of honour"—five, four or three; in the
folds of a sitting-mat—seven, five or three; in the number and
shape of pillows or cushions; in the decoration of a kris, the form
of a headdress, the drapery on a wall, the architecture of a house,
the address on a letter,—indeed in almost every feature of Malay
life. Even where distinctions of this sort were not enforced by law
they were enforced by " ghosts." A Selangor headman at his
daughter's wedding accepted buffaloes decorated as though they
were gifts to royalty; the first gift-buffalo died at once, the headman
died very shortly after. Co-incidence is always ready to lend its
aid to Myth.
Even in these degenerate days a Malay raja never " walks "—
he is " borne along "; he never " sleeps "—he only " reposes "; he
never "eats"—he "regales himself"; he is never ill—he has
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"maladies." He dwells in a palace which may be only a hut;
but of which every architectural feature can be made a sign of
royalty. In old Malacca the Sultan rode nothing meaner than an
elephant,—with his War Minister squatted in front and his Dato'
Sri Bija Diraja carrying the Sword of State behind him. If he
preferred to be carried he went in a hammock-litter borne by his
Secretaties of State and escorted by armed guards,—with insigniabearers all about him, the metal standard of the country held aloft
like a processional cross in front of him and the silver trumpet
and royal kettle-drums blaring and thudding away in the van. Nor
were the Malays the only believers in pageantry. At a later date
the Portuguese Viceroys of Goa were to dine off gold plate and be
waited on by Knights of the Cross; the Dutch provincial Governor
of Samarang allowed himself a guard of honour every morning and
a salute of 101 guns; and even the Harbour Master of Malacca had
a local right to a velvet coat that only a Member of Council might
wear at Batavia. Those were the days of the grand old Company;
and the Dutch Commodore van Braam, who was not a Company's
officer, expressed himself forcibly about the difference between a
livery and a uniform when he found an officer in full regimentals
waiting at table on the Governor-General.

Malay Dress.
There came once into the presence of a Resident of Perak a
Malay district-headman in European dress. The Resident's conservative feelings were only equalled by his love of Circulars; and
a few days later all Heads of Departments were told to urge Malay
officers to wear their national costume as being healthier and handsomer than clothes designed for cold and cloudy climates. So far
so good. But the Resident's zeal led him to submit the Circular for
the approval of the Perak State Council where all the Malay Chiefs
were sitting dressed as Europeans. An awkward silence followed.
It was broken by the enquiry, " What diseases can European clothes
give us?" The Resident was non-plussed; but a member whispered
" Dhoby-itch," and silence reigned once more. Then a pious
Councillor observed sententiously: " Islam tolerates European
dress—all except hat-brims and ties." This remark made a sensation, no less a personage than the Heir Apparent clutching his tie
of royal yellow and crying, "What, is this unholy?" The religious
expert looked at it and said timidly that it was not what he would
dare to call a tie. At this point Sultan Idris—than whom no finer
diplomat ever lived—thought it wise to intervene. " What is Malay
dress," said he. Then followed a history of changes in dress in
Perak during the last two hundred vears, the moral of it all being
that Malay costume might be anything and everything.
It has been a matter of everlasting sorrow to one at least of
that Council that he did not note down at the time all that the
Sultan said. His Highness had a matchless knowledge of the by1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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ways of his country's past; and his story of dress was of rare
interest. One thing at least was made clear: fashion changes in
the East as much as in the West. Today's dress is not yesterday's,
not will it be tomorrow's.
It is likely that the garments of the Malays in the days of
primitive culture were a bark loin-cloth for men and a short bark
petti-coat for women. We meet that dress still among the wild
tribes whether negritoes, Sakai or Proto-Malays. Then came
Hinduism with its textiles but without tailoring. Men began to
wear oblong pieces of cloth, a costume simple in principle but opening a wide field to fashion—witness the bas-reliefs on the old temples
and the traditional figures of the shadow-play, as well as the Latin
toga, the Greek chiton, the Siamese panung and the Javanese dodot,
Hinduism had no horror of nudity; dress was decorative only. In
the gala dress of a Javanese bridegroom and the grande tenne of a
prince we see elaborate fashion below the waist combined with absolute bareness for the chest and arms. A bride, indeed has her
breasts hidden; but this is a later concession to Mohammedan ideas
of modesty.
Islam is against nakedness, be it of arms, legs or body; it looks
on dress as meant to be decent. From its own point of view it
objects to the tight trousers of the European as much as it does
to the bare body of the Javanese, and insists that garments shall
be loose and as unsuggestive of bodily shape as they can be. It
has failed often to enforce its teaching; but for some centuries past
in Malaya it has been a power pushing the people always in the
direction of loose and rather voluminous clothing.
Islam brought in tailored garments: coats and trousers.
Trousers, at least, are of honourable age: and when a European
tells his Chinese servant to put out his seluar he is using a word
that can be traced back etymologically to the twenty-seventh verse
of the third chapter of the Book of Daniel. Saravara were worn
in the " burning fiery furnace." The two Moslem garments,—the
trouser and coat—may have been introduced for the sake of
decency, but they opened up possibilities of which fashion soon took
advantage. Tailoring at that time was primitive. The first cut
was known as the " simple cut " and aimed at making a plain
short-sleeved coat out of a single piece of cloth with a slit in the
centre. Then (if we are to believe the Malay Annals which are
trustworthy on such points) Tun Hasan the Temenggong lengthened
the skirts and sleeves of his coat and set a fashion that made him
the most admired young man in Malacca. But the tailors murmured: the new style meant the "composite cut," and the use of
two pieces of cloth to make a single coat. Prices went up. Finally
the Portuguese introduced the complexities of European dress-making
in what became known as the " camisole cut." Cloth patterns and
tailoring were also full of possibilities for Malay nobles who wished
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to show their rank by some detail of dress however minute. We have
seen that the great magnates had each his own distinctive colour.
On State occasions they wore suits of that one colour only so that
every one knew who they were. Magnates of the second rank wore
pied garments of two colours,—one for each trouser-leg,—a harlequin arrangement that drew attention to their importance at any
gathering however choice. Those of the third rank wore cloth
woven in four broad stripes only; those of the fourth rank cloth
woven in eight. A man's position was thus shown at once. Patterns and embroidery made it possible to go further and indicate a
man's exact office and his precedence among others of the same
grade. All was minutely regulated.
There were also presentation dresses or robes of honour
bestowed for special events. Of such were the clothes of his rank
borne on silver platters—one for each garment—to a Chief or noble
at his installation: five for a bendahara; four for other officers of
high rank and birth; three for lesser officials. Of such also were
the robes given to a successful general on his return from war.
One modern instance may be mentioned. At a royal wedding in
Pahang the wealthy wife of a Perak Chief and some of her rich
friends came down for the express purpose of outshining the Pahang
ladies in the matter of silks and diamonds. All Pahang was in a
turmoil; " if our wives see those jewels," said the impecunious local
gentry," our peace of mind is gone." " Leave it to me," said their
Sultan. When the formal invitation-cards were sent out they contamed a note, " Ancient Pahang costume; no jewellery." The
Perak ladies were worried. They sent a spokesman to see the
Sultan and tell him that as thev had no ancient Pahang dresses
thev would like to be permitted to come in their own national
attire with whatever jewellery went by custom with it. Sultan
Ahmed listened with a kindly smile. He said that he had only
been waiting for a chance of being useful to guests who had
journeyed so far to honour his Court. He himself would present
them with old-world costumes as a mark of distinction. So the
Perak dames were present at the marriage, without iewellery, though
in special robes of honour that had not been made to their exact
measurements; and the ladies of Pahang were happy in the simpler
but well-fitting frocks that their spouses' means could afford. When
the Perak delegates came back with their tale of woe to their
sovereign Sultan Tdris gave them all his sympathy and added, " And
yet, when all is said and done, Sultan Ahmed acted wisely."
Invitation-cards are, of course, an innovation; they are now
general and useful,—even though it is rumoured among the irreverent that a royal note calling in Siamese for " evening dress and
decorations " was once translated to some English guests as
" night dresses and ribbons."
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Malays like dress to be full and formal. " Shorts " are too
serviceable to be proper. There is a proverbial couplet in Batavia
Malay that may be translated loosely,
Men in knicks and sleeveless coats
Raid our ricks and steal our goats.
One old fabric has become the subject of myth. It is the
chindai, a very long Indian fringed cloth of fine silk marked with
a bold gay pattern. In the best examples it was of so delicate a
texture that the whole cloth could be made to pass through a fingerring. What with its length and its fineness it could be wound many
times round the body without burdening the wearer in any way,
while the number of these folds suggested a guard against sword-cuts
and made a broad sash of this material the ideal garment for a
warrior's loins. Rumour indeed went further and said that in cases
of extreme need the girdle would turn into a huge python (whose
reticulate markings the chindai-pattern suggests) and fight for its
owner against the enemy. It was an imported cloth of rarity and
worth, but was copied—in pattern at least--in the tie-and-dye
fabrics of Java and Malaya. These last have not the wonderful
fineness of their original, though they are of lovely design. In
Java they are the material from which are cut the gala-trousers of
princes.
The history of the headdress in Malaya is like that of all
garments. Among the aborigines a narrow band of bark might
be wound round the head; and such a strip (but of cloth) still
forms the core or basis of the huge horned headdresses of the women
of Payakombo in Minangkabau. Afterwards there came square
kerchiefs. These could be worn in many styles: sometimes with
one point waxed and sticking up; sometimes with two points aloft;
sometimes prominent in front; sometimes projecting behind. It is
related of the great Prime Minister of Sultan Mahmud of Malacca
that he had twenty or thirty blocks on which headdresses were
tied ready for him to try on. He put on first the rest of his
garments, sat on a swing and looked at himself in a mirror as
tall as a man, then consulted his wife as to which headdress went
best with his costume and ended up always by taking her advice.
That was at the beginning of the Sixteenth Century. Caps and
fezzes of all sorts have since been brought to Malaya and are
handier to wear. They lack the distinction and suggestiveness of
the old headdress which could be made to convey a hint of a man's
rank or even a promise of " unchanging love " to some one whom
the wearer was anxious to court;—and which offered also to the
wags of the village a fine field of humour in their descriptions of
it as " the fowl with the broken wing " or " the taut cover for
the pickle underneath. ,,
Footgear had its meaning. The peasant, if he wore anything
at all on his feet, wore a rough sandal of untanned leather. The
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gentleman and the wearer of Arab dress used a superior sandal or
loose slipper made of tanned leather. The Prince had embroidered
slippers or European pumps as soon as the latter came to be known
in Java and Malaya. European boots were left to Europeans.
When Munshi Abdullah landed at Trengganu he asked what
were the statutes that a law-abiding visitor like himself should
observe. He was told,
" When you pass a raja's compound you must fold your
umbrella; you may not go about in shoes nor wear fine gauze
nor anything of a yellow colour; these things indeed are very
serious crimes."
Abdullah was furious at the pettiness of all this. He was an .
exceptional man; let us hear what was said by the Minangkabau
headman who was honoured by his people as " a deep pool of
learning, a sea of brain." In the good old days, he tells us, men
wore what custom ordained and were punished severely if they
wore what was allowed to others. There was full dress and working
dress, distinctive for every man according to his rank and village.
A man of Tanah Datar wore a headcloth of bright bandanna, a
dagger with a ferrule of coral, a Bugis ring, a purse with a chain
to it, silk nether garments and a short-sleeved jacket of crimson.
A man of Lobok Agam was known by a long puggaree with
a gold aigrette and an ornamental walking-stave of unusual
length. A man of Kota Lima Puloh wore a kris with a ferrule of
gold and a ring of the finest pinchbeck, besides being entitled to
special marks of distinction on his tobacco-box. What more could
any men want?
Something may be said for these old Malay ideas. There are
things that are " not done " even in England. A stranger may be
thankful if he is cautioned against donning a Guards tie or a pale
blue blazer or an unsuitable combination of garments; he cannot
be expected to know the ways of the country. His own good taste
will keep him from wearing a distinctive uniform or the ribbon of
an order to which he has no claim. Conventions in dress extend
beyond Malaya.
The Sultan Muda.
In Perak there were two titular rulers. One was the Sultan
whom all men knew; the other was the Sultan whom no man mentioned. It is of the latter that we shall be indiscreet enough to
speak.
Let us look back four centuries. Sultan Mahmud and his son
Sultan Ahmed had been driven out of Malacca by Albuquerque and
were living in poverty on the isle of Ben tan. The two did not
agree; so Sultan Mahmud put his son to death. At that time the
Ruler was the father of a second son, Raja Mudzafar, a minor whom
he now recognized as his heir and supplied with sundry royal mats
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to sit on while he learnt his lessons. To Malays these mats are
things of the first importance. A third son was then born to the
Sultan, this time by a favourite wife. At her prompting, the baby
was raised to full royal rank as Sultan Muda or King- Coadjutor,
had his hair shaved with a pinchbeck razor to the music of the
State Band, and was given the mats that his elder brother had been
using up to that time. In 1526 the whole family was driven out
of Bentan by the Portuguese. Sultan Mahmud and the youthful
Sultan Muda took refuge in Kampar where the former died and
the latter succeeded as Sultan Alaedin Riayat Shah II. The disinherited elder brother ended by finding his way to Perak where
he founded the long line of Sultans of that State. In time one
of his descendants came to have a " Sultan Muda " or king-coadjutor
of his own; but the title was one of unhappy memory and it was
laid down that a " Sultan Muda " should never succeed to the
throne.
In an old Malay township the leading citizen in point of usefulness was the sorcerer or medium who did duty with the goblins
of the place. But the tutelary spirits of the kingdom—the GuardianWatchers of the Four Corners of the Earth—were too exalted to
pay attention to any mere villager, charm he never so wisely. They
wanted a liaison-officer of higher grade and were given the Sultan
Muda, a prince of the blood, whose rank would secure his admission
to the most exclusive spectral circles. The Sultan Muda had his
own princely Deputy or Heir-Apparent (the Raja Kechil Muda),
a suite of lesser shamans, and a ritual of his own resembling the
ceremonial of the Perak Court. He was big enough to do business
with any ghost, however disdainful.
Every three, five or seven years the Sultan Muda used to give
the signal honour of a State Banquet to the tutelary Spirits of
Perak. From every household in the country he collected a quart
of rice, a little currystuff and a few small coins, the last being meant
for the purchase of sacrificial buffaloes. He always bought " pink "
or " albino " buffaloes, never black; and he bought them in odd
numbers. On the day chosen for the feast he had the buffaloes
washed ceremoniously and then sprinkled with antidotes to evil,
after which he slaughtered them himself in the Moslem ritual way.
For use on the altar he kept back the gory heads of the slaughtered
kine and certain titbits, notably the nails, nose-tips, ear-tips and
eyelids. The rest he gave to be cut up and roasted for the people.
He then turned his attention to building up the altar. He made
it in a rude way, of peeled sticks lashed together with creepers and
not with rattan, for the spirits of the country were the Gods of
his primitive Protomalayan forebears whose type of altar he copied.
But he built it massively in seven tiers to the greatest height that
he could reach; and upon its highest platform (of about 16 square
feet) he laid the raw heads and titbits of his buffaloes, a silver
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coin for each animal slaughtered, and portions of the cooked meats,
rice and cakes prepared for the feast. Over all he threw a liberal
sprinkling of rice-antidotes to evil.
Round this great central altar all the spectators gathered and
made merry on the good things provided; but before letting them
disperse the Sultan Muda rose, veiled his face and, holding in his
hand three strips or cloth (white, yellow and red), took up a
position on the right-handside of the top step of the altar itself.
Looking Northward he raised his voice and called upon the genii
of the four corners of the earth to come and feast, to protect the
subjects of their friendly Sultan, and to forgive all their offences.
Having issued this invitation he directed the spectators to return to
their homes and on no account to leave them for the space of three
days. The ghosts were about; and any encounter with them, however well-meant, might mean sickness or death.
For this ceremony of propitiation the Sultan Muda received
a fee of $100, a large sum for the Perak of that day. It was his
regular charge for services rendered; and it kept back most people
from asking for his help. But even so there might be times—
when the Sultan was desperately ill or the State in great peril—
when it was worth while to consult the Spiritual Ruler of the
country. Once more let us watch him at work. His plan of campaign is simple in outline, complex in detail. He has first to get
as many Spirits as possible to attend his reception, however far they
may have to come. Next he has to win their friendship and goodwill. Having done so he must invite them to the sick-chamber,
show them the plight of the patient and appeal to them for help.
He has to keep them there till the crisis is over; and then let them
depart in all honour lest they recall their favour and allow a relapse.
On the night of his arrival he holds his first seance. He uses
a large room that has been decked out as a palace-interior with
royal mats and hangings to do honour to the coming guests. In
front of his own seat he places two or more open bowls with tapers
attached to their rims. Facing the bowls, on his left he seats his
Singer and bids her invite the Spirits to the meeting. While she
sings or drones the song of invocation the royal shaman sits watching the flame of a taper. At last it flickers: a Spirit has arrived.
He turns to the Singer and asks, " Is it well." " It is well," says
the Singer; and her attendant girls beat their timbrels and burst
out in a chorus of greeting. When the chorus is over the Singer
resnmes her chant till the taper flickers again. This ritual may go
on unvaried for hours, for the Spirits are many and the greater the
number of comers the greater the chance of a cure. By morning
all are exhausted; the seance ends.
On the morrow a nine-tiered pavilion is erected by the villagers
of Pasir Garam whose feudal duty it is to provide it. It is sur1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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mounted by the image of the jentayu, a bird that is the emblem of
restless longing. Under this image is laid the grisly head of a pink
buffalo, symbol of the feast that is being got really. About the
pavilion are laid delicacies and decorations of every kind: titbits of
buffalo-flesh; packets of sweet rice; cakes and pastry; jars of water,
joints of sugar-cane; streamers of cloth and paper; strings of flowers
and fronds;—everything that may be expected to gladden the eye
of a hungry and fastidious ghost. Then in the half-light of the
tropical evening, " when faces are just distinguishable," the ShamanKing comes out, mounts the scaffolding, and with veiled head bows
to the four points of the compass and beckons to the Spirits to
come and partake. He then leaves them to their feast.
When enough time has been allowed for a plentiful dinner the
Shaman-King and his suite move to the palace to show the royal
patient to the ghosts who can befriend him. Everything is done to
honour the Spirits and rouse their pity. The sick Sultan is laid
on a sixteen-sided mat used only on these occasions; the regalia
of the State, the royal drums, even the maiden daughters of the
Sultan are brought into the room. The tapers are lit; the songs
of invocation recommence; wild appeals are made to the Spirits
to aid the sovereign in his hour of trial. All eyes are on the Sultan
to notice the first symptom of improvement. If it is delayed the
songs become louder and louder and the appeals more deafening.
The seance may last far into the night. Be it remembered always
that the Sultan Muda's suite included the best herbalists in the
country and that the patient had been helped by all that old medical
skill could do. Sometimes he gets better; sometimes, of course,
he dies.
A convalescent Sultan is taken to the nine-storeyed pavilion
already referred to,—there to receive the ceremonial lustration that
marks his recovery and, along with it, the right of the Shaman-King
to the fee for his services. The Spirits are thanked for their kindness ; the Sultan Muda and his suite disperse. Should the Sultan
die the fee is reduced; and it is left to the shamans to explain why
the Guardian Spirits of Perak were unwilling to help their King.
The Sorcerer-Sultan was expected also to preside at the triennial
ceremony known as " setting abominations to drift downstream."
At Chegar Galah he met his heir-apparent and the sorcerers from
the villagers further down the river. When all were ready he
slaughtered the customary pink buffalo and set its head on a decorated raft moored in the middle of the waters. He then held
seances for seven consecutive nights to induce the evil spirits who
plagued the neighbourhood—as ills or " abominations "—to embark
upon the raft. After these ceremonies he cut the raft adrift and
let it float down river, escorted by his deputy and by all the other
wizards. At each stopping-place a further seance was held to allow
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of more ghostly passengers being lured on board; until at last, at
Kota Setia near the river-mouth the escort bade a courteous farewell to the raft and its grisly occupants, secure in the knowledge
that it would be borne away by the current to destruction in the sea.
Another duty of the sorcerer-Sultan was the periodical reinvigoration of the ghostly powers of the State Drums and Trumpet.
This ceremony was much the same as the others: first the song of
invocation; then the feast at dusk at a nine-tiered pavilion surmounted by the bird jentayu; lastly the seance at the palace when
holy water was poured on the instruments and the Spirits were
implored to descend upon them.
An example of one of these State Seances may be given as it
is historic. In August 1875, one was held at Batak Rabit in Perak,
the home of the then Sultan Abdullah. It was conducted by the
Shaman-King's deputy; and the Sultan himself was present. The
seance was said to be aimed at the life of the then Resident, Mr.
J. W. W. Birch,—and so, in a way, it was. The Sultan and his
Chiefs were of opinion that Mr. Birch's policy was imperilling the
freedom of the State; and they appealed for protection to the
Guardians of the Four Corners of the Earth. It was a new thing,
this use of ghostly powers against a national foe; and it savoured
greatly of attempting a man's life by witchcraft. Spirits were
invoked; they came and were consulted. " Will what I wish come
to pass," said the eager Sultan. The royal shaman demurred; the
Spirits had to be rewarded, and so had he. He was promised his
fee of a hundred dollars; and the spirits were told that they would
be given a whole boatload of offerings as soon as the shadow of
Mr. Birch ceased to darken the land. " Then," said the Spirits
through the mouth of their shaman, " it shall be as the Sultan
wishes." A little later they spoke more plainly: there was a ghost
at Kuala Perak who would wreck Mr. Birch's launch and drown
him in the river. Mr. Birch was killed some three months later,
though not in the way predicted. He was speared when bathing
by the river, fell into the water, and was sabred when he rose to
the surface.
By a freak of fate Mr. Birch had been guilty of a curious
faux pas over the title of Sultan Muda. Unaware of its Perak
meaning he thought that it would be a fair rendering of " kingcoadjutor " or rex emeritus; and offered it—with the Governor's
authority—to the dispossessed Ex-Sultan Ismail. Ismail did not
take kindly to the proposal. As a pious Moslem he thought that
he could hardly accept with dignity the position of a liaison-officer
with the Powers of Darkness. He declined courteously without
giving his reasons; and left the Resident to comment in his diary
upon the inexplicable difficulty of dealing with Malays.
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The Pawang.
Everywhere on earth we meet folk who say that they can
look into the future by means of arts or sciences to which they
give learned names like prosopology, cheiromancy, divination, sortilege, oneiromancy, vaticination, astrology, odic force, geomancy
and so on. Names matter little. A few of us indeed may be led
to think that there must be " something " in claims that are put
forward so perseveringly; but any such so-called " science," if real,
would long since have changed the face of the world. Fortunetelling, as now carried on, is the art of preying on fools. The
" Black Art " is no better. Few people confess to any belief in
necromancy; yet most of us have "mascots," "lucky numbers"
and other small superstitions of one sort and another. It is a
relief to be able to turn to the study of more primitive men and
see for ourselves the humble foundations upon which has been
built this huge edifice of humbug.
In the old Malay State of Perak the " sorcerer " or pawang
was a man of good repute, a paid servant of Government, whose
business it was to heal the sick, direct the planters, watch over the
mines and give expert advice to fishermen. He was, in short, the
most important person in his village. This is what a digest of
Perak Laws says of him:
" He must be a man of great prudence, a clever speaker,
a careful and industrious man, refusing to speak a lie to any
one, not running after women."
" He must not be a speaker of lies, nor arrogant, nor
hot-tempered, and must not be too anxious to grasp his fees;
if a man has these failings he should not become a sorcerer."
The author of the digest was a direct descendant of the Prophet,
the grandson (or great-grandson) of a saint, and the very last
man to speak well of traffickers with the Powers of Darkness. Why
did he do it?
Let us answer this question by watching the " sorcerer " at
work. It is, for instance, part of his duty (as Director of Agriculture) to act as a diviner and choose a " lucky day " for beginning
to plant. He can get no help from the Mosque Elders who use
a lunar calendar and cannot tell when the rice-year is over. But
he has his own means of knowing. He may be aware, for instance,
that the ripening of the prah-fruit coincides with the season when
planting should begin or he may own a rod handed down to him
by his forebears with the information that when the shadow of that
rod (held erect) is of a certain length he should tell his people
to start work. Or again he may have learnt that " When at 4.30 a.m.
or thereabouts a few grains of rice slip off the palm of the hand
(the arm being outstretched and pointing to the Pleiads), or when
(the arm being so directed) a bracelet slides down the wrist, it is
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time to put down the rice-nursery." His " divination " is based
on the length of the solar or seasonal year and has come down to
him from some observant wizard of the past. There is something
scientific in it, after all.
Now let us put ourselves in the sorcerer's place. He knows
nothing about the length of the solar year. What he thinks he
knows is that the sight of a ripe prah-fruit is the " omen " for which
he is to look before telling his people to plant; or that he owns a
rod of magical might; or that the movements of the Pleiads have
some effect on agriculture. In his very practical methods we see
the beginnings of superstition; and we can follow him if he uses
his wits and infers that a child born when the Pleiads are in the
ascendant ought to become an excellent farmer. Here, of course,
he would be quite wrong. Superstition is made up of a barleycorn
of fact and a bushel of unwarrantable inference. Nor can we tell
usually which is which.
Let us look at our sorcerer again when the " lucky day "
arrives. He goes in state to the ricefields escorted by a crowd who
carry pennons and other marks of dignity; and on arrival he puts
up a little altar of peeled sticks and holds a service of propitiation
in honour of the Spirits of the Soil and of the Crops. He then
tells the people to fall to and plant. Co-operative and simultaneous
work is the keynote of good rice-cultivation. Plots of waste land
harbour rats and insect-pests of every sort; and it is only by working
together under the guidance of the sorcerer—himself an old planter
—that success can be assured. The sorcerer has earned his fee.
" But of what use," we may object, " is ritual to a skilled
planter?" The sorcerer tells us that it brings " luck." His forefathers knew—as we all know—that Paul may plant and Apollos
may water but it is God Who giveth the increase. They showed
their submission to Providence by paying tribute to the Controller
of Destinies; to omit it would have been " unlucky;" and their
descendants continue in the same path to this day.
The sorcerer is unaware that his prayers are echoes of a forgotten religion; he thinks that they are runes possessing a mystic
power over the Unseen. He may even have used his wits to improve upon his runes and so create new "magic;" and it is hard
sometimes to know what is old and what is an accretion.
So was it also the sorcerer's business to heal the sick. He
held seances or services over patients because he believed, like all
Malays that illness is the work of evil spirits. He also used medicinal simples. In the herbarium of the Botanic Gardens at
Singapore there is a collection of over 800 different plants gleaned
from the drug-boxes of Malay wizards and midwives. Some of
these drugs are in use in Europe; others may be of real value;
others again may serve no purpose whatever; but taken as a whole
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they represent the primitive medical science of the Malays. The
sorcerer was a skilled herbalist. He may have owed much to faithhealing, for both he and his patients had most trust in the seance;
but for minor complaints he used only his simples. And as a
physician is judged by results it was usually the best herbalist who
made the best sorcerer.
In every " aboriginal " settlement in Malaya there is an elder
or wise man to whom the people look for guidance. It matters
little whether we call him " priest " or " wizard;" there is nothing
exactly like his position in the fine distinctions of civilised life. This
elder is the custodian of Tradition, be it about industry or the ways
of animals or the nature of the invisible world. He plays a great
part among primitive men and is the prototype of our pawang.
When the Malays were gathered into the fold of Islam they were
given mosque-elders who spoke to them with all the authority of
inspired books yet told them nothing about the arts of the jungle by
which they lived. Between the imam who looked after their religious life and the pawang or director of industry there was a lack
of real antagonism. Conflict came later over what the latter did for
" luck." At first the religious overlooked the unorthodox side of
the paw ang's proceedings much as we allow a man to use a gollywog
as a mascot without bringing him to book for his faith in graven
images. In time the opposition stiffened. By many pious Moslems
the pawang is denounced as a believer in groundless superstitions
and a trafficker with the Devil himself.
We can honour an imam who tells his people to forego any
" luck " that is bought by bowing the knee to the Powers of Darkness. Islam represents a higher stage of Belief than Animism. But
the peples who first accepted Islam had old Black Arts of their own.
In the bazaars of Malaya a man may buy learned vernacular
treatises on soothsaying, astrology, the meaning of dreams, the
casting out of devils, the making of love-philtres and the use of
magic squares for forecasting the future. These treatises are given
to Malays as having the authority of Islam behind them. They
are based on Arab or Indian theories and are really alien to Malaya;
but, by now, they have been allowed entry into Malay Magic and
take up a large portion of Mr. Skeat's book on that subject. Superstition is not driven out by Islam; it is growing fast. It is only
its forms that are changing.
The study of these imported beliefs can best be undertaken
in the countries from which they come; in Malaya itself their discussion leads us nowhere. The indigenous sorcery of the pawang
was of another kind. In his ritual he represented the old shaman
or medium between the world we live in and the invisible spiritworld. He held spiritualistic seances in which he appealed directly
to the higher powers in terms of flattery or courtesy or sought their
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goodwill by gifts. His runes are primitive hymns or prayers. The
shaman is met with among the Protomalays, the Indonesians of
Borneo and Celebes, the wavy-haired Sakai and even the negritoes
of the Peninsula. His procedure varies little among these peoples.
In Mergui there are a number of communities of pagan seagypsies akin in habits to the Orang Laut of Malaya and speaking
a language that is half Malay. They have " wizards " for treating
the sick. The wizard sits with a palm-leaf or bunch of grass in
his hand and fans the patient vigorously with it. Near by he has
a bowl or tray of wood, rather deep, with horned corners. Upon
the edge of this tray he sticks a candle of bees-wax which he lights.
Into the tray he puts parched rice to " cool " the " hot " or septic
influence. He repeats incantations and from time to time sucks at
the body and spits out the evil. A text of one of these incantations
shows that it is an appeal to the spirits to drive out the cause of
the sickness. Spirits who do that should not be called " demons.'
They are kindly and helpful.
In Malaya we get a fuller ritual, perhaps, but one that is the
same in its leading features. We get a shaman who sits with
shrouded head while his singer (a woman) chants an appeal to the
spirits. He holds in his hand a tuft of sambau-grass and has before
him one or more bowls with a lighted taper on the rim of each.
His appeals are always for help from the Unseen World; he uses
cooling rice-paste and tries to drive out the septic influence by
his own efforts, eked out at times by the aid of a familiar. " Spitting out " enters largely into his way of acting.
In Borneo, among the Kayans, the shaman spits out the evil
influence in pellet-form into his own hand. Among the primitive
Punans the chief medicine-woman summons minor spirits who ask
why they are wanted and are answered, " Tell your master that
I have called you because there is a person here who is sick."
The master whom they serve comes; and (if he finds the illness
beyond his power) says, " I cannot help you; try someone else."
Other spirits are then sent for till the patient recovers or is pronounced incurable.
It is indeed hardly fair to call the old Malay shaman a sorcerer
and a trafficker with the Powers of Darkness. He was a herbalist
and an expert in village-industries who laboured for the good of all
and kept up for luck's sake much of the prayer and ritual that
had been used with his work in the days of animism. He dealt
with Spirits who were kindly to mankind. Such a man would have
condemned anything of the nature of Black Magic, though that
also existed in the old Perak villages. It took the form of appeal
to a malignant demon (by prayers or bribes) to use his power
against some person whose identity would be shown by a portraitimage or sample of his nails or hair. The image is of pith in
Borneo, of wax in Mergui, in Malaya usually of wax. In Mergui
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it is taken to a place haunted by a devil and left there for his
guidance. In Malaya charms and invocations are used with the
name of the person who is to be assailed. In all cases evil, even
death, is expected to follow in the wake of the person depicted.
Magic of this sort would be used by private individuals; it had
nothing to do with the official sorcerer whose help, indeed, could
be invoked against it. If brought home to a culprit it was punishable with death by drowning.
The modern Perak State has ceased to pay sorcerers to protect
its hamlets against the evil spirits of the neighbourhood; but the
old pawang still exists. Villagers trust him to direct the planting of
their rice and look to him to keep up the time-honoured ritual for
" luck," rewarding him with customary payments that represent his
old official fees. Fishermen all along the coast work their large
fishtraps in gangs each under its own sorcerer. The weatherwise
navigator of a native ship may be a pawang,—and in this connection
it is noteworthy that the word pawang itself once meant " shipmaster." Such specialists bring no discredit upon the ancient name
of wizard. But any man may call himself a wizard nowadays.
The State ignores him; Religion frowns upon him. Everywhere in
Malaya we find self-styled sorcerers who claim to work impossible
cures, to grow dollar-bearing trees, to possess the gift of second
sight, to guide men to the recovery of their own lost property or
to dig up the buried treasures of the past; and who sell charms
for altering banknotes into notes of higher denomination, winning
the love of women, sowing dissension among enemies, confusing
hostile witnesses and bringing ghostly forces to bear on the mentality
of a judge and jury. By their claim to communion with higher
powers the disreputable wizards of the present time trace back to
the honoured pawang who was himself the lineal successor of the
priest, wizard or wise man of the old animistic Protomalayan tribes.

The Mystic.
Built upon ideas that are as old as history itself the mysticism
of the East looks upon the world as an unreal thing, a mirage,
illusion. From the seeming truth of dreams while they last it infers
that life itself, however long and vivid, is a mere dream from which
death some day shall wake us. It shares the doctrine of Euripides,
" Who knoweth if the dead are truly dead, or our life death to
those who have been through it?" Yet Euripides has been called
a rationalist. " Here we part," said Socrates, " you to live and I
to die; but which hath the better lot God alone knoweth." Eastern
mysticism borrows its teaching from all kinds of sources; from the
Neo-Platonists; from the Vedanta philosophy; above all, from the
ascetics who for countless years have been a feature of Asia.
Well, if life is unreal, what do these mystics call real? Their
aim is to get at the Great Truth that lies "hidden behind the Veil
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of our imaginations; to find the Creator of the Illusion, the " Being
Whom we call God and of Whom we know nought else." Here
they join hands with revealed religion since it teaches that before
Creation was God was and Is. God is the One Great Truth, the
All-in-All. Beyond this they have little to learn from Islam; and
choose rather to speak of the Creator as " He " or " Him," to the
neglect of the name " Allah " by which He is known to " Illusion."
Indeed they look upon all creeds as paths to Him. He alone Is;
all else is folly or the fancy of foolish desire. " Since my heart is
turned to God," said a mystic, " talk to me of nothing else."
The Eastern mystic is a pantheist. He holds that, as nature
is illusive and God alone Is, nothing that we see can be real save
for what is divine in it. In this sense he interprets the famous
saying of a certain Abu Said, " There is nought inside my coat save
only Allah." For him the human body was non-existent; all that had
reality in it was the divine element in the soul,—and that same
divinity permeates all nature and makes all things akin. Apart
from this element man is a cypher, nothing. In the words of a
mystic poet:
Nought but the effluence of Thy Light Divine,
Pervading worlds has reached my bosom too;
Yes, in my spirit doth Thy Spirit shine,
As shines the sunbeam in a drop of dew.
Nought, but I live and on hope's pinions fly
Eager toward Thy Presence for in Thee
I live and breathe and dwell; aspiring high,
E'en to the throne of Thy Divinity.
I am, O God, and therefore Thou must be.
" To lose oneself in God," said a General of the Franciscan
Order, " is the only object towards which man should strive." He
was only putting into words what every Eastern mystic is trying
to put into practice. The Buddhist nirvana is annihilation in God.
The aim of every sufi or dervish or fakir is, in this life, to get into
communion with God.
Thou art! Directing, guiding all Thou art!
Direct my understanding then to Thee,
Control my spirit, guide my wandering heart,
Though but an atom in Immensity.
" To lose oneself in God " is a thing that lies open to all men,
not merely to the rich or learned or well-born. As one Malay
mystic proudly put it,
I, Hamza, live in naked poverty,
No Persian I, nor son of Araby;
Yet do I commune with Eternity.
Mysticism is known to Malays as " the doctrine of the Way."
The " W a y " in question is the Path to Communion with God,
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Divided into four stages (of which the names do not always agree)
it begins with the practice of religious duties (shareat, islam), expecting the murid or disciple to discipline himself by carrying out
all the wearisome ritual of Islam before it allows him the relative
liberty of its adepts. At this stage, which is made in some cases to
last for 1001 days, it places him under the guidance of a shaikh
or teacher to whose will he should submit without question, " as
a dead body in the Imam's hands."
To some the second stage in Mysticism is known as that of
" F a i t h " (iman); to others as that of the " P a t h " (tarekat).
It is the period during which the pupil is initiated into mystic
doctrine and expected to live up to the highest ethics of Islam. He
has to learn to put aside the lusts and appetites that create the
Veil of Illusion: to curb his angry passions by practising patience
and forbearance; to rid himself of greed by giving up all that he
has; to lose his love of company by living as a hermit; to give up
every comfort by mortifying himself; to sever all home-ties by
wandering among strangers. When he has lost all liking for the
empty pleasures that the world has to offer him he may consider
himself a free man; he has become a mutawasit or one "who has
stepped outside Illusion." Throughout this stage he has been under
the control of his instructor or shaikh; but in his thoughts and
studies he has to model himself upon the example of the Founder
of his Order.
The mystic has shaken off the hold that the world had upon
him; he has still to learn to put God where the World stood before.
This is the third stage. The pupil trains himself to see the kindly
hand of God in all that happens; to find in evil a means of selfdiscipline; in good to disclaim all credit for himself and to ascribe
all honour to his Maker; to trust to God by making no provision
even for the morrow. As his exemplar he takes the " Perfected
Man," Mohammed. His aim is to find in a life devoted to God's
glory a happiness that the world's empty pleasures could never
have given him; and when he has accomplished this he has become a
muntahi or one who stands in the Almighty's very presence. In
some places he is judged to have won marifat or the Wisdom of
Holiness; in Malaya marifat is credited to the fourth stage, the
term tauhid being used in the mystic sense of whole-hearted existence
in God.
The fourth or final stage is that of Divine Truth (hakikat) or
Divine Wisdom (marifat). The mystic has become a saint. He has
rid himself of wordly prejudice and has lost himself in God. He
has attained to a Judgment that is free from any chance of human
error; and to him in his dreams and daydreams the joys of Paradise
are known.
Eastern Mysticism is broadminded. It sees good in all creeds;
all religions are Paths to God. It looks on men as brothers, not
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only of one another but of all that lives. It doubts the doctrine
of Eternal Punishment as being at variance with the all-embracing
kindliness of God. It wonders whether Sin itself may not be an
illusion; who are we to question the good in any work of the
Creator? There is no bigotry in Mysticism.
The Path of the Mystic is trodden by thousands of devotees
throughout the East. It should train saints,—and has indeed given
to Islam most of the saints that Islam can boast. Yet, in a sense,
it has been a failure. In Turkey its Orders have been banned,
its monasteries closed, its property sequestered, and some of its
leaders hanged. In the Arabian Nights its " calendars " and dervishes play a disreputable part. In Malaya (where mystics are
plentiful) their presence is never felt and little known. In India
this is what a Moslem writer says about the dervishes of one Order:
" They go about the bazaars quarrelling and fighting with
the shopkeepers for alms; and if their demands be not
complied with they abuse people most obscenely, until they
prevail on them to grant something."
Mystic Orders are the work of men and, as such, are prone
to err. They allow great power to their Shaikhs or Caliphs who
may abuse it. They lend a suggestion of holiness to individual
mystics who may be charlatans selling philtres and amulets to a
credulous public. Of such impostors there are many in Malaya and
they discredit the " Path."
Monkery is unsocial. It was banned by Mohammed himself.
It leads people to shut themselves up in retreats instead of living
in the world and doing good to others. Even where it tells a
monk or mystic to do good to others it bids him do so for the
purpose of saving his own soul. It is self-centred, selfish.
Mysticism is at loggerheads with conventional religion. If a
mystic is frank enough to question the existence of Sin, Hell and
Eternal Punishment,—above all if he repeats the famous saying
" There is nought inside my coat save only Allah,"—he is anathema
at once. If he tries to be orthodox he has to quibble, to lose his
broad-mindedness and his kindliness to sinners and men of alien
faiths. In Malaya he keeps to the illogical border-line; he dare
not go too far. A teacher of mysticism who won the patronage of
the Ruler of Negri Sembilan in 1910 was clapped into prison for
heresy as soon as he tried to preach the same doctrines in Selangor.
Probably the weakest feature in Malay mysticism is its formalism or ritual. The Mystic Way professes to train a man by slow
degrees to become indifferent to the world, acquire a spiritual sense
and come into communion with the Divine. Blindness to one's
" illusive " surroundings may be got in simpler ways: by autosuggestion; by trances or day dreams; by whirling and its giddiness;
by music or sound; even by drugs and drink. All these things have
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been tried by dervishes as short cuts on the Mystic Path. In
Malaya divine intoxication is induced sometimes by silent meditation, more often by cries. A formula—such as " God is Great "•—
is repeated in a loud voice over and over again while the mind of
the mystic dwells on the Greatness of God. This goes on till he
is tired out; but before that stage is reached the shouter will have
worked himself up into a state of rapture over the thoughts that
the formula induces. Most Malay mystics are what are called
profanely " howling dervishes."
When all is said and done Mysticism has been a source of
comfort and inspiration to many humble seekers after truth. With
its teaching and its discipline few can quarrel. Tf the noisy ritual
that is called a ratib helps any poor soul in the growth of a spiritual
sense it is not for strangers to find fault with him.
The World Invisible.
On the mountain-ridge that parts Selangor from Jelebu there
is one summit—not the highest of all, but flat-topped, with cliffs
all round it, unclimbable,—that is known as the Haunted Height.
From it there come at times the sounds of ghostly revelry; to it
are said to go the souls of the mighty dead; should even a bird
fall dead upon its tableland the body never decays and the eyes
do not lose their lustre. It is only one of many haunted mountains:
Mount Ophir, with its fairy princess; Rembau Peak with its guardian
spirit; Indrapura, Dempo and Merapi in Sumatra; Sumeru in Java;
Kinabalu and Batu Lawi in Borneo. Before climbing any such
summit it is deemed wise to hold some small service of propitiation
in honour of the Gods upon it.
Of course there is nothing new in this linking up of Gods with
mountain-peaks; of Jove with Olympus and Ida; of the Indian
divinities with the Himalayas. To the Hindu the King of Mountains is not Everest but Kailas, though the former also is of local
repute. To reach Kailas he has to pass the ice-cave in which the
Ganges has its source, and Lake Mansarowar out of which the
Sutlej flows on one side and the Brahmaputra on the other, the
sources of the Indus not being far away. Kailas itself, a superb
pyramid of ice and rock, may be said to stand sentinel over the
waters that are the wealth of India; it is the heart of Mahameru,
the great mountain from whose foot came—or claimed to come—
the Buddhist Shailendra princes who are to Malaya the earliest of all
their native dynasties.
Local legend that knows nothing of Kailas has shifted Mahameru
to Java and Sumatra. It is Mount Dempo to the natives of Palembang; Mount Merapi to those of Minangkabau; Mount Sumeru in
Eastern Java. Each is the home of Spirits of whom we know
little. Are they the souls of the mountains themselves? Are they
the Gods of forgotten religions? Are they ghosts of past generaJournal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I,
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tions of men? No one knows. No one can trace the early story
of a being like the Fairy Princess of Mount Ophir. All we can
say is that every great height is an Olympus to those who live
around it.
There are also sky-kingdoms of the Unseen, invisible fairylands
(etymologically) the Heavens of Siva and Indra. These are peopled
by forgotten Gods: fairies of Persia, genii of Arabia, Indonesian
mambang, demigods, nymphs, solar and lunar divinities of India.
Only the mambang (spirits of the Sunset-Glow) are local to Malaya;
and all who have seen Malayan sunsets will know why they are
symbols of loveliness with which the fairest girls on earth are
compared. Yet like all beauties these fairies can be false; the lurid
haze that gives a curious yellow tinge to all nature is a mambang
and an evil thing. It is the Spirit of Jaundice. So also the
mambang of the tide-rips is the most dangerous Spirit of the Sea.
Of the other spiritual races who dwell in Fairyland two are
known to all Malays. One is the jin. Jin are Arabian genii,
(etymologically) " the Invisible." " God made them in the semblance of shadows," says one Malay book; " they can be seen but
only vaguely as in a dream," says another. They are spirits of
the waste and wild, inhabiting " forests and desolate plains and all
manner of unseemly places," and can assume any fonn they please.
Some are of high character; Mohammed preached to the genii and
converted many, the so-called " good genii " of romance. For this
reason Malays think it courteous when speaking to an evil spirit
to call him a jin; the word connotes no evil. To call him a demon
or imp would hardly appeal to his good-will. But this Malay
habit has added greatly to the list of titular " genii."
Almost as well-known are the bidadari, historically the nymphs
of Indra's heaven. They play a great part as heroines of old
romance. To the Malay villagers they are simply fairies, any fairies,
even houris of the Moslem Paradise. The villagers think that
these celestial beings keep very much to themselves, though they
take a kindly interest in the affairs of human lovers and have been
known at times to show favour to the sons of men. One of those
so blessed—according to loyal legend -was Sultan Mahmnd II of
Johor whose love of celestial beauty made him care little for the
earthly charms of his wives. The Sultan indeed could do no wrong
in the eyes of his faithful followers; and if he chose to flout all the
decencies of life a nymph of heaven was made to bear the blame.
Not all his people were loyal. In the words of Capt. Alexander
Hamilton who had cause to know the Sultan well, one Malay noble
" passed a long lance through his heart and so made an end of
the Beast." In this mean way died the last lover of a fairy.
There are fairylands also of another kind, unseen kingdoms
that once existed but have long since passed away. Of such are
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the old States of Pajajaran, Priangan and Langkasuka. Doubtless
they are peopled by the ghosts of their own dead. In Malaya the
best-known is the Kedah fairyland of alang-kah suka, the so-called
" land of anything one wishes.'' Langkasuka was once a great
State that flourished for over a thousand years. It is nothing but
a memory now; to Malays a cloud-kingdom of mirage, to Europeans
a matter of learned controversy. Was it in Java? Was it in
Johor? Was it a predecessor of the later State of Ligor? Each
theory has its own supporters.
More real, perhaps, to the Malay are some smaller homes of
the Invisible People. Bukit Baning and Tanah Runtoh in Sumatra
are two such places; at night you may hear the gongs and the
shouts of unseen jubilations. From these places come the elves,
the " hidden folk," of the Malay forest. Habitually invisible, they
can show themselves if they will, coming into hamlets and mixing
with the villagers. They may be detected by those in the know
because of their habit of wearing a patch of yellow somewhere
near their waist-belts. They know which old lady is most likely
to welcome a passing stranger, so they put up at her house and
bring luck in their train. They even go into markets to bargain
and buy, and are easily cheated; but woe to the cheat when the
elves have found him out! His crops fail; his ricks, his barns and
even his dwelling-house may mysteriously be burnt.
In the jungle the Unseen Folk are rather more at home. They
swing their cots from the trailing lianas; and if some poor rattancutter severs their hammock-ropes and brings them down to the
ground with a crash they turn on him and make him invisible so
that his people see him no more. They are also a danger to children
playing hide-and-seek. In the shape of a mother or a playmate
the elf may guide the child to a hiding-place where no seeker can
ever find him again. Briefly, if any one is lost in the jungle,—a
common mishap in Malaya,—it is the Unseen Folk who have spirited
him away.
The Forest-Elves are also a danger to the hunter. They own
the wild cattle, the deer and the jungle-fowl; so that sportsmen
and fowlers are always robbing them of their kine or poultry.
Naturally they resent it. Their mark of ownership is the badi.
" When a deer that has a badi is slain it rolls over and
over and vapour rises from every part of its body. When it
is in this state you must not go near it, for if you come in
contact with the badi it will make you lose consciousness or
drive you mad or make your limbs swell up."
To get away from this danger you have to utter charms and
blow away the vapour by flapping a garment at it; after which you
can go near the animal and administer, if necessary, the coup-degrace. A Sumatran hunter is reported to have said that when
tracking a wounded deer he found that its footprints changed into
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those of a tiger; for a time the tracks were those of both tiger and
deer; then they became the foot-prints of a little child. The child,
he said, must have been one of the Unseen Folk. These elves are
harmless in their way, unlike evil spirits whom to see is to be
stricken with illness. These elves may be seen sunning themselves
at one moment on some beach; a moment more and they are gone.
They are like the head of a certain snail that appears and disappears
That snail, indeed, bears their name.
These sprites have two names, " the Hidden Ones " and " the
Unseen Folk"; and a distinction is drawn in places between the
two. The " Hidden Ones " are always elves. But in certain parts
of the Peninsula the " Unseen Folk " are known only as a past
race of giant wonderworkers who overran Malaya turning all whom
they met into stone. The human mind was too much for them.
By dressing up toothless old men as babies the villagers persuaded
the Unseen Ones that they were likely to be assailed by giants even
bigger than themselves. They fled and never came back. This
is their story as Clifford gives it.
" There was formerly a race of gigantic spirits named Gedembai
who could turn people whom they addressed into wood or stone.
Many years ago they were very numerous and were a great danger
to the forest-dwelling Malays. In many places there are still to
be seen the clearest traces of their former presence and power. Near
the head-waters of the Tembeling, close to the left bank of the
river, stands a rock on which are still shewn the claw-marks of a
tiger which escaped from the Gedembai by leaping the river (which
is ten fathoms across), when a wild boar which it was pursuing
was turned into stone. There, to this day, you may see
the petrified boar; and the place is known by the name of " the
Tiger's leap." Further down the river stands a high and solitary
crag, the summit of which is the shelter where the Gedembai used
to dry by day the fish they had caught during the previous night.
There too you may see the big river-pool into which they threw
their casting-net, and the rocks which they dropped into the river
in place of the stones thrown in to attract the fish before the cast
is made with the net.
" Such was the havoc wrought by the Gedembai that the older
inhabitants at length conspired together to frighten them out of
the land. For the Gedembai were incredible fools and could be
cheated with great facility. And as they only went abroad at night
the Malays used certain stratagems to frighten the Gedembai out
of the country. Pulling down the long weeping spraye of bamboo
that overhung the streams they cut them off short and then let
them spring back again to an upright position so that the Gedembai
might think that only giants could have reached up to cut them.
Next they put an old man upwards of sixty years of age in a
child's swinging cot, so that the Gedembai seeing his toothless gums
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supposed him to be a newborn infant
At length the Gedembai
lost heart and fled to the country at the Foot of the Sky; but;
as they fled, they called upon everybody they met to follow after
them, turning all who refused to obey into trees. Hence you will
see in Malayan forests many lofty trees leaning over rivers. These
were once men and women who refused to follow the Gedembai in
their flight and were so severely kicked by them in consequence
that they have never since been able to stand upright. Here and
there you will see trees whose silvery outer bark peels off in strips.
These too which are now pahlawan-trees were once human beings
but were transformed into trees for refusing to follow the Gedembai
who caused their bark to fall off in patches by stroking the skin
of their own breasts."
These Gedembai have crept into local " history." The legend
of the use of old men to scare away an enemy is used in the Malay
Annals to tell us how a Chinese Emperor scared away an invasion
of Raja Suran's " Klings." The Gedembai are known also to the
" aboriginal " Sakai who show the house of Yei, a Gedembai King,
on Mount Ireu in the Batang Padang range; and who say that
Mount Banglak is crowned by the tomb of his son. And every
Malay child born with elf-locks has had his hair " towzled by the
Gedembai." The Gedembai are folk-lore and may be used to explain away anything, even the carved megaliths at Pengkalan
Kempas that no savant can understand. It takes little time for
Malays to colour old history with all the glowing tints of legend.
The Laksamana Hang Tuah of A.D. 1470 is a saga-figure in his
own biography of a century later; he is not dead but lives on in
an Upper Perak Avalon of his own. The Perak bendahara garang
of A.D. 1700 has become a legend, like the genii who helped him
to fame. Myth in Malaya has played havoc with History and even
with Romance by its reckless disregard for the credible. There
is no better motto for the student of Malay Chronicles than the
old saying of Epicharmus, " Be prudent and remember to disbelieve;
these are the sinews of the mind."
The Powers of Darkness.
Like all pious people the Malays believe firmly in Iblis, the
Evil One; the more pious the person the firmer his faith in the
Devil. Etymologically Iblis is rendered as " he who has lost all
hope "; but this root-meaning is rather fanciful. Iblis seems to
be a shortened form of the word Diabolos. Historically Iblis is
our Satan and is described rightly by Moslems as the ex-Archangel
Azaziel who rose in revolt against the Almighty and is doomed to
perdition for his sin. But he is also the subject of much guesswork;
some Moslems say that Marijah (" she of the smokeless flame ")
was his mother; others that she was his wife and the mother of
all the devils. On disputes of this sort no man can arbitrate.
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" Satan " means " the burnt one " and is the name given by
Malays to the followers of Iblis, be they the angels who revolted
with him or the devils borne to him by Her of the Smokeless Flame.
Iblis and his Satans are the greatest of the Powers of Darkness,
though they are not regarded by Islam as the custodians of Hell.
They have a pit of their own far down in the bowels of the earth.
The guardians of the seven Hells or places of human punishment
are the " Pusher-Angels/" so-called because they propel back into the
Fiery Pit any poor soul who is trying to climb out of it.
The ordinary Malay peasant knows very little about Iblis and
his following; he knows of them through books only, and he is not
a great reader. But at his mother's knee he has learnt that Malaya
is swarming from end to end with fiends of all sorts, local devils,
whose attention is undistracted by the sins of other nations and who
prey exclusively upon him and his kin. He is aware also that no
man can hope to escape them altogether, for all sickness and ills
are the work of these local fiends. He has to defer to them; to
be polite to them; almost to worship them. He knows them all
by the common name of hantu.
Hantu—crudely translated as " ghost "—is the name given in
Malaya to evil spirits, police informers and the presiding genius of
a masonic lodge. What have these three in common? Hantu is
Evil that works in darkness or secrecy; the hidden hand behind a
police prosecution; the wicked mystery in which freemasons veil
their designs upon the human race. " Would that I could see these
hantu/' said an aboriginal free-thinker; " I should dodge them and
escape all risk of injury or illness'' But Evil takes a thousand
shapes; and a demonological census in the Malay Peninsula would
be a grim undertaking indeed.
There are first the '' devils " of religion, to wit Iblis and his
host. Of them we have already spoken. Next we have the " ogres "
imported from India and Persia to add to the terrors of the Malay
forest. It was the amiable habit of Aryan conquerors to apply the
name of " ogre " to any enemy of an alien (and therefore hideous)
race. When Kaiomorz came to Persia he found the land peopled by
" ogres " who slew his son upon Mount Demavend; and to this day
some Malay geographers divide the world between the descendants
of Kaiomorz, such as the Persians and Malays, and those of the
ogres, giving as instances Europeans and Chinese. The Aryans
who conquered India had many kind of ogres to fight against:
giants, ogres with huge teeth and sunken faces, dog-faced or monkeyfaced ogres. All these are said to be found in Malaya; and nearly
all are cannibals.
The Ogres are imported hantu, creatures of literature, bestknown to the learned: while the peasant has a rich demonology of
his own. He sees a devil in every huge tree, rock of weird shape or
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monstrosity of any kind. Most of these are really the souls of
the objects that they are said to haunt. He believes also in evil
spirits of the soil, of the forest, of the mountains, of the rivers and
of the sea. He has to propitiate them all. When at sea he must
not use bad language lest he bring on a storm. In certain places
he has to use secret forms of speech so that his plans may not be
overheard and brought to naught by malignant spirits. When descending rapids in a river he must make offerings or shout out
prayers at every dangerous corner. Meteors, will-o'-the-wisps,
St. Elmo's fires,—all such phenomena are demons or the work of
demons.
The jungle is full of evil spirits. At their head is a terrible
being known to Malays as " the great H a n t u " " the tall H a n t u "
" the Spectre Huntsman." He is pre-eminent among the Powers of
Darkness;—whence his first name. He is of great height; and when
you look at him he seems to grow taller and taller;—whence his
second name. He is always hunting, his face turned skyward, a
spear in his hand, a pack of dogs behind him, and a swarm of
nightbirds flying for ever before him. What does he hunt? Tales
differ; it is something that he can never hope to find; he is like the
Phantom Ship, doomed to beat about for all eternity. All this
sounds harmless enough; but he is a baneful spirit of disease, and
even to cross his path is enough to bring on cholera. So whenever
the cry of one of his night birds is heard by a household its members
draw closer together and sit still in terror till the dread visitation
is over.
Almost any " ghost " is a spirit of disease, but some are specialists in evil and have a ghastly greatness thrust upon them. There
is, for instance, the Spirit of Smallpox. She is portrayed as a ragged
old woman who wanders begging from door to door, taking the
infection wherever she goes. Give her a wide berth; the holes in
her garments foretell the scars that she will bring. Indeed one
should have as little to do with such Spirits as possible; merely to
breathe the air where they have passed is illness though of a mild
type; to cross their path is worse; to be accosted by them is worse
still; to be attacked by them is madness or death. One spirit gives
smallpox; another gives epilepsy; many give stomach-trouble;
malaria is the special province of the gnomes of the soil. No house
should be built, no colony should be founded, without propitiating
these gnomes; and it is on record in Malay chronicles that one
State-Capital had to be given up because the spirits of the soil
were too much for its inhabitants.
What is the ordinary Malay " ghost " like and how does he
work? There is a queer story that tells us much about this matter.
A Malay woman, living in the heart of the forest with her husband,
was unlucky enough to lose him. Being unable to bury the body
by herself she sent out to ask for help and stayed at home to
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await it. But the Demons of the Forest had got wind of the
remains and started out to find them. The poor woman was sitting
by herself when she heard the patter of feet on the house-ladder
and saw an old crone—hump-backed, gap-toothed, with long skinny
fingers like talons—enter the house, go up to the body, lift up
the shroud and sniff and lick what lay under it. The terrified
widow looked up, and lo' on all the beams and rafters of the room
she saw rows of ghosts, turbaned like pilgrims to Mecca, sitting with
long legs dangling in the air. Needless to say she took to her
heels and was lucky enough to escape when they chased her. The
next morning, when the neighbours came, they found the body with
its head turned awry and all its skin marked with purple bruises
where the ghosts had been sucking it. Malay ghosts are suckers.
There are others. There are ghosts that are half visible, half unseen : limbs or heads without bodies, hands and nothing more. They
fly through the air and attack their victims who can do little against
the supernatural. When Sir Ernest Birch went to take over the
ceded new territories from the Siamese one of his Malay followers
said that he had been seeing elephant-trunks without any elephants
linked on to them. He understood this, strangely enough, as an
order to murder the Resident. Sir Ernest chanced to change his
line of march; and the would-be assassin missed his opportunity.
On speaking too openly about his vision and intentions the ghostseer was arrested by a Siamese village-headman and died a few
hours later, a raving maniac. But the form his mania took is a
type mentioned in old Malay romances.
There are also devil-birds. They are often owls, notably the
fish-owl, Ketupa javanica, which has a note like a horse's neigh and
is supposed to be the soul of a woman who has died in torment,
a victim of childbirth; the horned owl (Scops lempiji) and an owl
with a mournful note (Syrnium seloputo) both of which are birds
of ill-omen; and two other unidentified owls known in Java as
tetuhu and ketekek. Dislike of the owl is found outside Malaya;
and it is said that Kaiomorz, the Persian Adam, cursed the owl much
as the snake was cursed at the expulsion from Eden. Nor is the owl
the only bird misliked by Malays. There is a cuckoo, Eudynamis
honorata, whose note is ominous of thieves; a cuckoo-shrike, Lalage
terat, indicative of the presence of tigers; the bee-eater, Merops
sumatranus, that gives warning of the Spectre-huntsman's coming;
and some nightbirds, still unidentified, that are banshees or harbingers of death. There are, however, other birds—notably the
bulbul—that are believed to bring luck.
The most-feared demons of all are the ghosts of the deeplywronged. There is a wide-spread belief in Indonesia that an
untimely death creates a spirit of vengeance. It is countered indeed
by Islam which promises Paradise to women who die in childbirth or
men slain for their faith and country; but the belief is there and
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leads men to fear beyond all other things the ghosts of the victims
of abortion, those of women dead in labour, and, above all, those
of the murdered. The two first are puntianak, etymologically
" child-killers "; they have a special hatred of childbirth. Sir Hugh
Clifford speaks of " that weird little animal, the mati-anak, that
makes beast-noises round the graves of children." He is writing
of what is known in Sumatra as the kangkong ngeang-ngeang, the
frog-embodiment of a poor unwanted child who whines pitifully
outside the homestead of its parents to remind them of the wrong
that they have done it. Innumerable are the tales of the vampiresouls of women killed by childbirth. They become ghost-birds,
harpies, screech-owls, what you will.
The ghosts of the murdered are in a class by themselves. They
are undescribed, though the weird forms of certain sunset-clouds
are thought to represent them. Of their malignancy there is no
doubt. The chronicles of old Johor tell us that no child could
play safely at the tomb of the murdered Sultan Mahmud II at
Kota Tinggi. It is said also that when the fort at Kuala Selangor
was shelled and made untenable by the British its defenders took
a young girl, slew her and sprinkled her blood over their guns, so
that fort and guns should be a curse to the sailors who stormed and
took the place. Let one more case be quoted. The exact facts
are in dispute; the story here given is not official; it cannot be
vouched for in every detail; it is only a Malay version given to
illustrate a Malay belief.
A small body of men once entered a Malay village in chase of
some fugitive enemies. The men had been tramping all day over
a most back-breaking mountain-path and came into the hamlet
surly and dead-beat, only to find that their foes had given them the
slip. Staying in the place was an aged Malay Chief of very high
rank who had taken no part in the fighting but might be suspected
of sympathy with his own country-folk. He was questioned angrily
by one of the men and gave evasive and unhelpful answers. He
was threatened with arrest, and referred the questioner to his
superior, the Resident. Maddened by failure the man raised his
rifle and shot the Chief dead. An old Malay, sitting next the Chief,
rose up at once and denounced the act as a cowardly murder. He
also was shot. The two murdered men were buried near the hamlet
where they fell; but the graves are now lonely and deserted for no
one dares live by such a spot. It is haunted and accursed by the
story of that crime.

The Soul.
There are seven Malay words that are sometimes translatable
as " soul "; and, of the seven, not one tallies wholly with its rendering. No two peoples perhaps no two individuals, can have precisely
the same idea of what a " soul " means; and it will be best therefore
to write this chapter on historical lines.
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The Negritoes believe that they will go after death to an " Isle
of Fruits " or Land of Plenty. Plainly they regard the soul as
human in its tastes and probably in its shape. The wavy-haired
Sakai leave blowpipes, bamboo vessels and food on the graves of
their dead to help the soul on its journey elsewhere. The ProtoMalayan Jakun supply a Chief's tomb with a " soul-ladder " to help
him to climb heavenward, and with a moat on which he may paddle
a ghostly canoe. The " soul " in each case must be very like a man.
Primitive men like the negritoes are unlikely to believe in
eternal punishment, social distinctions among the dead, or the separation of the good from the wicked. They are unaware that such
things exist even on earth. But when we get among the ProtoMalays and Indonesians we learn that all souls do not fare alike.
The nomad Punans of Borneo believe in a slippery bridge over
which the dead have to pass; and in a huge hornbill that tries to
startle them into falling into the jaws of a fish waiting below. The
Malanaus have a similar doctrine. The Kayans believe in a bridge
that is shaken by its custodian so as to upset any unwary soul into
a river where he is eaten by maggots or a huge fish. The Protomalayan Jakun and even the Malays themselves claim to know of
a " shaking bridge " that may upset the travelling dead into a
boiling brew below them. It is most unlikely that these ideas are
taken from Islam, though the latter also speaks of a bridge across
the midst of Hell, sharper than a sword and thinner than a hair,
" and the Believers shall pass, while the People of the Fire shall
slip into the Fire." Still the coincidence is startling.
It must not be thought that the poor souls who fail to cross
this bridge of death are those of the wicked. The Punans and
Malanaus supply their dead with an offering of beads with which
to bribe the terrible being who wants to tilt them into the river.
The Kayans think that a man who has been a head-hunter in this
life is unlikely to have trouble over any bridge of this sort. We
see now how the idea of this death-journey can be used to influence
the funeral ceremonies or to enforce certain conduct during life.
If we leave the primitive Punans and Proto-Malays and come
to the more advanced Indonesians we meet with a new idea, that
a man's mode of death decides his fate afterwards. The Kayans
divide the afterworld into five districts. They relegate the souls
of those who have died natural deaths to a land where they live
much as they lived on earth. They send the souls of those who
have died violent deaths to the shores of a Lake of Blood where
they wed the souls of women who have died in childbirth. They
think that the souls of stillborn children go to a place of their own
where they enjoy happiness because they have never known pain.
They place the souls of the drowned in a home under the rivers
where they are given the use of all property that has been lost
in the waters. They tell off the souls of suicides to a miserable
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existence on a diet of roots, berries and other jungle-produce. Incidentally the Kayans do not allow their dead to mix in the next
life with those of other races; the next world, like this, has its
political boundaries. The influence of these Indonesian ideas is
seen clearly in the Malay fear of the ghosts of murdered men,
unwanted children and women who have died in childbirth. They
are visitors from the Sea of Blood.
Now and again among Malays we come upon the belief that
the soul of a human being has become incarnate in an animal. In
literature this is commonly an echo of an old Hindu or Buddhist
legend; in real life we may have to find an explanation in the cry
of the animal itself. That of a " devil-bird " or screech-owl, for
instance, suggests the shriek of a woman in travail. Soul-embodiments of this sort are included in the long list of the Powers of
Darkness.
Lycanthropy or the idea that a man may assume in his lifetime
the form of a beast of prey is also common in Malaya. In books
this may be made due to a curse by the Hindu divinity Kala; but
in real life the belief is confined to the tiger, whose form certain
people are credited with assuming at will. Ideas of this sort are
found all over the world and have usually little to do with any
theory of the soul. In Malaya the link is closer. Some persons
and even families are said to be unable to become tigers while they
live and yet turn into tigers when they die. Indeed the tiger-soul
is so well-known in Malaya that it has to be given a chapter to
itself.
As the Malays were once Buddhists or Hindus and are now Moslems we have to reckon among Malay Beliefs doctrines that are borrowed from three great World-Religions. The Hindu and Buddhist
teaching of re-incarnation is met with in Malaya in literature and
poetry more than in everyday life. The Moslem doctrine of the
soul, officially accepted as the only truth, is really that of a risen
body and can be discussed as such. But the mystics of Islam take
rather a different view of the soul; to them it is the All-in-all while
the body is " illusion." Mysticism has been given already a chapter
to itself.
To sum up: there are in Malaya five distinct doctrines of the
future life. One is that man survives as a shadowy unsubstantial
ghost; another that his soul may become an animal; a third is the
doctrine of metempsychosis; a fourth that he lives again in an
incorruptible body; a fifth is the mystic teaching that the individual
soul becomes one with the soul of the Universe. There is also a
sixth idea of the soul—one that is linked up with Indonesian animism
and has no special reference to the life to come. It is the theory
that the spirit of man is a bird, timid and tenuous, that leaves the
body in sleep, unconsciousness or death.
Malays believe that all Nature is alive; that there is a soul
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in every tree, rock, or mountain; in iron, in rice, in alluvial tin;
briefly, in everything that we consider animate or inanimate. Alarm
the tin-soul in a mine and the tin disappears. Frighten the soul
out of rice and the seed-grains will not germinate. All nature is
teeming with invisible life; countless ears are listening to all we
say. Take trees for instance. Every tree has its soul; exceptional
trees have souls of exceptional power. Walk through the country
and you will see small altars, strips of coloured cloth and other marks
of veneration at the foot of any tree of unusual shape or size. Try
to get Malays to fell such a tree; they refuse at once. The tree
is " haunted "; to cut it down would mean sickness or worse.
Naturally there is much confused thinking in all these beliefs.
A Malay feels that there is something " haunting " a tree; he does
not wait to ask whether it is a soul, a tutelary spirit, or a mere
ghost that is nesting in its branches. How, indeed, is he to find out?
All he knows is that there is something very wrong about the tree
and that he had better avoid it. A District Officer once had one
of these large haunted trees in his grounds. His Malay friends
gave it a wide berth but during a night of heavy rain a Malay was
induced to accompany the D.O. on a short cut passing under the
tree. Within a week the Malay was dead.
It need not be thought that all " souls " are aggressive like
the soul of this tree; some are timid; others are only fastidious.
The soul of tin-ore objects to raw cotton, limes and earthenware,
and to a man wearing another man's clothes or mimicking the behaviour of a sorcerer. All such things are strictly taboo on Malayan
mines. The soul of rice is so timorous that it has to be approached
with terms of endearment and with elaborate ritual; above all things,
the blade of the fatal reaping-knife has to be hidden under the hand
and the rice-stalks must be drawn between the fingers so that the
grains may not know what is happening when they are severed from
their parent-plant. Otherwise the seed-rice will lose its " s o u l " ;
it will have no life and next year's crop will fail. Much, indeed,
has been written about the ritual of the ricefield; the ricefield plays
a great part in Malay life.
The soul of rice is a bird like the soul of man. But not all
souls are birds. It is said in Patani that at night the souls of the
soil may be seen " in waste places, leaning on long sticks, wearing
red caps and eating earth." This description represents them as
genii of Arabia; it flatters them. Elsewhere they are pictured as
cattle, especially buffaloes; etymologically they may be pigs. Figs
or no they have to be propitiated. In Abdullah's time the spirits
of the soil under St. Andrew's Cathedral were said to be
clamouring for heads and to be threatening the Governor
and his officials with death if a building of such a size
was to be laid upon the earth without some quid pro quo to the
poor souls living below it. To satisfy these ghostly complaints
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Indian convicts were said to be hiding in ambush to waylay and
slay the unwary and " bury their heads in a great hole under the
building." The scare, of course, ended in nothing. The gnomes
under the Raffles Institution were placated by the sacrifice of three
luckless 'coolies who fell from the scaffolding while the building was
going up. Panic about the need for heads is known to occur even
now, and the more sophisticated Malays laugh at these scares as
" bloater-seasons." because, in the Straits, sun-dried fish are sold
headless. Even the great Bombay riots of 1929 were provoked bv
the malicious spread of a rumour of this sort.
One question remains; why should the human soul be thought
to be a bird? Be it remembered that this " soul " of the animists has
nothing to do with survival after death; it is the spirit of existence
in this world, a thing that man shares with all nature. Being the
consciousness that flies in dreams to visit absent friends or distant
lands it is essentially bird-like. There are tales of such birds
having been caught and caged, leaving their owners at the mercy
of their captors; there are charms for snaring the wandering soul
of a girl in the interest of her lover; there is also the well-known
legend of the Sleeping Beauty, whose slumbers could never be
broken till the bird of her consciousness was freed to return to her.
The call to the Bird of Life,—though it has been translated by the
unromantic words " Cluck, cluck, Soul of So-and-so,"—is really
the tenderest expression in the Malay tongue, as in the local verse,
Though absence wrings this heart of mine,
And far apart are we,
Her braided tresses still entwine
The very soul of me.
The Risen Body.
Many people think that the Prophet was speaking in parables
when he painted Heaven as a Paradise of sensual delights. They may
be right. But there is little doubt that Mohammed believed firmly
in the immortality of the senses. Once he was asked by an old Arab
lady whether she might hope to enter Paradise. " No old woman
can ever pass into Heaven," was his answer. He then went on to
tell the disappointed dame that rejuvenation went with Eternal Life;
and elsewhere he has given us details of the incorruptible body, even
to its digestive processes. Of the soul as a distinct entity he seems
to have thought little. It was immortal, certainly; it gave sentient
life to the body both on earth and in Heaven; but it is treated as
having no separate life of its own. In one passage, it is true, we
are told that the souls of the unborn and even of the unconceived
offered up praise to God. Such an event is treated as most exceptional and even miraculous, just as when Sun, Moon and
Stars are said to worship the Almighty.
Apart from mystics—who look upon the body as illusive and
the Soul as the only thing that Is—religious Malays think in terms
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of the body only. A dead man is believed by them to come to life
again at least twice soon after death. He is said to lift himself
slightly on his right elbow to listen to the talkin or last exhortation
to the dead,—an address that is meant to prepare him for the examination that he is about to undergo. He is again awake and living
when he is questioned by Munkar and Nakir, the Angel-Interrogators of the Dead; and it is on his sentient limbs that their blows
fall when his answers do not agree with their sense of the fitness
of things. It is his body, not Ms soul, that is alive at these times.
Certain bands on a dead man's winding-sheet are left undone to
allow for movement; and marks on a newly-buried body are explained as bruises from the clubs of Munkar and Nakir.
Belief in a risen body does not tally with the older ideas of
the Malays but it has affected them in two well-known cases at least.
The first is that of a graveyard ghost that goes by many local names:
the risen ghost, the parcel-ghost, the sheeted ghost, the roller-ghost,
the huddler-ghost, the badger-ghost. It is the ghost of a man who
has sworn falsely after calling on the earth to spit out his body
should he be telling aught but the absolute truth. Malays who have
watched over the grave of one of these perjurers claim to have seen
vapour rise slowly from it and then condense into the grim form of
a corpse in all its funeral wrappings. The earth has " spat o u t "
the liar's body. The ghost is black-faced, long-nosed, hideous in
aspect; it can move along only by rolling over and over on its side;
it decays slowly, emitting a horrible stench. Last of all it falls to
pieces and is scattered to the winds.
There is in Sumatra a strange badger known to science as
Mydaus meliceps. It defends itself against its enemies by making
a smell that can be sensed a mile away and at close quarters can
almost stun or paralyze. This unpleasant animal is linked in name—
perhaps identified—with the ghost that we are describing. The ghost
has a thin squeaky voice and loves eating eggs; are these traits
shared with Mydaus meliceps?
It is vindictive—rolling about the ground in quest of neighbours
who plagued it in its lifetime and whom (if caught) it tickles till
they die. It is an object of much dread to all who live near a
cemetery.
Malays believe (as we have seen) that the souls of those who
die violent or untimely deaths become ghosts of peculiar wickedness,
but do not regard such ghosts as being the risen bodies of the dead.
An occasional exception is that of a woman who has died in childbirth. She becomes a vampire and preys on women like herself.
True, she ought to assume a bird-shape—that of the fish-owl, Ketupa
javanica; but there is much confusion in demonology; and the fishowl may become a harpy, and the harpy a beautiful woman. The
true Malayan vampire (the " sucker ") should be a woman, and
one still in the land of the living. In any case there is an ex-corporal
of police, Monoh by name, who has testified on oath as an eye-witness
to the existence of such dead vampires or " ghosts."
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" I had an experience of a vampire when I was stationed in
Rembau. I had then to go on rounds at night past a cemetery; and
my wife, who was a bit of a diviner, warned me once not to go that
was lest evil befall me. Well, it was my business to go there; the
night was bright moonlight; and, after all, as I said to myself, ' What
do women know about anything 7 So I went.
At the time I thought nothing of it; but when I came near
the cemetery an old man who lived thereby gave me a word of warning. ' Be careful, my boy; five days ago a woman was buried here
after death in childbirth and she is now a vampire and plaguing
people.' I answered, ' Thank you, old man; it will be all right.'
It was about 9 p.m. and I was going along a little nervously
when I saw a new-made grave and said to myself, i Surely that must
be the tomb of the woman who has turned vampire.' Then I walked
on boldly as if I did not mind it at all; but God knows what I
felt like, for the place was lonely and no houses were quite close by.
As I neared the grave itself I turned and had a good look at it.
May I be blessed if there was not something lying on it, just like
a corpse in its winding-sheet! When I saw this, I looked hard at
it once more after rubbing my eyes to be quite sure that they had
not failed me; but, sure enough, there was no mistake; there was
the body in its wrappings, motionless as in sleep. My hair stood on
end; my flesh went hot and cold; my limbs shuddered; the blood
left my cheeks; had anybody stabbed me with a knife I could not
have bled. My feet felt like lead; my body was weighed down; my
mouth could not even open to repeat a Koran text.
After that I simply bolted for all I was worth,—a bird would
have been hard put to it to keep up with me; but I found myself
then in an even worse plight, for there was the corpse clinging to
my back! God alone can tell how startled and horrified I felt: my
breath came in quick short pants, and I nearly fainted with terror.
Knowing no better I turned and seized the body as if to cast it off.
I found the ghost soft and yielding to the touch, but gave it so
violent a jerk that even a man in his full strength would have been
knocked down and battered. Then I took to my heels again as hard
as I could run, without watching where I was running; and I only
came to my senses when I found myself floundering in somebody's
muddy rice-field. Even then, there was the corpse with her arms
well round my waist.
This drove me desperate. In sheer despair I became bold and
worked myself up, saying, ' What have I to fear?—this is a woman;
I am a man; why be frightened? ' I remembered my knife, drew it
and stabbed the body time after time. To my surprise I neither cut
her to bits, nor slew her, nor even wounded her; all I could hear
was the " rip-rip " of her torn winding-sheet while through the rents
T could see a thigh with flesh of the fairest colouring, and through
her torn mouthband there came the panting of a woman in pain.
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Haply, where we were struggling, there was a disused well with a
little water in it; into this well I thrust the body; after which I closed
the well-mouth with grass and took to my heels again. This time T
found a house; and though it was pass midnight I knocked up the
inmates and was let us in; but it was quite a long time before I could
come out with a word of explanation."
The Sucker or Vampire.
In the State of Kedah (so Sir Frank Swettenham tells us)
everybody who is anybody owns a familiar or pelesit. A Kedah lady
once told him that by means of this spirit she had secured a proper
hold over her husband and could plague any of her friends who tried
to spite her. How is a pelesit to be got? It is quite an easy matter.
You recite certain incantations and then swallow your shadow.
During the night a child will appear suddenly and put out its tongue
at you. Seize that tongue. It will turn into a small living creature,
the pelesit, while the rest of the child fades away. Mr. Skeat indeed
knows of a simpler method. Dig up a child's dead body; bite off its
tongue; that tongue will turn into a pelesit.
So far, so good; but there is reason even in Myth and we are
tempted to ask, '' Why should a dead child's tongue turn into a
familiar spirit?" Let us track the tale across the water into Sumatra
where we get rather a different likeness of our pelesit. The word
means (literally) " sucker." If a Malay bleeds and there is no
stopping the haemorrhage a cry goes up, " The vampire is sucking
still." If a child wastes away without any visible cause, " His
blood is being sipped by a pelesit." In each case the " sucker " is
thought to be the sorcerer himself and not his familiar.
There are three kinds of these vampire-wizards: two are
Sumatran; the third is a Peninsular type.
The first is a " corpse-sucker " or ghoul. He walks about the
country like any other peasant; and when he sees a fine chubby little
child he licks his lips in prospective enjoyment. Luring his victim
to a quiet spot he takes a slight sip of its blood so as to make sure
that it will pine away and die; and when the child is dead and buried
he grovels on the grave at night-time and by the force of his sucking
draws the little body out of the earth. He then carries off his prey
to his own home, brings it to life by magic art, fattens it up again,
slaughters it and cooks it. All this is believed implicitly by Sumatran
Malays who tell tales of scoundrelly ghouls being caught in the act
by sharp-sighted neighbours and blackmailed properly under threat
of betrayal to the Dutch authorities. Corroborative detail of this
sort gives quite a modern touch to a very old superstition.
The second kind of vampire-wizard is the " headless sucker."
By great skill in magic, possibly by selling his soul to the devil, a
sorcerer may hope to get the gift of detaching his head from its body
and sending it off on errands of evil while the rest of him stays
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quietly at home. The head blackens and changes in form; the eyes
expand and stick out; the ears grow into wings and flap the head
along through the air; the whole is an image of terror that palsies its
victims into stillness. Or again the head may be invisible and so
more dangerous still. Whatever it " sucks " is doomed. Let one
story suffice.
A decent man was once married to one of these headless suckers.
During the night she rose from her sleep to prey on a stillborn child,
that is to say, her head went off on this errand and her body stayed
behind rolled up in a sheet at her husband s side so as to look like a
sleeping woman. By God's Will, the husband awoke. He then tried
to wake his wife, but much as he shook her she would not get up. In
his fright he pulled away her coverlet; and lo, there she lay, headless!
Then he realized for the first time what it was he had married. He
got some needles; stuck them point-upwards in his wife's neck; and
pretended to be asleep. Presently his wife's head came flying back,
fitted itself to the body, and went off to sleep. When morning came
he heard his wife complain to her mother that her neck felt very
sore. Thereupon he went off, took up pen and ink and wrote out
a formula of divorce, saying, " Here is your divorce, you headless
vampire."
The third type has grown out of the second by the use of simple
reasoning. A sucker can hardly drink the blood of his victims with
his head alone; he must take his viscera along with him to empouch
the blood that he sucks. So, in the Peninsula, we hear of a Penanggalan or " Severed Head," described bv Sir Hugh Clifford as the
" horrible wraith of a woman who has died in childbirth and comes
to torment small children in the guise of a fearful face and bust
with many feet of bloody training entrails in her wake." Or let the
well-known Malay writer Abdullah Munshi describe this vampire
in his own way.
" Sir," said I (to Mr. Milne), "listen to my tale of the
Severed Head. It was once a woman. She used the magic arts
of a demon in whom she believed, and devoted herself to his
service night and day for an agreed term, after which she was
able to fly. Her head and neck were then loosened from her
body, the intestines being attached to them and hanging down
in strings. The body remained where it was. Wherever the
person whom she wished to iniure chanced to live, thither flew
head and bowels to suck his blood; and the person whose blood
was sucked was sure to die. If the blood and water which
dripped from the intestines touched any person, serious illness
followed at once and his body broke out in open sores. For
this reason it is usual at all houses where a birth occurs to hang
up spiky leaves at the doors and windows or to place thorns
wherever there is blood, lest the Severed Head come and suck
it, for this vampire has a dread of thorns in which her entrails
may get caught. It is said that a Severed Head came once to
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a man's house at midnight and got caught; and she had to
remain there till daylight when people saw her and slew her.
Any woman who has the power of becoming a Severed
Head makes a point of keeping at her house a store of vinegar
in a jar or tub of some kind. In this she soaks her intestines;
for when they issue forth from the body they swell up and
cannot be put back again; but after being soaked in vinegar
they shrink to their former size and enter the body again.
There are many people who have seen Severed Heads flying
about with their entrails dangling all about them and shining
at night like a swarm of fireflies. Such at least, is the tale that
my seniors have told me, but God forbid that I should give it
any credence."
In Negri Sembilan we hear again of this third vampire under
another name. Skeat gives a charm for dealing with it:
" Hither, my white fowls; hither, my black fowls,
Peck at the trailing entrails of the manjang,
Peck at his heart, his liver and his spleen."
In name at least, this manjang shows some kinship with certain
" familiars " {hantu anjang) of Kedah and the " clawed " bajang of
Perak.
All vampires—be they " severed heads " or harpies or " childkillers " are birth-spirits—they prey on newly-born children and are
the subject of many precautions. With a shrill cry of i-i-i-i they
rush to any place where a young child lies or a birth is expected;
and if they secure an entrance, woe betide mother and child! For
this reason an expectant father never goes straight home; he looks
in on some friends on the way in the hope that the spying vampire
may mistake his address. Or again he puts thorns all about his
house; or uses nets or coconut shells with many holes to bewilder her
with their many entrances; or puzzles her with dummy babies; or
induces her to run after a cat; or fills his room with the things she
abhors such as iron, turmeric, rice-paste and the smoke of incense.
Pious Moslems tell us that these child-killers are the souls of women
who loved unwisely and met a horrible end; but the belief is older
than Islam. They are the souls of women who wander disconsolate
on their way to the Indonesian " Sea of Blood " where they are to
meet their spouses, the Souls of the Murdered, a class of ghost that
is more dangerous still.
The three " suckers " that have been depicted would give us
an adequate idea of the Malayan vampire were it not for the tangled
nature of local demonology. In various places we hear of " vampiregrasshoppers," " bird-vampires," " vampire-bracelets," " fro^-vampires," " vampire clawmarks." Ideas of this sort may owe their birth
to disorderly thinking but are too widespread to be overlooked.
We have first a cricket or grasshopper, a Phasma, that is said
to fly in a wild somersaulting way suggestive of the flight of the
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" Severed Head." A " sucker " indeed has to fly backwards and
must find it a matter of great difficulty—witness 'the tubs of vinegar—to get its viscera to drop through the neck-cavity into the
body; so the Phasma that suggests its movements is known variously as " the vampire,'' " the demon " and the " familiar." In a
sense it is all three. Pelesit in the Peninsula means " the rustler."
It is the small living creature " that helps Kedah ladies to get the
better of their husbands—and may also be put to blood-sucking
and other unfair uses that expose its owner to the fate meted out
by Malay custom to practioners of the Black Art. In that event
it is said to rise to the surface and escape in air-bubbles when its
master is gasping for breath as his head is held with a forked stick
under water till life is extinct. If no grasshopper is seen to fly away
the drowned man may be deemed to have been guiltless of withcraft.
All familiar spirits are really " suckers "; they have to be fed on
blood. This is what Abdullah says of them.
" The blood of a murdered man must be taken and put
into a narrow-necked bottle. Then prayers are said over it
and something or other is read, I don't know what, but it has
to be memorized. After seven days of this ritual (or twice seven,
according to some people), a sound is heard proceeding from
the bottle, like the cheep of a young bird. The wizard then
cuts his finger and inserts it into the bottle for the familiar to
suck. Every day he has to feed it with his blood."
The true vampire or sucker has come also to be confused with
the fish-owl (Ketupa javanica), a "devil-bird or "screech-hawk"
that has a cry like that of a lost soul. It is said to be the spirit
of a mother dead in childbirth and to take the form of a harpy—
half woman half-bird—with long black trailing tresses covering a
hole in her back or neck, through which it sucks the blood of children
or through which its entrails may be seen. It is indeed a tangle of
divergent ideas: the owl, as a bird of ill omen; the malignant ghost
of a woman untimely dead; the " sucker " with its taste for blood
its exposed intestines, and its attacks on childbirth—witness the
thorns and brambles with which it is kept off. So also (as we have
seen) the " frog-vampire " is only a birth-spirit, the ghost of a stillborn child.
One demon alone remains, the " long-clawed one," the bajang,
against whose attacks young children wear a protective " vampirebracelet " of black thread. His " claw-marks " are seen on the
thighs of women after childbirth; his spreading talons give their
name to the tenon in carpentry and to the skirts of a swallow-tailed
coat. Yet he has been identified with the vampire-cricket which has
no claws; with the bottle-imp which is equally clawless; and with
the " Severed Head," the manfang of Negri Sembilan, who flies off
with intestines trailing behind him but leaves his talons at home.
What then are the claws of the bajang? The bajang, as a wizard's
familiar, may be a " sucker," a cricket or a bottle-imp; but he can
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be identified also with another and better-known familiar, the longclawed " tiger-spirit " of the aboriginal shaman. Of that " tigerspirit " we have now to speak.
The Were-Tiger.
A District Officer in Jelebu chanced one day to ask the heirs of
a dead man to take out letters of administration to his estate. They
fidgeted and shirked replying. Pressed to obey they said that the
deceased was " not exactly dead.'' Pressed still further they explained that he had become a tiger and might take exception to what
they were asked to do.
This is no isolated case. Mr. Berkeley reported that the last
man given tree-burial in Upper Perak was one Pawang Kwa; " he
is now a tiger with a white patch." Mr. George Bellamy from Kuala
Selangor wrote to a local journal, " When walking along the shore*
if you chance to meet a very large tiger, let it pass unharmed; it is
only Raja Abdullah's ghost and in proof thereof you will see it leaves
no footmarks on the sand.." Who are these human tigers?
In Jempol there are whole families of " tiger-breed " men. Outwardly they may resemble you or me; but this is what a Malay writer
says about them.
" In their lifetime as human beings members of these families are said to be peculiarly related to certain tigers of the forest
whom they vaguely recognize as incarnations of dead relatives.
These tiger-relatives sometimes come to the compounds of their
human kinsmen, protect their cattle from the attack of foreign
tigers, their poultry from civet-cats, and their ricefields and
tapioca-plantations from the ravages of wild boars."
Let us read also what happens when these men are ill.
" When a member of one of these families is ill there is
always one tiger at least haunting the neighbourhood of the
patient's house. He comes closer and closer as night approaches
If the illness is serious or the patient is dying the tiger
will show signs of trouble and uneasiness. He groans, makes
piteous noises ant restlessly moves from one end of the compound to the other."
It is only after their deaths that they become tigers.
" In ordinary cases the prospective tiger dies peacefully and
then becomes a tiger. No one has ever cared or dared to go
and watch what really happens at the grave during the fewnights following the burial. They say that some days after the
burial the white shroud of the buried body is found lying beside
the grave, torn and tattered; and a hole of the size of man's
body is found to have been made into the grave, while the footprints of the tiger are seen everywhere. From this it is concluded that the tigers must take the corpse and bear it into the
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forest where the metamorphosis takes place in some inexplicable
way. A tiger representing the dead person makes his appearance shortly afterwards
If the dead person had a deformed
leg the new tiger also has a deformed leg. If the person was
baldheaded the tiger also is baldheaded."
Our authority ends his article on the tiger-breed families with
the following statement.
" Belief in were-tigers whose transformation takes place
during life is general all over the Peninsula. But as a rule the
power is ascribed to the people of the Korinchi tribe from
Sumatra. The possession of the power by a person is said to
be indicated by the absence of the furrow which ordinary men
have on their upper lip immediately below the nose. Tigers of
this sort are called harimau chenaku or harimau jadi-jadian.
They change back into man just as the man changes into tiger.

This last paragraph can be confirmed from many sources. Sir
Prank Swettenham writes of the Korinchi men.
" Another article of almost universal belief is that the people of a small State in Sumatra called Korinchi have the power
of assuming at will the form of a tiger, and in that disguise
they wreak vengeance on those they wish to injure
At
night when respectable members of society should be in bed the
Korinchi man slips down from his hut and assuming the form
of a tiger goes about seeking whom he may devour.
" It is only fair to say that the Korinchi people strenuously
deny the tendencies and the power ascribed to them, but aver
that they properly belong to the inhabitants of a district called
Chenaku in the interior of the Korinchi country. Even there,
however, it is only those who are practised in the occult arts who
are thus capable of transforming themselves into tigers, and the
Korinchi people profess themselves afraid to enter the Chenaku
district."
Now let us follow these Korinchi people over to their home in
Sumatra. There they not only charge the Chenaku people with
being were-tigers but bring the same accusation against certain
people in the Pasumah and Kembering districts, on Mount Dempo
and among the Rejangs. All the accused plead " not guilty " as
regards themselves while they believe firmly that the charge is true
of others. All alike agree that there are " tiger-cities " of the type
described by Marsden more than a century ago:
" They talk of a place in the country where the tigers have
a court and maintain a regular form of government in towns
the houses of which are thatched with women's hair."
These tiger-villages are located by Sumatrans mostly in the
Chenaku country and on Mount Dempo. However much the
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natives of the former locality may protest, to call a man a Chenaku
or Chindaku is tantamount to calling him a were-tiger. Says a
Sumatran writer:
" A chindaku is a man who can take the form of a tiger.
When a chindaku sees a sambhur or barking-deer he turns into
a tiger and catches it, after which he resumes his human shape
and takes it home to dinner."
Nor has Sumatra any monopoly of tiger-villages. Sir William
Maxwell referred in his time to "an extraordinary belief that in
parts of the Peninsula there are regular enclosures where tigers
possessed by human souls live in association." In Java, according
to popular belief, similar villages are found at Broto and again at
Gadongan in the Blitar Regency; a " Gadongan tiger " is the Javanese term for a were-tiger. Indeed the belief that men can turn
themselves into animals is world-wide; it is found even in places
as unlike Malaya as the Hebrides and Sierra Leone.
We have seen that the power of assuming tiger-shape in one's
lifetime is believed by most Malays to be given only to adepts in
the Black art. Among the Sakai tribes of the Perak-Pahang border
we find a curious variant of this idea. The shaman or sorcerer is
linked with the tiger. For this reason a dead shaman is never
buried; he is placed in a raised hut or otherwise held up above
the ground so that the tiger, his familiar, may tear open his body
and release the soul. His son and successor should be present at
this time to receive from the tiger himself or from the two attendant
fairies full instruction in the dead man's magic; and should he show
any signs of fear he is liable to be torn to pieces at once. It is
said indeed that the death-rate among expectant shamans is rather
high. But it is not claimed that these Sakai sorcerers can assume
tiger-form when alive.
There are also among Malays the plainest hints that the tiger
is a sorcerer's familiar. Sir Frank Swettenham mentions " the
Tiger-Devil,—but out of politeness he is called Blian to save his
feelings." Dr. Winstedt speaks of " the shaman's usual familiar,
a tiger-spirit, as shown by growls and sniffing and crawling under
a mat." Mr. Skeat witnessed one of these " tiger " seances and
describes it in full detail.
" At length after many twitchings the shrouded figure (of
the shaman) arose amid the intense excitement of the entire
company and went upon his hands and feet. The Tiger Spirit
had taken possession of the sorcerer's body; and presently a low
but startlingly life-like growl—the unmistakable growl of the
dreaded lord of the forest—seemed to issue from somewhere
under our feet as the shrouded figure began scratching furiously
at the mat upon which it had been quietly lying, and, with
occasional pauses for the emission of the growls which had
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previously startled us and the performance of wonderful catlike leaps, rapidly licked up the handfuls of rice which had been
thrown upon the floor in front of it. This part of the performance lasted however but a few minutes, and the evident
excitement of the onlookers was raised to fever-pitch as the
bizarre and (as it seemed to our fascinated senses) strangely
brute-like form stooped suddenly forward and slowly licked
over (as a tiger would lick its cub) the all-but-naked body of
the patient—a performance of so nauseating a character that it
can hardly be conceived that any human being could persist
in it unless he was more or less unconscious of his actions. At
all events, after his complete return to consciousness at the conclusion of the ceremony, even the sorcerer experienced a severe
attack of nausea
Meanwhile however the ceremony
continued."

Sir Frank Swettenham's hantu blian does not mean (literally)
" the tiger-devil " but " the shaman's devil." " Blian " is the old
Indonesian word for " shaman,"—now superseded by politer
equivalents such as pawang, poyang, homo and malim. But in
Java and Borneo balian still survives; and the description of the
tiger as the " shaman's devil " points once more to the link between
the sorcerer and the Malayan loup-garou.
" The existence of the Malayan loup-garou " says Sir Hugh
Clifford, " to the native mind is a fact and not a mere belief. The
Malay knows that it is true. Evidence, if it be needed, may be had
in plenty; the evidence, too, of sober-minded men whose words in
a Court of Justice would bring conviction to the mind of the most
obstinate jurymen and be more than sufficient to hang the most
innocent of prisoners." On this point let us digress for a moment.
In 1917 there was an outbreak of so-called " leopard-murders "
in the Northern Province of Sierra Leone; and the local paramount
Chief came down to Freetown to seek authority for exceptional
measures against the men suspected of guilt in the matter. He
was asked:
—When you speak of " human leopards " do you mean
men who disguise themselves in leopard-skins or men who have
the power of turning themselves into real leopards?
—I mean men who become real leopards.
—But, surely, no man can turn himself into a real leopard.
—So Europeans think. We, Africans, know that they can.
Ultimately a number of real leopards were shot down with rifles
specially supplied; and the scare ceased.
But in 1913 the Colonial Office had sent out a special commission to stamp out " human leopardism " in the Imperri District
of Sierra Leone; a number of men were hanged and many more
were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment or banished as
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undesirables. Were they wizards? They were given a fair trial by
their judges and only condemned upon convincing testimony. Yes;
and yet were they found guilty on the evidence of Clifford's
" sober-minded men whose words in a Court of Justice would bring
conviction to the mind of the most obstinate jurymen and be more
than sufficient to hang the most innocent of prisoners?'' British
justice seldom makes mistakes. Murders, no doubt, there were;
'' Leopardism " may be quite another story.
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Notes and References.
Introductory.
Good accounts of Malay superstitions are to be had in Skeat's
" Malay Magic " (Macmillan, 1900) and Winstedt's " Shaman,
Saiva and Sufi" (Constable, 1925). References to " Skeat " and
" Winstedt " are to what they say in these books. Two excellent
brochures in Malay by a Malay (M. T. Sutan Lembang Alam) have
been published at Batavia by the Dutch Commissie voor de Volkslectuur to combat superstition; the first brochure is often quoted
in this paper as " Perch. Mal." (berbagai-bagai keperchayaan orang
Melayu) as it gives first-hand accounts of the beliefs that it ridicules.
For Malay things in general the reader is referred to " P.M.S. "
(Papers on Malay Subjects published by direction of the Government of the Federated Malay States) and to " J.M.A.S." (the
Journal of the Straits and Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society).
I.

Malay Beginnings.

For further general information on this subject see the opening
portion of P.M.S. (History) and Winstedt's introduction. The
older inhabitants of the Malay Peninsula are the subject of Skeat
and Blagden's " Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula " (Macmillan,
1906); they are dealt with briefly in P.M.S. (Aboriginal Tribes)
and more briefly still in P.M.S. (History). Abdullah's account
of the Mantra is taken from the second part of the Hikayat Abdullah
of which many editions have been published at Singapore. Books
have been written by Hagen on the " Kubu " (" Die Orang Kubu"
Frankfurt, 1908), White on "the Sea-gypsies of Malaya" (Seeley,
Service, 1922) and Joustra on the Minangkabau Malays, a publication of the " Minangkabau Institute." The craniological data are
taken from the first and third of these and from Kloss's article on
the Kenaboi Mantra in the " Journal of the F.M.S. Museums," v.
58. Father Borie's article on the Mantra appears in Trubner's
" Essays relating to Indo-China," 2nd Series, Vol. I, 1887, which
include also Groeneveldt's Notices of the Indian Archipelago in
old Chinese records. The " Dutch description " of the Kubu is
abridged from the opening paragraphs of van Dongen's article on
" De Koeboes" in a Dutch journal (Tijdschrift Binnenlandsch
Bestuur, xxx, pp., 225-253.) For the Punan forest-nomads and
the references to the Dyaks and to Hose and Haddon the reader
may consult Hose and Macdougall's " Pagan Races of Borneo "
(Macmillan, 1921,) esp. Vol. ii with its appendices. The subang
ear-stud is illustrated in Veth's Midden-Sumatra, vol. II, pl. xii
3, 7, 8. (Leyden, 1881). The verse on the negrito is translated
from a quatrain in the Malay romance " Awang Sulong Merah
Muda" (Singapore, 1907), p. 81.
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The Adat.

For the story in para. 1-6 see the Moestiko Adat Alam Minangkabau, (Batavia) 1920. Abdullah's references to Pahang adat
(para. 6) are taken from his Pelayaran. The Sungei Ujong saying,
(para. 7) is: Entah-lah, hai, —adat Semujong. The reference
to Mr. Humphrey's work is to his " Naning recital " (J.M.A.S.,
No. 83, pp. 1-29). But to appreciate the wide range of Malay
sayings one must go outside adat to folk-tales like the Hikayat Raja
Donan (which contains Maxwell's passage about the Malay dawn)
or, better still, to those published in the dialect of Minangkabau.
The pantun-translation is by Mr. Humphreys.
III.

The Alexander Legend.

There is a vast literature on this subject. For the original
or " Egyptian " version the reader may be referred to the actual
Greek text and to the Syriac and Ethiopic versions translated by
Sir E. Wallis Budge. The Darius story appears in the Persian
" Epic of Kings;" also in the Hindustani version which is discussed
by Rehatseek (Journal of the Bombay Branch of the R.A.S., 1881);
and in the Malay version, see P.M.S. (History; edition of 1920;
pp. 18 to 24). The story that Alexander was the son of Darius
appears again in the opening chapter of the Malay Annals and in
the second book of the Buslan al-Salatin (Singapore, 1899). The
Annals also by mentioning that Khizr converted people to the
" religion of Abraham ; ' help to explain the story that he was the
wandering and immortal Jew Ahasuerus. I am personally indebted
for much (including the identification of Idris with Andreas) to
Mr. H. A. Rose's notes to Brown's " Darvishes " (Oxford 1927).
For the story of the coming of the " mountain " dynasty to
Palembang (para. 9) see P.M.S. (History, Ed. 1923, pp. 16-27).
The Kota Kapur inscription and other dated monuments are all
described in the article of the Encyclopaedia of Netherlands India
s.v. Oudheden (antiquities). The Malay name for a sole is ikan
sa-belah or sisa nabi. The "causeway to Sumatra " statement appears on p. 86 of the ethnographical handbook of the British Museum
(1920).
IV. The Daulat.
This account of a Perak enthronement is based mainly on
information given me by H. H. the late Sultan Idris of Perak
and his Dato' Sri Nara Diraja. They were good enough to allow
me to see all the regalia, to copy the chiri and even to let me learn
the State Secret; a summary of the information obtained was recorded at the time in P.M.S. (Circumstances of Malay Life), pp.
73-77. The Perak cradle-song is given also in P.M.S. (Incidents
of Malay Life, second edition, pp. 68, 69. The Buitenzorg inscription with the footprints (para, 8) is illustrated in Colijn's " Neerlands
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Indie," vol. i, p. 210; and for the " footprint " terms used in letterwriting the reader may refer to P.M.S. (Literature iii, Proverbs and
Letter-writing) or to the appendix to Dr. Winstedt's Malay Grammar. The stories of the working of the daulat (para. 11) are taken
from the Malay Annals (Mission Press, Singapore, 1898, pp. 16,
42, 75, 78) and from the unpublished Hikayat Johor in the Batavian
Society's Library at Weltevreden. The dying words of Mansur
Shah and the covenant with Demang Lebar Daun are taken also
from the Annals, pp. 100, 16. The account of the Riau Viceroy's
position (para. 14) is taken direct from the Hikayat Bugis (Singapore, A.H. 1329), p. 36; cf. also P.M.S. (History), p. 78. This
same History (second edition) gives Sultan Husain's letter referred
to in the same paragraph. The verse closing the whole chapter is
translated from a Malay quatrain given in my Malay-English
Dictionary (Singapore, 1901), s.v. jongkong.

V. The Nobat.
The word tabal in Persian and Hindustani means " d r u m ; "
and its association with royalty appears in the well-known Omar
Khayyam passage, " Nor heed the rumbling of a distant drum."
A very good (illustrated) account of the Selangor nobat appears
in Skeat's " Malay Magic " "pp. 39 to 42). The Pasai quotation
is from the Hikayat Raja-raja Pasai, p. 12. The innovations of
the third Malacca Sultan, the Mohammed Shah of the Annals, are
given in the Annals pp. 45 to 49. The Perak Annals quotation is
from Misa Melayu, p. 38. Shahinda's " Indian Music " was published in 1914; the passages quoted are on pp. 83, 84.
VI.

Kebesaran.

For the regalia of Malaya cf.: P.M.S. (Circumstances of Malay
Life), pp. 73-77; Marsden's History of Sumatra (1784), pp. 270272. For the first Malay prince claiming the throne by showing the
regalia see Malay Annals, p. 15. For the pancha-upachara or
panchabichara cf. Mal. Annals p. 17, Hikayat Bugis p. 52. For
the story of the headman and his buffaloes see Skeat pp. 38, 39.
For the pageantry at Goa and Samarang see Campbell's " J a v a ; "
the Malacca Harbour-Master's velvet coat is referred to in Hoynck
van Papendrecht's letters in this Journal; Commodore van Braam's
grievance is in Netscher's History. The story of the Kedah flag
is in our S.S. official records.
VII.

Dress-distinctions.

An account of Malay dress is given in P.M.S. (Circumstances
of Malay Life), pp. 32-57 and 79-90. The possibilities of untailored
garments (para. 3) are brought out clearly in the illustrations to
Jasper and Pirngadie's " Batikkunst " Hague, 1916); especially in
figures 99 to 105 for the dodot and in figures 83 to 95 for headJournal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I,
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dresses. The various " cuts " (potongan) described in para. 5 are
taken from Poensen's article " lets over de kleeding der JavanenT."
For the etymology of seluar (Java serual, Sumatra sarwal, sarawal,
shilawar) see Yule's " Hobson Jobson," s.v. " Shulwaurs." The
account of the Bendahara and his headdresses and of Tun Hasan
the Temenggong setting new fashions is in the Malay Annals (p.
123). Presentation garments are also referred to in the Annals,
e.g. on p. 47. Abdullah's account of Trengganu laws on dress is
taken from his Pelayaran Abdullah; and the Minangkabau headman's description of Sumatran dress-customs is borrowed from the
Mustika Adat Alam Minangkabau.

VIII. The Sultan Muda.
The existence of a Sultan Muda in Perak was first recorded
in P.M.S. (Incidents of Malay Life), pp. 46-52. He is referred to
also by Winstedt (pp. 42, 43, 97) and in P.M.S. (History, edition
of 1920), pp. 145, 146. So far as I know this is all the literature
about him. His existence is hardly ever mentioned by Malays
and during my service in Perak I met him only once.
For the history paragraphs see P.M.S. (History, Edition of
1923), pp. 50, 51; Malay Annals, pp. 162, 163. The Batak Rabit
spirit-raising (para. 13) is recorded even in blue-books but they make
no mention of the Sultan Muda. It was his deputy, the Raja Kechil
Muda, who was the medium at that historic seance.

IX. The Shaman.
Accounts of the shaman and his seance are given by Winstedt
(pp. 96-115), Skeat 56-61, the Encyclopaedia of Netherlands India
s.v. " Sjamanen," and in many books on Indonesian and ProtoMalayan tribes. Hagen indeed gives a good photograph of a Kubu
shaman at work with his singer near him. The account of a Perak
pawang's position is taken from P.M.S. (Ninety-nine Laws), pp.
41, 48; but reference can also be made to p. 25, " the pawang is
king in the house of a sick patient, in the ricefield and in the mine."
For his seances over the sick see: Winstedt 96-106; Skeat 409-455;
Swettenham's "Malay Sketches," pp. 153-159; J.M.A.S. No xii
222-232; White's " Sea- Gypsies;" Hose and Macdougall's "Pagan
Tribes of Borneo," ii 129-135; Hagen's " Kubu," p. 139. For his
work in the ricefield see: P.M.S. (Rice-planting), 75-95; J.M.A.S.
xxx 297-304; J.M.A.S. xxix, 7-12. For his work in mines see Hale
in J.M.A.S. xvi 303-320 and Pasqual in the Selangor Journal
(quoted by Skeat 263-265).
X.

The Mystic.

A general account of Moslem Mysticism and Mystic Orders may
be obtained from Brown's " Darvishes " (Oxford, 1927), Nicholson's
"Studies in Islamic Mysticism" (Cambridge, 1921), Depont
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Coppolani's " Confreries Religieuses Musulmanes (Algiers, 1926)
or in shorter form from the articles on Mysticism in the Encyclopaedia of Religions and the Encyclopaedia of Islam. But the
higher philosophy of the subject is apt sometimes to overshadow
the mysticism of the average dervish just as the conduct of the
average dervish may discredit the ideals of Mysticism. For esoteric
Mysticism in the Malay world the reader is referred specially to
Rinkes' " Abdurraoef van Singkel " (Heerenveen 1909); this book
gives all the Arabic technical terms connected with the Mystic Way
(para. 5; 6, 7, 8). But for exoteric Mysticism and the ratib (para.
14, 15) see Snouck Hurgronje's " Achehnese " (Leyden, 1906).
The first two verse-translations (para. 3, 4) are from Brown's
" Darvishes." The third is from the Malay in J.M.A.S., vol. I,
p. 316. The quotation about the conduct of Indian dervishes is
taken from Herklots' " Qanoon-e-Islam " (Madras, 1895). Winstedt
mentions incidentally (p. 169) the saving of Abu Said (para. 3,13),
and (p. 168) the mystic belief in the transience of Eternal Punishment (para. 9,13). The incident in Negri Sembilan (para 13) is
given from personal knowledge.

XL The World Invisible.
The " haunted height " (para. 1) is Gunong Hantu; for Mount
Ophir and Rembau Peak, see Skeat (pp. 71, 82), Winstedt (p. 24);
for the accounts of the jin (para. 5) see the Bustan al-salatin, vol.
i, p. 30-32 and Perch. Mal. 37, 39. Bidadari is the usual word for
" fairy " in romance; it is used for the Moslem houris in the Bostan
(i, 41) and Perch. Mal. (p. 45). Other references are: for the
habits of the invisible elves (para. 8, 9,) see Perch. Mal. 71-73,
P.M.S. (Amusements) p. 12; for the badi (para. 19) see Perch. Mal.
56; for Langkasuka see P.M.S. Amusements,) pp. 39, 40, P.M.S.
(History, 1908) p. 8, Rouffaer, Was l Malaka genaamd Malajoer,'
pp. 86-103; J.M.A.S., vol., i, p. 153; Groeneveldt in "Essays
relating to Indo-China," Second Series, vol. i.
The " Hidden Ones " are the Orang Bunian. The " Unseen
Folk " are (Java) siluman, (Kedah) si-lemboyan, (Sumatra) sikulambaian. This last figures as the giant wonderworker si-kelembai
or Sang-Kelembai, (Pahang) Gedembai, (Kedah) Gedebai. The
snail (Ampullaria) is kelambuai. On the whole question see the
Sumatran Perch. Mal. 71-73.

XIII. The Powers of Darkness.
For the derivation of Iblis and Shaitan (para. 1, 2) see Lane's
Arabic Lexicon and " the Darvishes " (p. 33, note). The " pusherangels " (para. 5) are the malak zabaniah. " O g r e s " (para 5)
include the afrit or ifrit of Persia (Bost. Sal. ii 6), and the danawa
and daitya (titans), gergasi, bota and raksasa (cannibal ogres) and
hantu doman (dog-faced or monkey-faced ogres), all of India. For
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the " great hantu " (h. raya), " tall hantu " (h. tinggi) or " spectre
huntsman " (hantu pemburu) in para. 7 see Perch. Mal. 15, Winstedt
9, Skeat 113-120. For the Spirit of Small-pox (indok pamenan)
in para. 8 see Perch Mal. 74—77. The capital that was abandoned
(para. 8) because the " ghosts of the soil " were too much for the
inhabitants was Tanah Puteh; see Malay Annals 189. The story
in para. 9 is given in J.M.A.S. No. 67, pp. 92-84. For half-visible
ghosts (para. 10) see van der Tuuk's Kawi-Balinese Dictionary
vol. ii p. 820. For " devil-birds " (para. 13) see the same dictionary,
vol. ii p. 820 also. For birds generally (para. 11) cf. Skeat 109141. The mati-anak passage (para. 12) is from Clifford's " In
Court and Kampong," p. 231. The Kangkong ngeang-ngeang is
described Perch. Mal. 72. The puntianak (para. 12) is the subject
of much literature; cf. Encyclopaedia of Netherlands India, s.v.
" Pontianak."
The story of the forces haunting Sultan Mahmud's tomb (para.
13) is from the Hikayat Johor; it may be compared with Skeat, p.
17, on the same subject. For the killing of the child at Kuala
Selangor see P.M.S. (History, 1920. p. 161).
XIII.

The Soul.

The seven Malay words that may sometimes be translated as
" soul " are nyawa, jiva, roh, arwah, malaikat, sokma, and semangat.
Of these seven semangat is the soul of Indonesian animism, the
" soul of things " to which Winstedt devotes pp. 64-74 of his book.
Sokma is the Hindu or Buddhist soul, the soul of Metempsychosis.
Roh is properly the spirit of life; it is an Arabic word used sometimes
by Malays as an equivalent or synonym for semangat and also by
mystics for " soul " in their sense of the term. Nyawa, properly
" life," is used in both senses of roh and also in the few cases
where the Moslem spirit of life is referred to as existing apart
from the body. Jiwa occurs sometimes as a variant of nyawa and
synonym of semangat. Malaikat, properly " angel," is used in one
or two passages to describe the spirit of a dead man. Arwah, really
the plural or roh, is usually translatable as manes (of the dead),
e.g. in connection with feasts given in honour of the dead.
Skeat's account of the Malay idea of the human soul as a sort
of " thumbling " or " mannikin " (p. 47) is not supported by any
other writer on Malay magic, nor by anything that any Malay has
ever told me, nor even by his own quoted " charm " which addresses
it as a "bird "—which it is. His divergence from other writers
seems to be due to a wish to make Malay ideas harmonize with
Professor Tylor's "classical definition " of the primitive man's idea
of what a soul is (Skeat, p. 49). The semangat of man is a bird,
a burong pingai, and is so addressed not only in many charms but
also in the well-known call kur semangat, a call to birds translated
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by Skeat as " cluck, cluck, soul of So-and-So." The soul of rice
is also a bird. The gnomes of the soil are like cattle; cf. Perch.
Mal. 13.
The older theory that the human soul is like a human being
and has to cross a difficult bridge after death can be verified not
only by Dyak beliefs (given in Hose's book) and by Proto-Malay
ideas (cf.—as to a death-journey—Winstedt, pp. 148, 149) but even
from Malay literature; cf. van der Tuuk's Kawi-Balinese dictionary,
vol. i., p. 441, where a Malay passage is quoted referring to this
bridge (known as the jambatan jugal-ja gil—Balinese titi agil), not
razor-edged but shifting and treacherous, over a boiling brew
(bubur yang amat panas).
The idea of metempsychosis still survives in love-poetry.
Thus in the Hikayat Koris there is a couplet Kalau mati balek
menjelma tuanku juga patek pertuan (and should I die and be
reincarnated, thee once again would I take for my lord). Such
expressions are not uncommon even now.
The tiger-soul, the risen body and the soul of mysticism are
discussed in separate chapters. For Dyak ideas of the future life
see Hose and Macdougall's " Pagan Tribes of Borneo," vol ii. pp.
40-50,

XIV. The Risen Body.
For the " souls" (nyawa) of the unborn and unconceived
praising God (para i), see Bostan al-salatin i 9; for the dead
man listening to the talkin (para. 2), cf. Skeat p. 406; a story of
bruises being ascribed to Munkar and Nakir is given by Winstedt
in his " Malayan Memories."
The names of the " graveyard ghost " (para. 4) are hantu
kubur (cemetery ghost), h. bangkit (risen ghost), h. bungkus (parcel
ghost), h. kochong (sheeted ghost), h. golek (roller ghost), h. jerongkong (huddler ghost), kamolo' (badger ghost); for an account of
it see Perch. Mal. 67-71. Corporal Monoh's sworn statement (para.
7-end) is translated from Perch. Mal. 58-61.
XV.

The Sucker or Vampire.

For para, i see Skeat, p. 331 and footnote. " H i s blood is
being sucked by a vampire "=di-lesit oleh pelesit. For the "corpsesucker (pelesit bangkai) in para. 4 see Perch. Mal. 63. For the
" headless sucker " {pelesit kudong) and the story about it (para.
5, 6) see Perch. Mal. 62-66. For the "severed head" (penanggalan), cf. Skeat, pp. 327, 328 and the Hikayat Abdullah. For the
manjang (in Negri Sembilan hantu manjangan, hantu manyangan),
cf. Skeat 324, Perch. Mal. 77, 78, and the terms (Perak) bajang
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(Kedah) hantu anjong. A " vampire-grasshopper " is belalang hantu,
b. polong, b. pelesit (para. 10); bird-vampire is langsuyar, burong
hantu; vampire-bracelet is gelang bajang; vampire clawmarks are
garu bajang. For the first of these (para 11) see also Skeat 320,
329; for para 12 see Abdullah's Hikayat; and for the " frogvampire " see Perch. Mai. 72.

XVI. The Were-Tiger.
A general account of the were-tiger superstition in Indonesia
will be found in the Encyclopaedia of Netherlands India, s.v. " Weerwolf, Weer-Tijger." The account of the tiger-breed families (see
para, 2-5) is by a Malay and is taken from J.M.A.S. No. 85, pp.
36-39. Other references are: Skeat, p. 68 (for our para. 2), pp.
442, 443 (for the long passage quoted), pp. 157-170 (general);
Winstedt, 16, 44, 98-100; P.M.S. (Aboriginal Tribes); J.M.A.S.
No. 7, p. 22; Swettenham, "Malay Sketches," pp. 153-159,
200:201; Clifford, " I n Court and Kampong," p. 65; Marsden's
"History of Sumatra," p. 293; and Perch. Mai. p. 74.
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The Malay Game of Apit.
By

RAJA SAMUSAH,

Malay College, Kuala Kangsar.

This game is played on a draughtsboard by two players.
There are 16 pieces, all of equal value; and these are arranged
in two rows as in chess.
Pieces can be moved backwards and forwards and sideways
(but not diagonally) as many squares as are required, players
moving one piece at a time in turn.
The object of the game is to move the opponent's pieces.
SODO'. This can be done (a) by Sodo' (b) by apit.
(a) SODO'.
If two pieces say of white are in the same straight line with
an empty space between them, black can move a piece on to the
empty square between them and remove the white pieces on either
side. In fig. I. if B. moves to either place marked X, he can
remove the two white pieces.
(b) APIT.
If one or more pieces are enclosed by an opponent's pieces,
one opponent's piece on either side whether from front and back,
or right and left, the piece or pieces can be removed.
In figs. II. and III. (a) if B moves his piece to either square
marked X, white's piece or pieces can be taken.
N.B.—If the pieces are deliberately placed in the position of
APIT by one side, the other side cannot take it from them until one
of the enclosing pieces has been moved. In IV. (b) if W. moves
to the square marked X, B. cannot remove the pieces until one of
the B. enclosing pieces has been moved away and back.
Pieces can be removed by SODO' and by APIT if the arrangement of the enemy's pieces permit as in fig. N. (a).
A piece enclosed in a corner as W. in fig. III (b) cannot be
taken.
Peraturan Main " Sodok Apit."
Ada pun permainan ini ia-lah di-mainkan di-antara dua pehak,
dan di-mainkan di-atas papan tapak chator.
MENGATUR BUAli.
Maka hendak-lah di-atur buah-buah dam atau chator itu,
kelaziman dua baris sahaja memenohi tapak-tapak papan itu
macham mengatur buah chator jua. Jika sakira-nya buah-buah
itu kurang, maka boleh juga di-mainkan yang sa-banyak yang ada
itu.
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Sa-mentelahan jika berlebeh pula, maka boleh juga di-mainkan
akan tetapi di-atas papan yang besar pula.
JALAN-NYA.
Sa-telah siap buah-buah itu di-atur, maka boleh-lah dijalankan kedepan atau kabelakang dan juga ka-kiri atau ka-kanan
saberapa tapak jua pun. Akan tetapi tiada pula boleh di-jalankan
menyerong saperti main dam. Ada pun tujuan permainan ini
ia-lah menchari muslihat hendak membunoh buah-buah orang
yang di-lawan itu; pertama dengan jalan SODOK dan kedua-nya
dengan jalan APIT.
MENGGUNAKAN SODOK.
Apabila ada dua buah hitam atau puteh beratur bertentang
satu dengan lain serta meninggalkan satu tapak di-antara-nya,
maka jika ada sa-biji buah puteh dudok bertentang dengan tapak
yang kosong itu, maka boleh-lah di-bunoh buah hitam yang dua
biji itu dengan menjalankan buah puteh itu ka-tempat vang kosong
itu. Maka buah yang mati dengan jalan SODOK itu tiada-lah
boleh lebeh daripada dua. see fig. T.
MENGGUNAKAN APIT.
Jika sa-kira-nya satu buah puteh di-himpiti oleh dua buah
hitam di-kiri kanan-nya atau di-depan dan di-belakang-nva, maka
buah puteh itu " Mati " dengan APIT pula. see fig. II. Maka
buah-buah yang kena APIT itu boleh pula lebeh daripada satu
sa-hingga sampai berapa pun asalkan ada jua jalan yang boleh
mengapit-nya.
Dan lagi jika sa-kira-nya ada pula berjumpa saperti aturaturan i B ' maka jika di-datangkan oleh buah-buah hitam (atau
' B ') ka-pada X. maka mati-lah buah-buah puteh (atau i W ')
itu dengan jalan APIT. Bukan-nya di-tetapkan sa-banvak buahbuah puteh itu sahaja vang boleh mati maka saberapa biji buah
pun boleh iua. (see ' I I ' and ' III ' (a). Akan tetapi jika ada
pula sabiji buah puteh di-penjuru dan di-dekati oleh buah hitam,
maka sa-kali-kali buah puteh itu tiada mati. see III (b). Maka
jika berjumpa pula saperti IV (a) maka sa-kira-nya di-jalankan
B kapada X maka semua-nva W itu di-hukumkan mati dengan
jalan (a) SODOK (b) APIT.
Shahadan jika beriumpa buah aturan yang buleh di-apit maka
jika buah-buah itu di-jalankan bukan giliran, maka buah itu tiada
di-hukumkan mati. see IV (b). Jika W di-jalankan kapada X,
maka W itu tiada boleh-di-bunoh oleh B. Maka kalah menangnya itu ia-lah ka-banyakan jarang berjumpa. Maka kelaziman
di-kata-kan seri apabila si-siapa pun tiada boleh dapat menghabiskan buah lawanan-nya.
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SODOK
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Fig I

Fig II

Fig. III

Fig. IV
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Shaer Dandan Setia.
by

H.

OVERBECK.

This is one of the longest Malay shaer, the latest edition comprising about 5,400 quatrains or 21,600 lines. Though its length
discourages the European reader, the poem seems to be well liked
by Malays. I bought my first lithographed copy of it (only the
first three volumes being then available) about 25 years ago in
Singapore; it has been out of print for many years, but unless there
had been a steady demand for it, the Malay publisher probably
would not have ventured on a new edition, lithographed in 1343/44
A.H. (1925/26 A.D.,) complete in two volumes, and I have been
told that it was selling rapidly. A " Great Malay Historical Play
' Dandan Setia' in 4 parts " adapted most probably from this shaer,
was staged in 1926 in Singapore by the Union Star Opera.
A perusal of the epic will show the reason of its popularity; even
stretched or maimed on the Procrustes-bed of a Malay shaer, the
story has not lost too much of its original charm, and there is
an abundance of fighting and love-making, of witty pantun and
burlesque scenes to please the Malay mind.
I have been unable to trace a prose-version of the story in
any of the manuscript-catalogues which are accessible to me or
even a manuscript of the shaer. It seems to be unknown to European students of Malay Literature, and I therefore trust that the
synopsis given below will prove acceptable. There is a very strong
reminiscence of the Panji-legend in it, and if a " Hikayat Dandan
Setia " should exist, it is probably another Malay version of the
Javanese tale, transferred by the Malays into a milieu more familiar
to them than the kingdoms of East-Java. That the author of
the shaer was also acquainted with the Panji-legend, may be
gathered from the comparison of the heroes with Inu Kertapati or
Raden Inu Kuripan, or that of a princess with Galoh Chendera
Kirana. Javanese words, too, are sometimes used, for instance edan
asmara. anon, lanang, nonton and others.
The synopsis follows the edition of 1925/26. In the Malay
epilogue it is stated that the poem was " finished " in 1300 A.H.
(about 1883 A.D.,) which probably refers to a former edition.
Whether it was composed at that time, or whether a Shaer Dandan
Setia existed long ago and possibly constituted part of the repertory
of the wandering story-teller, I have been unable to find out. To
my regret I am also at present unable to compare the former edition
with this new one to see whether the old edition contains the
anachronisms which we find in the new one, such as the mention
of the word " pistol" and " tropong" (telescope,) " pokul
sembilan " and others, or the using of European words in the Malay
text, e.g. " milyun " (million,) " opas " (the Dutch word for a
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police-man) " stolob " (the Dutch " stolp " for a glass-lantern)
and of the English words " stocking " and " slipper " in a pantunl
In Keyangan, the Heaven of the Gods, is a country Berangga
Naga, ruled by Batara Indra. The king has a daughter, Kesuma
Kemala Dewi. One of her cousins, Indra Shah Peri, asks for her
hand, but is refused by her father. Indra Batara changes his
daughter into a manggo-fruit, Pauh Intan Baiduri, and drops her
from heaven.
Below on earth is a country Dendam Birahi, ruled by Mendam
Perasat. His queen Lela Mengerna gives birth to a son; the baby
drops from the hands of the midwife and enters seven cubits deep
into the earth. He is dug out and called Dandan Setia, with the
nursery-name of Nasir Di-Chita.
In a neighbouring country, Karang Bersulam, rules Sultan
Perdan Shah, the younger brother of king Mendam Perasat. Being
childless, he makes vows and a pilgrimage to the sea together with
his queen. They find the manggo-fruit driving in the sea, the queen
eats it, becomes pregnant and in due time gives birth to a very black
and ugly daughter, who is suitably called Gemala Ajaib, with the
nursery-name of Intan Terpileh. With her years increases her
ugliness, and being of a very bad and violent character, she is hated
by everybody, and all suitors turn away. Her father gives her
a palace in a beautiful garden to live in with her maids.
When Dandan Setia has reached the age of 13 and has become the most beautiful, wise and brave prince, an embassy arrives
from Karang Bersulam with a letter that Sultan Perdan Shah and
his queen are very ill and long to see his elder brother, his queen
and his son. Mendam Perasat goes with his wife and son to
Karang Bersulam and finds his brother and sister-in-law dying.
They leave their ugly daughter to his care; the princess is called
and told by her father that in future she has to obey Mendam
Perasat and Dandan Setia, who will look after her. Mendam
Perasat is rather astonished at her looks and thinks that she will
not be a suitable wife for his son. Dendam Setia thinks the same.
Sultan Perdan Shah and his queen die. When the 100 days of
mourning are past, Mendam Perasat instals the minister of Karang
Bersulam as regent and returns to Dendam Birahi, taking Intan
Terpileh with him. Her looks astonish the people of the palace,
and Dandan Setia chaffs her. She knows how ugly she is and tries
hard to please her uncle and aunt by dutifully obeying them.
Dandan Setia refuses to marry her under the pretence that she
has become his sister. He behaves so rudely towards her that
she longs to be sent back to her own country, (pp. 1-26.)
Mendam Perasat chooses Intan Terserlah, the daughter of
the king of Merdan Agas, as wife for Dandan Setia. The princess
comes to Dendam Birahi with the embassy. Queen Lela Mengerna
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makes Intan Terpileh and Intan Terserlah meet, but the latter dislikes Intan Terpileh, and they cannot get on together. Intan
Terpileh shuts herself up in her room and mourns her fate. Dandan
Setia, impatient to see his future wife, dresses as a maid of the
court and brings Intan Terserlah a bowl with fruits as a present
from the wifes of the ministers, receiving a ring from her finger
in return. The marriage-festivities begin; Intan Terpileh, much
against her will, is brought by the Queen to look at the plays, and
each time is mercilessly chaffed by Dandan Setia. The wedding
is celebrated and the young couple are very happy.
Intan Terpileh gains the profound love of Mendam Perasat
and his queen, of which Intan Terserlah becomes very jealous. Once
Dandan Setia brings his young wife into the royal park, where they
meet Intan Terpileh; Intan Terserlah withdraws, but Dandan Setia
sends Intan Terpileh back into the palace, forbidding her the park.
She now stays in her rooms, until Mendam Perasat, who has heard
what has happened from her nurses, has another and more beautiful
park made for her to play in. Dandan Setia feels his wife slighted,
goes into this new garden, surprises Intan Terpileh when she is
bathing with her maids, throws her clothes into the water, and
later coming to the door of her room, threatens to marry her to a
groom. He also ruins her garden by smashing the flowerpots, and
she is never safe from his rudeness. Intan Terserlah suspects him of
being in love with Intan Terpileh, makes scenes, abuses Intan Terpileh whenever she meets her in the palace, and once they nearly
fight, Dandan Setia intervening at the last moment. In the torrent
of abuse that follows Intan Terpileh gets the upper hand, and
Dandan Setia has to take his wife away and calm her, but getting
into a fury himself takes his whip, rushes to Intan Terpileh's room
and beats her. Forgetting herself, she hits back, and they fight
until Intan Terpileh drops down in a faint, to the consternation
of her maids and of Dandan Setia, who wants the matter hushed
up, but the maids being unable to restore the princess to consciousness, the king and the queen are called. Dandan Setia gets a sharp
dressing down and is forbidden to enter Intan Terpileh's part of
the palace. The queen restores her to consciousness; Intan Terpileh
requests to be sent back to her own country, and with great difficulty
the king and queen persuade her to change her mind. (pp. 26-64.)
Intan Terpileh is now safe from the rudeness of Dandan
Setia, who regrets his doings and fears the anger of the king, but
his wife hates Intan Terpileh the more and schemes to destroy her.
Through one of her maids she obtains poison, and when Intan
Terpileh has a feast in her garden, to which the wives and daughters
of the ministers are invited, Intan Terserlah has the food for Intan
Terpileh poisoned. After a merry bath with the young girls Intan
Terpileh partakes of the poisoned food, vomits and faints. The
king and queen are called. The king sees that the princess has been
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poisoned, and suspecting Dandan Setia, draws his sword and has
him and all the maids of the palace summoned to the garden.
He orders Dandan Setia to find out the criminal. Seeing Intan
Terpileh lying senseless on the knees of the queen, still vomiting
blood, Dandan Setia feels great pity for her and with kris drawn
rushes into the palace, threatening everybody unless the crime is
confessed. By their guilty looks he finds out that his wife and
one of her maids are the criminals. He beats the maids and smashes
everything in the palace, until his fury is stopped by a message
from his father, informing him that by the aid of the 17 astrologers
the princess has been restored to consciousness. He rejoins his
father, who gathers from the reports of the ministers—Dandan
Setia does not answer his questions—that the criminals have been
found and that Intan Terserlah is at the bottom of the poisoning.
Intan Terpileh turns away her face when she sees Dandan Setia;
the king promises that from this day Dandan Setia will not do
her any more harm on pain of banishment, and Dandan Setia
swears by God that he will pay with his life for any misbehaviour
of his. They return to the palace, but Dandan Setia refuses to
obey the queen's bidding to return to his wife. (pp. 64-77.)
The king had vowed to give Intan Terpileh on her recovery
a ceremonial bath in the lake Lumbangan Segara, where a pavilion
is erected. The ceremony begins, Dandan Setia and his friends
amusing themselves by wetting the girls by means of their blowpipes. When the queen bathes Intan Terpileh, a sudden rainstorm
bursts out which threatens to carry off the pavilion. The king and
his subject princes hold the pillars of the pavilion, all the women
are greatly frightened, but the youths make use of the sudden darkness for successful lovemaking.
Dewa Shah Peri, after his cousin had been lost (see above,
p. 1,) descends from the Heaven of the Gods into the world, and
in the shape of a hawk looks for her. Seeking shelter from the
rainstorm, he perches on the mast of the bathing pavilion, sees Intan
Terpileh and decides to carry her off. He seizes her, but by the
will of God only tears off her caul, and her heavenly beauty appears.
The rainstorm ceases, and Intan Terpileh, in a dead faint, is
seen in her full beauty. The king orders the 17 astrologers to be
summoned. Dandan Setia manages to slip in amongst the crowd
of women, and faints when he sees the beauty of the princess, which
causes Intan Terserlah great misgivings that her husband will turn
from her. The astrologers explain that the change has come over
the princess by her caul being torn off, and warn the king against
an invisible enemy who will cause him and his children much sorrow.
They explain further that Dandan Setia has fainted through suddenly
seeing beauty. Both are restored to consciousness. The princess
turns away her face when she sees Dandan Setia. All vows having
been fulfilled—seven times the princess is weighed, and her weight
in gold distributed amongst the crowd—,the royal party returns to
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the palace, Dandan Setia hopelessly in love with Intan Terpi eh.
He neither eats nor drinks, distresses his wife by not returning to
her but trying to sleep anywhere in the palace of the king, and one
night unable to restrain himself, rushes into the room of Dandan
Setia and throws himself on her knees. She receives him with cold
irony, hinting at his former abuse; he asks her forgiveness. She at
last forgives him and requests him to leave her and preserve her good
name. He now asks to become her husband, swearing that he loves
her and will send away his present wife if necessary. She is unable
to forget his former rudeness, and bids him look elsewhere. In
spite of her entreaties, he stays in her rooms for seven days and
nights. The king and queen hear of it and visit her. Intan Terpileh explains, and they try to persuade her to accept Dandan
Setia, the king promising that he will give her his kingdom and
make her the reigning queen. But Intan Terpileh will rather die
than marry Dandan Setia, whose former behaviour she is unable
to forget. The queen asks Dandan Setia to have patience until
God opens the heart of the princess. For three months he waits
hardly eating and drinking. His parents in sorrow approach Intan
Terpileh again, but she refuses to yield, (pp. 77-112.)
Dewa Shah Peri has assumed his original shape and summoned
his seven trusty pages and his army. He creates a fortified town
with a beautiful palace and garden outside Dendam Birahi and
stays there. Being informed by his pages of what has happened
between Dandan Setia and princess Intan Terpileh, he thinks Dandan Setia's love for her greater than his own and decides to help
him, as it is ordained that she is to marry a prince of the earth.
In the shape and the dress of an old astrologer, followed only by
his seven pages, he enters Dendam Birahi. The king, having heard
of his coming, afraid and suspicious of his doing harm, sends him
a message to leave the country and not to show his power by creating fortified towns. The Dewa furiously replies that he will not
obey the king's order, and as God has turned his good intentions
to naught, he will fight and do what he pleases. He returns to
his town, has the guards posted and awaits attack from the king's
side.
The king, being informed of the Dewa's reply, sends his army
to eject the invader. The first attacks are beaten off, and Dandan
Setia, knowing that the Dewa aims at him, as foretold by the
astrologers, would take command.
During the night the Dewa, being invisible, visits the king's
palace, accompanied by his seven trusty pages, and leaving them
behind, enters the rooms of Intan Terpileh, where he makes himself
visible again. Presenting himself as her cousin and former suitor,
he persuades her to let him carry her off, as she thinks that being
her cousin, she can trust him, whilst in her uncle's palace she will
never be safe from Dandan Setia's lovemaking. He takes her away,
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together with her nurses and maids, in a magic casket, and with
his pages leaves the palace. The guards challenge and attack them,
are easily beaten off and are told in pantun to inform the king and
Dandan Setia. Arrived at his own place, the Dewa makes love
to Intan Terpileh; she asks him to become her brother and take
the place of her parents. She denies that she loves Dandan Setia,
but declines the Dewa's advances, threatening to kill herself if he
forces her. After some skirmishing with pantuns the matter rests at
that, as Dandan Setia, roused by the disappearance of the princess
from the king's palace, attacks the Dewa's town at the head of his
troops, storms and enters it. With an embrace, a kiss and her betelquid Dewa Shah Peri takes leave of the princess and meets Dandan
Setia, whom he finds very handsome, so that he wonders why the
princess will not love him. After an exchange of pantuns they
start fighting. All the women in the palace are much frightened,
and the princess is afraid that Dandan Setia may be killed, though
she explains her pity for him to her nurses by pointing out that
he is the only hope of his country.
Dewa Shah Peri and Dandan Setia costinue their fight on the
plain outside the town, where they have more space for horse—and
sword—play. Neither wins, their magic power being equal, and
at sunset they take leave of each other to continue the fight on the
following day.
During the night Dandan Setia tries to stab himself, but his
kris three times refuses to wound him. With seven trusty friends
he flies to the palace of the Dewa, assuming himself the shape of
a parroquet, his friends those of different insects. He finds the
Dewa in the room of the princess, lying at her side, making love
to her in pantuns, whilst she, also in pantuns, rejects him, Dandan
Setia would attack him but his friends hold him back. So he joins
in the pantun-contest; the Dewa thinks that the bird has been sent
by Dandan Setia, until the latter makes himself known. Taking
the princess upon his knees, the Dewa calmly continues the pantuncontest with him; at last Dandan Setia assumes his natural shape,
and they fight, first on the couch of the princess, later in the middle
of the palace, the Dewa always dragging the poor princess with
him, though she implores him to kill her. Dandan Setia succeeds
in freeing her and carrying her off, after a stab of his kris, though
not wounding the Dewa, has made him faint. He carries Intan
Terpileh back to his own' palace and to his parents, but promises
her to bring her back if she should have left her heart with the
Dewa. His parents reproach him for always chaffing her and the
princess adds that Dandan Setia has never done anything else but
wound other people's feelings. Dandan Setia returns to the Dewa's
palace, where his seven friends are still fighting with the Dewa's
seven pages; the latter regains consciousness, and fighting is continued on the battlefield, troops from both sides joining in it.
After seven days and nights of fighting the princes return to their
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palaces; when he has posted the guards, Dandan Setia goes to his
mother's room. She is lying down next to the sleeping princess,
quietly slips away, and Dandan Setia takes her place. When Intan
Terpileh awakes, he makes love to her so skilfully that she confesses
that she feels a little pity for him and does not live the Dewa, but will
not grant what he asks, being afraid of Intan Terserlah. Dandan
Setia swears by Allah, that he has already left her and only awaits
Intan Terpileh's word to divorce her. She asks him to have patience
until the affair with the Dewa is settled, and they both swear to
keep this pact. " Bertemu mulut sepah di-beri." She falls asleep
in his arms.
Thus the Dewa, who is searching for her in the king's palace,
finds them. In his fury he would kill Dandan Setia, but such a
deed is unworthy of him, so he lies down on the other side of the
princess and embraces her. She reproaches him, and he reminds
her that she had formerly followed him of her own free will, but
is told in a pantun that she had only said so in order to get away.
He tries to take her by force, but she does not fear his sword and
wakens Dandan Setia. Fighting begins, Dandan Setia holding the
princess. The king and queen come, the guards are called to capture
the Dewa, but Dandan Setia bids them to stand off. The princess
clings to Dandan Setia, and when the fight moves to the middle
of the palace and Dandan Setia asks her to release him so that
he can fight without endangering her, she refuses, ready to die with
him. When daylight comes, fighting is continued on the battlefield.
On the following night the parents of the princess come from
Heaven (perudari) and take away her spirit of life (semangat.)
She falls into a deep sleep from which she cannot be aroused, though
she is still breathing. The king sends for astrologers and doctors,
and Dandan Setia is informed, who is still fighting with the Dewa.
He takes leave of him, promising to come back, and rushes to the
palace, but all his laments fail to bring Intan Terpileh to life.
Dewa Shah Peri also comes to the palace, sees Dandan Setia
with the senseless princess on his knees, the king and the queen with
him. He becomes visible, opens the curtains and joins in the lamenting. He will not give up his right to the princess, and challenges
Dandan Setia to the battlefield, where they fight again. When
dawn comes, Dandan Setia slays the Dewa, whose time to return
to heaven has come. The body is brought into the Dewa's own
palace; in the night his parents come and take him back to
Kaindraan, making the town and everything disappear. They restore their son to life, give him the name of Chenderang Mengindera
Dewa Laksana and make him forget all that has happened to him
on earth. He is married and made king of Awan Berjantera with
the title of Sultan Mengindera Dewa and the surname Chondong
Laksana. (pp. 112-226.)
Dandan Setia returns to his parents and reports. The astrologers say that the spirit of life of the princess has been meddled
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with (semangat-nya di-permainkan orang,) but whither it has been
taken, they are unable to find out. She will be restored to life, as
her time has not yet come, but must be laid on a raft and drift
away on the sea; Dandan Setia must hope for the best. A raft
is made, and the princess is laid down on it. The raft is carried
away by the sea. Dandan Setia follows on another raft, which
is upset by the waves, whereupon a crocodile swallows him.
The raft with the princess approaches the coast of Alam Biduri,
the kingdom of Raja Ardan (also Raden) Berchinta. His son,
Shahberanda Indera, is just grown up, a beautiful youth, but not
yet inclined to marry. He dreams that the moon falls on his knees,
and when he plays with it, a Geruda carries it off. Accompanied
by the ministers, he goes fishing with the casting-net. They row
out and find the raft, with the princess asleep. The prince falls
madly in love with her, remembering his dream; he sits down on
the raft, takes her upon his knees, and thus they are brought ashore
and into the royal palace. The prince swears that he will marry
this princess or remain a bachelor all his life. He keeps her on
his knees, never leaving her, but all means to restore her to life
fail. After forty days her parents give her back her spirit of life;
awakening she finds herself, fully dressed and adorned, on the knees
of a strange prince, who tells her how he has found her and prayed
for her all the time. Intan Terpileh cannot understand why Dandan
Setia has treated her so cruelly, and how this new prince comes to
make love to her. She does not reply to his advances; when the
king and the queen come, she tells them the name of the country
she has come from. It has been attacked and vanquished by a
Dewa, and apparently she has been banished (di-buangkan) by
her parents. The king is surprised, as Mendam Perasat is a mightier
prince than himself. He asks the princess if she will marry his
son. She declines for the present. The queen takes her into her
own palace, and the princess not having disclosed her own name,
she is called Gemala Merchu. The fame of her spreads all over
the country. The king and queen press her to marry their son,
who does his best to gain her affection. At last she thinks that
in her hopeless condition it will be best to hide her feelings and
marry him in order to become the queen of the country. She tells
her lover that she will do what he asks, provided that she is made
ruler of the country and he will leave her in peace. He agrees,
telling her that she is the first woman he has held in his arms, and
that he will have no other. She allows him to sleep near her, but
nothing unlawful happens. On the following morning the prince
informs his parents that the princess will obey their wish, and the
wedding-festivities begin.
Dandan Setia has been in the belly of the crocodile for three
months, when the beast dies on the shore of Alam Biduri. Its
belly bursts open, and Dandan Setia is found and cut out senseless by Nenek Kabayan, who carries him to her hut. When he
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regains consciousness after a few days, she tells him where ne is
and what is going on in the country. He faints again of then tells
the old woman what has happened. He is still too weak to move,
but arranges for her the flowers she is going to sell in the palace,
and she has a great success with the maids, who bid her bring
more flowers for the wedding that is to take place in a day or two.
Dandan Setia nearly despairs, as he is still unable to move. He
writes a letter on a single flower, which together with his ring Nenek
Kabayan succeeds in handing to the princess. Deeply moved the
princess sends him her ring, a sarong of hers and the message that
he should wait until he has regained his strength, and then fetch
her.
The wedding is celebrated with all ceremonies. But in the
bridal chamber Intan Terpileh refuses to grant the prince what he
desires. She tells him, without mentioning Dandan Setia's name,
that the Dewa had asked for her hand and had been refused, and
that she had come here thought dead by her parents. With this
sorrow in her heart sne is unable to obey him. When day is dawning, she falls asleep on his knees, leaving him torn by his passion.
For seven days and nights he pleads in vain, and when the ceremonial bath takes place, she has not yielded. After the bath they
are crowned—one of the royal pieces refuses twice to go off, and
when fired for the third time makes only a very small noise—, the
prince receives the title of Indera Pacluka Sultan Shah Beranda,
and the princess becomes Permaisuri Merchu Gemala Aalam.
Dandan Setia has regained his full health and strength. One
night he goes into the town, enters the palace, and through a charm
everybody who sees him becomes mute. He smears the faces of
all the women with charcoal and betel-juice, burns their sarongs,
smashes cooking-pots and plays other pranks, until at dawn he
disappears. When he reaches home, the women regain their voices,
and the palace becomes very lively. The king cannot get his breakfast and sends for the women who have to attend to it; first he
laughs at their sight, but later becomes furious and calls his son.
Shah Beranda also informs Intan Terpileh, who suspects Dandan
Setia, but opines that this thing was sent by God to punish them
for their sin. Shah Beranda cannot imagine what sin they have
committed, as they were both unmarried when they were united
by his parents. Intan Terpileh smiles, which smile gives Shah
Beranda new hopes.
When Dandan Setia returns on the following night, he finds
a strict watch kept, and when his charms open the door of the
palace, he sees all the women huddled together, many of them in
the room of the young couple. Dandan Setia extinguishes the lamp,
and the women start fighting among each other. Dandan Setia
gathers that the young couple do not yet agree with one other.
He listens outside the curtains of the royal bed and hears Shah
Beranda's pleadings and Intan Terpileh's excuses.
Cautiously
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opening the curtain, he throws his ring into her lap. She recognizes
it and would leave under the pretence of fetching her betel-tray,
but Shah Beranda fetches it for her, Dandan Setia remaining hidden
in the curtain. Shah Beranda smells his perfume, which he attributes to one of the maids or to an evil spirit or devil. Dandan
Setia replies: "Here is the devil!", opens the curtains, jumps
in and seizes the princess. Shah Beranda being ready to fight,
Dandan Setia changes Intan Terpileh into a firefly and tells Shah
Beranda his name and his right to a princess, whom Shah Beranda
has married without due enquiries. Shah Beranda maintains that
Dandan Setia has abandoned Intan Terpileh, that he has found
and rescued her, and therefore cannot recognize Dandan Setia's
claim. They fight, first in the palace, and from dawn to sunset
on the plain. Dandan Setia returns to the hut of the Nenek Kabayan; Shah Beranda, alone but fully armed, follows and sees Intan
Terpileh returning to Dandan Setia, who waiting at the door changes
her into her natural shape, and withdraws with her, Nenek Kabayan
sleeping outside. When all are asleep, Shah Beranda rushes in
and seizes Nenek Kabayan. Muttering charms to put the young
couple into a deep sleep, Shah Beranda enters their room, changes
the princess into a jewel which he hides in a little casket and places
in his girdlecloth, and leaves again, throwing his betel-quid on the
roof of the hut, which begins to burn. In spite of Nenek Kabayan's
efforts to rouse him, Dandan Setia does not awake until the house
is nearly burnt down. He hears from the old woman what has
happened, though she does not know what Shah Beranda has done
with the princess, and rushes after him. He misses him in the
dark, speeds to the palace and searches it in vain. All maids having
fled at his approach, he meets only an old, sick woman, who for
fear is unable to answer his questions. In his first fury he would
kill her, but thinks better of it, and hurls her away. He leaves
the palace, beating off the guards with his cane. Like a madman
he rushes about, missing Shah Beranda every time, until his swearing rouses the latter to meet his rival again. They fight until
sunset, Dandan Setia dispersing by magical weapons Shah Beranda's
troops whom his father had send to help him. When night comes,
Shah Beranda returns to his palace; his parents implore him to
return the princess to Dandan Setia, but when he sees his bedroom,
which Dandan Setia had demolished when searching for the princess,
and hears the complaints of the servants, his fury flares up again.
He lets Intan Terpileh out of the casket and to her disgust starts
again to make love to her. (pp. 226-329.)
In Telaga Ratna rules Chakram Dewa, a mighty king. His
elder daughter is princess Ratna Seri Dewi, his younger son Bujang
Mara Putera. The latter wants to choose a bride after his own
liking, and has already captured 33 princesses, destroying their
countries with the help of his seven trusty friends and his army,
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but so far none of the princesses suits him. Three years he has
been busy with this, and his men are tired of it, so that he must
wait until they have regained their strength.
The fight between Dandan Setia and Shah Beranda continues,
both being of equal strength and skill. As Shah Beranda always
carries the casket with Intan Terpileh in his girdle-cloth, Dandan
Setia is unable to find her.
Mendam Perasat is in great sorrow for his son; none of his
messengers can find him. At last they bring news that Dandan
Setia has been swallowed by a crocodile; his parents think him
dead and nearly lose their reason. Sultan Mengindera Dewa (Dewa
Shah Peri, see above) has pity on them, takes leave of his parents
and descends to the earth in order to help Dandan Setia, as he
feels himself responsible for these happenings.* He finds Dandan
Setia fighting alone against Shah Beranda and his troops, and stamps
on the ground exclaiming what shame that is. Dandan Setia remem
bers the voice, but thinking the Dewa dead cannot believe his senses.
He stops fighting, the Dewa reproaches Shah Beranda for his unfairness, and being challenged by him, becomes visible and tells him his
name and that he has come to help Dandan Setia. Dandan Setia
does not yet understand, but withdraws to the side of the battlefield, and the Dewa fights with Shah Beranda until sunset. He
then meets Dandan Setia, swears by God that their former rivalry
has ended, and that he has come as Dandan Setia's friend and
brother. He creates a town and a palace and summons his army.
Together with Dandan Setia he enters his town and has the war-drum
beaten,; the king of Alam Biduri is informed, and Shah Beranda
would attack at once, but is held back by his father.
During the night Dandan Setia, the Dewa and his seven pages
visit the palace of Alam Biduri. The maids of the inner palace
they bind together into bundles which are carried out of the palace
by the pages, who thoroughly enjoy the joke. Dandan Setia and
the Dewa search in vain for Intan Terpileh. They examine the
girdlecloth of Shah Beranda, but cannot discover her. Shah Beranda awakes. They fight in the bedroom, and arrange to meet
again on the battlefield. Both parties bring their troops, and for
many weeks the battle rages. The troops of Alam Biduri weakening, king Raden Perchinta joins his son. The Dewa chaffs him,
tears away the old king's weapons and does not even answer his
thrusts.
Bujang Mara Putera, prince of Telaga Ratna, has sent his
army again to seek princesses for him. He has already collected
ninety-nine, for whom he has a special palace, where he keeps them
without having any connection with them. His grumbling troops
at last come to Alam Biduri, having heard of Princess Intan Terpileh
* It was said above that his parents had made him forget his
adventures.
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and the fighting. When the leaders see Dandan Setia, they think
that his lady-love must be still more beautiful than he, and they
make vows that Shah Beranda may be killed.
God has already decided the latter's fate, and Shah Beranda
knows that his death is near. Unseen by anybody, he throws away
the casket wherein Intan Terpileh is hidden. Raden Perchinta,
the old king, falls fighting against the Dewa; Dandan Setia tries
in vain to persuade Shah Beranda to give up this foolish war. The
prince thinks that he cannot give way without losing his good name,
and is killed by Dandan Setia's sword, expiring at the side of his
dead father under the dragon-banner of his kingdom. His ministers
and officers put down their arms. The queen is informed, comes
to the battlefield, and lamenting over the death of her husband and
son, takes Raden Perchinta's kris and stabs herself.
Dandan Setia and the Dewa go into the palace to search for
Intan Terpileh, but are unable to find her. The battlefield also is
searched in vain. (pp. 329-390.)
One of the officers of Bujang Mara Putera, having heard that
the magic casket is lost, looks for it on the battlefield during the
night and by the will of God finds it. Returning at once to Telaga
Ratna, he gives it to Chakram Dewa and tells him the story of
Intan Terpileh. The Sultan calls his queen and his son and gives
the casket to the latter. Mara Putera is unable to open it or
feigns to be unable. His father tells him what to do, and Mara
Putera gives the casket to his mother, who puts it in a special room.
In the evening the prince bathes and dresses and goes to the palace.
In the presence of his queen and his daughter Ratna Seri Dewi
the Sultan opens the casket and Intan Terpileh appears, surprising!
everybody by her beauty. She does not know where she is and
is terribly frightened. Dewi Seri Ratna calms her, and they sit
down before the queen. Mara Putera enters and promptly falls
in love with Intan Terpileh, she being the first woman to move
his heart. He sits down behind his nurses, his eyes fasten on Intan
Terpileh. Poor Intan Terpileh sees him and suspects fresh trouble.
The king invites her to stay with his daughter, and Ratna Seri
Dewi and all the other princesses are very kind to her to make
her forget her sorrow. She knows however what is in store for
her, and that her passing from one hand into another has not yet
ended. She asks for kindness for a poor stranger, and Ratna Seri
Dewi takes her to live with her. She succeeds in making Intan
Terpileh forget her grief a little and take part in the plays and
games, but she never feels quite at ease.
Mara Putera confesses to his father that Intan Terpileh is the
woman he has looked for all the time, and that he will marry no
other. The king gives order to begin the wedding-festivities, and
Intan Terpileh is thrown into fresh distress.
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Dandan Setia and the Dewa have placed Alam Biduri under
a regent and with a combined army have gone to look for Intan
Terpileh. They come to Badja Angsana, ruled by Bekram Aalam
Shah. His son, Indera Perkata, about twenty years old, is not yet
married, but has the daughter of a vezier as concubine (gundik.)
His younger sister is Princess Indera Gambar. Indera Perkata is
is a distant cousin on the mother's side of Dandan Setia, and when
he arrives, is sent to greet him. They soon become friends, and
Indera Perkata, who thinks Dandan Setia a suitable husband for
his sister, invites him and the Dewa to his palace, telling him that
he was on the eve of departure for Telaga Ratna to witness the
wedding of prince Mara Putera to a princess he had got out of a
magic casket, found in Alam Biduri. Dandan Setia promises to
accompany him. They enter the palace of the king, and the Dewa,
seeing Princess Indera Gambar, winks at Dandan Setia. They
pay their respects to the king, who also thinks Dandan Setia a
suitable husband for princess Indera Gambar, and so do his courtiers.
Dandan Setia replies that he is already married, but can give no
news of his parents, as it is seven years since he left them, and
that he is now going to Telaga Ratna, where perhaps he will throw
away his life. He narrates what has happened to him, and Indera
Perkata promises his help. After a few days at Baja Angsana, during which the Dewa falls in love with Princess Indera Gambar, but
is told by Dandan Setia to have patience, the three youths leave
and march with their army to Telaga Ratna, where they arrive
a day before the wedding. They stay outside the town, and the
king's officer is told that Prince Indera Perkata of Baja Angsana
on his way to China is staying for a few days to see the wedding.
The three youths go into the town. They stop by the palace
of the princesses. Their beauty collects a large crowd around them,
and by beating it off they get into trouble with the police and the
palace-guards. They slip into the palace and close the door behind
them. The king is informed and has the palace surrounded by
his knights, but he forbids them to storm it, fearing for the life
of his daughter. All games and plays are stopped. The three enter
the room of the princesses, where they find Ratna Seri Dewi and
Intan Terpileh, surrounded by all the other princesses; Indera
Perkata falls in love with Ratna Seri Dewi. The three sit down
on the throne, promising not to harm anybody who surrenders and
asking for betel. The princesses pay homage to them, with the
exception of Intan Terpileh and Ratna Seri Dewi, but at last the
latter asks them to partake of betel and also surrenders herself.
Intan Terpileh only, having recognized Dandan Setia and taken
courage, does not speak a word and is chaffed by the Dewa that
she is very courageous, but perhaps waiting for Mara Putera to
come and rescue her. She becomes cross because her lover suffers
her to be chaffed, and answers at last that if she were a man she
would challenge them to fight, but being a woman and tired of a
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life of sorrows, could only disobey in the hope that they would kill
her. Dandan Setia tells her that she has nothing to fear, as the
Dewa has already become his elder brother and thereby is free to
chaff her. She pays homage to the Dewa, to Dandan Setia and at
the Dewa's order also to Indera Perkata. Ratna Seri Dewi and
the other princesses become more and more afraid when they see
these proceedings and hear who the youths are. At the Dewa's
suggestion Intan Terpileh and Ratna Seri Dewi, who will be Indera
Perkata's portion, are placed in a magic casket, whilst the other
princesses and the maids are rendered senseless by a charm. The
three throw open the windows of the palace and challenge the knights
below and prince Mara Putera to fight. The uproar brings their
troops into the town; the king sends a minister to find out what
they want, and when he hears who the intruders are, and why
Dandan Setia has come here, is doubtful what to do.
Prince Mara Putera is asleep when the messenger comes to
call him. He rushes to the palace and arms himself; his father
tries to detain him, but two of his cousins who have come with
their parents to the wedding, prince Persanta Indera and prince
Indera Beranta, the son of the king of Naga Chita and the betrothed
of princess Ratna Seri Dewi, are ready to fight with him. Followed
by their troops, they march to the palace of the princesses, open
the door by a charm and rush in. They find the three waiting for
them in the middle of the palace; seeing the senseless princesses
and maids, Mara Putera thinks that Dandan Setia would only
carry off Intan Terpileh and has killed all the other inhabitants
of the palace. Dandan presents his friends, and after an exchange
of pantuns they start fighting, Mara Putera against Dandan Setia,
Persanta Indera with the Dewa, Indera Beranta with Indera Perkata.
Outside the palace the troops start fighting. When dawn comes,
they move to the open plain. Seven days and nights the battle
lasts; the Dewa captures Indera Persanta, Indera Perkata kills
Indera Beranta, and Dandan Setia kills Mara Putera, who in spite
of Dandan Setia's continuous warnings continues fighting. His
troops attack with double fury and suffer great losses. The parents
of the three princes are informed and come to the battlefield, Dandan
Setia and his friends standing aside. The king and queen of Telaga
Ratna reproach Dandan Setia and ask him to kill them also; Dandan Setia throws himself at their feet and asks their forgiveness.
It was not his intention to kill, but happened by the will of God,
as the prince had followed his passions too much. The king and
queen see that and slowly come to regard Dandan Setia as their
son. The dead are buried with due honours, Persanta Indera is
set free and makes friends with the three. Intan Terpileh and
Ratna Seri Dewi are released from their casket and returned to
the king.
After several months' stay at Telaga Ratna, Dandan Setia
returns to Dendam Birahi, taking with him on his march the king
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and queen of Telaga Ratna, of Baja Angsana, the Nenek Kabayan
of Alam Biduri, and the king and queen of Merdan Agas, the
parents of his first wife Intan Terserlah. They find Dendam Birahi
desolate, as Mendam Perasat, mourning for the loss of his son and
Intan Terpileh, has neglected his country and its inhabitants. Intan
Terserlah is still there; the king intended to send her back to her
parents, but she had stayed in the hope of hearing news of Dandan
Setia. When he is informed of the approach of a large army, Mendam Perasat hopes for an honourable death.
The four youths enter the town; nobody recognizes them, they
go to the palace, and Dandan Setia and the Dewa throw themselves
at the feet of Mendam Perasat and his queen. Then joy begins
to reign in the palace and Alam Biduri. Dandan Setia presents his
friends, the king gives order to receive the guests, and the Dewa
creates palaces for them and a town of his own. Intan Terpileh
is cried over, and even Intan Terserlah feels pity for her. The
Nenek Kabayan is thanked and receives rich gifts. When in the
evening the youths return to the town of the Dewa, the latter advises Dandan Setia to visit Intan Terserlah, be it only out of respect
of her parents who have come with him. Dandan Setia promises
for the following night, as it is already late, and she will not run
away.
The wedding-festivities begin with plays and games and gambling, the Dewa becoming very popular by making good all gambling-losses. Dandan Setia and Intan Terpileh are married and after
the ceremonial bath are crowned as Sen Paduka Sultan Dandan
Setia and Permaisuri Gemala Ajaib. Intan Terserlah, who has
not been visited by Dandan Setia, becomes very jealous, as being
the eldest wife of Dandan Setia she thinks she ought to be the
reigning queen. All the kings who have come with Dandan Setia
render homage to him, also the father of Intan Terserlah, though
rather sad that it is not his own daughter who has been honoured.
The Dewa is married to Princess Indera Gambar, and Indera
Perkata to Princess Ratna Seri Dewi.
Gemala Ajaib wants Dandan Setia to sleep with Intan Terserlah, but he refuses, as he loves only her, for whom he has undergone
his sufferings in the belly of the crocodile and all the fighting. All
the young couples live happily together. After a year they take
leave. Intan Terserlah is specially recommended by her mother to
Gemala Ajaib who promises to love and treat her as her elder sister.
Indera Persanta is made king of Alam Biduri, the Dewa becomes Sultan of Baja Angsana, Indra Perkata rules over Telaga
Ratna. The four kings remain great friends and frequently
exchange embassies, (pp. 390-525.)
Gemala Ajaib suggests that the other (99?) princesses should
become the wives of Dandan Setia, and he agrees as the suggestion
comes from her. After several fruitless attempts she succeeds at
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last in sending Dandan Setia to Intan Terserlah, but he stays with
her only for a short time and before day-break runs away to Gemala
Ajaib. Intan Terserlah is disappointed and schemes to destroy
Gemala Ajaib.
Gemala Ajaib gives birth to a son who is named Mendam
Paduka by his grandfather, but called Indera Putera by his father.
The Dewa sends him rich presents. Intan Terserlah plans to
destroy mother and child and finds an old woman who wants to earn
a 1000 dinars. In the night she puts a devil into the child, who
cries out and lies stiff. The Tabibs and Bomors are unable to help;
the astrologers find out that an evil spirit has been put into the
child, and that the deed was done by an old woman. The hag
is found, dragged to Dandan Setia and by his threats is forced to
free the child from the evil spirit. Being condemned to a horrible
death, the old woman in her fear confesses that she has been bribed
by Intan Terserlah to destroy Gemala Ajaib and her child. Dandan
Setia would kill Intan Terserlah, but his other wives and his
parents hold him back and persuade him to send her back to her
parents. He rushes to her palace and in scathing words divorces
her. The old woman is drowned in the sea (hendak di-tabalkan
menjadi raja, ka-dalam laut tempat di-puja). With large presents
of gold, silver and servants Intan Terserlah is sent home in charge
of a vizier. The king of Merdan Agas asks the reason of the
divorce, and the vizier answering that he does not know, the king
deeply resents the behaviour of Dandan Setia.
Gemala Ajaib becomes pregnant a second time. The Dewa
becomes father of a son called Indera Dewa, and Indera Perkata.
too, has a son called Mengindera Jaya.
In her sixth month Gemala Ajaib longs to eat of a " Mangofruit struck by the rays of the moon " (pauh di-sinar bulan), which
nobody knows how to find or has ever heard of. Dandan Setia goes
in search of it; Indera Putera would accompany him, but must
stay at home. After a month's wandering Dandan Setia reaches
a lake, in the middle of which he sees with his telescope (sic!) a
mango-tree with a single fruit. But the tree is too thin and too
high, with branches too far apart, to be climbed. A Dewa from
the heaven of the Gods, Dewa Indera Kesna, son of the Sultan of
Peranta Buana, had been changed by his father's curse into a
dragon, and to him belongs the fruit. When Dandan Setia fells
the tree, the dragon appears and seizes the fruit. Dandan Setia
awaits his coming, and asked why he steals other people's property,
excuses himself, explains the reason and asks forgiveness. The
dragon asks in return for the fruit that if a girl is born, she shall
become his wife, if a son, Dandan Setia may keep him and remain
his good friend and brother. Dandan Setia is forced to agree and
returns sadly to Gemala Ajaib. She eats the fruit, and then she
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and his parents hear the conditions. All remain in great sorrow;
Dandan Setia tells them to trust in God.
When her time is come, floods come over the country without
rains to account for them, and Gemala Ajaib gives birth to a
beautiful daughter, who is named Johar Gemala. Great is the fear
of the young that the dragon will claim her. He arrives indeed in
a big flood and asks at the gate whether a boy or a girl has been
born. The old Sultan would tell him a lie, but Dandan Setia
sticks to his pact and tells the dragon the truth and that he need
not be afraid to be cheated. The dragon appreciates this and asks
him to nurse and educate the princess until she is 10 years of age,
when he will claim her.
The little princess grows up into a most beautiful and wise
girl. Her grandmother, mother and the princesses around her
mourn her future fate; she soon perceives this and asks her nurse
whether she is expected to die very soon. Her nurse tells her, but
the princess keeps it to herself.
When the time is near, Dandan Setia informs his friends, the
Dewa and Indera Perkata. They both advise Dandan Setia not
to deliver the princess to the dragon, but fight him. Dandan Setia
is not afraid of the fight, but is bound by his word, which however
does not include his friends, and he has invited them to see the
princess carried off by the dragon. Indera Putera, now twelve
years old, has plans of his own.
When the appointed time has come, the dragon summons his
grand-parents, and they create a beautiful (floating?) palace. In
a big flood the dragon arrives at the gate of the town, carrying the
palace (on his horns), and shouting for the princess to be placed
in it. Dandan Setia and his friends perceive that they have
to do with a magic dragon. Dandan Setia fetches the princess,
who calmly takes leave, comforts her parents and asks her brother
to stay with their parents. With her nurses, servants and friends
she enters the palace, and the dragon disappears with them.
Indera Putera, Indera Dewa and Mengindera Jaya ask their
parents' permission and follow the palace in a boat as long as they
can see the top of it above the waves.
When night comes, Dewa Indera Kesna assumes his natural
shape and visits the princess in the palace. He is young and
beautiful and twenty years old, ten of which he has lived in heaven,
and ten under a curse. The maids wonder how the dragon allows
a youth, beautiful as Vishnu when he comes down on the earth, to
visit him. The Dewa explains that he is the dragon and has come
to pay his respects to the princess, who should fear nothing, as for
ten long years of suffering he had waited for her, declining to marry
any other girl. He tells her who he is, and that by accepting him
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as her husband she will speedily be reunited to her parents. Johar
Gemala is relieved at hearing that he is of good birth, and agrees
to his wishes. Dewa Indera Kesna burns incense in the gallery of
the palace, and at his request the gods send him in a thunderstorm
a town with a palace, fully populated. Taking his seat in the hall
of audience, Dewa Indera Kesna orders one of his ministers to
invite the three princes who are following him in a boat. The
minister explains to the astonished youths who the dragon is, and
gladly they sail to the new country. An embassy is sent to Dandan
Setia, who comes with his parents, his friends and their families.
Dewa Indera Kesna explains to him that he has been cursed by his
father and turned into a dragon because he had refused to marry at
his father's bidding. Mengindera Dewa Mengerna, Sultan of
Peranta Buana, is his father, and Dewa Shah Peri (Dandan Setia's
friend) finds out that Dewa Indera Kesna is his own nephew and
also related to Gemala Ajaib. By burning incense Mengindera
Dewa Mengerna is summoned,; he arrives with his wife and his
daughter Nila Kenchana, who is to be married to Indera Putera.
Indera Dewa is to be married to Princess Chahaya Udara, and
Mengindera Jaya to Princess Ratna Chahaya. The fourfold wedding is celebrated, and during the procession of the bridegroom a
great contest of magic powers takes place between the princes of
earth and those from heaven. The young couples are duly brought
to bed, Indera Putera and Nila Kenchana, Indera Dewa and
Chehaya Udara, Mengindera Jaya and Ratna Chehaya only playing
together, being still too young. Dewa Indera Kesna and Johar
Gemala are given the ceremonial bath and are crowned, his title
being Seri Sultan Kesuma Indera, and he is to rule over both
countries, that of his father in the heaven, and the new one on earth.
Indera Putera is crowned by Dandan Setia as Sultan Indera Putera
to rule Dendam Birahi, Indera Dewa is crowned by his father to
rule Baja Angsana with the title of Sultan Indera Dewa Perdana,
and Indera Pekata crowns his son Mengindera Jaya to rule as
Sultan Mengindera over Telaga Ratna.
Dewa Indera Kesna has much trouble with his young bride,
and it takes him four months and ten days before she becomes his
real wife. She gives birth to a son who is named Dewa Inu. Nila
Kenchana, the wife of Indera Putera, also gives birth to a son,
who receives the name of Shah Kobat, with the nursery-name of
Dewa Angkasa. (pp. 525-605.)
The writing of the story was finished on the 22nd. Moharram
A.H. 1300, in Singapore.
Printed in Singapore A.H. 1344.
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Stone Implements from Tohore.

Neoliths From Johore.
By

ENGKU ABDUL-AZIZ, D.K .

(Plate—XLII).
The stone implements figured on Plate XLII were found by me in
1919 on the beach at Tanjong Bunga, on the West coast of the
Straits of Johore and about 9 miles from Johore Baharu. They were
lying on white clay within twenty feet of the bank. At high tide
the beach at that spot is covered by about six feet of water. There
is an old well about thirty feet away from the bank at the foot
of the hill: it is frequently used by fishermen and travellers. The
bank nearby is sandy and the beach slopes gently to the sea for
about eighty yards before the water becomes deep.
About fifty yards towards the North there is a cliff about fifteen
feet high, and there the soil is clay with very hard and dark granite
boulders that run right down to the sea.
I had a wooden house built on the beach about fifteen feet away
from the bank, and, one day after very heavy rain, the sand near
the house was washed away, leaving some pieces of small stone. As
I was walking on the beach, I noticed a piece of stone (the smallest
specimen) which looked uncommonly like a stone implement. It
was then green with slime. I was so interested at the discovery
that I made a further search and found three more pieces of
different shapes.
Tanjong Bunga was well known among the older generation as
" Changkrik Mak Dudok " or as some called it " Janggut Mak
Dodok." It must have been an old settlement as there are several
graves there.
Since the Causeway was opened in 1925 all the sand on that
beach has washed away and it is full of stones.
These stone implements were kept by me and almost forgotten
until one day I saw a few similar specimens at a house and remembered that I had found a few myself. The Dutch expert Dr. Ph.
van Stein Callenfels has identified as neoliths the two smaller stones:
the large stone may or may not be a manufact.
It is interesting to note that in the collection of the Raffles
Museum, there is a polished stone implement found on the beach
at Tanjong Karang on the West coast of Singapore Island. Tanjong
Karang is about four miles South East of Tanjong Bunga.
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.

Notice of Books.
Oudheidkundig Verslag, 1930, published by the Royal Batavian
Society. This journal, compiled by officers of the Archaeological
Department of Netherlands India is particularly interesting. It
records the untimely death of Heer de Haan who in eight years
restored or rebuilt no fewer than fourteen monuments in Java. On
Plates 12-23 Dr. Bosch illustrates beautiful rosettes, medallions and
other carvings from the 16th century grave of the Ratu Kalinyamat,
Matingan to the south of Japara: Hindu-Javanese in sentiment and
style, they yet show Islamic influence in the adaptation of Arabic
characters to ornament and in evasion of the Muslim ban against
graven images by the composition of an elephant (Pl. 17 a.) out of
a chain of flowers, and of the ape and crab of the fable (Pl. 17 b.)
out of arabesques. There is a report of a committee on the condition
of the Borobudur basreliefs which is causing anxiety. In his
account of a trip through Sumatra Dr. Bosch records many important discoveries:—a 10th century (p. 138) South-Indian bronze
of a female figure, and stone monuments from Padang Lawas,
Tapanuli (Pls. 32-42); the head of a bronze Buddha from that
Malay sacred-place Bukit Seguntang, Palembang; three wonderful
Palembang bronzes of the Sri Vijaya type dredged up from the
Musi river (Pl. 45)—the only Sumatran specimens of Middle-Java
art known (at the time of publication). Then there is a most able
and illuminating paper by Dr. Bosch on those Minangkabau regalia
with which Marsden and Newbold have made English readers
acquainted.—From Tanjong a village in Pagar Ruyong comes a
large brass dulang with a Hindu-Javanese deer motif, its craftsmanship differing from the modern in that the figures are not outlined
but formed merely by change of pattern.—All the remaining articles
of the regalia were shown to Dr. Bosch by the surviving members
of the Minangkabau royal house and most of them are here illustratedThey are (1) two seals engraved in Arabic characters, one of Sultan
Abdu'l-Majid Muhammad Ibrahim and one—octagonal and lotusshaped—of Sultan Tunggul Alam Bagagar ibn Sultan Khalifatu'llah;
(2) two teeth of the elephant Hasti Dewah; (3) a huge horn of the
baffalo Benuang Sakti; (4) the handdrums (gendang) made of
pulut-pulut and seleguri; (5) the cloth Sangsuta that weaves
itself—but looks no more than fifty years old; (6) a silver-hilted
kelewang called chinangki (? =chenangkas R.O.W.); (7) the long
creese Si Manggi Masak; (8) the creese charabun; (9) the plain
undecorated lance Lambura; (10) a plaster or clay head of Katimono, a miniature 2 inches high, depicting not the great serpent
but a laughing man of Breughel type, either European or from
Majapahit's workshop at Trawulan; and (11) by far the most
valuable find, the knife Si-Mandang Giri (JRASMB. vol. IV, pp.
414-5). This type of knife is sculptured at Borobudur, at Prambanan (J. Kats' " The Ramayana as sculptured in reliefs in Javanese
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Temples," Batavia and Leiden, pis. V, XLII), and at Panataran (ib.
pl. 90). The hilt has inlaid in gold a cloud pattern that is unknown
in the art of Middle-Java but is common in that of East-Java. The
form of the weapon and this cloud pattern are characteristic of the
last three centuries of the East-Java period. On the obverse and
reverse of the blade are two figures inlaid in gold wire, a Bhairava
and his sakti (wife), one of the terrible manifestations of Shiva and
Mahadewi. Now, as Moens has discovered, the 1375 inscription of
Surowaso (^Suroasa) records how " in the saka year 1297, in the
month of the dead, prince Adatiawarman/' ruler of Minangkabau,
" received the highest consecration under the name of Wicesadharani, seated on a pile of corpses in a burialground, laughing
diabolically and drinking blood, while a great sacrifice flared and
caused an intolerable stench which to the initiated smelt like the
perfume of tens of thousands of millions of flowers/' An inscription
of 1347 records how this prince and his wife performed a fertility
dance as Mataginica and Matangini, that is, as male and female
elephant manifestations of Shiva and Mahadewi his wife. Dr. Bosch
therefore suggests that the two figures on this broad heavy sacrificial
knife (which is sculptured so far as I know generally in the hands
demons) represent Adatiawarman (or one of his predecessors or
successors) and his consort in the shapes of a Bhairava and a
Bhairavi. Finally Dr. Bosch points out how a figure of a Bhairava
from Padang Rocho (upper Batang Hari) carries in h's right hand
a similar knife, which suggests that such a knife was part of the
ceremonial equipment of a Minangkabau prince in his role of a
Bhairava. The most famous image of a Bhairava comes from
Singosari (Stutterheim's " Pictorial History of Civilization in Java/'
Weltevreden, p. 73, fig. 102): he also carries in his right hand a
similar heavy broad-bladed sacrificial knife with a large hand-grip
but the blade is slightly curved. The secret demoniacal sect of the
Bhairavas (which existed in East Java and Bali as well as on the
Padang highlands) professed a Tantric doctrine that connected the
worship of Shiva with the worship of Buddha. When a few years
later Adatiavarman died, the inscription on his grave averred that
he possessed all Buddhist virtues and was an incarnation of
Lokesvara the Deliverer.
Annual Bibliogrphy of Indian Archaeology, 1929, published with
the aid of the Government of Netherlands India and with the
support of the Imperial Government of India (Leyden—E. J.
Brill, 1931).
This is the fourth year this admirable publication has appeared
in English. Among its editors are such distinguished names as
J. Ph. Vogel, N. J. Krom, George Coedes, Ananda K. Coomarasamy,
Louis Finot, Victor Goloubew. The introductions deals with the
Sculptures of the Buried Basement of the Barabudur, and explorations at Angkor, at Anuradhapura and in Baluchistan. Its Biblio1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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graphy embraces all books and articles on Art and Archaeology,
Architecture, Painting, Iconography, Palaeography, Epigraphy,
Chronology, Ancient History, Ancient Geography and Numismatics.
It covers India, Ceylon, Further India, Indonesia (or the Malayan
region) and the Far East (China, Japan and Korea). It is a work
indispensable to every student of Oriental art, literature and history.
The plates are admirable and I would invite attention especially to
the reproduction of the beautiful sculptured figure of a Female
Deity kneeling, from the excavations of the Prah Khan Temple at
Angkor Thorn.
As an example of the method of its Bibliography I may quote
" 561. Dr. W. F. Stutterheim, Tjandi Baraboedoer, naam, form,
beteekenis, Weltevreden, G. Kolff & Co., 1929, 4 to, 85 pages,
32 plates.
The novel suggestions made by Dr. Stutterheim: (1) The
name Bara-budur means "the monastry (vihara) of the mound;"
(2) "not only the general plan of the Barabudur, but even the
subdivision of that monument served to interpret a religiousphilosophical world system, traces of which the author had found
in an old-Javanese Buddhist catechism before the time of Sindok "
(p. 36) (3). The Barabudur is " not a fancy-stupa with an anthology from Buddhist texts as devotional ' decoration,' but a practical
object of meditation for monks....not intended as a sight-seeing
monuments for pilgrims. . . .but for a population of meditating
monks, (p. 41). (4) The ' Dhyani-Buddhas' are, perhaps, partly
Manusi-Buddhas.
Reviewed Nicuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, Nov. 23, 1929 by
Prof. C. C. Berg."
A similar summary is given of Dr. Stutterheim's researches on
the Kala-Makara ornament so common in Javanese art. He thinks
the Makara symbolizes the Zodiac sign Capricornus, while the lion's
head above it is lo—the whole motif originating from Mesopotamian astronomy. " The wings, added in East Java, as well as the
single eye point to a symbolism relating to the Sun; this explains
also the Nagas. All these elements are very similar to Western
Asian and Egyptian symbols which partly have lost their meaning."
Here is grist for the Manchester mill.
R. O. W.
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Tokin: A Correction.
By

R. O. WINSTEDT.

On p. 137 of Journ. Malay Br. Roy. Asiat. Soc. IX, pt. I,
1931, lines 1 and 3 of the article, for Johore read Johol.

19321 Royal Asiatic Society.

A History of Johore (1673—ca. 1800 A.D.)
By R. 0. WINSTEDT, C.M.G., D.Litt.
In Leiden University Library there are two manuscript copies
of a Hikayat Negeri Johor, one of them written in 1849 A.D.
(Dr. H. H. Juynboll's Catalogus, Leiden 1899, pp. 236-7).
There are also two more in the Library of the Batavian Society
from the von de Wall collection, the second stated by Dr. Ph. s. van
Ronkel to contain the same text as the first. (Catalogus, 1909,
pp. 275-6). No copies have been traced in Johore and the present
text is from the Batavian MSS. and printed with the kind permission of the Bataviaasch Genootschap. The second Batavian
MS., CCCLVI of van Ronkel's catalogue appears to be the older.
Its dates are more accurate. In line 5 it reads mangkat instead of
CCCLVs corrupt mangkubumi. Its style is concise and good.
M.S. CCCLV abounds in dans and itus and kalakians and is
pretentiously literary and verbose. The subject matter is identical.
There appears to be another Hikayat Johor, quoted by Mr.
R. J. Wilkinson (JRASMB, vol. IX, pp.28-9, 1931) but otherwise
unknown to me. And there is the modern Hikayat Johor written
by Dato' Major Haji Muhammad Said, Private Secretary to H. H.
Sultan Ibrahim of Johore; it deals mainly with the reign of Sultan
Abubakar.
The marginal notes in the following summary are from various
sources.
SUMMARY OF MS.
S. A b d u l j a l i l
S h a h II, 1623
d. 22 N o v .
1677.

Johor Lama w.as sicked by Jambi in 1083 (=1672 A.D.) and
Sultan Abdul-Jalil Shah Raja Muda (Marhum Besar) fled to Pahang
while Laksamana Abdul'l-Jamil opened Riau. Marhum Besar died
in Pahang in 1080 (=1669 A.D.).

S. I b r a h i m
S h a h , 1677—
d. 16 F e b .
1685.

It was his successor Sultan Ibrahim (Marhum Muda) who
first went Riau:—the Laksamana killed the Dato' Temenggong at
Tanjong Batu in A.H. 1089 ( = 1677 A.D.).

S. M a h m u d
S h a h II, 1685
d. A u g . 1699.

Sultan Ibrahim died at Riau in 1095 A.H. and was succeeded
by Sultan Mahmud, who along with Sri Biji Wangsa was slain at
Kota Tinggi (1699 A.D.). The Laksamana, promoted Paduka
Raja, died in Trengganu in 1099 A.H. (=1687).

S. A b d u l - J a l i l
Riayat Shah
III as c-. 3 S e p t .
1699 d 21
M a r c h 1717
Marhum
Kuala Pahang)

Sultan Abdul-Jalil Shah, Bendahara, became ruler of Johor, at
Makam Tauhid, and after a year moved (1102 A.H.) from 'Kota
Lama ' and built a palace at Panchor (1112 A.H.). This palace was
burnt and in A.H. 1120 (=1708 A.D.) he removed to Riau. Attacked by Bugis, Minangkabaus and Patanis he returned to Johor Lama
(A. H. 1128) but driven thence by the Minangkabaus (A.H. 1129=
1717 A.D.) he fled and stayed a year in Trengganu, made a relative
Tun Zainal Paduka Maharaja and then sailed to Kuala Pahang,
whither came the Orang Kaya Indra Bongsu from Malacca—he went
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on to Trengganu. Then the (Minangkabau) Nakhoda Sekam sacked
Kuala Pahang, killing the Sultan (A.H. 1133=1720 A.D.) and
his relative Tun Tarangi (or Terini), and carrying off to Riau his
sons Raja Sulaiman and Raja Abdul-Rahman and also Raja
Muhammad a child of Marhum Mangkat di-Kayu.
Six years later Klana Jaya Putra (Daeng Parani), Daeng
Manampu and their Bugis forces drove Raja Kechil, the Minangkabau pretender to the Johore throne, out of Riau.
The Bugis installed Raja Sulaiman (son of Sultan Abdu'l-Jalil)
as Sultan Sulaiman Badar-u'1-Alam Shah. Daeng Manampu was
styled the " Old Raja " and Klana Jaya Putra the Raja Much
" Sultan Alaedin Shah." Daeng Parani married Tengku Erang,
Daeng Manampu married Tun Tipah (half-sister of Sultan Abdu'lJalil, the first Bendahara ruler), Daeng Mensuru married Tun Kechil
(daughter of Marhum Muda) and Daeng Mengeto' married Tun
Ingah. The Bugis pursued Raja Kechil and drove him out of
Kedah to Siak. Daeng Parani died of a cannon-shot (A.H. 1136).
Then Sultan Badar-u'l-Alam had a quarrel with the Bugis at Riau
and removed to Bulang. Raja Kechil invested Riau and made a
truce with the Bugis A.H. 1137. Sultan Muhammad Shah went
to Kampar and signed a treaty; one copy was given to Sultan Sulaiman, one to Sultan Alaedin and one to Sultan Ibrahim. Raja Kechil
came to Riau and got back his wife in return for an oath sworn
in the mosque that he surrendered his claims over Johore to Sultan
Sulaiman.
In A.H. 1131 (=1718 A.D.) Raja Kechil failed in another
attack on Riau and in the same year Raja Tua went to Trengganu
and installed (as Sultan) Tun Zainal-Abidin, son of Abdul-Majid
and brother of the first Bendahara ruler of Johore.
In A.H. 1140 the Raja Klana (? Jaya Putra) died at Tanjong
Pinang, and Raja Tua with Raja Indra Bongsu came from Pahang
and went to Siak. Daeng Ali was made Raja Muda and went to
Siantan. Daeng Matekoh married Engku Tengah. Engku Bongsu
returned from Lingga. In A.H. 1143 (=1730 A.D.) Maharaja
Denda was sent to Pahang and the Raja Muda sailed to Selangor
where he defeated Daeng Matekoh: both returned in the same
year. The Raja Muda married Raja Bakal. Raja Kechil and
Daeng Matekoh came from Siak to Riau to ask for their wives:
their request was rejected. In A.H. 1144 the Yang di-pertuan Muda
(Daeng Ali), Raja Tua, Engku Bongsu and Dato' Bendahara visited
Ungaran. Sultan Sulaiman went to Siantan (along with Orang
Kaya Siwa Raja, Dato' Bendahara, Tun Sulong Muda, Tun
Abdu'l-Majid) but soon returned. Raja Tua, the " Old Raja," died.
In A.H. 1147 (1734 A.D.) the Bendahara* went mad, and
Tunku Raja Mas died at Siak. An attack on Riau by Raja Kechil
* According to the Tuhfat al-Nafis Tun Abbas.
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vol. IX, pt. I.
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was foiled. The Yamtuan Besar (Sultan Sulaiman) went to Pahang
and built a wall (diwal) round the tomb of Marhum di-Pahang (his
father) and then passed on to Trengganu, where he married Tun
Abdu'l-Majid to a daughter of the Bendahara, Trengganu. Trengganu was threatened by an attack from Raja Kechil and 52 warboats. The Yamtuan Besar returned to Riau and circumcised Raja
Ibrahim. A Haji from Rembau reported the coming of Raja Kechil
with 62 vessels. Actually the attack was led not by Raja Kechil
but by Raja Alam, Daeng Matekoh and Raja Mas. They were
defeated with great loss. Maharaja Denda came from Trengganu
with 20 pikuls of saltpetre. The Laksamana was attacked by the
Bendahara and defeated. The Laksamana and Sri Biji 'diraja were
taken by Tun Nara Wangsa to live at Kuala (? Endau).
The folk of the nine tribes (sembilan suku) came before the
Yamtuan Besar, who gave titles to the nine Batins (A.H. 1151=
1738 A.D.). Yang di-pertuan Kechil (JRASMB, 1931, p. 31) was
brought from Trengganu and married. An old Raja called Inche'
Abdullah died. Nakhoda Ali arrived bearing letters from the Dato'
Temenggong, Dato' Dungun, Sayid Abdullah, Raja Siak, Tun Nara
Wangsa and Raja Muhammad. Then Inche' Punat arrived, as
emissary of the Bendahara in Trengganu, of Tun Abdu'r-Rahman
and Tun Abdu'l-Majid. A fleet was sent to Tndragiri to receive the
Raja Muda—Sultan Jamalu'd-din and the Raja Besar of Indragiri
died and Hassan bin Abdullah (1152 A.H.).
The Yang di-pertuan Muda (Daeng Ali) sailed to Selangor.
Followed by his ' sons ' the Yang di-pertuan KechP and Raja Ibrahim and by Tun Sulong Muda, Tun Abdu'l-Majid, Tun Pasang
and Tun Abdu'l-Jamil—the Yang di-pertuan Besar (Sultan Sulaiman) sailed to Ungaran and thence to Muar, where he met the Yang
di-pertuan Muda returning from Selangor, Raja Buang the son of
Raja Kechi' and Daeng Matekoh. The last two fled and the two
Yang di-pertuans returned to Muar, capturing many cannon belonging to Raja Buang.
The Yang di-pertuan Besar (Sultan Sulaiman) sailed to Trengganu. Long Pendawa and Inche' Amat came from Kelantan and
the former was given the title Dato' Sri Maharaja. It is announced
that the Yang di-pertuan Kechil is made ruler of Trengganu
(A.H. 1153=1740 A.D.)—(and called Sultan Mansur Shah or
Marhum Besar). The ship of the Laksamana is destroyed bv fire and
he and Sri Biji 'diraja and two slaves and five rayats from Singapore
lose their lives. The Yang di-pertuan Besar sails to Pahang, visiting
Pulau Kapas and Dungun on the way. He repairs and builds a
wall {diwal) round his father's tomb. There were then in Pahang
the Bendahara Tun Husain, (brother of Sultan Sulaiman on the
father's side), Tun Abdu'r-Rahman son of Temenggong Tun MutaJournal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I,
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hir, Tun Abdu'l-Majid, Raja Muhammad (son of the Raja Muda who
died in the brake, Mangkat di-kayu.
JRASMB., 1931, p. 30),
Tun Sulong Muda son of the Dato' Paduka Maharaja, Tun Pasang
son of Dato' Siwa Raja, Tun Bani, Tun Hassan son of Orang Kaya
Sri Nara 'diraja grandson of the Laksamana, Tun Dagang greatgrandson of the Orang Kaya Besar, and Sultan Sulaiman's son-inlaw styled Sultan Mansur Shah (of Trengganu) or Yang di-pertuan
Kechil. The Yang di-pertuan Besar sailed for Riau, followed by
a son of Bendahara Tun Hussain and by the old Bendahara of
Pahang."
In 1155 A.H. the year jim, on Monday the 11th of Muharram,
the Yang di-pertuan Muda sailed to Selangor. Later Sultan Sulaiman followed but meeting Raja Gembo' Yang di-pertuan Muda of
Indragiri returned with him to Riau. The Temenggong, sent to
summon the Yang di-pertuan Muda of Selangor, failed to find him,
as he was raiding Perak (1155 A.H.=1742 A.D.). Raja Gembo'
married Engku Dalam Tun Umo' saudara of the Sultan who died
at Kuala Pahang and went home at the time of an eclipse of the
moon (A. H. 1156). Tun Raja Brahim, Tun Abdul-Kahar, Tun
Sabtu, Tun Abdu'l Jalil and Panglima Bongsu went to fetch the
Yang di-pertuan Muda of Selangor. The Yang di-pertuan Besar
pays a vow at Pulau Penghujan. Si-Indud is executed (di-sula).
The Yang di-pertuan Kechil sails back to Trengganu. The Yang
di-pertuan Muda (Daeng Ali) dies—Mangkat di-Kota and is succeeded by Daeng Kemboja, son of Tengku Tengah*, who is installed
in Selangor and then returns to take up his office in Riau. He soon
went back to Selangor, taking Raja Haji, son of Daeng Ali
(Mangkat di-Kota) and marrying him first to Inche' Ayah, daughter
of Tengku Klana Muda, (who soon died) and then to Inche Sejak,
daughter of Tengku Raja Amaran.
Sultan Sulaiman and Daeng Kemboja, the Yang di-pertuan
Muda, quarrel. In Siak Raja Buang son of Raja Kechil asked
Sultan Sulaiman and the Dutch to help him fight his relative Raja
Alam. Daeng Kemboja objected and went to Linggi, leaving Riau
deserted except for Raja Haji and the Bugis. Raja Alam is defeated
and Daeng Kemboja gives him boats so that he can escape to Batu
Bara. Sultan Sulaiman sends the Yang di-pertuan Kechil (Sultan
Mansur Shah) of Trengganu and Raja Haji and Daeng Tumik to
fetch Daeng Kemboja to Riau. Daeng Kemboja hears that the
Dutch are taking Raja Haji prisoner in Malacca. He sends the
Raja of Selangor to Tanjong Kling who fetches Raja Haji to Linggi.
The Yang di-pertuan Kechil and Daeng Tumik attack Linggi and
drive Daeng Kemboja to Rembau, where he makes a treaty with
Yang di-pertuan Raja Ali, the Penghulu and the tribes. Daeng
Kemboja attacks Malacca, takes Tranquerah and builds a fort at
* The Tuhfat makes him the son of Daeng Parani not by Tengku Tengah
but by another wife.
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Klebang; the Raja of Rembau building a second fort there. They
take Perenggit, Bukit China, Semabok, Teluk Ketapang. Dutch
reinforcements from Batavia fail to take the three forts—Raja Alam
had come from Batu Bara and built a third and Tengku Raja Said
had brought forces from Selangor. Two or three men carrying yokes
could not have caried away the shoes and hats of the dead soldiers.
The Dutch ask for a treaty. Daeng Kemboja goes to Pedas and
marries Raja Haji to a daughter of Engku Raja Perak. Sultan
Sulaiman goes to Bunga Raya, Malacca, and summons the Raja of
Selangor to a conference with the Dutch. Daeng Kemboja with
his son Raja Indud and with Raja Haji leaves Pedas and goes to
Selangor. Raja Haji goes to Asahan and buys a sloop. Daeng
Kemboja and Raja Haji and the Raja of Selangor go to Pedas and
make a treaty with the Dutch—in a godown outside Tranquerah
gate. Raja Haji sails to Riau and collects the Bugis whom the
Yang di-pertuan of Trengganu had driven from Riau to Reteh when
the Dutch attacked Daeng Kemboja at Linggi: he brings them all
to Pedas and then returns to Riau sailing up to Sultan Sulaiman's
palace under the Malay guns. The Sultan asks which custom
(adat) Raja Haji wants—that of Marhum Mangkat di-Sungai Baru
or that of Marhum Mangkat di-Kota. Raja Haji says. " The
former as we accepted it on oath." All the Selangor rajas come to
Riau and return 20th August 1760 to fetch Daeng Kemboja.
Sultan Sulaiman
Shah Alam dies at Riau and Tengku Raja
di-Baru (=Baroh. JRASMB, 1931, p. 31) dies in Selangor and
is brought to Riau. Sultan Sulaiman is called Marhum Batangan.
The Yang di-pertuan Muda builds a palace at Pangkalan Rama
Baru. Raja Haji goes to Linggi and thence is invited to marry Ratu
Mas the daughter of the Sultan of Jambi and is given the title
Pengiran Suta Wijaya. Then he goes to Indragiri and marries the
daughter of the Raja Besar. He settles at Chinaku.
The Tengku Raja Selangor is installed as ruler with the title
Sultan Salehu'd-din Shah by the Sultan of Perak at Pangkor and
later in Selangor in the presence of Perak chiefs. Sultan Abdullah
of Kedah marries his daughter.
The Yang di-pertuan Muda (Daeng Kemboja) at Riau pays
$30,457 being the debt of the late Sultan Sulaiman to the Dutch
Governor at Malacca for the cost of the attack on Linggi at the
time of the Siak war. He refuses to help Raja Ismail the son of
Raja Buang, who has been worsted by the Dutch at Siak, and the
Bendahara sends the fugitive to Siantan. Engku Puan Daeng
Tejah full sister of the Yang di-pertuan Muda and wife of the late
Raja Alam dies at Siak. Raja Alam's successor, Raja Muhammad
Ali, is afraid to let the Yang di-pertuan enter Siak. Raja Ismail,
son of Raja Buang, sails down from Trengganu with 60 to 100
boats, Raja Nekara and all the rayat of Singapore. At Singapore
they meet the Dato' Penda Sati from Selangor and try to detain him.
But he flees to Riau and informs the Yang di-pertuan Muda, who
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sails out of Riau and attacks Raja Ismail at Tanah Merah, Singapore. Suliwatang fetches Raja Haji to Riau.
Sultan Ahmad, successor of Sultan Sulaiman dies.
His younger brother Sultan Mahmud is a child and lives in the
palace of the Yang di-pertuan Muda (Daeng Kemboja), Daeng
Kemboja has his own children, Raja Indud and Raja Yusuf, brought
to Selangor. They are shipwrecked off Malacca but Raja Haji
recovers all their belongings from Malacca. Raja Haji arranges a
marriage between Raja Indud and Raja Ibrahim (Tengku Tengah)
son of the Sultan of Selangor.
The Sultan of Selangor sails for Kedah. Raja Haji puts in at
Teluk Pedada off the Perak son and has a son born to him, whom he
names Raja Jaafar or Raja Laut. He goes to Betangun* (
)
in Kedah and strife breaks out. The Selangor people capture
the Betangun fort. The Kedah folk flee to Alor Star, which falls.
After the victory the Sultan of Selangor arrives, having stayed in
Perak to marry the daughter of the Raja Muda of Perak. After
the war in Kedah Raja Haji (Pengiran Suta Wijaya) sailed to
Merbok (
)
and thence to Bernam, where the Sultan of Selangor left Dato 'ku Long * Putera and his wife Engku Ngah. The
daughter of Dato 'ku Mangku * Putera marries Raja Brahim,
Tengku Tengah, son of the Sultan of Selangor: Raja Selamah marries
Raja Pala, another son. Raja Haji sails to Muntok and thence to
Mempawah (where he visits the tomb of the Tuan Besar). Then
he attacks Sukadana, where hearing of the death of Daeng Kemboja
(1777 A.D.) he sails to Pahang and gets the Bendahara Dato' Tun
Abdul-Majid (JRASMB, 1930, p. 33) to instal him as Raja Muda
of Riau (1778-1784 A.D.). Sultan Mahmud of Riau with Raja
Abdu'l-Samad and Dato' Shahbandar Bopeng sail to Pahang to
greet the new Raja Muda and escort him to Riau. The Raja Muda
(Raja Haji) builds a palace at Pulau Biram Dewa and one for
Sultan Mahmud at Sungai Kalang Besar. The Sultan of Selangor
dies at Riau and is succeeded by his son Raja Ibrahim. The new
Sultan Ibrahim makes his brother (? Pala or Nala) Raja Muda
of Selangor.
The Dutch, apparently molested by Raja Haji at Muar, invest
Riau. The Sultan of Selangor, and the Penghulu and tribesmen
of Rembau build a fort at Batang Tiga, whereupon a war with the
Dutch ensues. The Sultan of Selangor goes to Muar to invite the
aid of the Yang di-pertuan Muda (Raja Haji). Raja Haji comes,
leaving Sultan Mahmud at Muar. Raja Haji builds a fort at Teluk
Ketapang. At his order Penda Sati captures Semabok. The Sultan
of Selangor builds a fort at Batang Tiga (and having at Rembau
married the grand-daughter of Yang di-pertuan Raja Alam goes
* The Tuhfat al-Nafis corrects these names to Batangan, To' Engku Long
and To' Engku Mangku Putra.
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downstream to Sungai Baru). The Dutch get help from Batavia
attack and slay Raja Haji. His followers flee to Muar and take
Sultan Mahmud back to Riau. The Dutch send ships (with Raja
Muhammad Ali, Sultan of Siak and Sayid Ali) to attack Selangor,
whose Sultan flees on foot to Bernam, whence he travels with the
Raja Muda and Sayid Jaafar to Pahang and down-river to Pekan.
Tengku Raja Empuan and Arong Temujong flee on foot to Perak.
The Dutch attack Riau, where Raja Ali son of Daeng Kemboja is
Yang di-pertuan Muda. Raja Ali flees to Sukadana. The Dutch
pursue and conquer it. Raja Ali flees to Tambelan and thence to
Siantan. With him is Kraing Tulibeh, a Bugis, husband of Siti
a daughter of Raja Haji (Marhum Mangkat di-Teluk Ketapang).
With the help of Pahang the Sultan of Selangor returned to
his country but for 14 months two Dutch vessels from Malacca
guarded the mouth of the river and made rice betel and fish very
dear. Rice was a dollar for 5 gantang. The Dutch make a treaty
with Selangor. Acheh invokes the aid of Selangor against the
Orang Dusun. The Raja Muda of Selangor heads an expedition
and dies at Acheh.
Now the Dutch had opened a lodge (loji) at Tanjong Pinang.
With the sanction of Sultan Mahmud the Wilanun sack it. Sultan
Mahmud retires to Lingga and some of his followers to Bulang. The
Dutch open a fresh lodge at Tanjong Pinang. Sultan Mahmud
flees to Pahang and Trengganu where he meets its ruler, his nenda,
Yang di-pertuan Kechi ' and asks him to negotiate peace for him
with the Dutch. This old ruler did nothing. The Sultan of
Selangor tried but failed. And then the English took over Malacca
and left Riau to Sultan Mahmud, who entrusted it to Engku Muda,
Dato' Temenggong, and lived at Lingga. Raja Ali, the Yang
di-pertuan Muda, visits Riau and sails for Selangor along with Raja
Sulaiman and Sayid Muhammad Jambul, Che Abdullah son of
Penda Sati and Haji Mahmud. He sails to Pulau Pinang and
thence to Lingga. The Sultan of Selangor makes peace between
the Dutch and the Yang di-pertuan Muda of Riau, Raja Ali. Raja
Ali fetches his child from Siantan, goes to Langat and then to Muar.
The Sultan of Selangor marries Tengku Tengah, a daughter of
Raja Haji. He stays for two years at Lingga trying to settle the
differences between Bugis and Malays. Then he sails for Selangor,
not calling at Riau but visiting Raja Ali, the Yang di-pertuan Muda
at Muar (ascended 1784 d. 1805). Now a Perak embassy had
gone to Lingga offering the Perak throne to Sultan Mahmud and
so annoying the Bugis. The Sultan of Selangor therefore attacked
Perak from Riau—accompanied by his brothers Raja Jaafar and
Raja Idris, and his sons Rajas Ismail, Muhammad, Hassan and
Abdullah. On return from this indecisive raid he stationed Raja
Jaafar and Raja Idris at Klang.
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A Malay History of Riau and Johore.
By

R . 0 . WINSTEDT, C.M.G., D.LITT.

Of this interesting and valuable chronicle, the Tuhfat al-Nafis,
T know two copies only. Among the list of Malay MSS. bequeathed
to the Royal Asiatic Society, London, by the late Sir W. E.
Maxwell, K.C.M.G., is one copy, described by Dr. C. O. Blagden
(JRAS. 1899) as
" 2 . Tuhfat al-Nafis. A historical work, containing the
history of certain Malay States down to modern times,
including an account of the Royal Family of Selangor.
By Raja Ali of Riau. MS, Fol. 228. 22 lines on a page.
Dated A.H. 1307. Size 12¾ by 7¾
The other is a MS. kindly lent to me by Tengku Fatimah binti
Sultan Abubakar of Johore. It is a copy made in 1923 A.l). from
an older MS. The name of the author is not stated.
The Maxwell MS. was copied in 1307 A.H. (1890 A.D.) at
Klang by one Shamsu'd-din bin Imam Musa of Larut (? Perak),
from an original dated Monday, 17 Rajab, 1282 A.H. Dr. Blagden
has been good enough to collate certain test passages and finds
that, except for those verbal improvements from which no Malay
copyist can refrain, the Maxwell and Johore MSS. agree.
Who was Raja *Ali of Riau? Almost certainly he was Raja
'Ali Haji bin Raja Ahmad (Engku Haji Tua) and so a grandson
of the famous Raja Haji, who died in 1784 at Teluk Ketapang
fighting the Dutch from Malacca. This Raja 'Ali al-Haji was
the author of the Salasilah Melayu dan Bugis printed in Singapore
( J R A S M B . 1926, pp. 339-381') a work identical in style with
the present history and containing some of the same material.
He wrote also in 1857 at the request of the Yapg di-pertuan
Muda of Riau a grammar Bustanu'l-Katibin which was lithographed at Riau and Singapore (Tijdschrift vocr Ind. Taal-Land-en
Yolkenkunde Dl. X I X , p. 565 and van Ronkel's Catalogue of
Malay MSS. in the Library of the Batavian Society pp. 4 6 0 - 1 ) .
It was to this scholar and historian that Temenggong Abubakar of
Johore sent in 1868, asking if he could assume the title of Sultan.
On 3rd Shaaban 1282 (1865 A.D.) the author determined to
write this history and named it the " Precious Gift." H e recapitulates the history of the Singapore and Malacca rulers and
the founding of Johore. When the Portuguese took Kopak, the
Malays rescued 80 meriam and 300 tela rentaka. His account of
the early rulers of Johore is vague and gives no new material. The
brother of S.* Abdu'l-Jalil was Y. T . M u d a and lived in Pahang.
After Jambi took Johore but before the death of S. Abdu'l-Jalil
* S. = Sultan; R. = Raja; Y. T. — Yam tuan; T. = Tengku.
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(1088 A.H.) this Y. T. Muda died in Pahang (1087 A.H. = 1676
A.D.); his son was S. Ibrahim. Bendahara Tun Habib (or Habab)
died on Thursday 7th Muharram 1109 A.H. (the year dal). His
son became S. Abdul-Jalil on Thursday 8th Rabiu'l-awal 1111 A.H.
There follow 31 pages of genealogies, of which those of
main interest are given below (Tables 1, II and III). Next
are described the madness and murder of S. Mahmud at Kota
Tinggi in language almost identical with Wilkinson's quotation
in JRASMB 1931, p. 29. The Sultan cast his spear and killed
his murderer, Megat Sri Rama. The murder had the consent of
the Bendahara, Temenggong and Indra Bongsu.* It gives the story
of the apocryphal posthumous child (Tuan Bujang = Si Buyong =
R. Abdullah = R. Kechil). The ex-Bendahara, now S. Abdul-Jalil,
built a palace at Panchor, which was burnt. He removed to Riau.
His brother Indra Bongsu was made V. T. Muda and fought in
Batu Bahara, Deli (1122 A.H. =—1710 A.D.) and Indragiri
(1126) and then settled at Makam Tauhid. The Temenggong
attacked Linggi (1128). When R. Kechil had grown up, he became a soldier of fortune in Sumatra and getting a seal and the
title of R. Kechil from V. T. Sakti of Minangkabau, he ruled
Bengkalis and then attacked Johore. He bribed the chiefs (Batin
Jenang) of the Sea Gypsies {rayat) not to announce the approach
of his fleet. His grandfather the Laksamana espoused his cause.
The Y. T. Muda was playing chess when R. Kechil arrived at
Pengkalan Rama: seeing Johore was lost he slew his wife and was
killed fighting. S. Abdul-Jalil surrendered and was treated as
Bendahara again. R. Kechil is betrothed to his elder daughter,
T. Tengah, but seeing her younger sister, T. Kamariah. at a feast
insists on marrying her. Upu Daeng Parani arrives on a visit and
*Note—Inaccurate as to dates, Begbie yet has a useful note on the Lingga (or
Johore) constitution. " The Kings of Johore always had from the year
of the Hegira 1173 or A.D. 1761-62, up to the decease of Sulthaun
Mahmood Shah in A.D. 1810, eight Ministers, or Councillors of State,
four of whom were legitimate descendants of the ancient Malay dynasty.
These four were as follows: the Bandharra of Pahang, the Tamoongong
of Johore, the Rajah Indrabongsoo, and the Lacsamana or Admiral.
The two first resided in, and governed, those countries whence they
derived their titles; whilst the two last had no permanent place of
abode, as they were obliged to accompany the Sulthaun whithersoever
he went. The other four Councillors were either princes or nobles
of the Buggises, and had the following style; the first was denominated
the lang de Pertuan Moodah, or the Viceroy of Johore, and resided
at Pulo Pinigad ( = Penyengat), administering the affairs of the island
of Bintang; the second, termed Rajah Toowa, had no fixed residence;
the third or Dattoo Soliwatang, resided in Lingga, and the
fourth,
called Dattoo Panggawa, abode with the Vice-roy in Pulo Pinigad."
{The Malayan Peninsula, Madras. 1834, pp. 286-7).
A Johore MS.
of 1868, quoting Raja Haji Ali, states that Raja Indrabongsu could
become Temenggong and Bendahara and had many other titles
such as Sri Nara 'diraja, Sri Amar Perbangsa, Sri Maharaja, Sri Paduka
Raja; Penghulu Bendahari, Paduka Maharaja.
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weds T. Tengah and promises to wipe away her shame in return
for the title of Y. T. Muda. He retires to Siantan to prepare
ships and juak-juak, penggawa and anderiguru. Daeng Parani
goes to Matan and helps S. Muhammad Zainu'd-din. Now T.
Kamariah had left R. Kechil's house and refused to return. R.
Kechil therefore attacked S. Abdu'l-Jalil who had built a fort at
Seluyut and defeated him. The Malay rajas fled some to Malacca,
some with S. Abdul-Jalil to Trengganu. Three years later the
Sultan started a settlement at Kuala Pahang whither came R. Indra
Bongsu from Malacca. R. Kechil had left Johore as accursed
and moved to Riau. He sent Nakhoda Sekam to fetch S. Abdu'lJalil to Riau but later despatched Si-Mas Radin to tell the
Nakhoda to kill the Sultan, who was butchered while praying on
his ship. T. Tengah seized a sword and attacked the murderers.
The Sultan is buried at Teluk Kandang, Kuala Pahang. The royal
ladies were taken to Riau. R. Sulaiman sends a letter to the
Bugis at Matan to come and avenge his father. The chain-clad
Bugis with blunderbusses (terakul pemburas) defeat R. Kechil's
cannons and swords at Pulau Pengujan (1134 A. H. = 1721 A.D.).
He flees to Pulau Bayan and thence to Penyengat and finally to
Lingga. The battle took two days only. The Bugis go to
Selangor, which was full of rich Bugis traders, and R. Sulaiman
sails to Bendahara Peko' in Pahang for reinforcements. In their
absence R. Kechil captures Riau.
Now Selangor Bugis built a fish-trap off Kuala Linggi.
The Penghulu of Linggi, an adherent of R. Kechil, first demands
tribute and then chops up the trap and sends it to Klana Java
Putra in Selangor. Then ensues the campaign described with the
same detail as a battle off " Lingga " on p. 354 JRASMB, 1926.
R. Kechil flees from Linggi to Siak. The Linggi folk become
staunch adherents of the Bugis thenceforth. The Bugis attack on
Riau is described as on p. 355 ib. R. Sulaiman is proclaimed
Sultan Sulaiman Badr-al-'Alam Shah and by the advice of Bendahara
Sri Maharaja Tun Abbas the Bugis Leader Upu Klana Jaya Putra
is created Y. T. Muda and the Bugis chiefs marry S. Sulaiman's
female relatives as on p. 355 ib.:—Tun Kechil was a daughter of
Marhum Muda Mangkat di-Kayu Anak (
) • The Y. T. Muda
goes to Perpat Sa-ratus and marries 'Che Ayu the (imbedded)
widow of S. Mahmud of Kota Tinggi. The MS. then follows the
last two paras, of p. 357 ib. and the top of p. 358, and describes
the second Kedah campaign in which R. Kechil takes part
(pp. 360-2 ib.). R. Kechil attacks Riau from 19th Shaaban 1136
until 20th Dzul-hijjah, but peace is made and he meets his wife.
In 1138 A.H. S. Khalifatu'llah Muhammad Shah came down to
Kampar and made a treaty between the Bugis and the
Minangkabaus of Pasisir Laut. R. Kechil went to Riau, fetched
his wife T. Kamariah and swore friendship in the mosque only to
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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break his oath attack Riau and incur defeat. R. Tua goes to
Trengganu to instal Zainal-Abidin as Sultan. Then follows a
shorter account of events at Mempawah (pp. 370-378 ib.). In
1143 the Y. T. Muda sails to Selangor, fights D. Matekko and
drives him to Siak. In 1144 R. Kechil brings to Riau D. Matekko
to ask for pardon and—in vain—for his wife. A year later S.
Zainal-Abidin of Trengganu dies and in 1147 A.H. R. Tua,
D. Menempo'. A year later S. Sulaiman sails to Siantan and the
Y. T. Muda to Se!angor. In 1148 both visit Ungar, Buru,
Kerimun, Duri The Bendahara Tun Abbas goes raving mad.
R. Kechil fails in an attack on Riau. On Friday 20th Rabiu'lawal, 1148 (1735 A.D.), S. Sulaiman sailed for Pahang and
Trengganu and built a wall round his fathers tomb at Kuala
Pahang. R. Indra Bongsu (brother of the Y. T. Muda) and
D. Kemboja invite him back from Trengganu to Riau. R. Ibrahim
is circumcised. A Haji from Rembau reports that R. Kechil is
attacking Riau again but it is his son, R. Alam with D. Matekko
and R. Mas (p. 381 ib.). After their defeat the Y. T. Muda
gives Tun Abdullah the title of R. Tua (he dies on Thursday 14th
Muharram, 1150=: 1737 A.D.). The Y. T. Muda marries his
daughter R. Bulang to Y. T. Raja Kechil, son of the deceased
S. Zainal-Abidin of Trengganu (Friday 1st Muharram 1152). The
two sons of R. Kechil, i.e. R. 'Alam and R. Mahmud (R. Buang)
fight for the throne of Siak. T. Kamariah dies and R. Kechil
goes mad and sleeps beside her grave. He dies and first R. Mahmud
and then R. 'Alam and then R. Mahmud gets the throne of Siak.
R. Mahmud and D. Matekko fled once to Muar but were driven
out by S. Sulaiman and the Y. T. Muda, aided by Tun Ibrahim,
Tun Sulong Muda, Tun Abdul-Maud, Tun Pasang, Tun AbdulJamal and Tun Hassan (1153 = 1740 A.D.). In the same year
Tun Dalam, Y. T. Raja Kechil, is made Sultan of Trengganu
(Monday 10th Dzu'l-hijjah) and Long Pandak is made Sri
Maharaja. The Y. T. Muda, 1). Chela, takes his consort T. Puan
Mandak to visit Selangor. Later he helps in the war between
Selangor and Perak. He it was who first got gambir from Sumatra
for Chinese to plant in Riau, so that Riau became very prosperous.
He dies on Wednesday 17th Rabi'u'l-akhir, 1158. After going to
Selangor and consulting his relatives there, D. Kemboja accepts
on Monday 11th Rabi'u'l-awal, 1161, the office of. Y. T. Muda
and R. Haji is created Klana. R. 'Alam ousted from Siak tries
to found a kingdom on Pulau Siantan. S. Sulaiman and Tun
Dalam, Sultan of Trengganu, go to drive him out, not accepting
the advice of the Y. T. Muda, D. Kemboja, to await Bugis fighters
from Selangor. S. Sulaiman invests Siantan in vain for five months.
At last the Y. T. Muda and the Selangor Bugis arrive and drive
R. 'Alam to Matan, defeating his forces. On Thursday 17th
Dzu'l-hijjah 1163 the Y. T. Muda returns to Riau and on
Wednesday 11th Rabi'u'l-akhir 1164 S. Sulaiman returns.
Owing to the continued intrigue of Tun Dalam, Sultan of
Trengganu, and the Malay faction, the Y. T. Muda (D. Kemboja)
Journal Malayan Branch | Vol. X, pt. II.
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leaves Riau and goes to Linggi. When Tun Dalam sends for a
Dutch warship to remove Raja Haji and his two sisters, R. Haji
prepares to fight. Peace is patched up and the Sultan of
Trengganu and R. Haji sail to Linggi to fetch back the Y. T. Muda.
They call at Malacca where the Sultan of Trengganu tells the
Governor that S. Sulaiman wants the Dutch to attack Linggi and
arrest R. Haji. The Y. T. Muda hears of the plot and sends
the Raja of Selangor to Tanjong Kling to bring R. Haji to Linggi.
The Dutch drive the Bugis out of Linggi, while their Trengganu
allies remain in the boats. R. Haji is wounded in the thigh by
a bayonet. The Bugis retire to Rembau. R. 'Alam of Siak,
whose wife D. Khatijah was a sister of D. Kemboja (the Y. T.
Muda of Riau), had now returned from Matan to Batu Bara and
from there he brings forces to help his brother-in-law. The MS.
then follows the Hikayat Negeri Johor in describing the fighting
in Malacca. Tun Dalam, Sultan of Trengganu, had fled to Riau
and telling S. Sulaiman nothing about the defeat at Linggi tried
to get him and all the Malays to sail to Trengganu. S. Sulaiman
hears of the defeat at Linggi and is furious with Tun Dalam:
his son, Abdu'l-Jalil, Raja di-Baroh, wants to fight Tun Dalam,
Tun Dalam flees with many Malays to Trengganu.
The Dutch Governor invites S. Sulaiman and the Raja of
Selangor to Malacca to discuss matters. The Y. T. Muda could
not go as he was at Pedas marrying his daughter Raja Perak to
Raja Haji. The Dutch claim 73457 dollars being the cost of the
Linggi expedition. On 1st Ramthan 1166 A.H. a treaty is made
between the Dutch and Y. T. Muda. R. Haji fetches all the
Bugis, driven by Tun Dalam to Reteh, back to Riau. Riau is so
empty and poor since the Bugis left that S. Sulaiman sends Raja
di-Baroh Abdu'l-Jalil to fetch the Y. T. Muda from Linggi. He
does not meet R. Haji on his way so that R. Haji enters Riau
under the Malay guns and demands observance of the adat of
Marhum di-Sungai Baru not of Marhum di-Kota. Meanwhile
Raja di-Baroh meets the Selangor fleet at Ungar and together they
return to Riau where amity is sworn between Malays and Bugis.
The Raja of Selangor, R. Haji and Raja di-Baroh go to fetch
back the Y. T. Muda from Pedas. Visiting Selangor first, the
Raia di-Baroh falls sick. In Riau S. Sulaiman dies (20th August
1760, Netscher). Soon after hearing the news Raja di-Baroh dies
also (January 1761 ib.). His wife R. Puteh after bearing a son
R. Mahmud dies for sorrow at her husbands death. Her elder
son, R. Ahmad aged 8, is proclaimed Sultan. The Y. T. Muda
builds a palace at Pengkalan Rama. R. Haji is made Engku
Klana. He goes to Lingga and orders all the Megats there to
prepare for any visits of the Y. T. Muda. R. Haji is invited to
Jambi to marry the Sultan's daughter, T. Ratu Mas, and receives
the title Pengiran Suta Wijaya. Next he helps the Sultan of
Indragiri against a Minangkabau invader and marries his daughter
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R. Halimah. Then he defeats a Minangkabau Keramat, Dato'
Malaikat, who tries to rule Danai, Buru, Kerimun, Ungar, and has
him executed at Riau. The Y. T. Muda pays Riau's debt to
Malacca out of the sale of opium. S. Ahmad dies and the Y. T.
Muda has the deceased's younger brother R. Mahmud chosen Sultan
by force, his armed Bugis overawing the Bendahara, Temenggong
and other Malays. He wins to his side Daeng Kechil, Daeng Chela'
and Engku Muda because they are children of the Temenggong by
Raja Maimunah daughter of the Bugis Daing Parani. Raja
Ismail, a dispossessed claimant to the Siak throne, urged on by
the Malays of Riau, Trengganu and Pahang prepares to attack
Riau but the Y. T. Muda of Riau, hearing of the plot, banishes
the Malay Raja Tua, removes all the big guns from Riau to Pulau
Bayan under a Bugis guard and defeats R. Ismail at sea off
Singapore and Tanah Merah. Taking R. Endut and R. Usoh to
Selangor, a Riau ship is wrecked on Batu Musang near Malacca
and, left stranded there, is taken to Malacca and her contents are
removed. R. Haji sails to Malacca and gets compensation from
the Dutch, Then he sails to Selangor and marries. D, Kemboja's
son R. Ali to T. Besar Penuha daughter of the Raja of Selangor.
He takes Raja Ibrahima another daughter, back to Riau to
wed R. Andak, another son of the Y. T. Muda. The Sultan
of Perak creates the Raja of Selangor Sultan Salehu'd-din.
Accompanied by To Engku Mangku Putra, To Engku Long
Putra, T. Ngah (father of T. Ahmad), T. Bunga Putra, T. Klana
Chik Onok, the Y. T. of Kedah takes his son R. Abdullah to
marry T. Besar, the daughter of the Sultan of Selangor.
R. Ismail of Siak helps the Sultan of Palembang attack
Mempawah 1167 A.H. Having murdered its chief Dewa Perkasa,
R. Ismail raids Siantan and sails on to Trengganu where he marries
a daughter of the ruler and helps to win three campaigns against
Kelantan.
R. Haji and the Sultan of Selangor decide to demand the 12
bahara of dollars still owing by Kedah for the help Daeng Parani
and the other Bugis Upus formerly rendered. On the way at
Pangkor R. Haji has a son R. Jaafar (or R. Laut) born. Kedah
refuses the demand for payment. R. Haji captures Bentangau
fort and worsts Kedah. At Bernam he arranges the marriages
mentioned in the Hikayat Negeri Johor.
R. Haji next sails for Pontianak to help Sharif AbduV-Rahman
bin Sayid al-Sharif al-Habib Husain al-Kadri Jamal-allil (who
had married a daughter of Upu Daeng Menambun) in a campaign
against Sanggau. On the way he has born to him a son R. Idris.
He makes the Sharif Sultan of Pontianak.
Hearing of the death of Daeng Kemboja-Marhum-Janggut(1777 A.D. Netscher) the Y. T. Muda of Riau, R. Haji sails to
Pahang. At the time when Daeng Kemboja fought the sea-fight at
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Singapore (1764 A.D. ib.) Tun Hassan had been Bendahara—formerly he was Indra Bongsu. Now Tun Abdu'l-Majid was Bendahara
and creates R. Haji, Y. T. Muda. S. Mahmud, accompanied by the
son of Marhum Janggut, R. Abdul-Samad, sails to Pahang to
welcome him. In Pahang a son is born to R. Haji and named R.
Pahang. In Riau a son R. Ahmad is born (1193 A.H.): Riau
becomes very prosperous. A pikul of gambir could be bought for one
and sold for 8 or 10 in Java; Javanese rice fetched 3
Bengal rupiah a pikul; a kati of silk cost 5 suku; a pikul of
lac (embalau) 3 rial and woven silk cloth of Siantan 3 rial a piece,
silk trousers 5 rial and Siamese rice $10 a koyan. There were 50
to 90,000 Malays at Riau, 8,000 Bugis at S. Timun and 2,000
elsewhere. There were 600 rajas and 80 chiefs (Orang Kaya) and
merchants. European chintz, broad-cloth (sakhlat), white cloth,
satin (
) and batik kerchiefs were dear. The Malays
were still jealous of the Bugis and some under T. Fatimah went to
Trengganu. According to the chronicle of Engku Busu of Dungun
the Malays yearly appealed to the Dutch and to the East India
Company to attack Riau.
R. Ismail of Siak marries his daughter T. Kamariah to a
Sayid of the Sakaf family (
) and creates him Tuan Besar.
They raid and worst Siak. R. Ismail becomes Y. T. Besar and
R. Muhammad Ali is degraded to be Y. T. Muda of Siak and goes
temporarily mad. Y. T Ismail dies and is called Marhum Mangkat
di-Balai. He is succeeded by his son, S. Yahya Shah.
Soon after R. Haji becomes Y. T. Muda, S. Salehu'd-din of
Selangor dies. R. Haji makes the deceased's son R. Ibrahim
Sultan and his younger son R. Nala Y. T. Muda of Selangor. R.
Haji quarrels with the Dutch at Malacca over prize-money for an
enemy ship (Dutch records tell us it was an English ship the
Betsy commanded by Captain Robert Geddes and bound for China
with 1154 chests of opium) captured on his information at Riau
Another account says that the Sultan of Trengganu gave Captain
Geddes a Chinese girl convert to Islam, called Jamilah, as an
inducement to go to Riau and create trouble with a French ship
there so that (France's ally) the Dutch should become unpopular
at Riau. A Dutch fleet under Pieter Jacob van Braam or according
to another account Heer Abo blockades Riau. According to the
account of a Bugis l Che Sumpu ' who had then just grown up—
baharu lekat keris—, he was one of a crew that rowed R. Haji
from vessel to vessel to direct operations and if any of the
crew ducked when a shot passed the boat R. Haji struck him with
a rattan. At last the Dutch took the fort on Pulau Penyengat in
heavy rain and chased the Siantan men, its defenders, with a
pack of dogs and shot them all. After 9 or 11 months both
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parties tried to negotiate but failed because the Dutch wanted
to bring a warship up the river. Later the Bugis fired a shot
that blew up a Dutch ship

(? Malacca's Welvaren)

killing 500 or 800 men and a Commissary.
S. Ibrahim of Selangor and Y. T. Muda Raja Nala got the
Penghulu of the four Rembau tribes and the Penghulu of the four
Pedas tribes to join in an attack on Malacca. They build forts
at S. Baharu and Batang Tiga. The Dutch fleet returns to Malacca.
The Sultan of Selangor sails to Riau and invites R. Haji to
attack Malacca. S. Mahmud sails as far as Muar and stays there.
R. Haji entrenches himself at Teluk Ketapang, Tanjong Palas and
amuses his followers with dances (joget dan tandak). The Dutch
are driven back into Malacca fort. Reinforcements arrive from
Batavia and S. Muhammad Ali of Siak is bribed to help the Dutch.
The Sultan of Selangor goes to Rembau to marry. The Dutch
surprise Teluk Ketapang fort from Pernu. In vain the Bugis
sally forth and charge, one sick chief on horseback. R. Haji stands
with a badik in one hand and a Guide to Grace (

)

in the other. His followers embrace him. He is shot down.
The Dutch bury him with royal honours in the Fort (Kota) '' behind
the Company's f o r t " (kubu) and later let his son remove him to
Riau for burial on the southern hill of Bukit Penyengat:—he was
to have been taken to Batavia but the ship was struck by
lightning. His people are allowed to flee to Muar, whence they
and S. Mahmud return to Riau.
The Dutch helped by Y. T. Muhammad Ali of Siak and his
saudara (? son-in-law) Sayid Ali attack Selangor (1784 A.D.
Netscher):—the Y. T. was angry because T. Embong had been taken
by Sayid Jaafar of Selangor as his wife. The Sultan of Selangor
flees to Bernam and thence to Pahang: the T. Empuan and Arong
Temujong and his wife flee on foot to Perak. The Y. T. of Siak
steals all the property he can and sails back to Siak, leaving
Sayid Ali as Y. T. of Selangor.
The Bugis by force appoint R. Ali Y. T. Muda of Riau but a
Dutch fleet comes to attack Riau. The R. Tua, Enche Andak, a
Bugis by birth, sides with the Malays. The Y. T. Muda and all
the Bugis go to Sukadana. The Dutch make a treaty with Riau
with 26 sections and 3 supplementary sections. No Bugis are to
be given State office in Riau. It was signed on board the Utrecht.
Ruhde became the first factor (pitor) at Riau.
Aided by Pahang, the Sultan of Selangor came from ulu Pahang
to ulu Selangor and so down to the estuary and Pematang from
Tiram Burok. Sayid Ali flees to Siak. Selangor captures the
Dutch fort. For 11 months two Dutch ships blockade the mouth of
the Selangor. Then Selangor makes a treaty with the Dutch.
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S. Mahmud invites the ruler of Tempasok and his Lanun
fighters to oust the Dutch from Riau. This they do. But knowing
that the Dutch will retaliate, S. Mahmud sails to Lingga with
200 boats, the Bendahara's followers sail to Pahang in 150 boats
and others to Bulang and Trengganu. Only the Chinese are left
in Riau when the Dutch return. The sea swarms with pirates.
In 1206 S. Mahmud goes to Trengganu and asks the Sultan to
make his peace with the Dutch.
R. Yahya, son of R. Ismail, was Y. T. Besar of Siak. R.
Muhammad Ali was now the old Raja. His son-in-law Sayid Ali
was a pirate who sacked Singgora and threatened Trengganu
(1790 ib.). The Sultan of Trengganu asked help from an English
sea-captain whose ship was awaiting tin-ore. The captain laughed
and replied " We '11 finish him in three hours. Our guns are bigger/'
In spite of the rudeness of a Trengganu raja to Sayid Ali, he met
the Sultan peacefully and sailed away. While S. Mahmud went to
Pahang, the Sultan of Trengganu sent to Riau asking the Dutch
to make peace with S. Mahmud. The reply was so rude that he
did not read it in public but only before his relatives—his son
T. Busu (whose mother was T. T e n g a h ) , T. Lahad, T. Said, T. Wok.
S. Mahmud returns to Lingga. The discovery of tin at Singkep
brings prosperity in spite of pirates. He sends R. jaafar, son of
R. Haji, to attack Indragiri, whose old Raja is R. Jaafar's
father-in-law.
The Sultan of Pontianak and the Dutch drive R. Ali from
Sukadana: he settles on Siantan.
The English take over Malacca and in 1208 (1795 A.D.)
English and Dutch recognize S. Mahmud. S. Mahmud leaves Engku
Mnda, son of the Dato' Temenggong and Raja Maimunah in charge
of Riau, as there is no Y. T. Muda. Raja * Ali moves from Siantan
to Langat and then to Muar. The Sultan of Selangor goes to
Lingga and marries T. Tengah, a daughter of R. Haji (of Teluk
Ketapang). A Perak embassy comes, offering the throne of Perak
to him—-and so offending the Bugis. Two years the Sultan oi
Selangor remains at Lingga but fails to reconcile Bugis and Malays
or to get R. 'Ali accepted as Y. T. Muda. He returns to attack
Perak. R. Jaafar (son of R. Haji), R. Idris, R. Ahmad, accompany
the Sultan, as also his own sons R. Muhammad, R. Ismail and
R. Abdullah and also R. Hassan son of the Y. T. Muda of Selangor
who died in Acheh. Selangor defeats Perak. The Sultan gives
Klang to R. Jaafar where he and his brothers get revenue from
tin. The Y. T. Muda 'Ali (son of Marhum Janggut) goes from
Muar to Riau. He and Engku M u d a fight and Engku Muda
(nephew of Marhum Janggut) retires to Bulang where a
Temenggong of Johore is buried. S. Mahmud pacifies them (1803
ib.) and marries R. Hamidah, daughter of the famous R. Haji.
On the death of Y. T. Muhammad 'Ali of Siak, Sayid 'Ali
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wrests Siak from the Y. T. Besar R. Bijaya or Yahya and the
Y. T. Muda, a son of the deceased. T. Yahya flees to Lingga and
thence to Trengganu where he dies mad at Dungun. His flight
to Lingga was just before the quarrel between Y. T. Muda 'AH
and Engku Muda. Y. T. Sayid 'Ali comes to Riau (and is fired
on by a British Man-of-war) and marries T. Mandak, daughter
of Engku Besar Raja Siti and Engku Keraing Telibak.
S. Mahmud builds a palace on Pulau Penyengat for T. Hamidah
and her family and gives them the revenue of Riau. The Y. T.
Muda lives on Pulau Bayan and and studies the tarikat Khalwatiah
(Sammaniah)
from Shaikh Abdul-Ghafur.
Y. T. Muda *Ali dies of a carbuncle (paipa, sakit raja) and S.
Mahmud sends to Klang for R. Jaafar to become Y. T. Muda with
the style S. Alaedin Riayat Shah (1221)—he marries R. Lebar,
daughter of his predecessor. A Minangkabau, Lebai Kamat, came
to Lingga and avowed himself to be God and promulgated other
false doctrines. He and his pupils had their heads shaved as a
punishment. He went to Lampong but returned to Lingga
announcing that he was the reincarnation of R. Haji. S. Mahmud
ordered his execution but he fled to Indragiri whence he was decoyed
back to Riau and beheaded. On Monday 18th Zu'l-Hijjah 1226
S. Mahmud dies, crying to the Y. T. Muda " Komeng, Jaafar!
Komeng, Jaafar," meaning that his son Abdu'r-Rahman, nicknamed
Komeng, should succeed. R. Abdu'r-Rahman becomes Sultan of
Lingga. After the funeral the elder son R. Hussain arrives from
Riau and having paid his respects to his brother returns to Riau
where he stays with the Y. T. Muda and Temenggong AbdurRahman.
Sultan Abdu'r-Rahman was pious, dressed as an Arab on
Fridays, read the Quran at his father's grave, had a fine voice
and liked to act as muezzin, and wept at the recital of the
khutbah. By his wife Raja Anitah (daughter of Raja Sulaiman)
he had a son Tengku Besar Muhammad—born in the reign of
S. Mahmud.
The Yam Tuan Muda in Riau was R. Jaafar who lived with
his younger brothers R. Idris and R. Ahmad, his ' son ' R. Hussain
{brother of S. Abdu'r-Rahman) and his ' son ' Temenggong Abdu'rRahman. R. Idris lived at Sengkarang: the rest all lived at
Pulau Penyengat. The Yam Tuan Muda also was pious but had
' white ' friends in Malacca as well as Arab friends. He sent
4 or 5 youths to Malacca to learn music and he had soldiers
who were uniformed and equipped by his European friends. He
made handsome creeses and badik, which were sent as presents to
Pontianak, Pahang, Kedah. In his time Keraing Chendrapuli came
and lived in Riau (with Keraing Telibak)—he quarrelled with
R. Idris over the control of Chinese and finally left Riau.
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Major William Farquhar came from Malacca and sent his portofficer

, son-in-law of Adrian Koek, to say he was sailing

to Pontianak. At Pontianak he met a Dutch war fleet, so could
only despatch a letter ashore to the Sultan. He sailed back to
Lingga where he informed S. Abdu'r-Rahman that perhaps the Dutch
were coming to take Lingga and Riau. The Sultan referred him to
the Yam Tuan Muda. Farquhar told the Yam Tuan Muda that
England had given Riau to the Malays in the time of S. Mahmud
and would defend them against Dutch aggression: he bestowed rich
presents of guns and velvet on the Yam Tuan. The Malays prepared to fight the Dutch, whereupon Adrian Koek came from
Malacca and persuaded the Malays that the Dutch had no intention
of seizing Riau or Lingga.
A Dutch fleet under Wolterbeck
) with Captain Elout as Commissary arrived at

Riau

and a treaty was made between the Dutch on the one part and
the Yam Tuan Muda and the Temenggong of Johore on the other.
( ? Koningsdorffer) was left as Resident at
Captain
Riau. Then Major Farquhar returned and upbraided the Yam
Tuan Muda who replied that he had not sought English help as the
Dutch had used no force. Farquhar (or his interpreter) next saw
Tengku Long, the elder brother of S. Abdulrahman, and the
Temenggong. As he left for Malacca, Farquhar took a ring from
his finger and gave it to the Yam Tuan Muda. Farquhar returned
to hand back Malacca to the Dutch. The Temenggong sailed to
Singapore '' in accordance with old custom." Farquhar soon joined
him and they awaited the arrival of Raffles from Penang. Raffles
got the Temenggong to send Engku Embong immediately to Riau
to fetch Tengku Long. He was to act secretly for fear the Dutch
made the Yam Tuan Muda hold Tengku Long . Tengku Long
pretended he was going to fish, reached Singapore and was installed
as S. Hussain. The families of the new ruler and of the
Temenggong moved from their '' palaces " at Riau to Singapore.
The Dutch opened a customs-station (pebean) at Tanjong Pinang.
The Yam Tuan Muda left his * elder brother ' Muhammad Zin alKudsi in charge of Riau while he went to Lingga for the circumcision
of the son of T. Besar Muhammad (and grandson of the Sultan)
along with his own son R. Mahmud, Engku Wok Sayid Ahmad (son
of Sayid Muhammad Zin al-Kudsi), Raja Ali (son of R. Ahmad
and nephew of the Yam Tuan Muda) and Che Wan Abdu'r-Rahman,
son of Wan Embong. Now at Tanjong Pinang Arong Bilawa
(

), head of the Bugis. had got Nakhoda Medong to divorce

his wife Raja Fatimah and then married her with a festival that
led to the discharge of cannon at night and the alarm of the
Dutch Resident who summoned the bridegroom to his fort. Instead came Daeng Renggi' and others wearing creeses. They were
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ordered to discard the creeses and enter. A tight arose and Raja
Renggr was killed. The Dutch send two warships from Malacca
and Arong Bilawa and the Bugis flee and settle in Singapore.
Sultan Hussain of Singapore sends his son during the hostilities to
fetch the Engku Puteri to Singapore but she remains at Riau. The
Yam Tuan Muda Raja jaafar returns to Riau, works with the Dutch
and arranges for the installation of S. Abdu'r-Rahman with the Johor
regalia (serta hendak kerajaan dan kebesaran Johor) which were
in the hands of kakanda Engku Puteri, because " according to old!
custom; jika tiada kerajaan Johor itu, belum-lah lagi sah dan
dzahir-nya nama Raja Johor itu."
In 1236 A.H. (1821 AT).) S. Abdu'r-Rahman sailed with his
son T. Besar to Pahang whence the Dato' Bendahara Tun Ali
escorted him to Trengganu:—R. Ahmad, a son of the Nam Tuan
Muda accompanied the Sultan. The Sultan married a saudara of the
Sultan of Trengganu, who shortly afterwards died: his son, the
T. Besar Muhammad married T. Teh a daughter of the same ruler,
who bore him a son R. Mahmud.
In 1238 A.H. the Yam Tuan Muda sent Engku Sayid
Muhammad Zin al-Kudsi and his own saudara R. Ahmad and his
own son R. jumaat and others as ambassadors to Governor-General
Baron van der Capellen at Batavia. They were greeted by the
Shahbandar and Sayid Hassan Habshi, then Mayor of Batavia, and
taken in carriages whose coachmen wore lace caps (songkok pasmen)
to a house in Kampong

.

After

three days a young

Dutchman Angelbeek took them before the Governor-General
where their letters were read while cannons boomed in the distance. On Sunday they went again and talked through an
interpreter Heer Roorda (
a curry tiffin.

) and sat down (about 80 persons) to

General de Koek (

) a stout handsome man

was present with his pretty little wife.
The wife of the
Governor-General was stout.
After lunch they walked in the
garden and were given cigars:—pelayan membawa bekas perak
yang bercheranggah sa-olah-olah pokok kayu: maka terjagak-lah
pada sa-genap dahan-nya itu cherutu. At 5 p.m. the party broke
up. The Governor-General got into his carriage and four:—ada
pula Holanda dua orang yang bermisai dan berjanggut terlalu
ramus memakai baju lamina saperti rupa perak berkuda puteh sapasang dan menghumus pedang-nya—these were outriders. Another
night they were invited to a cave-like room to see a comedy.
After three months many of the party were ill with fever and colic
and some died. There were not enough left to man the boats.
The Governor-General gave Raja Ahmad $1,000 for a boat he had
bought for $400; and he sent back Engku Sayid later in a warship,
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the Dolphin.
Timmerman Thyssen, Governor of Malacca came to the Yam
Tuan Muda and took the Johor regalia from Engku Puteri away
to Malacca. Raja Ahmad is sent again as an ambassador to
Batavia and to buy a ship to fetch S. Abdu'r-Rahman Shah from
Trengganu. He buys one for 9,000 rupiah but falls very sick.
He recovers. And the Dutch send the Yam Tuan Muda to
Trengganu in a fighting ketch named
its colonel was
and its three officers
she had a crew of 120 Dutchmen and 30 Javanese. The Tengku
Besar, son of S. Abdu'r-Rahman, sails out to meet them and is
greeted with a salute but as he boards the ketch coatless he gets
no salute on his return. The Yam Tuan Muda and Tun 'Ali
the Bendahara, take back to Riau the Sultan and his son the
Tengku Besar, whose wife Tengku Teh had 40 days earlier born
him a son, R. Mahmud. At Riau they are greeted by the royal
sons of the Yam Tuan Muda, Raja Abdifr-Rahman and R. 'Ali
and by the port officer
A Dutch Raja Laut, who had
come from Batavia, handed the sword and sash (sayap sandang)
of the regalia to S. Abdifr-Rahman, who is duly installed and soon
returns to Lingga. Dato' Abdullah Shahbandar hoists the Sultan's
flag in Johore, where the Y. T. Selat, S. Hussain, and Temenggong
Abdifr-Rahman carry on the government as in the old days.
Engku Sayid Muhammad Zin al-Kudsi ( = the Holy) is sent to
Batavia (taking the headman of the rayat) to discuss the suppression of piracy and the loss of the Sultan's Peninsular States
under English rule. He returns but a young Heer Angelbeek (who
dies soon afterwards) comes to Riau and says that all land to the
left of the East Indiamen's course to China has by treaty been
recognised as under England. Now although the Y. T. Selat was
a relation and Temenggong Abdu'r-Rahman (on the Bugis side)
was a second cousin (anak saudara dua pupu) to the Y. T. Muda,
R. Jaafar, at Riau as well as menantu saudara-nya, yet they
persisted in opening mines at the Karimun Islands outside their
sphere and in
R. Ahmad, brother of R. Jaafar the Y. T. Muda, decides to
go on the hajj after his illness. He takes his son, R. 'Ali, and
his son-in-law Sayid Abdullah Engku Ngah, son of Sayid
Muhammad Zin al-Kudsi and sails first to Semarang and thence to
Japara (where he buys—needlessly as it happens—a coffin for
his very sick son R. 'Ali) and so to Juana. Then he returned to
Riau and sailed for Singapore but found the Arab pilgrim ship
had left.
The Dutch Government allowed Arong Belawa to return to
Riau where he was given a salary of 500 brass rupiah a month.
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His daughter, Daeng Pechonga/ married R. Hussain, a son of the
Y. T. Muda. The Engku Puan of Selangor gave Arong Belawa
a gundek, Si-Patam, but he went mad and died.
R. Ahmad went again to Singapore on his way to Mecca.
was entertained by the port officer:

He

Mr. Samy)

and sailed for Penang in a ship belonging to Sayid Hashim. The
Engku Putri gave R. Ahmad $10,000 and he had §4,000. At
Penang Sayid Hashim lent R. Ahmad a house and sold some tin
for him. Enche' Nurati (a bekas gundek to the Y. T. Selangor)
brought her child R. Hamidah and invited R. Ahmad to stay at
her house but as he could not leave S. Hashim he let her take his
son R. 'Ali. The V. T. of Kedah gave him an old-fashioned watch
worth $100. Sayid Zin Idrus, born in Kubu, asked the permission
of R. Ahmad to marry Che Nurati. R. Ahmad sails for Jeddah
Felucca).

in a Turkish vessel called
18th Shaaban, 1243.
(or
Mecca

he

He arrives on

At Jeddah he chose Shaikh Ahmad

) as he was descended from the '' 40 Bugis."
visited the Mufti Shafe'i. Sharif Yahya. Raja

Mecca, had just killed Sharif Shambar

At
of

in the Mosque

al-Haram. Ahmad Pasha (nephew of Muhammad Ali Pasha,
Ruler of Egypt) the representative of Mahmud Khan, Sultan of
Istambul. compelled

him to flee

to Badr

where

he

collected Bedouins and molested pilgrims to Medinah. However
R. Ahmad went to Medinah in a caravan of more than 2,000
camels. On the way he met Sharif Yahya and one of his juak-juak,
Sayid Muhammad Atas, whose father he knew. He bought a
garden at Medinah and gave two houses at Mecca as wakaj to the
Mufti Shafe'i. The first royal pilgrim from Riau he returned in
a Turkish brig.
Now the Sultan of Singapore allowed Sayid Akil to build a
house and open mines on Karimun Island. The Y. T. Muda sends
Engku Sayid Muhammad Zin al-Kudsi to plant the Riau flag
there.

But the Sultan of the Straits (Selat)

pays no heed. The Y. T. Muda helped by the Resident of Riau
takes Karimun and puts to flight Sayid Akil and his helpers, R.
Endud and Tengku Yahya. R. Ahmad the pilgrim hears of the
fight at Penang. At Singapore Daeng Renggi' son of Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman tells him that no Teluk Belanga people have taken
part in the fight, which was not the wish of the Y. T. Selat but
of his wife and Tengku Yahya.
The Y. T. Selat invites R. Ahmad
ashore but he excuses himself on the ground of illness and sends
his son-in-law Sayid Abdullah and his own son Raja (Haji) 'Ali.
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. I I .
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When the Y. T. Muda (R. Jaafar) arrives from Karimun, R. Ahmad
gives him one Nubian and one Abyssinian slave, a Turkish rug,
a Turkish rifle, two rings, cloths
water
from the Zamzam well and dried camel's flesh. The Tengku
Besar from Lingga marries R. Fatimah, and Raja 'Ali marries
R. Halimah, both brides being daughters of the Y. T. Muda. On
the 11th Jemad-al-awal 1246 A.H. the Y. T. Muda and Tengku
Besar make a fresh agreement with the Dutch Resident. The
Y. T. Muda sends his son R. Ali and son-in-law Sayid Hussain,
Tengku Erang, to Governor-General Van den Bosch about the
arrest by the English of R. Jaafar, his brother-in-law, at Singapore
on a charge of piracy. Resident Elout of Riau was succeeded by
De Groot
Sayid Abdullah son of S. Muhammad Zin
al-Kudsi and son-in-law of R. Haji Ahmad dies at Lingga. Soon
afterwards on the 20th Muharram 1245 A.H. his father also dies
at Lingga. On Monday 13th Rejab 1247 A.H. the Y. T. Muda,
R. Jaafar dies (18 Dec. 1831) at Lingga just after the wedding of
his son R. Abdullah with R. Aishah, daughter of S. Abdu'r-Rahman.
R. Ahmad's " daughter " marries Tun Abdullah, son of Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman after which R. Ahmad leaves Lingga for Riau.
R. Abdu'r-Rahman, lawful (gahara) son of R. Jaafar, succeeds his
father as Y. T. Muda. S. Abdu'r-Rahman dies on Monday 11
Rabi-al-awal 1248 A.H. (9th August 1832) and before his father's
bier leaves the palace, the Tengku Besar is proclaimed S.
Muhammad Shah:—S. Abdu'r-Rahman is known as Marhum Bukit
Chengkeh. Now at Sungai Ino' lived Ilanun pirates not petty
pirates like the Rayat who used lanchang and kakap and mostly
hidar-bidar
but pirates who used penjajap armed
with cannon. Lingga and Riau with the aid of the Dutch and
and a ruse of the Y. T. of Indragiri captured them and beheaded
the leaders.
S. Muhammad Shah went to visit the tombs of his ancestors
in Johore, and then sailed to Pahang and Trengganu.
Now S. Ahmad of Trengganu had died:^he was the son of
Marhum Mata Merah who was the son of Tun Dalam, (whose
posthumous name was Marhum Janggut and real name Mansur
Shah) who was the son of Zainal-Abidin, the ruler installed by
Y. T. Muda Upu Daeng Chela', Daeng Menempo' and S. Sulaiman.
S. Ahmad had many (saudara) relatives,—the Y. T. Muda,
T. Mansur, T. Abbas, T. Ismail. When he died, one of his
relatives (saudara) succeeded. That relative died and one of his
sons, T. Daud then reigned for 40 days and died. The throne
was then claimed by T. Mansur, a brother (saudara) of S. Ahmad,
and by S. Ahmad's'son, T. Omar. T. Mansur, styled Y. T. Tua,
drove T. Omar, styled Y. T. Besar, to Besut and thence to
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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Kemaman. S. Muhammad Shah failed to pacify them but he
visited Kemaman and ordered the execution of a raja who had
molested one of T. Omar's women. He takes Tun 'Ali, Bendahara,
from Pahang back to Lingga for the circumcision and installation
of his son, Y. T. Besar, Mahmud Mudzaffar Shah. Next he sends
an embassy to Batavia to interview Governor General Baud about
the suppression of piracy. Holland sends a Commissary Major Kolff
to Riau and a new Resident Goldman
The Y. T. Muda Abdu'r-Rahman sends his brother R. 'Ali Engku
Klana, R. 'Ali and R. Abdullah sons of R. Haji Ahmad, and
R. Yusuf a son of Marhum Jaafar to crush the pirates. After
doing this R. 'Ali Engku Klana marries R. Chik his cousin (anak
saudara sa-pupu), daughter of the Temenggong and Engku Wo',
daughter of R. Buntit a saudara of Marhum Raja Jaafar.
Governor Bonham of Singapore causes consternation by pursuing pirates as far south as Lingga.
S. Muhammad Shah fetches from Singapore R. Maimunah,
daughter of the Tengku Besar of Singapore who died at Teluk
Blanga and marries her to his son Y. T. Besar, S. Mahmud
Mudzaffar Shah.
In 1254 the Dutch station an Assistant Resident at Indragiri.
Soon after R. Omar, Y. T. Besar of Trengganu, came to
Lingga, S. Mansur of Trengganu died and his son
or
succeeded but was driven to Kelantan by R. Omar.
The mother of S. Muhammad Shah dies at Lingga. T. Tengah
the wife of R. Abdullah (brother of Y. T. Muda Abdu'r-Rahman)
dies and the widower studies religion with his saudara R. Haji 'Ali
and then goes to Mecca for a year. On Wednesday night 2nd
Jemad-al-akhir 1257 A.H. (20 July 1841) S. Muhammad Shah
dies.
Governor Bonham and Tun 'AH Dato' Bendahara, appoint as
Temenggong Daeng Renggi' (or Kechil) as he was called after* his
(moyangda sa-belah ibu-nya) maternal forbear Daeng Kechil, son
of R. Maimunah, daughter of Upu Daeng Parani and T. Tengah
Erang daughter of S. Abdu'l-Jalil. He lived at Teluk Belanga and
was created Temenggong Sri Maharaja. The Temenggong sails to
Lingga to do obeisance to S. Mahmud and to meet his ' father '
R, 'Ali, husband of his sister Raja Chik. S. Mahmud goes to
Singapore and stays till Governor Bonham orders him to return to
Lingga. He is young and reckless and gives much trouble to the
Y. T. Muda and the Dutch. The Y. T. Muda Abdu'r-Rahman
pays $36,000 for a ship for the Sultan, and on Monday 2nd
Jemad-al-akhir 1260 (17 June 1844) dies. A month later the
Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt. II.
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Engku Puteri dies. After S. Mahmud Shah has delayed to appoint
a successor, the chiefs and the Dutch choose R. 'Ali Engku Klana.
The Sultan goes to Singapore where this choice is approved by
Temenggong Tun Ibrahim, brother-in-law of Y. T. Muda R. 'Ali.
After installation as Y. T. Muda, R. 'Ali visits his ' parents ' (his
uncle and aunt) R. Haji Ahmad and R. Libir
: he is very
pious and forbids gambling and cock-fighting. The Sultan of
Selangor often visits him. When his relative R. Haji 'Ali goes to
Singapore, he takes back to Riau Tun Abubakar and Tun Abdu'rRahman, the sons of the Temenggong. S. Mahmud Shah marries
his daughter T. Embong to R. Muhammad Yusuf, son of the
Y. T. Muda. A famous Shaikh Ismail comes from Teluk Belanga
and teaches the tarikat Nakshbandiah at Riau: he visits Kedah
also and at last returns to Mecca with a present of $4,000 from
Riau. The Y. T. Muda gives Karimun to his cousin Engku Haji
Muda R. Abdullah, and Kundor to R. Haji 'Ali A tin concession at
in Karimun Island is given to a Dutchman
and soon there are 1,000 people there.
S. Mahmud Shah takes his mother T. Teh for a visit to
Trengganu.
At 11 p.m. on Sunday 3rd Zul-Kaidah 1273 A.H. (28 June
1857) Y. T. Muda R. 'Ali dies. The Chiefs and the Dutch want
Engku Haji Muda, R. Abdullah, to succeed but S. Mahmud favours
his son-in-law R. Muhammad Yusuf son of the deceased.
S.
Mahmud goes to Singapore and stays with a Persian
(? Kurseji). At last the Dutch send Major
to depose
him. R. Abdullah is made Y. T. Muda and T. Sulaiman (called T.
Muda), the son of S. Abdu'r-Rahman of Bukit Chengkeh and
uncle of the deposed ruler, is created S. Sulaiman Badr-al-'Alam
Shah of Lingga and Riau and signs a new treaty with the Dutch
(1274 A.H.). The Commissary's interpreter was a Dutchman Von
de Wall
Tuan
is appointed Resident at
Riau. The illness of the Y. T. Muda delays an expedition against
Reteh. The Y. T. Muda marries his daughter Maimunah to Hassan,
son of Raja <Ali Haji. The Y. T. Muda, R. Abdullah, dies
(Marhum Mershid) and is succeeded by his son, R. Muhammad
Yusuf. S. Sulaiman comes with his consort, Raja Perak (niece
of the deceased and daughter of Marhum Raja 'Ali) and returns
to Lingga. The expedition against Reteh starts at 6 a.m. Saturday
1st Rabiu'1-awal, 1275 under R. Hussain son of Marhum R. Jaafar
with 38 boats. R. Abdu'l-Ghani, son of Marhum R. Idris, also
went. The Dutch sent the brig
under command of Heer
1932] Royal Asiatic Society.
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, with a schooner and 600 Dutch soldiers. The campaign lasted a month. After the capture of Reteh, S. Sulaiman
invests the new Y. T. Muda at Lingga (1275 A.H.).
The deposed S. Mahmud (then aged 38) and his mother
removed from Singapore to Pahang and thence to Trengganu and
thence to Siam—with his younger sister, T. Safiah, whom the
Raja Siam insists on marrying. After 9 months in Siam, S.
Mahmud goes to Trengganu. An English ship comes for him and
bombards Trengganu. S. Mahmud flees to Besut. Thence a
Siamese steamer takes him back to Bangkok. From there he flees
to Singapore and stays at Siglap. Then he goes to Kesang and
meets T. 'Ali, who says, if he becomes Raja, S. Mahmud shall be
his minister. From Kesang he goes with 40 followers to Che' Wan
Ahmad in Pahang, where he dies.
Tun Abubakar succeeds Tun Ibrahim as Temenggong in
Singapore and is styled Sri Maharaja Raja Johore and often sends
messengers to his relatives at Riau.

Journal Malayan Branch [Vol. X, pt ; II.
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R. Muhammad Ali
2nd Y. T. Muda
d. 1791.
. . V. . T. VI.
S. AHMAD SHAH
R. Yahya (or Sulong)
deposed by Y. T. VII in 1791
d. at Kemaman.

T. Puteri
(m. Habib Omar
al-Sakaf-Netscher)

S. AHMAD ABDUL-JALIL SHAH, Y. T.III& V.
R. Ismail, d. 1781
m. ( 1 )
(2) a Trengganu raja

S. M U H A M M A D SHAH, Y. T. II.
R. Huang, d. 1760.

(2) ca. 1719 T. Kamariah (d. 1746), d. of S. Abdu'l-Jalil, Johore.

Notes.-(a) A Dutch record shows that R Kechil died ' very old 'in1746, so that his birth in1700 as a posthumous son of S. Mahmud
of Johore ( l699) by Che Apong, daughter of the Laksamana, must befictitious—Netscherp. 5 7 .
(b) The royaltitlesof these rulers are taken from Netscher as also the name of the eighth ruler. An account of later rulers
of Siakw i l lbe found in the "Encyclopaedie vanNederlandsch-Indie,"vol.III(1919)under ' Oostkust van Sumatra.'
(c) It should be noted that descent atfirstfollowed from Raja Kechil's royal wife.

Savid Ibrahim
S. ABDUL-JALIL KHALILU'D-DIN, Y. T. VIII.
went mad 1827.

Sayid Ali
S. ABUD'L-JALIL SAIFUD~DIN, Y T VII
abdicated 1811 and d. 1821.

T. Badariah
m. Sayid Usman
(Sen Shahab)

R. Alam
1st Y.T. Muda: d. 1765.
S. ATLIMU'D-DIN SHAH, Y. T. IV
m. D. Khatijah, d. of D. Parani

RAJA KECHIL
V. T. I. of Siak
d.'very old ' 1746
m. ( 1 ) d. ofBupatiBatu Kuching,

III
RAJA KECHIL AND THE SIAK FAMILY.
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II
The Bugis Tree,- -THE YAMTUAN MUDAS OF RIAU AND THE SULTANS OF SELANGOR.
Upu Tenribong Daeng of Lakkai

D. Parani, d. 1723; m. (a) T. Tengah
d. of S. Abdu'l-Jalil, Johore.

(b) ?

R. Maimunah
m. a Temenggong (Tuhfat al-Nafis)
(Tun Abdul-Jamal—Johore MS.)

D. KEMBOJA,
M. Janggut.
3rd Y.T.M.
d. 1777

D. Kechil
(Tun Ibrahim)

[
D. Chela'

Temenggong
Abdu'r-Rahman, d. 1825
m. (a) Che Yah,
(b) E. Wok (3)

Pun Aminah,
Che' Puan
Sulong m.
R. Said

Tun Aishah
m. Tengku
Besar,
Singapore

D. Renggek (5), b. 1811
D. Besar,
d. 1862 (Tem. Ibrahim)
Tun Haji
(b) Miss?
Abdullah
m. (a) Che Ngah
m. R. Chik
(sister of R. Ali historian)
d. 1861
Tun Abdu'rS. Abubakar
Rahman
of Johore,
<i. 1895

E. Long
m. R. Ali
8th Y.T. M.

E. Chik
m. R. Ali
8th Y.T. M.

E. Muda Muhammad,
fl. 1800

Che Puan Bulang m.
Raja (S.) Hussain
of Singapore

D. Menambun
m. d. of
S. of Matan

married

D. MEREWAH, d. 1728
M. di-Sungai Baru,
m. 1st Y.T.M. of Riau
m. E. Che' Ayu (1), d. of Tem. Abdul-Jamal
R. Fatimah

Klana
Che' Onok
m. in
Selangor

D. CHELA' or PALI, d. 1745; 2nd Y.T.M.
m. (a) T. Mandak and (b) others
d. of S. Abdu'l-Jalil,
Johore.

T. Hitam
T. Puteh
m. S. Abdu'l-Jalil m. Say id Hussain
(Ben Yahya)
R. di-Baroh d. 1760

S. Mahmud
Shah, Lingga
d. 1812.

R. Johor
R. Seh
m. Che Puan R. Hussain,
R. Lebar
m. R. Jaafar m. Muhammad Bonda Raja. S. of S'pore
6th Y.T.M. S. of Selangor
(Marhum Melaka d. 1835).

T. Muhammad, T. Besar,
d. 1825,
m. Che' Aishah

R. Aminah
m. Arong Lenga

R. Halimah
m. S. Jambi

R. Said
m. Che' Puan Sulong

R. Hamidah (4)
E. Putri, m.
S. Mahmud.

R. JAAFAR
b. ca. 1773 d. 1831
6th Y.T.M.

R. ABDULLAH,
R. ABDU'R-RAHMAN
R. ALI
S. Abdu'rM. Mershid,
d. 1844 7th Y.T.M.
b. ca. 1810
Rahman of
d. 1858 9th
8th Y.T.M.
Lingga d.
Y.T.M. m. T.
m. R. Siti
1830. m.
Tengah.
E. Dalam (3)
I
R. MUHAMMAD YUSUF
10th Y.T.M. asc. 1859 d. 1899
m. R. Embong
S. Abdu'r-Rahman
Last Sultan of Lingga.

R. Jaafar,
E. Nong

T. Puan Maimunah
m. S. Mahmud Mudzaffar
of Lingga.
Notes.—(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

R. Bulang
m. 1739 S. Mahmud Shah,
Trengganu

R. Lumu of Selangor (2)
S. Salehu'd-din (1743),
m. d. of D. Merewah.

R. Sulaiman m. R. Buntit

R. Perak
R. Khatijah R. ALI d. 1805
R. Andak
R. Yusoh R. Ahmad,
m. M. Teluk m. R. Alam M. Pulau Bayan m. S. Ibrahim
d. young
Ketapang 4th Y.T. Siak
5th Y.T.M.
of Selangor
R. Safiah
m. R. Idris

R. HAJI, d. 1784
M. Teluk Ketapang
4th Y.T.M.

D. Kamase*
m. d. of ruler of Sambas.

She lived at Perpat Sa-ratus.
R. Lumu was apparently next to R. Haji but for tabular convenience is put below his three Bisters.
E. Wok and E. Dalam were sisters.
Who refused to give up the Johore regalia at Riau, (1812).
After this name, the Selangor tree has been taken from R. J. Wilkinson's " A History of the Peninsular Malays," 3rd ed., 1923, p. 142
Munshi Abdullah calls him Daing Ganggek.

R. Buntit
m. R.
Sulaiman
E. Dalam (3)

R. Idris
m R.Safiah

E. Wok (3)

R. Siti
m. R. Ali
8th Y.T.M.

R. Pahang

R. Ali
Haji
(author)

R. Ahmad,
E. Haji Tua
m. Che Hamidah,
Selangor.
R. Chik
m. D.
Abdullah.

R. Tengah
m. Ibrahim,
S. of Selangor.

R. Usman
m. R. Long,
d. of S. Perak.

R. Selamah
m. R. Nala,
Y.T.M.
Selangor.

R. Pasir
m. Y.T. Besar,
Indragiri.

S. IBRAHIM
m. a Bugis
d. 1826

.

R. Nala
Y.T.M.
Selangor.

S. MUHAMMAD (5)
of Selangor, d.
1858.
a daughter

m.

R. Penuwa m.
(a) a Kedah
raja (b) Arong
Temujong.
R. Abdullah d. 1874

S. ABDU'L-SAMAD d. 1898
R. Muda Musa.
S. ALA'U'D-DIN
SULAIMAN SHAH

I
SULTANS OF JOHORE, RIAU- -LINGGA, TRENGGANU, SINGAPORE AND PAHANG.
B
- >.M. Abdu'l-Majid
of Johore, Marhum P a d a n g Saujana (Kola Tinggi), d. 1(>97.

B.P.R.(S.) ABDU'L-JALIL RIAYAT SHAH
M. Kuala Pahang; reigned 1699-171 9

Tem. Abdu'l-Jamal m.

B. P. R. Tun Abdul-Majid,
Pahang, d. 1803
B.P.R. (1803-6) Tun Rons, Pahang
m. Che Puan Meriam.

B. Che Engku Sentul
drowned 1803

B.S.M. (Tua) Tun (Mu)tahir
d. 1863, buried at Johore
Baharu

B. Muda Koris
asc. 1858 d. 1863.
buried at
Johore Baharu.

B.S.R. (1806) Tun.Ali,
Pahang, d. 1847.

Che Puan
Meriam m.
B. Koris

B.S.R. WAN AHMAD
S. (1887) of
Pahang d. 1914.

Tem. Ibrahim
(D. Ronggek)
Singapore and
Johore b. 1811,
d. 1 Feb., 1862

S. MAHMUD
m. T. Meriam
asc. 1914 d. 1917.
T. Meriam
m. S. Mahmud
of Pahang.

I
D. Kechil (a)
Temenggong

T. Kamariah
d. ca. 1746,
m. R. Kechil
1st Y. T., Siak

T. Tengah or Erang
m. D. Parani killed 1723.

Tun Abbas
B. S. M.

21

R. Maimunah

T. Puteh
S. AHMAD RIAYAT SHAH
d. 1761

I
E. Muda
of Bulang
dc facto |Tem.

Tem. Abdu'r-Rahman E. Puan, m. S. HUSSAIN, m.(2) 1811 Wan Esah d. of (3) T. Perbu
Koris, B.P.R. Pahangj
Bulang and Singapore Bulang IMuadzam Shah
no issue
|
[of Singapore
d. 1825
Che Puan Aisha m.

S. ABUBAKAR
S. ABDULLAH
of Johore b. 3 Feb.,
of Pahang
asc. 1917 d. 1932. 1833, d. 4 June, 1895.
S. IBRAHIM
of Johore, b. 17 Sept., 1873.

T. Muhammad
(T. Besar Hitam)
d. 1825.

T. Empuan Maimunah

T. Jalil
m. s.
of Tem.
Ismail
of Muar.

T. Mandak
m. D. Chela',
Y.T. Muda Riau

S. ALI (of Muar)
Iskandar Shah
d. 1877 at
Malacca.

m.

S. MAHMUD MUDZAFFAR
SHAH b. 1823, asc. 1841, deposed
1857; (d) d. in Pahang 1864.
T. Embong (Fatimah)
m. R. Mhd. Yusuf, 10th Y.T.M.

S. ABDU'R-RAHMAN MUADZAM SHAH
asc. 1885 deposed 1911: last Sultan of Lingga.

S. SULA1MAN BADR AL-ALAM SHAH
Mangkat di-Batangan; d. 1760
m. Che Puan Perak and others.

married

S. ABDU'L-JALIL MUADZAM SHAH
R. di-Baroh d. 1761

R. Bakul
m. S. Mansur
of Trengganu

Padu
Tun
1st

Maharaja (1717),
NAL-ABIDIN
n of Trengganu,
1725 d. 1733.

Tun
S. M
M.
m. R

lil, R. Dalam;
SUR SHAH
(or Janggut)
kul & R. Bulang (1739) d. of D. Chela' Y.T.M.

S. Z
M
as

AL-ABIDIN
ata Merah
'93 d. 1808

S. MAHMUD RIAYAT SHAH, (b)
Marhum Besar, b. ca. 1755
d. Jan. 1812 at Lingga.

iHMAD SHAH
1808 d. 1827

S. IV UHAMMAD
M U A D Z A M SHAH
M. Keraton
b . 1803 d. 1841
m. (1) R. T ( . h & ( 2 ) others

T. Dalam
m. Y.T.M
Trenggam,

T. Hamidah
m. Tun
Abd if r-Rahman,
Pahang ca. 1850

S. SULAIMAN BADR
AL-ALAM SHAH (c)
asc. 1857 d. 1883

S. ABDU'R-RAHMAN SHAH
asc. 1827 d. 1831

S. MANSUR SHAH
Y. T. Muda
1831-6

S. A B D U R - R A H M A N ' M U A D Z A M SHAH of Lingga
M- Bukit Chengkeh b. ca. 1780 d. 1830
m. E. Dalam & Others

T. Jaafar

Yam-Tuan
Kelantan

T. Teh
S. Muhammad
h of Lingga
T. Tengah
m. R. Haji
Abdullah,
9th Y.T. Muda,
Riau.

S. DAUD
ruled 1831
3 weeks

BAGINDA
Y. T. M.
S. OMAR
MAHMUD
Y. T. Besar
1839-76

S. MUHAMMAD
SHAH 1836-9

S. AHMAD MUADZAM SHAH
1876-1881

Tun Kech
m. Tun Mu
B.S.M. Pah
ca. 182

S. ZAINAL-ABIDIN MUADZAM SHAH
1881-1918

T. Andak
m. Tem.
Ibrahim.

S. MUHAMMAD
asc. 1918 deposed 1920

S. SULAIMAN
BADR AL-ALAM SHAH
asc. 1920, m.
T. Meriam, d. of S. (Wan)
Ahmad of Pahane

Notrs.-Thes, trees follow the Tuhfat al-Nafis, except for (1) Tun Abbas and the J°h're branch, which is derived f r o m s o u r c e s c i t e d i n m y p a p e r o n ' ' T h e B e n d a h a r a s a n d T e m e n g g o n g s ' ' : ( I I ) t h e T r e n g g a n u b r a n c h which is taken from the Johore M S , described in that article, Wilkinson's' M and II and Abdul-Jalil III" (JRASMB.) 1931. pp. 28-34) and the Kampong
Glam tree; (III) the Pahang Branch, taken from Mr. Linehan's paper (JRASMB 1925. p. 334) and the Johore M.S: and ( I V ) some dates and events afer l856 taken from Netschet ( Verhandehngen v. d. Bat. Gen. v. Kunsten en Wetenschaffen, Deel XXXV, Batavia 1870) while some are om Bertie's "The Malayan Peninsula" PP. 274-285.
S. = Sultan. Y. T. = Yahg dipertuan. Y. T. M. = Y. T. Muda. R. = Raja. B. = Bendahara. b. = buried. Tem = Temenggong. T = Tengku E. = Engku. M. = M. Marhum. m. = maried. D. = Daing d = (1) died (2) daughter. asc. = ascended. ca. = circa. F. S. M. = Bendahara Sri Maharaja. B. P. R, = Bendahara Paduka Raja
B. S. R. = Bendahara Siwa Raja. s. = sister. The Sumatran patender to the Johore throne. Raja Kechil. styled himsself S. Abdul- Jalil Rahmat Shah (1717)-1722
.(a) The royal Kampong Glam tree*gives his name as Enche' Kamis, calls him Temenggong and also makes him a son of Tem Abdu'l-Jamal. A Johore tree, almost identical with that of Kampong Giam, calls h,m Engku Abdu'l-Hamid son of Abdu'l-jamal. A gloss on an 1866 MS. of the Tub, cal's Engku Muda Muhammad.
(b) S. Mahmud Shah of Lingga, d. 1812 m. (1) E. Puan, d. of B. Abdu'l-Majid (Johore M.S.) Pahang, no issue; (II) Che Mekoh, d. of D. Maturang, alms Che Jaafar, issue T. (S.) Hussain of Singapore, (III) in 1780, Che Meriam, d. of 'Bandar Hassan, (and a Balinese slave—Begbie) issue R. (S.) Abdu'r-Rahman; (IV) T. Hamidah (E. Putri, who kept the Johore
regalia) d. of R. Haji (M. Ketang)- Netscher PP. 146
(c) Not gahara i.c. not noble on "both sides ib. After his death in 1883 there was no heir on the male side and the Lingga throne was vacant till 1885. This was the time when Tem. Abubakar took the title of S. of Johore, about which he had approached Riau in 1868 when he assumed the style of Maharaja.
(d) Formally installed as heir apparent by Bendahara Ali who came from Pahang to Lingga.
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